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ABSTRACT

Minoan pithoi are one of the most distinctive coarse ware forms of the Minoan

pottery repertoire. Despite their frequency in archaeological contexts and their

importance to the investigation of issues concerning food storage and subsistence

economy, pithoi are relatively unknown. This study examines pithoi as pottery and

attempts to establish a typological and functional seriation. In analysing morphological

and physical attributes, we infer distinctive differences in the physical performance

characteristics of pithoi. On the basis of this evidence we seek to investigate the

relative subsistence potential of Late Minoan I non-palatial households in Crete.

The methodology follows four steps: (i) the critical review of direct evidence for

food storage within Neopalatial houses (pithoi and storage installations); (ii) the study

of material markers concerned with staple processing, food preparation and

consumption; (iii) the estimate by approximation of the overall storage capacity of

storage containers and installations; and (iv) the evaluation of the subsistence

potential of a household by converting capacity estimates into calorific values.

On the basis of evidence collected on household storage strategies, which naturally

correspond to the evidence in existence today, this study infers differences in

households' subsistence potential. Ordinary households had low or moderate

subsistence potential and only a few of the elite households had a markedly higher

subsistence potential. While this ensured high self-sufficiency and participation in

conspicuous consumption for these elite households, it could not always have served

in alleviating the community's food shortages, should these have occurred.

The emerging Late Minoan I picture attests to the highly centralised and hierarchical

organisation of the subsistence economy, in keeping with the centralising trend

manifested from Middle Minoan III onwards.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I.1. Aims.

Minoan pottery has been a topic of great interest. Its variation in decoration and

shape provides a sensitive tool for establishing chronological sequences within the

cultural framework of a civilisation, without having deciphered written documents and

chronological lists (Evans 1906; Warren and Hankey 1989). Fine ware pottery

became the main focus of interest in most of the approaches, while coarse ware, with

a few exceptions, was almost entirely neglected. Only recently has the importance of

coarse pottery for the investigation of the socio-economic patterns of Minoan society

been raised, thanks to innovative approaches (e.g. Day 1991).

This study examines one of the most distinctive coarse ware forms of the Minoan

pottery repertoire: the pithos. It is a common form in most excavation contexts and it

is prevalent in surveys. Furthermore, because of its function as storage container, the

pithos is the foremost parameter for the evaluation of storage potential. Despite the

contributions of Evans in establishing the first systematic typological and

chronological sequence of pithoi (PM I-TV), and the exemplary studies of Levi and

Carinci (1988) and Warren (1972) on the pithos assemblages from Phaistos and

Myrtos, our knowledge is rather incomplete. The need for a systematic and

comparative study (in time and space) of pithoi is great, especially after the increased

interest in coarse ware pottery.

This is the first purpose of our thesis: to examine pithoi as pottery and to provide a

handy tool for enabling the taxonomy and interpretation of the excavated evidence.

Secondly, we aim to evaluate the contribution of pithoi to the understanding of the

subsistence potential of Neopalatial households and to examine how our results



support or alter current views on the political and economic organisation of

Neopalatial state society.

1.2. Temporal and spatial frameworks of the study.

In investigating the question of pithoi as pottery, we employed a wide range of

information derived from most of the excavated sites of Crete, dated from Early

Minoan I to Late Minoan IIIC/Subminoan periods and from all contexts (palaces,

houses, sacral buildings, burials). 1 The enquiry focusing on the economic implications

arising from the use of pithoi as storage containers is more limited in time and

context. We chose to confine ourselves within the limits of the Neopalatial period.

The extent and quality of evidence available from that time allows us to arrive at more

representative and reliable conclusions. Furthermore, it is generally accepted that

during Neopalatial period Minoan civilisation reached its highest level of socio-

political and cultural complexity. Thus, it provides an ideal framework for the

evaluation of storage strategies within a complex society. As far as the contextual

framework is concerned, we focus our study on storage behaviour within the

Neopalatial domestic sector. Despite differences in theoretical trends, methodological

procedures and aims, most of the contributions on food storage in Bronze Age Crete

share, with few exceptions (e.g. Shaw and Shaw 1996), a common perspective: tile

organisation of storage at a central level. Interest has concentrated mainly on the

storage manipulation and mobilisation of surplus, and tele rise and func..tioning

cultural complexity at the level of palatial institutions. Thus, the main purpose of this

study is to move the attention of storage from a centralised to a domestic perspective.

In this thesis, the study of palatial storage strategies served only to provide an up-to-

date background for the evaluation of domestic storage within the framework of

Neopalatial state society.

The chronological framework of the Neopalatial period, in terms of ceramic

grounds, as defined by Evans, corresponds to Middle Minoan IIIA (MM IIIA),

Middle Minoan II113 (MM II113), Late Minoan IA (LM IA) and Late Minoan B3 (LM

We have not studied the pithoi, excavated by Prof. I. Sakellarakis and Dr. Sapouna-Sakellaraki, in
the area of Archanes because they are the topic of the Ph.D. dissertation of another scholar and the
pithoi from Vathypetro and Sklavokambos. Furthermore, we have not studied the evidence from the
excavations of Petras, Myrtos-Pyrgos and Chalasmenos because permission was not given by the
excavators. In these cases we are limited to the published data.
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IB). The corresponding dates in calendar years are the subject of a well known debate

which does not need to be rehearsed here (cf. Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 22-23).

In this thesis, we adopted the chronological system presented by Warren and Hankey,

since it is the only one which successfully combines traditional considerations with

scientific information (1989; Warren 1991b; see Table If).

1.3. The character and processing of the data.

The empirical basis of our study includes a very large assemblage of entirely and

partly preserved pithoi and fragments (2,980 pieces). In broad terms the data may be

presented as follows:

1) 55% of the total represents entirely preserved pithoi and partly preserved pithoi

which provide evidence for their original profile. 45% represents pithos fragments. In

the cases of Chania-Kastelli, Apodoulou, Monastiraki, Knossos (Evans excavations),

Juktas, Galatas, Kavousi-Kastro and Kavousi-Vrondas excavations, we had access to

large assemblages of pithos fragments.

2) 48% of the total is published (all the pithoi and fragments illustrated in the

Minoan bibliography from the late 19th century to 1998) and 52% unpublished (from

most of the systematic and rescue excavations).

3) 87% of the research is based on the physical examination of the original pieces

(pithoi and fragments) kept in Cretan archaeological sites and Museums (including

the Stratigraphical Museums of the foreign Archaeological Schools) and in the

Museums of Athens (National Museum), Pigorini Museum (Italy), the Archaeological

Museum of Florence (Italy), the Louvre (France), the British Museum (U.K), and the

Ashmolean Museum (U.K.). For the remainder (13%), we are limited to studying the

published photographs.2

The data base has been studied and recorded, following a system of codes. We

emphasise the morphological features, physical properties, techniques of construction

and contextual information. An experimental study aiming to understand the

2 This includes: (i) published pithoi in the literature from the excavations where permission is not
provided (see footnote 1); (ii) the material kept in the Apothiki of the American School of Classical
Studies at Pitsidia and Mochlos and of the British School at Palaikastro because of practical
problems; (iii) pithoi excavated in the late 19th and early 20th centuries which were destroyed
during the World War II or were not found in the Cretan Museums; (iv) pithoi kept in other
European and American Museums and private collections.
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mechanical performance characteristics of pithoi has been carried out on 70% of the

material. Furthermore, a catalogue was built up of photographs, drawings to scale,

photocopies and rough drafts. The information has been electronically stored and

processed (except the iconic documentation) on the basis of a programme specifically

created by Mr. A. Papadalcis. A similar procedure was adopted for the study and

documentation of the storage facilities and material markers related to the economic

status of Neopalatial households.

IA. Thesis structure.

The thesis is organised as follows: after the introduction, Chapter II outlines the

principles for the taxonomy of Minoan pithoi and a basic although substantial

typological, chronological and spatial seriation. Related to Chapter II are Appendices

I and II, where the most frequent and typical pithos Forms and the decorative trends

and patterns on pithoi are discussed.' Chapter III presents and evaluates the direct

and indirect evidence for the use of Minoan pithoi. Chapter IV discusses the main

theoretical perspectives on storage and offers a critical overview of the related

contributions for the Bronze Age Aegean. The methodology involved in the

discussion and interpretation of our evidence is discussed in Chapter V. Chapter VI

discusses the evidence for food storage at palaces and reconsiders the main

approaches proposed for the interpretation of storage at a central level. Chapter VII

presents the empirical data on domestic storage behaviour in Neopalatial houses and

attempts to evaluate this information in terms of the subsistence potential of resident

households. Chapter VIII combines the different lines of enquiry, in order to consider

their implications for our understanding of domestic economy within the framework

of the Neopalatial state. Chapter IX contains the conclusions.

3 One point must be taken into consideration. Because of the overall orientation of this thesis and the
large length of some sections we prefer to limit ourselves to a basic discussion of pithoi as pottery
and we include many substantial parts as Appendices. Thus, the discussions do not follow the most
desirable order. We hope to discuss the issue elsewhere.
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Date BC Phase Abbreviation

1700/1650-1640/1630 Middle Minoan IIIA MM IIIA

1640/1630-1600 Middle Minoan TIM MM IIIB

1600 Middle Minoan TDB/ MM IIIB/LM IA

Late Minoan IA

1600/1580-1480± Late Minoan IA LM IA

1480±-1425 Late Minoan TB LM 1B

Table I.1. The absolute chronology of the Neopalatial period (after Warren and
Hankey 1989; Warren 1991b).
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CHAPTER II

THE TYPOLOGY, CHRONOLOGY AND DISTRIBUTION
OF MINOAN PITHOI

ILL Introduction.

The initial goal of the classification, hereby proposed, is to create a system of

taxonomy for Minoan pithoi. In assembling the data we used a very large collection

of material. The processing of such different entities involves five drawbacks.

The first is inherent in the nature of the archaeological evidence itself. Pithoi are

not as morphologically static as is generally thought (Furumark 1941: 207; Popham

1976: 105; Hallager 1977: 51). This becomes clear if we take into consideration the

high level of regional variations observed in the entities under classification.

Variability in morphological features makes a large-scale sorting operation difficult.

Thus, the methods of isolating types should be such as to permit a wide applicability

to different entities.

The second drawback is the state of preservation. Only a few pithoi are fully

preserved and restored, while most are in fragments. Moreover, for many restored

specimens, there are doubts about the final result (e.g. PM IV: fig.285; Levi 1976:

P1.169b). This problem becomes even more prominent in pieces restored at the

beginning of the twentieth century when excavators were influenced by aesthetic

predilections. For fragmentary pithoi a reliable reconstruction of their main

morphological features and their classification into types is not always possible.

A third drawback is the uneven distribution of our data in time and space. In the

palace of Knossos, for instance, although a considerable number of LM pithoi have

been preserved, only a few are known from the previous periods. The opposite

situation is observed in the palace of Phaistos, where the most important assemblage

of MM pithoi is found. Generally speaking, the LM periods are better represented

than the EM and MM periods. Most of our specimens come from Central and East

Crete, while the evidence from West Crete is rather limited, not only because of the

available patterns from the Minoan period but also because of the orientation of

6



archaeological research during the first decades of the 20th century. The inequality of

the data inevitably creates gaps in our conclusions. The minimisation of this 'pitfall' is

possible through a careful and representative selective process of the archaeological

data.

A fourth difficulty is the life-expectancy' of pottery (Foster 1960; DeBoer

1974; Longacre 1985). Storage vessels lasted considerably longer than pots used

daily (David 1972). This was due to their function as storage containers and the

physical properties of the fabric, which provided major resistance and durability.

Once damaged, pithoi were also restored and re-used (e.g. Mylonas 1959: fig.132;

1968: 6; Theocharis 1952: 148). Consequently, in many cases, pithoi were

associated with much later contexts than the date of their fabrication (e.g. Levi

1969; Alexiou et al. 1968: 40; Shaw and Shaw 1993: 144). In addition, it has been

observed that morphological features of pithoi could survive for a long period.

Therefore, a temporal distribution is quite uncertain. The dates for each type

proposed in this study are based on the results of a comparative approach of the

morphological and decorative attributes of each pot and its context. We avoid

dating specimens in the sub-phases of each period. In our view such precision is not

reliable, considering the durability of pithoi and the persistence of morphological

features. Such precision is possible only when easily dated decorative features are

displayed on a pithos.

The fifth and perhaps most telling drawback is caused by the complete lack of

clear delineation between the pithos form and other pottery forms. Generally

speaking, pithoi have been defined as large (at least 60 cm.) pots used for storage

purposes (Tournavitou 1992: 183-184). The shape could be Ovoid, Piriform,

Conical or Barrel. The fabric is very coarse and the decoration consists of trickle,

rope or raised band patterns. Opinions are contradictory about pots of lesser

dimensions made of finer fabric and decorated with elaborate patterns but with the

same morphological features as a pithos. The pot is defined as `pithoid jar', 'jar',

`stamnos', 'amphora', `pithoid amphora', `pithoid crater', and 'Palace style

amphora'. A typical case is the publication of pithoi from the Acropolis Houses at

Knossos. Three pots are illustrated with the same morphological features and

fabric (Catling et al. 1979: fig. 34 n. 230, fig. 40 nos 270, 273). They differ only in
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the decoration, as one of them is decorated with horizontal and wavy painted bands

while the other two are not. The excavator defined the decorated specimen as

`pithoid jar' and the other two as 'small pithoi'. Actually it is very difficult to

explain such differentiation in the definition of similar pots which present all the

morphological attributes of a pithos. The tendency to name vessels `pithoid jar'

because of their decoration is clear in this case.'

The question to be answered is whether differences in size, fabric and decoration

are valid elements of distinction when the morphological attributes are the same as

a pithos. Regarding size, a pithos of lesser dimensions is not a `pithoid jar', 'jar',

`stamnos' or 'amphora'. Those terms imply per se differences in main

morphological features and patterns of use. The most appropriate and theoretically

correct definition is pitharaki. This term defines the small pithos. It was

systematically used for the first time by Levi and Carinci for the pithoi from the

palace of Phaistos (1988; Levi 1976). The boundary between the two classes was

placed at 50 cm height. It has been observed that the pitharakia have the same

morphological features as the pithoi, but on a different scale. In most cases the

fabric is finer than that of a pithos and the decoration is more elaborate, as the

surface area to be covered is smaller. It should be taken into consideration,

however, that a pitharalci is used for short-term storage and/or transfer purposes.

Pithos fabric is usually coarse, often rich in inclusions and fairly heavy. This

fabric reinforces the walls during the manufacturing process and increases strength.

In many pithoi of large dimensions, however, the fabric is not as coarse as usual but

is similar to the fabric of `pithoid vases'. The only difference is that the pithos

walls are thicker. Consequently, the 'finer' fabric in pots called `pithoid jars' is not

a valid criterion of differentiation when the morphological features are similar to

those of a pithos.

It is evident from the above that we should define the pithos form and set up

criteria of identification so that future scholars and excavators can have a secure

framework within which to operate. In other words, establish a common terminology.

I See also the case of the so-called 'Palace Style Amphora'. Although their morphology and use are
similar to pots generally accepted as pithoi, their elaborate painted decoration is taken as a valid
attribute of typological differentiation. These aesthetic 'discriminations' are still present in recent
studies, cf. Niemeier 1985.



Principles of classification.

The aim of this section is not to discuss the theoretical parameters of a

classificatory process (for an excellent overview see Adams and Adams 1991). We

shall confine ourselves to a discussion of the issues on which our sorting operation is

based.

The aspiration of any taxonomic procedure is the isolation of types with their

variables. The value of types as a source of information is shown in the concept

that types reflect the 'mental template' of their makers (Kriegger 1944: 271-88; Deetz

1967: 45-46). For others the type is only an analytical construction created and used

by the archaeologist for functional, chronological and cultural-historical

considerations (Ford 1954: 11-17; for the dispute between the adherents of 'natural'

and 'artificial' classification see Dunnell 1986: 149-207; Adams and Adams 1991:

265-295). A type involves two components, the type icon by which a type is

identified and the type meaning, i.e. spatial, functional, chronological and cultural

considerations.

The isolation of types is based on certain properties generally known as attributes

(Clark 1968: 71,188). Attributes can be classified according to their contribution to

the classificatory process as essential or non essential. Three strategies have been

proposed for the selection and evaluation of attributes: free, guided, and imposed

(Gardin 1980: 81-82). The first is an objective selection not influenced or determined

by a priori knowledge relative to the distribution in space and time. The second is

an induced selection determined by what we already know about our archaeological

data. The third is a deduced procedure in which the choice is determined by extrinsic

or intrinsic observations.

There are several different kinds of classification (for pottery see Rice 1987: 274-

287,215-22; Orton, Tyres and Vince 1993: 3-17,152-165). The choice depends partly

on the existing conventions within the area of study and partly on the aims of each

study. In either case a successful classification should take into consideration two

fundamental principles. First, entities belonging to the same type should share similar

features and second, types should be defined with precision to allow others to

duplicate the classification (Orton 1980: 33).
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The pots included in our collection are defined as pithoi on the basis of

morphological attributes. The learning process of the human mind to perceive the

existence of objects by morphological properties underlines the primary role of

morphology in a classification procedure. 2 As for morphology, we have considered

pithoi as pots in which shape is varied, namely as Ovoid, Globular, Piriform, Barrel,

and Conical. 3 Each of these could be elongated or depressed. The mouth is restricted

or unrestricted. Restricted mouths usually have high collar. The handles are arranged

either in two rows on the upper and lower part of the body or in a single row on the

shoulder. Other arrangements also are present. Their position, however, has to permit

the easy graspability of the pot. The shape of the collar and rim varies according to

the intended use of the pithos. The decoration varies from simple patterns to

extremely elaborated painted or rope/band compositions. We define as pithoi pots

above 50 cm. in height. This distinction is only for practical purposes as the amount of

archaeological data under consideration and the relative problems necessitate a

selection.

Morphology also points to the use. Both are interdependent and a distinction is not

possible (Hendrickson and MacDonald 1983). Regarding use, the pithos is par

excellence a container for long-term and short-term storage (see Chapter III). It

was designed to contain organic and inorganic substances. Pithoi could also be used

for a series of secondary tasks. Without too much difficulty we can imagine that they

should have considerable capacity, stability, relative mobility and low porosity.

In the classification, hereby proposed, we categorised our data on the basis of

ratios of height to maximum diameter and on ratios of mouth diameter to maximum

diameter (Table III, cf. Longacre 1981: 54; Herickson and McDonald 1983: 631-

36). Those dimensional relationships define vessels' shape. Shape is the main attribute

for the distinction between and classification of different types (Tables 11.1 and

11.2). Smaller details such as the shape of the rim, handles, base and the arrangement

of handles are not taken into account. The minimal role of those details in our

classification does not mean that we consider them unimportant. Their exclusion,

however, is required by the classification process itself The need to work with

2 This is the 'Psychology of the Form' or Gestalt. Gestalt emphasised that immediate experience is
derived from the whole pattern of sensory activity and the relationships and organisations within this
pattern (KOhler 1947).
3 We adopt nominal references referring to geometric solids (Ericson and Strike! 1973).
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entities from different contexts in time and space causes us to use methods suitable to

such data.

The variety of entities within each type implies a further division into sub-types

(Table 11.2). In the Ovoid pithoi, for example, while the ratio of maximum diameter

to height is constant, the ratio of maximum diameter to mouth diameter varies

considerably. As elements of a further subdivision, we take the closure ratio i.e. the

ratio of maximum diameter to mouth diameter, the presence of collar, and its height

(Table II.1). This division respects the diversity of the entities within the type but

does not take into consideration minor morphological features and individual

characteristics of each specimen.

Types with their variants (sub-types) have been grouped together in two wide

classes called Groups (Tables IN and 11.2). Group I comprises all specimens with

restricted mouth i.e. the mouth/collar diameter is considerably less than the maximum

diameter of the body. Group II comprises all types with unrestricted mouth i.e. the

mouth diameter is equal to or greater than the maximum diameter of the body.

For each typological entity, a number of the most representative and frequently

attested specimens is given. These selected specimens are conventionally called

Forms (Appendix I). Each Form includes many members. They are similar in their

morphological features but occasionally minor details could differ from specimen to

specimen. Other specimens representative of typological entity are classified under

the heading General (Appendix III). For the iconic presentation of types we used

drawings to scale 1:10. In some cases drawing to scale was not possible, either

because the pithos is unpublished or because it has not been preserved. In such cases

we used photocopies.

This classification is an 'induced construction' as the tools of recognition and

selection are established according to the aims of our study and the parameters of the

archaeological evidence. In this way, inevitably, we have not taken into consideration

classifications that prehistoric makers/users probably had for those artefacts. 4 For

instance, in the Aegean area specific names have been used for different types of

vessels (Korre-Zografou 1995). The denominations combine several attributes such as

shape, size, capacity, content, and customary use. For pithoi Cretan potters use terms

4 This is called 'folk classification' (Adams and Adams 1991: 40-1).
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such as 7-1-09ãpz, flapa,a, 2aSon-i0apo, Kpao-o gieapo, pe2on-i9apo, Opoi),un-a,

itisoymciOapo and raeapeact (Vallianos and Padouva 1986). Every term refers to

types of pithoi with different morphological features used for storage of different

substances. It is not certain whether similar classifications existed in Minoan Crete

and the lack of literary testimonies is not helpful in that direction.

11.3. Types, chronology and spatial distribution.

PITHOI OF GROUP I

OVOLD SHAPES

The Ovoid shapes are very frequent in Minoan pithoi (Fig. 66). Their popularity is

partly due to morphological properties, which contribute to the stability and high

capacity of the pithos. The curve between the base and the mouth of the vase is not

very pronounced. The maximum diameter coincides with the middle height and in

one type with the lower part of the pot. The types observed are determined by

differences in the size and position of the maximum diameter. Four types are

proposed: Ovoid, Ovoid Depressed, Ovoid Elongated and Ovoid Low-Bellied. The

most common sub-types are the ones with wide mouths and low/without collars or

with narrow mouths and low/without collars. Pithoi with narrow mouths and high

collars are present only in the Ovoid Elongated and Ovoid types.

The Ovoid shapes are first seen in EM JIB. In MM I and MM II Ovoid and Ovoid

Depressed types are very popular while towards the end of MM the Ovoid Elongated

type is predominant. The Ovoid Low-Bellied type is found throughout West Crete

from MM III onwards. Although LM is better documented, the Ovoid types are not

so frequent. The most popular Ovoid shape is the Ovoid Elongated, especially during

LM I. Ovoid shapes are found, albeit not frequently, in LM III, except that the Ovoid

Elongated type is not longer present.

OVOID TYPE

The curve from the base to the mouth is more emphasised than in the Ovoid

Elongated but less than in the Ovoid Depressed. Three sub-types are present: Ovoid

pithoi with wide mouth and low/without collar (Aa) Forms 1-3, Ovoid pithoi with
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narrow mouth and low/without collar (Ac) Forms 4-8, and Ovoid pithoi with narrow

mouth and high collar (Ad) Form 9. The most frequent are the first two sub-types

while the third occurred only occasionally.

Chronology: From MM I onwards. Frequent during MM II, MM III and LM III.

Distribution: In most sites. Frequent in the area of Phaistos during MM I-II and at

Knossos during LM III.

OVOID DEPRESSED TYPE

This type has the largest maximum diameter of all the Ovoid shapes. The upper and

lower profile of the body is very convex. In many Forms the depression is so

accentuated that an impression of a biconical profile is given. There are three sub-

types: Ovoid Depressed pithoi with wide mouth and low/without collar (Ba) Forms

10-11, Ovoid Depressed pithoi with narrow mouth and low/without collar (Bc)

Forms 12-13, and Ovoid Depressed pithoi with narrow mouth and high collar (Bd)

Forms 14-16. The most frequent sub-type is the third one.

Chronology: From EM JIB onwards. Frequent during MM and rare in LM

(occasionally in LM III).

Distribution: Central and East Crete. In the area of Phaistos, there seems to have

been a preference for Ovoid Depressed types during MM.

OVOID ELONGATED TYPE

Ovoid Elongated type is the most frequent of the Ovoid shapes. The maximum

diameter is the smallest of all the Ovoid shapes and the diameter of the rim and base

are quite large. The profile of the body is similar to a barrel with convex sides. Two

sub-types are reported: Ovoid Elongated pithoi with wide mouth and low/without

collar (Ca) Forms 17-23, and Ovoid Elongated pithoi with narrow mouth and high

collar (Cd) Forms 24-25. The first sub-type is the more popular.

Chronology: Not frequent before MM III. Frequent during LM I. Relatively scarce in

LMIII.

Distribution: Central and East Crete. Occasionally in West Crete.
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OVOID LOW-BELLIED TYPE

The maximum diameter of this type is not in the middle, as in the rest of the Ovoid

shapes, but slightly below it. The profile is not the typical Ovoid but reminds one of

a drop. The reasons for such a classification, however, are general similarities of that

type with Ovoid shapes. The only sub-type is the one with a narrow mouth and a

low/without collar (Dc) Forms 26, 27.

Chronology: From MM III onwards. Frequent during LM III.

Distribution: They are found exclusively in sites of West Crete. The only known

specimens outside that area came from Knossos.

GLOBULAR TYPE

Globular types are not frequent (Fig. 66). The maximum diameter is in the middle

and the body is very depressed. In addition, in most cases the height of the pot is low,

thus creating a spherical shape. In some specimens a distinctive feature is the series of

feet. The only sub-type is the one with a narrow mouth and high collar (Ed) Forms

28, 29.

Chronology: Most specimens are dated to LM III. Only one pithos is dated, so far,

to LMT. This type continues into the Geometric and Archaic periods.

Distribution: Central and East Crete.

PIRIFORM SHAPES (Fig. 66).

The maximum diameter comes on the upper half of the body and the lower part is

either conical with straight sides or concave. It should be mentioned that for some

scholars the shape with a straight-sided lower profile is called Globular-Conical

(Ericson and Strikel 1973). That difference, however, probably exists in forms of

lesser dimensions. In pithoi only 10% have a slightly straight-sided profile in the

lower part and many of these have been restored. Consequently, we do not know the

original aspect of the lower part. For practical reasons and because the term

Globular-Conical is quite confusing, we have classified pieces with the maximum
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diameter in the upper part of the body as Piriform. The types are the Piriform, which

is the classic version, and the Piriform Elongated type.

Piriform shapes appear from EM II at Myrtos, where this type seems to have been

frequent. For the MM period our evidence comes from sites such as Phaistos, Malia,

Pachyammos, and Knossos. Only the archaeological data from Phaistos and Malia,

however, are such that it is possible to draw conclusions about the relation between

Ovoid and Pirifom shapes. At those sites only 30% of the pithoi have a Piriform

shape. As noted above, during MM the Ovoid is the predominant pithos shape. Only

during MM III do Piriform shapes start to be widely used. The documentation for LM

is quite different. Piriform pithoi have been found at numerous sites. During that

period, and particularly in the first phase of it, the Piriform shape was the most

frequently used for pithoi. All the Piriform types were equally represented in LM I

but there were fewer after LM II.

PIRIFORM TYPE

This is the most prevalent type within Piriform shapes. There are three sub-types:

Piriform pithoi with narrow mouth and high collar (Fd) Forms 30-45; Piriform

pithoi with narrow mouth and low/without collar (Fc) Form 46; Piriform pithoi

with wide mouth and high collar (Fb) Forms 47-49. The -first sub-type is most

frequent, while the second and the third are rare.

Chronology: First appeared during EM II. Frequent during LM I.

Distribution: Central and East Crete.

PIRIFORM ELONGATED TYPE

In this type the diameter of the base is slightly larger and, consequently, the lower

profile of the body is not conical, as in the previous type, but seems to be more

barrel-shaped. Only one sub-type is found, with narrow mouth and high collar (Gd)

Forms 50, 51.

Chronology: From MM ILI3 onwards. Frequent during LM I. Rare after LM I.

Distribution: East Crete.
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BARREL TYPE (Fig.66).

In pithoi of this type the maximum diameter is more or less the same throughout

the body profile. The profile is either straight-sided or more frequently convex. Two

sub-types are reported: Barrel with narrow mouth and high collar (Hd) Form 52, and

Barrel with narrow mouth and low/without collar (Hc) Form 53.

Chronology: First appeared during MM II. Frequent during LM and especially LM

Distribution: East Crete and occasionally in Central Crete.

PITHOI OF GROUP II

Note that in pithoi of Group II the ratio of maximum diameter to the mouth

diameter is always constant. Thus, sub-types do not occur.

CONICAL SHAPES (Fig.66).

We classify as Conical shapes with profiles similar to the frustum of an inverted

truncated cone. The maximum diameter corresponds more or less to the rim

diameter. There are two types: Conical and Conical with vertical upper/middle

profile. The most frequent type is the Conical with vertical upper/middle profile.

Conical shapes first appeared during EM II at Myrtos. The major part of the

archaeological evidence is dated to MM II and MM III. From LM TB onwards the

Conical pithoi are very rare. They are reported from much of Central and East Crete.

The shape seems to be rare in West Crete.

CONICAL TYPE (I)

The profile of the body is conical Forms 54-56. In some Forms, there is a spout on

the rim.

Chronology: From MM JIB to LM IB. Frequent during MM III and LM IA.

Distribution: Central and East Crete.
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CONICAL WITH VERTICAL UPPER/MIDDLE PROFILE (J)

In this type the profile is vertical either in the upper part or in the upper and middle

part. The lower part is conical or with a slightly concave profile, Forms 57-61.

Chronology: From EM II; Frequent during MM II, MM III and LM I. In LM III it

is rare. Only Form 61 is found in LM III.

Distribution: Central and East Crete. Occasionally in West Crete.

PIREFORM (of Group II) (K) (Fig.66)

The profile of the body is piriform, Forms 62-64.

Chronology: From EM II; Frequent during MM and occasionally during LM I.

Distribution: Central and East Crete. Occasionally in West Crete.

TUB TYPE (L) (Fig.66)

The rim and the base diameter in tub pithoi are equal, Form 65. The shape of this

pithos is similar to a cylinder. This type is more represented in pitharakia than pithoi.

They were very seldom over 55 cm.

Chronology: From MM II. Frequent during LM (especially in LM III).

Distribution: Central and East Crete.
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GROUP TYPE SUB-TYPE

Essential attribute Essential attribute Essential attributes

The size of the mouth/
collar in relation to
maximum diameter.

The shape of the body
as defined from the
ratios of height to

maximum diameter.

Ratios of mouth
diameter to maximum

diameter.
Presence of collar.

Height of the collar.
Non-essential

attributes

Shape of rim, collar,
handles, base.

Arrangement of
handles.

Table II. 1. Criteria for the taxonomy of Minoan pithoi.

GROUP TYPE SUB-TYPE

I: pithoi with
restricted mouth

A: Ovoid a: wide mouth and
low/without collar

H: pithoi with
unrestricted mouth

B: Ovoid Depressed b: wide mouth and
high collar

C: Ovoid Elongated c: narrow mouth and
low/without collar

D: Ovoid Low-Bellied d: narrow mouth and
high collar

E: Globular
F: Piriform
G: Piriform Elongated

H: Barrel
I: Conical
J: Conical with vertical

upper/middle profile
K: Piriform (of Group

II)
L: Vertical sided pithoi

(Tub)

Table 11.2. Keys for the classification of Minoan pithoi.
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CHAPTER HI

PITHOI AND THEIR USE

III. 1. Introduction.

Our concern in this chapter is to gather and discuss all the relevant evidence

regarding the primary and secondary uses of Minoan pithoi and to establish use

definitions for each Form. Before presenting the archaeological evidence it is thought

necessary to examine the prevalent methodological principles which have been

essential to our research.

A great deal of archaeological literature is devoted to the use of vessels (e.g.

DeBoer et al. 1979; Braun 1983; Smith 1985; Hally 1986; Lesure 1998). The

determination of a vessel's use can broaden our understanding of issues related to the

social and economic dimension of pottery, the activities occurring at sites, the

identification of subsistence practices and the consumption patterns (Pollock 1983;

Hally 1986: 267). Most of these studies are based on the assumption that vessels are

tools used mechanically as containers. The mechanical performance characteristics

are determined by primary morphological attributes and physical properties (Braun

1983; Steponaitis 1984). Stylistic aspects were envisioned as completely extraneous

parameters. As Braun argues: 'Decorative variation responds to a quite different set

of specific factors than mechanical variation' (1983: 113). Nevertheless, the

dichotomy between stylistic and technological considerations in the investigation of a

vessel's function seems to be difficult to support and there are many who convincingly

argue that decoration may also have a functional dimension (Wiessner 1984) and

technology can manifest style (Gosselain 1992). Manufacturing and technology are

not restricted to materials and forming techniques but may also define social and

economic alliances (Pfaffenberger 1992).

A distinction relevant to our purposes is that of primary and secondary uses.

Vessels may serve a variety of tasks including many for which they were not initially

designed (DeBoer et a/.1979: 121-127). A comparative analysis of a vessel's

morphological and physical attributes can identify the 'primary use range' i.e. the few
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tasks for which the vessel was designed (Braun 1980: 173). Vessels or parts of them,

deliberately or accidentally broken, may serve for a series of uses not necessarily

related to the primary use. This is the 'secondary use range'.

The determination of a vessel's primary and secondary use can be approached

following two kinds of evidence: direct and indirect (Rice 1987: 210-211). Direct

evidence is the physical attributes of the pot, the context of recovery, traces of use,

and the identification of contents. Indirect evidence is derived from ethnographic

testimonies, written and iconographic records, and experimental usage. In the

following paragraphs some of these topics are briefly discussed.

Physical attributes: Concerning physical attributes we have considered the

morphological features, the material composition, and the construction technology.

There are three essential morphological components of a vessel's appearance and for

its use: mouth, body and base. A restricted mouth allows long-term storage, a

security of contents, high transportability and may suggest limited accessibility of the

contents. An unrestricted mouth allows easy access and frequent use, but may be a

drawback for the security and preservation of the contents, and transport purposes.

Unrestricted mouths are usually combined with a low collar or the rim is directly

joined to the body while restricted mouths are usually associated with a collar/neck.

The body is the portion in which the maximum volume is contained. The shape and

size of the body determine the capacity, suitability for a series of activities, and

mobility of the pot. The importance of the base lies in its contribution to the vessel's

stability and mobility. A flat, wide base suggests stability while a narrow base mobility

and instability. Secondary morphological attributes, such as rim, collar/neck, and the

arrangement of handles also determine a vessel's use. The rim and the collar neck are

essential for lifting and pouring the contents and covering the pot. The arrangement

of the handles is related to the mobility, transport, and suspension of the pot.

A vessel's suitability for various uses can also be determined by the physical

properties of the ceramic material. Properties related to a vessel's use are thickness,

resistance to mechanical and thermal stress and porosity (Steponaitis 1984). These

attributes are affected by the construction technology and can be manipulated by the

potter. The thickness of the walls is determined by the vessel's dimensions and use.

The walls in large containers are thick and the clay is rich in inclusions. Temper
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reinforces the walls during the manufacturing process. Thick walls suggest stability,

increase a vessel's resistance to processing activities and protect against

environmental factors. They are unsuitable, however, for cooking and transport as

thick walls decrease heat conductivity and increase the weight of the pot. Thin but

very resistant and lightweight walls can be achieved by a special paste preparation

(Rice 1978). Resistance to mechanical stress is required from almost all the vessels

but especially from those used for processing activities. Hardness and strength are

related to the quality of the clay, the kind, size and quantity of inclusions, and the

firing procedures (Rice 1987: 354-363). Resistance to thermal stress is a prerequisite

for cooking pots and pots for hot contents. To achieve this resistance, complex

technical procedures such as thin walls and the composition of the ceramics (Rye

1976: 116-117) are required. Porosity is an attribute referring to the presence of

pores in the fabric which allow liquid contents to move through the wall (Curet 1997:

500-502). Porosity in most cases is a drawback. Excessive porosity makes a vessel

unsuitable for long term storage. In cooking pots porosity affects thermal stress. In

pouring containers the residues may alter the successive contents. Porosity can be

manipulated either with the use of a dense paste or with special surface treatments

such as the application of a glaze, slip, or burnishing the surface.

The context of recovery: The presence of special architectural installations,

association with processing tools, burial and ritual equipment are determinants for use

definitions. The contextual approach is more dependent on the availability of data.

Note that the context gives information about the last use of a vessel but not about

any previous uses. A distinction should also be made between vessels intentionally

placed in a context from those deposited by taphonomic circumstances.

Identification of contents: A vessel's porous and permeable surface can absorb

and retain part of its organic content. Organic residues are classified as visible,

absorbed, food residues and non-food residues (Heron and Evershed 1993: 250-51).

The most frequent technique of identification for invisible organic residues is gas

chromatography. Chemical analysis, however, can detect only the components of an

organic substance such as fatty acids, lipids, triglycerides, and cholesterol. The

translation of such results into organic substances, e.g. oil or wine, is not without

difficulty. The identification of organic residues is affected by many factors which
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impose limits on such a technique. Their preservation is conditioned by taphonomic

factors and sampling procedures. Also a vessel may contain, in its lifespan, many

different substances and absorb substances from all of them. Occasionally vessels are

recovered with visible remains of residues (the Greco-Roman amphoras).

Ethnographic testimonies : The major part of ethnographic research in ceramic

studies focuses on technological and manufacturing aspects. Only some ethnological

approaches have examined the relationship between vessels and their use (e.g.

Longacre 1 98 1). The study of use habits of pottery within pre-industrial societies can

give interesting correlations between the physical attributes of vessels and their use.

The similarity in physical attributes, however, between ancient vessels and their

modern versions does not necessarily imply the same use, as the social and economic

framework is different.

Written and iconographic records: In societies with written records, text and

official accounts may contain indications of the primary and secondary use of vessels

and their contents. They are potential and indisputable sources of information. The

references vary from the names of the vessels to complete catalogues and to full

descriptions of their use and manufacture. Furthermore, vessels may have

inscriptions relating to their use or their contents. A further source of information is

derived from the representations of vessels in figurative art. Both sources are

conditioned by the availability of data. Most of the data refer to historic times, while

for the prehistoric period the evidence is quite limited. The written and iconic records

from Egypt and the Near East are exceptions.

In this chapter we confine ourselves to the specific utilitarian actions related to

pithoi. Their semiotic dimension -i.e. social significance as a code of information and

a symbolic value - within a socio-economic and ritual context is not our concern here.

The discussion is organised in five stages, which deal with: the mechanical

performance characteristics (III.2), the contents (III.3), the contextual evidence

(III.4), the written and iconographic evidence (III.5), and the ethnographic

testimonies (III.6).
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111.2. Mechanical performance characteristic.

Mechanical performance characteristics define the ability of pots to be used for

certain utilitarian tasks (Braun 1983: 108). They are determined by the morphological

features and construction characteristics of each vessel. On Minoan pithoi the

variations in these attributes imply differences in their use and storage behaviour

(Table III.1). The following mechanical performance characteristics are relevant for

our purposes: stability, capacity, accessibility for manipulation of contents,

transportability, and graspability. The present discussion is based on the evidence

provided by the vessels themselves and by an experimental study carried out on a

considerable number of specimens (70% of our database).

III. 2.1. Stability.

Stability is the ability of the vessel to stand upright on a flat base. It is determined by

the width of the base, the ratios of base diameter to maximum diameter, the ratios of

height to maximum diameter, the position of the centre of gravity, and a vessel's

weight. Unstable vessels usually have a narrow base and the maximum diameter is

either at the middle height or more frequently at the very upper part of the body. The

narrowness of the lower part increases instability. Stable vessels have a wide base and

the maximum diameter, in most cases, is more or less at the middle height. Heavy

vessels are more stable than lightweight ones. Stability is an attribute most pithoi

have. Differences, however, have been observed when lateral force is applied at the

height of the maximum diameter. Three different degrees of stability have been

isolated: high, moderate, and low.

High stability: Pithoi with high stability are those which remain firmly stable

when lateral force is applied. The base width varies from 18 to 50 cm. The most

frequent width is over 30 cm. The maximum diameter varies from 30 to 95 cm. The

maximum diameter in pithoi of Group I is usually in the middle and occasionally at

the shoulder. Pithoi with high stability are also considerably heavy. The following

types are highly stable: Ovoid (Forms 7,8,9); Ovoid Depressed (Forms 10-13,15,16);

Ovoid Elongated (Forms 17-24); Globular (Forms 28, 29); Piriform (Forms 30-42,
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46); Piriform Elongated (Forms 50, 51); Barrel (Forms 52,53); Conical (Form 56);

Conical with vertical upper/middle profile (Form 60); Tub (Form 65).

Moderate stability: Pithoi with moderate stability are these whose lateral

displacement of gravity is easy. There is not, however, any danger of their falling.

The base width varies from 17 to 35 cm. The most frequent width is between 26-30

cm. The maximum diameter varies from 35 to 80 cm. The maximum diameter of

pithoi in Group I is at the middle height and in the shoulder. Pithoi with moderate

stability are Ovoid type (Forms 1-3, 4-6); Ovoid Depressed type (Forms 14); Ovoid

Low-Bellied type (Forms 26, 27); Piriform type (Forms 47-49); Conical type

(Form 54); Conical with vertical upper/middle profile type (Forms 57, 58); Piriform

(of Group II) type (Forms 62).

Low stability: Pithoi with low stability are the specimens which are unstable

when lateral power is applied to the level of the maximum diameter. The base width

varies from 17 to 30 cm. The most frequent width is below 26 cm. The width of the

maximum diameter varies from 37 to 87 cm. The maximum diameter is mostly in the

very upper part of the pot. The following types are lowly stable: Ovoid Elongated

(Form 25); Piriform (Forms 43-45); Conical (Form 55); Conical with vertical

upper/middle profile type (Forms 59, 61); Piriform (of Group II) type (Form 63,

64).

III. 2.2. Capacity.

Capacity is determined by the morphological attributes and the size of the vessel.

The relation between capacity and use involves issues such as the kind and amount of

contents, the number of users, and the period of use. A vessel's capacity can be

estimated either by using volumetric formulas for geometric solids (Ericson and

Strikel 1973) or the system of 'summed cylinders' (Nelson 1985: 312-13).

Occasionally more advanced techniques are used (Wallace 1986). Note, however,

that capacity defines the maximum volume of the vessel and not the level to which

the vessel is filled.

The first attempt to estimate the storage capacity of Minoan pithoi was made by

Evans (PM IV: 647-48). He estimated the cubic content of a pithos by dividing the

interior into the equivalent of two cylinders and using the volumetric formula of the
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cylinder. Similar studies were carried out by Graham (1987: 130-131), van Effenterre

(1963: 45-50), Stronk (1972: 85-86), Warren (1972: 143-145), Mudd (1984: 178-9),

R. Palmer (1994b: 168-169), and Lang (1964) by using the volumetric formulas of the

cylinder, the `trois niveaux' and the truncated cone. Two relevant works are also

worth mentioning, the first carried out by Doumas and Costantinides (1990: 41-43),

and the second by Katsa-Tomara (1990: 31-40) on pithoi and pitharakia from the

LBA settlement of Alcrotiri. The first focuses on the interrelationship between the

capacity of the pithoi and a restricted range of some decorative signs. They arrive at

the conclusion that the vessel's capacity is indicated by the number of times a specific

sign appears on it. The sign value is about 24 litres. In her study Katsa-Tomara

confirms the relationship between storage capacity and standard units of measure in

Minoan book-keeping. Capacity studies were also carried out by Robinson and

Graham (1938: 313-314) and Gallant (1991: 96) on Hellenistic pithoi from Olynthos

and by Lang on classical pithoi (1952).

In most cases the capacity of a pithos can be estimated by treating the storage jars

as geometric shapes, usually as cylinders or truncated cones. The formula of the

volume of a cylinder is ri r2 h where h stands for the height of the cylinder, i.e. the

height of a pithos and r stands for the radius of the cylinder, i.e. the radius of the

pithos mouth. The formula of the volume of a truncated cone is:

( R2 H - r2 h)
3

where R stands for the radius of the base of the cone, i.e. half of the maximum

diameter of a pithos, H stands for the height of the cone, r the radius of the cut-off

portion of the cones, i.e. the radius of the pithos mouth and of the pithos base

respectively, and h stands for the height of the projected top of the cone.

Two other formulas have been used for calculations of pithos capacity. The first

11 x ( Max. Diam. + min. Diam.)2
14	 2

is based on Hero's remarks for the capacity of pithoi (Hultsch 1864: 202-03).

Despite the accuracy of such a formula, it could not be applied to our study since the

pithoi on which Hero based his observations are very different from the Minoan ones.

The second formula was applied by van Effenterre to the pithoi from Malia (1963:

46). It is called the formula of `trois niveaux'. The formula is :
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V= H ( Ao + 4 Am + Ah)
6

where H indicates the height of the pithos, Ao the diameter of the base, Am the

middle diameter of the body and Ah the diameter of the rim. The accuracy of these

calculations are to be questioned as the formula is too general and does not take into

consideration the great variability in morphological features. Moreover, the

proportion established between the base diameter and the total capacity of the pithoi,

as argued by van Effenterre, was not verified in our investigation (1983: 61).

In this study we estimate the capacity of the pithoi using the system of summed

cylinders (Nelson 1985). The interior of the pithos is divided into cylinders of equal

height. The volume of each cylinder is calculated using the formula 1-1 r2 h. The total

volume of the summed cylinders corresponds to the volume of the pithos. The thinner

cylinder, the more accurate the overall estimate. It may be noted however, that our

estimates (Table III. 1 ) do not entirely correspond to the real capacity of the pithoi as

pithos shape does not precisely fit the shape of the cylinders.

111.2.3. Accessibility and manipulation of vessels' contents.

Accessibility and manipulation are intrinsically related. Both are affected by

different factors such as the height of the vessel, the closure of the mouth, the shape

of the rim, and the neck/collar. Vessels with a restricted mouth have a low

accessibility in contrast to those with an unrestricted mouth. Narrow and high

collar/necks and height can contribute to inaccessibility. Manipulation and accessibility

have several implications related to use: the removal of a vessels' contents, the type of

contents, the transportability of a vessel when it is full, the contents' state of

preservation, the security of the contents, the period of storage and the frequency of

use.

Contents can be removed in two different ways. They can be lifted out or be

poured. Both actions are determined by different morphological attributes and the

nature of the contents, i.e. liquid or solid. Lifting is affected by the width of the

mouth and the height of the vessel. High vessels with small mouth are not suitable for

lifting the contents. Pouring is determined by the vessel's size, stability, mouth, rim,
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rim orientation and spouts. Lifting can take place when a vessel is in the right

position. Pouring, in most cases, requires the lateral displacement of the vessel's

centre of gravity in the direction of pouring. Of primary importance in Minoan pithoi

are the height and the closure of the mouth. The collar seems not to be as relevant as

in other pottery forms. Pithoi of Group II have the highest degree of accessibility of

all types (except Form 60). The maximum diameter is at the rim level. This allows

accessibility to the pithos interior. Accessibility of pithoi in Group I is more limited

as the rim/collar diameter is considerably less than the maximum diameter of the body.

The morphological differences, however, imply some variations on the degree of

accessibility. Two different degrees of accessibility have been isolated: high and low.

High accessibility: Pithoi with the mouth diameter between 18 and 60 cm.

and a height below 1 m. have a high level of accessibility. In this category belong

Ovoid type (Forms 1, 2, 4-7,9); Ovoid Depressed type (Forms 10, 12-14); Globular

type (Forms 28,29); Piriform type (Forms 30, 32-37, 39-49); and the Barrel type

(Forms 52, 53); all types of Group II (except Form 60). Pithoi with high

accessibility allow easy removal of the contents, a high visibility and control, and easy

cleaning of the container. Pithoi of this class with a height below 80 cm., a mouth

constriction below 25 cm. and a high collar are suitable for transportation purposes,

especially in the case of liquid contents (e.g. Forms 34-42).

Low accessibility: Pithoi with the mouth diameter over 25 cm. and a height

over 1 m have a low level of accessibility. Some have a high collar. Ovoid (Forms 3,

8, 9); Ovoid Depressed (Forms 11,15,16); Ovoid Elongated (Forms 17-25); Ovoid

Low-Bellied (Forms 26-27); Piriform (Forms 31, 38); Piriform Elongated (Forms

50, 51); and Conical with vertical upper/middle profile (Form 60) types belong to

this category.

As stated above the removal of the contents is determined by the morphological

attributes of the pithos. In the specimens of Group I the contents can be removed by

lifting. In some cases, the presence of a spout, the deformation of the rim, and the

arrangement of handles suggest pouring. In pithoi of Group lithe contents can be

removed by lifting and pouring (all except Form 60). The ease of lateral

displacement of the pithos, the arrangement of the handles and the frequent presence

of a spout on the rim suggest that pouring was the preferred mode.
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HI. 2.4. Transportability.

Transportability is a characteristic of the vessel when it can be moved without

difficulty. It is determined by a vessel's shape, size, weight, and graspability.

Transportability may involve a vessel's mobility during everyday use or transporting it

long distances. In the first case, the movement of a pot takes place within a limited

context. Patterns of mobility are implied by the utility of the vessel. In the second

case, a vessel is merchandise or a container. Transport in this case takes place in a

wide context and requires considerable expenditure of human energy. Transporting

long distances is also determined by the breakage rate in transit (Renfrew 1977: 77).

Minoan pithoi are not easily transported. This is due to their morphological

features, dimensions, and weight. The variability in their physical attributes, however,

implies differences in their transportability. The degree of transportability is subject to

the size, weight, and degree of graspability. The weight is determined by the thickness

of a vessel's walls and the quality of the fabric. The graspability is determined by the

arrangement of handles and their position on the pithos body.

Based on a comparative study of these features the following observations are

made: (i) Ovoid types have the lowest transportability in comparison to Piriform and

Conical types because the maximum diameter is in the middle of the body, causing

problems of graspability. (ii) Pithoi with a high degree of stability are not as easily

transported. (iii) Pithoi over 80 cm have a low degree of transportability. (iv) Pithoi

with a height under 60 cm are very easily transported. (v) Pithoi with thick walls and

fabric rich in coarse inclusions are not easily transported due to their excessive

weight.

Three degrees of transportability have been established: high, moderate, and low. It

should be noted, however, that exceptions may occur within every Form as there are

dimensional variations.

High Transportability: Pithoi with high transportability are those which can be

lifted by a single person and transported with minimum effort. Once full they can be

lifted by one or two persons. The following types are highly transportable: Ovoid

(Form 6); Globular (Forms 28, 29); Piriform (Forms 32, 35-42, 44-49); Barrel
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(Form 53); Conical (Forms 55, 56); Conical with vertical upper/middle profile

(Form 61); Piriform (of Group II) (Forms 63-64); Tub type (Form 65).

Moderate Transportability: Pithoi with moderate transportability are transported

by at least two persons and when full considerable effort is required. As such are

classified the following types: Ovoid (Forms 1,5); Ovoid Depressed (Forms

10,12,14); Piriform (Forms 30,33,34,43); Conical (Form 54); Conical with vertical

upper/middle profile (Forms 57-61); and Piriform (of Group II) (Form 62).

Low Transportability: Pithoi with low transportability are transported by more

than three persons and once full are immobile. Classified as such are the following

types: Ovoid (Forms 2-4,7-9); Ovoid Depressed (Forms 13, 15, 16); Ovoid

Elongated (Forms 17-25); Ovoid Low-Bellied (Forms 26,27); Piriform (Forms 31);

Piriform Elongated (Forms 50, 51); Barrel (Form 52); Conical with vertical

upper/middle profile type (Form 60).

111.2.5. Graspability.

Graspability is defined as the ability of the vessel to be held for purposes of moving

it. The graspability is determined by the handles and their arrangement on the pithos

body. On Minoan pithoi it has been observed that there is an interdependent

relationship between arrangement of the handles and typological entities.

The most frequent arrangement is two rows of handles placed on the

shoulder/below the rim and at the lower part above the base. In EM pithoi the second

row of handles is at the middle height (Form 14). The number of handles varies and

seems to be related to specific types. Four vertical handles in the upper and lower

series occurs on Ovoid, Ovoid Depressed, Ovoid Elongated and Piriform types. It

appeared from MM I onwards and is very frequent during LM. During LM III in

Forms 8, 13, 22 the lower series is replaced by two or three handles. On other pithoi,

combinations of three and three/two vertical handles may have occurred in the upper

and lower part respectively. On pithoi from the Mesara and Amari, Forms 2, 4, 5,

the number of the handles varies from four to eight, the lower from two to four. This

is a feature of a local potting tradition although it occasionally appears in north

Central Crete (Christakis 1999a, in press). The many handles in the upper row are

particularly suitable for rotational movements. On pithoi from the West Crete, Forms
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3, 26, 27, the second row of handles is replaced by two horizontal ones placed at the

level of the maximum diameter. These allow high graspability for lateral displacement

of the pithos.

Very frequent also is a single row of handles on the upper part, usually on the

shoulder. The handles are vertical, horizontal, or a combination of both. Their number

and disposition varies. Two horizontal/vertical handles are present in Globular (Form

28 (pithoi from Kria)), Tub (Form 65), Conical (Form 54, 55, 61), and Piriform (of

Group II) (Form 63) pithoi. Four horizontal handles on the shoulder are frequent on

Piriform type (Forms 47-49). Four vertical handles on the shoulder are frequent on

Ovoid type (Form 6); Piriform (Form 32); Conical with vertical upper/middle profile

(Form 58), and Piriform (of Group II) (Form 64). The arrangement of two horizontal

handles juxtaposed with two verticals is exclusively associated with Globular type

(Form 29); Piriform type (Forms 35, 37-40, 44, 46); Barrel type (Form 53). Typical

of Conical with vertical upper/middle profile pithoi are two horizontal handles placed

below the rim and another vertically opposite the spout.

The constant association of these arrangements with certain types seems to be

related to specific patterns of use. The following observations are made: (i) The

maximum force in manoeuvring is applied to the upper handles. Thus they are more

carefully made than the lower handles. (ii) In many cases the lower handles have only

a decorative function. (iii) A single row of handles on the shoulder occurs on types

with the maximum diameter in the upper part of the body. This arrangement

contributes to the mobility of the pot as force is applied at the maximum diameter. (iv)

Pithoi with two horizontal handles juxtaposed with two vertical ones allow an easy

displacement of the vessel on its vertical axis. The vertical handles seem to have an

auxiliary function.

111.3. Minoan pithoi and their contents.

The identification of contents is based on direct and indirect evidence. Direct

evidence is the visible remains and those which may be traced by means of chemical

analyses. Indirect evidence is all the information provided by the physical attributes of

the pot, the context, and the written or iconic sources. There are many limits implied

by the archaeological research. The quality of excavation, especially during the first
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decades of the 20th century, the 'haphazard' collection of macrofossil plant material,

and the uncritical application of ethnographic testimonies caused the loss and

misunderstanding of precious data. Only visible remains were recorded, while liquid

commodities were assumed on the basis of ethnographic parallels (Xanthoudides

1922: 16; Hazzidakis 1934: 87; Marinatos 1950: 256-7). It has also been observed

that assumptions about the contents have been taken as 'factual evidence' (Pilali-

Papasteriou 1987: 179-196). Only recently with the increased interest on contextual

and environmental questions and the advances of chemical analyses of organic

residues have reliable but limited data been provided. The evidence for the discussion

below is drawn from the excavation reports and from a series of analyses of organic

residues on pithoi. In this section, we shall focus on the visible organic and inorganic

substances, and objects, and the results of organic residues analyses. The contextual

evidence and the written and iconographic testimonies will be discussed elsewhere

(III. 4, 5). The database has been derived from Crete. Additional information has also

been used from the rest of the Aegean world, and especially from Thera, where the

taphonomic circumstances allow excellent preservation of the macrofossil plant

material.

III.3.1 Organic residues.

Organic residues are classified as either visible or absorbed. Only solid residues,

however, can be detected by the eye. In most cases, they are carbonised seeds found

inside pithoi. The following species have been identified: olive stones (Levi 3976: 453;

Lembesi 1970: 264; French 1991-92: 15), grape pips (Matz 1951: 45-46; Levi 1976:

114; Popham 1984: 303; Warren 1972: 315), grain (Popham 1984: 303, Pernier and

Bandi 1951:115; Sackett et al. 1965: 258; Alexiou 1964b: 439; Levi 1967-68: 115;

Chapouthier and Charbonneaux 1928: 38; Fouque 1879: 119), barley (Cadogan

1977-78: 83; Bosanquet 1902-03: 280; Levi 1967-68: 115; Warren 1972: 317;

Fouque 1879: 119), wheat (Follieri 1979-80: 167), corn (Evans 1899-1900: 21), fcrva

bean (Xanthoudides 1919: 64; Halbherr et al. 1977: 43), Phlomis fruticosa

(Xanthoudides 1919: 64; Lembesi 1970: 264), pears (Popham 1984: 303; Halbherr et

al. 1977: 50; Dawkins 1902-03: 292; Bosanquet 1902-03: 280; Levi 1959: 243;

Fouque 1879: 119; Chapouthier and Demargne 1942: 14), lentils (Popham 1984: 303;
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French 1991-92: 15; Fouque 1879:119), beans (Levi 1959: 243), chickpeas (Lembesi

1970: 264), almonds (Halbherr et al. 1977: 50; Doumas 1977: 388), figs (Popham

1984: 303; Halbherr et al. 1977: 50, 258; Follieri 1979-80: 167; Lembesi 1970: 264;

French 1991-92: 15; DOrpfeld 1907: xiv), barley flour (Marinatos 1968b: 126; 1969:

150) and straw (Fouque 1879: 103-04;120-121). It should be noted that seeds were

observed but not always identified (e.g. Fotou 1993: 61; Sakellaralcis and Sapouna-

Sakellaraki 1979: 366). In other cases, seeds and fruits were found not inside pithoi

but in the surrounding area and had probably fallen from pithoi (Tzedalcis 1973: 582;

Pernier 1935: 299; Boyd Hawes eta!. 1908: 23; Karetsou 1976: 417; Sakellaralcis and

Sapouna-Sakellaralci 1977: 473; Chapouthier and Charbonneaux 1928: 18).

Other visible organic remains found in pithoi were human and animal bones.

Human bones were found in pithoi used as mortuary receptacles. The evidence is

discussed elsewhere (see pp.37-40). Animal bones were found inside pithoi in most

cases burnt. It is not clear, however, if meat was stored in pithoi or had fallen into

the pithos (e.g. Halbherr et al. 1977: 140; Platon 1983a: 335). Occasionally bones

were found around the pithos (Platon 1972: 139; 1983: 335). Bones of shrews,

belonging to animals which had fallen into pithoi, were found at Kommos and

Palaikastro (Shaw 1980: 214, 238; Sackett 1996: 51). Only in three cases does it

seem that bones were intentionally placed in pithoi. Fish bones with mashed barley,

and fish bones on their own were found in two pithoi from Thera and this seems to be

evidence of the presence of a fish soup (Sarpaki 1989: 32) and salted fish

(Panagiotakopulu et al. 1995) respectively. At Thera a pithos contained snails

(Marinatos 1969: 52). Lastly, animal bones with figurines were placed in a pithos used

as a ritual bothros in the peak sanctuary at Kastellopoulo (Nowicki 1994: 252).

It may be concluded that there is no reliable evidence that meat was stored in

pithoi. The burnt bones which were occasionally found inside pithoi seem to have

fallen during the destruction of the building or penetrated into the pithos as a result of

taphonomic factors. The storage of salted fish seem more likely. It has convincingly

been argued that salted fish - taking into consideration its properties against insect

infestation - were hung over pithoi containing cereals/pulses or pithoi designated to

contain such commodities were previously used for salted fish (Panagiotakopulu et

al. 1995: 708).
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Liquid contents of pithoi can only be detected by means of chemical analyses of

organic residues. There have, however, been several attractive proposals, but none are

based on reliable chemical evidence. Extensive deposits of burned earth inside or near

the pithos were interpreted as olive oil (e.g. PM I: 232; Platon 1961: 222; 1963: 165;

Blegen and Rawson 1966: 92,158,171). In other cases, excavators claimed that the

earth inside the pithos or the sherds smelled like olive oil (Romeos 1915: 259; c.f.

Wace et al. 1953: 13 for stirrup-jars). It has also be suggested that pithoi with

corroded surfaces may have contained wine that had been oxidised (Shaw 1982: 169;

Warren 1972: 48) or salted olives (Warren 1972: 48). The lack of the direct evidence

data does not mean that pithoi were not used for storing or transporting liquid

substances. The spouts and pipes present in many Forms are indisputable evidence for

the storage of liquid commodities. Reliable identification of pithoi contents, however,

is possible only by means of chemical analyses of organic residues.

Chemical analyses, were carried in an effort to identify the contents of pithoi from

House A at Kalavasos in Cyprus (South 1995: 194) but the results are ambiguous and

could not be repeated (Dr. Evershed, pers. comm. 1999). 14 pithos fragments from

the LM IB destruction deposit from House B at Galatas were analysed by Dr. R.

Evershed as part of a joint project on the function of Minoan pottery'. Four of them

yield evidence of fatty acid and triacylglycerol distributions consistent with the

presence of degraded vegetable oil (possibly olive oil) while six fragments yielded

evidence for degraded beeswax (alkalines alcohol and wax esters).There are three

possible explanations for the presence of beeswax in pithoi: (i) they had contained

honey (honey even in its purest state contains residues of beeswax); (ii) they had been

used to store beeswax (ethnographic correlates) destined for lighting purposes

(Evershed et al. 1997); (iii) they had been coated internally with a layer of beeswax in

order to create an airtight environment for the storage of cereals and pulses.

Strategies to create an airtight storage environment have been widely reported in the

Aegean (c.f. Panagiotakopulu et al. 1995:707), however, there is no ethnographic

testimony for the use of beeswax. In view of this the most likely explanation for the

presence of residues of beeswax is that the vessels had been used for the storage of

honey. Honey played an important role in the ancient daily diet (Forbes 1957:78-103;

1 I am deeply grateful to Dr. Evershed for his comments and suggestions.
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Darby et al. 1977: 430-439; for honey in the Aegean see Davaras 1984: 55-95) and

Linear B documents had yielded extensive evidence for its production (Ventris and

Chadwick 1973: 308-10). It should be noted that the pithos fragments in which

beeswax was detected come from large Ovoid specimens with a capacity ca 350 litres.

There is no evidence for the content of two of the three fully preserved pithoi from

House B at Galatas. The pithoi belong to the Conical type (CN 605, 687). In our

view, pithoi of that type were used for the processing of liquid commodities or the

storage of pulses and cereals (Table III.1). The concentration of mortars and rubbing

stones around their base may suggest the storage of cereals (see p.37).

111.3.2. Inorganic substances and objects.

Inorganic substances and objects are more easily detected. Archaeological evidence

proves that pithoi served for the storage of coloured pigments (Hazzidakis 1921: 15),

plaster (PM II: 301; Deshayes and Dessene 1959: 23; Threpsiadis 1960: 32; Tzedakis

and Hallager 1979: 38-39; Marinatos 1974: 27) and clay (Warren 1972: 20). The

context of recovery suggests that these materials were intentionally stored. Pithoi

could also be used to store non-consumable goods. The question which arises is

whether these objects were deliberately placed in pithoi or had fallen from upper

stories during the destruction of buildings. Pithoi have been found containing cups

(e.g. Deshayes and Dessene 1959: 23; Matz 1951: 46; Pelon 1970: 83-84), jugs and

oinochoes (e.g. Hogarth 1900-01: 141; Pendlebury et al. 1937-38: 13), bowls (e.g.

Deshayes and Dessene 1959: 14), a bronze cauldron (Levi 1959: 244), terracotta

bust (e.g. Levi 1959: 244; Marinatos 1969: Pl. 24), rhyton (Warren 1980-81: 81), and

kylix (Blegen and Rawson 1966: 188). It is not always clear whether these vessels

were placed inside intentionally. At Hagia Triada, Vathypetro and Zakros, for

instance, pithoi were found full of pottery vessels and animal bones (e.g. Halbherr el

al. 1977: 87,140; Platon 1972: 139). The context suggests that these vessels had

fallen from the upper stories. Some of these vessels, however, such as cups, rhytons,

kylix and dippers may have served for the removal of the contents (Shaw 1977: 230;

Blegen and Rawson 1966: 188; Levi 1967-68: 115).

On the other hand, the twelve rhytons and other small vessels found in one pithos

in the North House at Knossos seem to have been intentionally stored (Warren 1980-
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81: 81). Pottery, tablets and loom-weights also were placed in pithoi (PM I: 587-9;

Catling eta!. 1979: 15; Sackett eta!. 1965: 266; Marinatos 1968c: 24; Halbherr eta!.

1977: 133; Dawkins 1902-03: 312-3) and clay figurines were found in a sunken

pithos used as bothros in a peak sanctuary (Nowicici 1994: 252) and in a pithos from

Thera (Marinatos 1969: Pl. 24). Cypriot and Canaanite pottery were intentionally

stored in pithoi found on the shipwreck of Ulu Burun (Bass 1986: 279; Pulak 1988:

12).

HI.4. The contextual evidence.

An overview of the contextual evidence proves that pithoi were primarily used as

bulk containers (Fig. 79). The association, however, with special architectural

structures and 'meaningful' artefacts may signify different uses. In this section our

aim is to discuss and classify the contexts where pithoi were found in order to glean

insights into their primary and secondary uses. Our discussion is based strictly on

information provided by the context itself Two problems should be mentioned.

First, there are considerable 'missing data' from many excavation reports. Second,

ethnographic correlates have greatly influenced the exposition and interpretation of

the archaeological record.

Primary use

In 60% of our cases pithoi were found in storage areas of large architectural

complexes and ordinary dwellings. The magazines in central buildings usually have a

standardised layout. Domestic storage areas are usually narrow spaces. In many cases

pithoi were placed in rooms not necessarily used for storage purposes such as

sottoscalas, vestibules and ordinary rooms. Pithoi were placed in isolation, in rows

against the walls, in corners and around pillars. In any case, placing takes into

consideration space articulation and internal circulation. Pithoi were placed directly

on the earthen or paved floor (e.g. PM IV: fig.633), on slabs (e.g. Rethemiotakis

1997: 307; Pernier 1935: 277) and in holes cut into the floor (e.g. PM IV: 633;

Tzedalcis and Sacconi 1989: 128; Hazzidakis 1921: 23; Levi 1976: 364,637). Slabs

protect the base of the pithos from breakage and humidity, and facilitate the cleaning

of the storeroom. Occasionally grooves were cut on the slab's contours to collect

the liquid from the pithos (Halbherr et al. 1977: 287; Fig. 96). Placing pithoi in holes
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provides major stability. Groups of pithoi also were surrounded by low walls (e.g.

Marinatos 1968b: 103; Shaw 1980: 214; Xanthoudides 1906: 123; Levi 1976: figs

157-9; Wace et al. 1953: 12) and occasionally were entirely built into benches

(Marinatos 1976: 17-19; Blegen and Rawson 1966: 188). Both architectural

arrangements protect the vessel and its contents. In some cases pithoi were sunk in

the floor to the level of the rim or shoulder (e.g. MacGillivray et al. 1989: 429; Shaw

and Shaw 1993: 144; Rethemiotakis 1997: 307; Soles and Davaras 1993: 65; Soles

and Davaras 1996: 210; Davaras 1973: 590). This arrangement maintains the proper

temperature and moisture in the interior of the pithos, protects vessels from breaking

and saves space in the storage area. It also means permanent installation. Scientific

studies, literary sources and ethnographic evidence prove that pithoi placed

underground were suitable for the long-term storage of cereals and pulses (see p.53).

Only in one case, however, is there direct evidence for the storage of grain in sunken

pithoi (Pernier and Banti 1951: 115). Pithoi buried to the level of the rim served to

collect liquids. They were sunk in the corners of storage areas and collected the liquid

from other pithoi (e.g. Platon 1963: 178; 1968: 160; 1986: 243; Pernier and Banti

1951: 92). A complex system of channels running around pithoi and discharging into

the pithos-collector avoids the waste of liquids through spilling (e.g. Fotou 1993: 90;

Chapouthier and Charbonneaux 1928: 36; Platon 1963: 178). Pithoi with unrestricted

mouths were frequently used. An unusual placing is that of pithoi placed upside down

(e.g. Halbherr et al. 1977: 168; Platon 1971: 251). The pithoi in question were

probably not being used at that time and were placed in that position for cleaning

purposes.

Vessels and tools were laid around pithoi, on benches, and probably on wooden

shelves. The study of these artefacts may provide direct and indirect insights into a

series of questions concerning the total storage capacity of a magazine, the activities

which took place, the contents and use of the pithos. Almost all pottery forms were

present. The constant occurrence, however, of certain forms would support the

suggestion that they could serve for transferring and pouring commodities. Cups,

jugs, amphoras, stamnoi, stirrup-jars, cooking pots, strainers, dippers, rhytons,

plates, bowls, and kylikes have the highest occurrences. These vessels were found

around and occasionally inside the pithoi. Cups, bridge-spouted jars, bowls, and plates
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may serve for transferring solid commodities. In many cases pithoi contained barley,

grain, pears, figs and almonds (Halbherr et al. 1977: 43,50; Levi 1967-68: 115;

Pernier and Banti 1951: 115; Popham 1984: 76-78). Dippers, rhytons, cups, and

kylikes were suitable for transferring liquids and, in some cases, are found in pithoi

which may have contained wine (Blegen and Rawson 1966: 133,188, 345). The

physical attributes of jugs, amphoras, stamnoi, and stirrup-jars suggest that they

served to transfer liquid commodities or for short-term storage (Tournavitou 1992:

181-210). Note, however, that stamnoi, jugs, hydrias, and amphoras also contained

cereals and pulses (e.g. Pelon 1966: 562; Platon 1975: 358; Bosanquet 1901-2: 316;

Mylonas-Shear 1987: 41) and, in one case, a stamnoid pot containing wheat was

found inside a pithos (Follieri 1979-80: 167). In addition, ethnographic correlates

suggest the transport of grain in mistata, a vessel very similar to an amphora.

Querns and mortars are also associated with pithoi (e.g. Popham 1984: 76-78;

Alexiou 1964b: 439; Levi 1976: 143; Sackett et al. 1965: 252; Sakellarakis and

Sapouna-Sakellaralci 1979: 359; Zois 1974: 19,27; Hallager and Tzedakis 1984: 7;

Platon 1962: 145). In a newly excavated storeroom at Galatas, for instance, about

seven mortars and two querns were lying around the base of a pithos (Dr. G.

Rethemiotakis, pers.comm.1997). As the main use of querns and mortars must have

been for rubbing and crushing (Blitzer 1995: 479,481), it could be assumed that pithoi

around which these tools lay contained cereal and pulses. In some cases organic

remains of grain and pulses were found (Popham 1984: 76-78; Alexiou 1964b: 439;

Sackett et al. 1965: 252; Hallager and Tzedakis 1984: 7). During our ethnographic

fieldwork we saw millstones lying near pithoi with grain.

The next most frequent context for pithoi is that of burials. They represent 30% of

our cases. A frill exposition of the evidence is beyond the aims of this work since it

has already been discussed in detail by many scholars (Pini 1968: 11-13; Branigan

1993: 63-67; Petit 1990; Georgoulaki 1995: 44-50). We shall confine ourselves to

remarks on the morphological and physical attributes of burial specimens rather than

to the burial custom itself.

It has been argued that burial in pithoi may represent a return to the womb and

rebirth (Hallote 1995: 102). The practice of burying corpses in pithoi was introduced

sometime in EM III or MM I, contemporary with the use of larnakes. The appearance
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of such burial innovations may express the trend for individual inhumations in

opposition to the communal character of burial in the previous periods. 2 Note,

however, that individual and communal burials exist simultaneously as many larnakes

and pithoi received skeletal remains of many individuals. Thus, its seems likely that

pithoi simply isolated burials rather than stressed the individuality of some deceased

(Dickinson 1994: 215). The use of burial pithoi was widespread during MN1 and LM

I, while from LM II onwards larnakes occurred with greater frequency. The body of

the deceased was normally trussed tight, knees to chin, and fitted into the pithos. In

many cases the head was put it downwards and the pithos was placed bottom up so

that the deceased was in a sitting position (Hall 1912: 62, Pls XI, XII). In other cases,

the ritual of the 'second burial' has been observed (Georgoulaki 1995: 71; for

Mycenaean Greece see Cavanagh and Mee 1998: 76). The body was first allowed to

decay and then the bones were collected and placed into the pithos for final burial.

Pithoi of both typological Groups were used as mortuary receptacles. Their height

varies from 50 cm. to lm. and the mouth diameter from 26 cm. to 57 cm. Pithoi over

80 cm., however, were not frequently used. Inhumations of children were also made

in pitharakia. A clear preference has been observed for types with unrestricted mouths

(Group II). They represent 68% of the total, while the rest is represented by types of

Group I such as Ovoid, Piriform, Barrel, and Globular. In turn 60% of the types of

Group I is represented by sub-types with wide mouths and 40% by sub-types with

narrow mouths. The width of the mouth is a determining factor for the placing of the

deceased; pithoi with unrestricted mouths are obviously more suitable than those with

restricted ones. The preference for specimens with unrestricted mouths is clear, for

example in the cemetery of Ailias at Knossos. Only 10% of the pithoi found there

have restricted mouths (Forms 2, 8). The rest are Conical types (Form 54), Conical

with vertical upper/middle profile (Forms 57-59) and Piriform (of Group II) (Form

64). A similar preference was observed in the cemetery of Archanes Phourni during

MM where pithoi with unrestricted mouths represent the highest frequency

(Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: 446-7). On the other hand, in the

cemetery of Pachyammos the preference for pithoi of Group I is much higher.

Piriform, Ovoid, and Barrel types were widely used while only ten Conical pithoi are

2 The emphasis on the individual coincides with social changes that took place at the end of the
Prcpalatial era Warren 1987: 53; Soles 1992: 255-258.
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known to the writer. The evidence, however, is so imperfectly reported that it does

not allow a detailed statistical analysis.

Another question which inevitably arises is whether burial pithoi were taken from a

domestic context or made exclusively for burial purposes. The archaeological

evidence supports both cases. The secondary use of pithoi has already been pointed

out by Hall and S eager. They noted that some pithoi were broken, either to allow an

easier placing of the corpse or during previous domestic use (Hall 1912: 60; Seager

1916: 12). A comparative study of domestic and burial pithoi has shown that in 60%

of them the morphological attributes are the same. It is to be noted that many burial

pithoi have a spout or a pipe on the rim and base respectively. These features are

useless if pithoi served only for burials. Particular arrangements of handles, which

served only if the pithos was intended for domestic use, also occur on burial

specimens. Similar too are the surface treatment and manufacturing techniques.

The other 40% seem to suggest a specialised mode of production. Certain Forms

seem to have been produced exclusively for burial purposes. There are two groups on

which we base this suggestion. The first, Forms 47-49, came from the cemeteries of

Pachyammos, Sphoungaras, Mochlos, and from burials at Pseira, Malia and Zou.

Only four such specimens were found in a domestic context at Quartier Mu at Malia

and one pitharaki in Gournia (CN 753). These pithoi present a high standardisation in

morphological features, manufacturing techniques and decorative motives. In

addition, their Piriform shape with the wide mouth and narrow lower part is

particularly suitable for fitting in the deceased. Also it is not fortuitous that

decorative patterns such as dolphins and octopus are related to religious beliefs and

the chthonic world (Marinatos 1993: 241; Mountjoy 1985: 23-242). Hall suggested

that these excessively decorated pithoi were used in funeral processions (1912: 65).

The high standardisation in ceramic production, the spatial distribution in the area of

the Isthmus of Ierapetra and the contextual framework suggest the presence of a

potting group/s specialising in the production of burial pithoi.

The second group of pithoi produced for burial purposes came from the MiN4

cemetery of Ailias. Ovoid (Form 2, 8), Conical (Forms 54), Conical with vertical

upper/middle profile (Forms 57-59) and Piriform (of Group II) (Form 64) pithoi

were used. The Conical types represent 90% of the total. Forms 57, 58, 64 are
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distinguished by standardisation in morophological and decorative features,

construction techniques and fabric. The clay composition is typical of the Knossos

area. Similar pithoi were found in the cemetery of Phourni, in a newly excavated

burial enclosure at Aitania and in a burial from Poros, while they were not reported

from a domestic context. The standardisation in pottery production and the contextual

evidence suggest: (i) the presence of a pithos potting centre (or centres) somewhere

between Archanes and Knossos and active during MM; (ii) the production of pithoi

exclusively used for burial purposes; (iii) the distribution of pithoi in a regional

framework. It may be noted that these Forms have a high/medium transportability

and may have been easily distributed from the potting centre to the region.

In 8% of cases pithoi were found in industrial and processing contexts. They

were also found on shipwrecks. In all these cases pithoi were used as containers. The

evidence for the contents is not always certain and may be indirectly suggested from

the context. We may review the most significant cases. The most distinctive is the

wine-press/olive oil installation. It is called X envOg and was frilly discussed by Kopaka

and Platon (1993; Kopaka 1997). The structure consists of a wall stand which

supports a spouted tub. A pithos was set below the tub and served to collect the

must/oil. Occasionally the pithos was buried to the level of the rim (Marinatos 1951:

267-8; 1952: 595-6; Tsipopoulou 1990: 316). Ovoid types with wide mouths and low

collars and more frequently Conical types were preferred for such a use. The

unrestricted mouth allows easy removal. Amphoras, rhytons, stamnoi, cups, cooking

pots and jugs may serve for that purpose and many were found in close association

with wine-press installations (e.g. Platon 1963: 164; Platon 1988: 289-236; Marinatos

1951: 268-9; MacGillivray et al. 1992: 127).

In pottery workshops pithoi may contain commodities indispensable for pottery

production such as clay and water. Only in a workshop at Myrtos, however, is there

direct evidence for the storage of clay (Warren 1972: 20). In other cases, the contents

are suggested on purely hypothetical bases (Soles and Davaras 1993: 61).

In 'domestic' contexts pithoi were found to contain plaster (see p.34). It is not

clear how the content is associated with the context. In the West House at Akrotiri

two pithoi, filled with plaster, were associated with pebbles, which had been used for

grinding dye, and a bowl containing red pigment. It has been rightly proposed that
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the room was being decorated at the time of destruction (Marinatos 1974: 27). N.

Marinatos advanced the suggestion that the plaster served for white-washing shrines

in 'renovation' rituals (1986: 57).

Pithoi were also found in proximity to bathrooms (PM I: 581-4; Pelon 1970: 147;

Blegen and Rawson 1966: 171; Threpsiadis 1960: 32). What they contained is

unknown. It may be assumed that water was stored. A typical context is that of the

Magazine of False-Spouted Jars near a bathroom in the palace at Knossos (PM I:

581-4). Four Conical pithoi were found. Whether these pithoi contained water or not

is only to be supposed. Note, however, that the proximity to a bathtub and the

physical attributes of the pots which allow easy pouring, suggest their use as

containers for the storage of water. In room 64 of 'Villa' at Hagia Triada two stone

drains were associated with pithos fragments (Halbherr et al. 1977: 164-5). As the

room probably served as a 'toilet', the pithoi may have contained water for cleaning

the drains.

The finding of pithoi on shipwrecks implies that they were used both as merchandise

and as containers (for pithoi in prehistoric and historic shipwrecks see Parker 1992).

Pithoi similar to Minoan specimens have been reported from Thera (Prof P.Warren,

pers.comm.1995), Melos (Atkinson et al 1904: Pl.XXXIV 12-14), Miletus (Prof W-

D. Niemeier, pers.comm 1995), Karpathos, Saros and Kasos (Melas 1985: 135-36),

Rhodes (Levi 1969-70: 482), Cyprus (Karageorghis and Demas 1984: 50; Calling and

Karageorghis 1960: 124), and Sardinia (Jones and Day 1987). The question which

arises is whether these pithoi were imported from Crete or were locally made

imitating Minoan specimens. A reliable answer is provided only by means of

petrographic and chemical studies. So far, only in Sardinia has the petrography

proved the presence of Cretan pithoi (ibid.). In addition, an examination of the

'imported pithoi' has shown that there are morphological differences from their

Cretan versions. Thus, rather than Minoan, they may be more correctly classified as

`Minoanising'. 3 The doubtfulness of the presence of Minoan pithoi in the

Mediterranean is due to the ambiguous data, but further petrographic studies may

increase our knowledge.

3 Except the pithoi from Sardinia.
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It is nevertheless clear that pithoi were largely used as bulk containers for the

trade in commodities. On the shipwreck of Ulu Burun nine pithoi were found. One of

them contained Cypriot vessels and another Cypriot and Canaanite oil lamps (Bass

1986: 279; Pulak 1988: 12). Two contained pomegranates seeds and skin and an

unidentified liquid substance (Haldane 1993: 351,355). Cypriot pithoi were also

discovered on the shipwrecks of Iria (Lobs 1991: 10,14) and Dhokos

(Papathanasopoulos 1990: 35). The use of pithoi in the transport of goods is also

proved by the presence of pithoi from Naxos, Cyprus, and Italy, and storage jars from

Egypt and Syria-Palestine in the coastal settlement of Kommos during LM (Watrous

1992: 154,157-8,162-8) or the presence of Cypriot pithoi at Cannatello near

Agrigento (Deorsola 1996: 1037). Three pithoi, identical to Mycenaean specimens,

were also discovered at Knossos (Form 25). Whether they were imported or were

locally made is to be established. As far as Crete is concerned, the find of pithos

sherds in Gournia/Kalo Chorio fabric, at distant coastal sites such as Petras,

Palaikastro, Makrygialos, and Diaskari (Day 1991: 173, 176, 216-20; Day 1997)

suggest the movement of pithoi as containers and/or merchandise by sea (for

ethnographic parallels see Blitzer 1984; 1990; Mistakidou 1929). The scale and

frequency of this movement, however, is still to be proven with a systematic and

extensive project on clay analyses.

Secondary use

The above contexts prove that pithoi were primarily used as bulk containers. In

other cases, pithoi and parts of pithoi, deliberately or accidentally broken, were re-

used for a series of secondary tasks. The parts most frequently re-used were the base,

the upper body, and large fragments from the sides. A reliable definition of the

secondary use, based strictly on the contextual evidence, is not always possible and, in

most cases, the proposed interpretation is based on ethnographic parallels rather than

on the archaeological evidence itself. Apart from the case of burial pithoi discussed

above the following are the most significant cases:

Whole Pithoi: Big fragments of pithoi were found above the level of the ceiling

in some LM III houses at Karphi. According to the excavator this position implies

that pithoi served as chimneys or for catching water (Pendlebury et al. 1937-8: 6; c.f.

Soles and Davaras 1996: 210). The evidence, however, is not certain and the
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influence of the excavators from ethnographic parallels is clear. Pithoi laid in open

spaces or near drain system installations were probably used to collect rainwater.

This was the case of two pithoi in a courtyard at Myrtos (Warren 1972: 38-39). Two

fragmentary pithoi associated with clay drain pipes and a vase-collector at the palace

of Phaistos probably served for the same purposes. According to the excavators they

collected rainwater from an open room located at a higher lever than their find

context (Pernier and Banti 1951: 100-103). Use as a collector for libation rituals was

argued for a sunken conical pithos in a supposed sanctuary at Malia (Poursat 1966:

521). The arguments advanced for the 'sanctity' of the context are not secure. The

context seems to be a working area and the pithos an ordinary collector for waste

liquid (bothros). The use as a drum is put forward for a pithos at Knossos (Warren

1981: 166).

Upper parts: At Myrtos half of the upper part of a pithos was placed on a

raised stone structure. Strong traces of burned earth were between the pithos

fragments and the structure. The excavator rightly points out that part of the pithos

was used as the rear of a raised oven (Warren 1972: 34-35). The upper part of a

pithos was also used as the mobile cover in a LH III oven/kiln at Dodoni (Orlandos

1967: 34-35). The main part of this oven/kiln was the carved bed-rock.

Lower parts or bases: A pithos base with strong traces of burned material

found in a round tomb at Vorou was considered an incense burner for rituals

connected to death (Marinatos 1930-31: 147). At Karphi a pithos base surrounded by

slabs was considered a watering or washing-trough (Pendlebury et al. 1937-8: 69).

At Palaikastro the base of a pithos was set on a platform of flat slabs. The walls of the

pithos were cut off so that the base formed a disc used as a stand or as a table; a hole

in the centre served for draining (Sackett et al. 1965: 264). It is to be noted that in

Cyprus bases (and body fragments) were used in copper metallurgy (Pilides 1997:

116; Karageorghis and Demas 1984: 9).

Body fragments: Two large body fragments were found near a hearth installation

at Vathypetro. According to the excavator they were part of a kneading trough

(Marinatos 1952: 607). Large pieces of body fragments were thought to be as roof

tiles at the MH settlement of Malthi-Dorion (Valmin 1938: 128,155). Nevertheless,
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there is no reliable evidence to support the use of pithoi as tiles (Blegen 1945: 37-

38).

III.5. Written and iconographic testimonies.

This category of evidence is rather limited. The Minoans did not leave behind either

detailed written documents or narrative mural compositions as in the contemporary

civilisations of Egypt and the Near East. The evidence may be classified in two

groups. The first comprises all the written testimonies, i.e. graffiti and inscriptions

incised on pithoi and documents. The second includes all the information from the

figurative arts.

111.5.1 Written testimonies.

Inscriptions have occurred on artefacts from prehistory to contemporary times

defining the owner, the use, the provenience, the contents, expressing a sentiment, or

were ex voto or trademarks (Guarducci 1987: 361; Lang 1976). Graffiti i.e. single

ideograms/syllabograms, and inscriptions i.e. two or more ideograms/syllabograms,

were observed on Minoan pithoi (for a definition see Olivier 1988: 266; contra

Palaima 1989: 36, n.13). They were incised on wet clay surfaces before the firing

process. This implies that the pithos' use was determined before the completion of its

manufacture. Graffiti were incised on the shoulder near the handles, occasionally on

the middle and rarely on the lower part of the pithos. Inscriptions were incised on the

rim, on the collar and on the shoulder at the level of the handles. The visibility of

graffiti is rather limited compared to inscriptions, which are well evident.

Graffiti were incised on pithoi from Knossos, Zakros, Archanes, Monastiraki and

Apodoulou (Godart and Olivier 1982: 79, 82; Boskamp 1996; Brice 1961: 15-17;

Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: 331). Their value is undetermined. Some

of the graffiti seem to be potters' marks (Godart and Olivier 1982: )oci; contra

Boskamp 1996: KN056, KN065; Brice 1961: 116 v-vi). Two are identified as fig and

wine. Wine graffiti are particularly frequent and occurred three times on a pithos from

Knossos (Boskamp 1996: 107). The question thus arises whether graffiti are an

abbreviation of the commodities stored in pithoi. This hypothesis is difficult to

support due to the fact that graffiti were hard to read. Not only were they incised in
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inconvenient positions but also pithoi were placed in dark storerooms. It has been

suggested by Boskamp that graffiti were a quality certificate for the pithoi with regard

to production standards or an indication that a group of pithoi were designed for a

special cellar (1996: 112). According to us, such a hypothesis is hard to reconcile with

the archaeological evidence. Not only does it not explain the limited occurrence of

graffiti (Boskamp's suggestion ibid.: 112 that only one pithos was marked for the

whole group is unrealistic) but also there is no reliable evidence for storage areas used

exclusively to store a certain commodity. On what evidence does Boskamp call the

vats in Magazine IX in the West Magazines at Knossos 'wine-vats' and the same

Magazine 'wine cellar' (ibid.: 109) ? An objective answer to the function of graffiti is

not possible, as their value is still unknown. In our opinion most of them are potters'

marks. Pithoi with wine and fig ideograms were used to contain such commodities.

Their presence, however, seems to be a casual occurrence due to individual

circumstances rather than a functional rule.

Pithoi inscribed in Linear A script were found at Knossos, Phaistos, Hagia Triada,

Larani, Skhinia, Tylissos, Zakros, Pseira, Palaikastro, Petras and Thera (Godart and

Olivier 1982: 64-68, 73, 75-80, 83, 86, 93-94, 98, 101,109,112-3, 114-5;

Tsipopoulou and Hallager 1996: 34; Floyd 1995: 40-47; MacGillivray, Sackett et al.

1987: 153; MacGillivray, Sackett et al. 1991: 146-7; Doumas 1993: 90), while a

hieroglyphic inscription was incised on a pithos from Malia (Poursat et al. 1978: 93).

Two more pithoi with signs of Linear A were identified during our fieldwork, one

from Palaikastro and the other from Zakros.

The meaning of these documents is largely unknown. That these inscriptions are

somehow related to commodities and capacities is proved by two inscriptions where

there is clear reference to the commodities of wine, figs, and an undetermined one

followed by numerals (Godart and Olivier 1982: KN Zb 35 and ZA Zb3). Numerals

may define the unit-base of the commodity that the pithos may contain (Stronk

1972). 4 It has also been suggested, on epigraphic grounds, that they may represent the

4 It should be pointed out that Stronks' calculation was based on a non correct transcription of the
inscription. The pithos contained 32 units of wine (Platon and Brice 1975: 83; Godart and Olivier
1982: 113) and not 22 units as Stronk thought (1972: 86). Thus, if the total capacity of the pithos is
556 ± 11% litres, the unit is 17.3 ± 2.8 litres and not 25.2±2.8 litres. The unit of 25.2±2.8 litres was
successively used by Katsa-Tomara. She compared the unit of 28.4 litres of the Mycenaean metric
system to that of 28.4 litres of the ovoid funnel-mouthed pithoi from Thera (1990: 39). Although
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recipient, the destination of a commodity (Floyd 1995: 44,48). In a Linear A

inscription of a pithos we read su-ki-ri-te-i-ja (Patria 1988: 31). This word

considered to be a place name (probably Sybrita c.f. Scafa 1994). In a Linear A

inscription on a pithos from Petras we read a-ka-ra ki-ta-na-si-ja-se HOMO+ZA

(Tsipopoulou and Hallager 1996: 34). The meaning is unknown. In a Linear B

inscription on a pithos from Thebes which reads /ca-u-no o-du-ru-wi-jo -wa-na-ka-te-

ro is quite illuminating (Ktistopoulos 1969: 116). This inscription refers to the owner.

Some useful insights may be gathered from parallels where - the functional patterns

of an inscription are known. One of the most enlightening cases is the hieratic labels

on storage jars found in the palace of Amenhotep III at Malkata. The labels, written

in ink, inform us about the package date, the name, quantity and quality of the stored

commodity, the occasion for which the commodity was designated, the source of

supply, the official who contributed the jar, and the specialist who prepared or

directly supervised the preparation of the contents (Hayes 1951). In other cases, such

as pithoi from Tell al Rimah (Iraq), Nimrud, and Nippur, inscriptions, written before

or after the firing, designated the capacity of the pithos (Postgate 1978; Mallowan

1966: 408). It has also been suggested by Mallowan that the capacities, in

inscriptions incised after firing, may correspond with the quantity poured in when the

jar was first made and not with the total capacity of the jar (1966: 408).

With all the above considerations in mind I think that it may be permissible to

advance the following hypothesis: Linear A inscriptions on the pithoi may refer to

the commodity stored in the pithos, its quantity and quality, the capacity of the pithos,

and define a special use or destination for which the commodity was intended. As

Patria argues an inscription on a vessel 'is nothing more than the way in which a given

commodity was prepared to be made ready for use' (1988: 31). Whether the pithos in

its life-span contained only the commodity designed by the inscription is an open

question which can only be answered by analysing the organic residues. The function

of the inscriptions as 'trade labels' is quite improbable as they occurred on pithoi with

very low transportability (except Godart and Olivier 1982: KN Zb 40). The use of

writing on pithoi was not as common in Minoan book keeping as in the Near East and

there is no doubt about the correlation between Mycenaean and Theran units, the parallel with the
pithos from Zakros seems rather unsuccessful.
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Egypt. Note, however, that inscribed pithoi were found in quite varied contexts in

spatial and hierarchical order (Schoep 1995). This implies that the Minoans were not

as illiterate as is generally thought (Michailidou 1992-3: 20-21).

Indirect insights in our study could also be drawn from references to Linear A and

B tablets and by the content of tablets or roundels associated with pithoi. Although

vases were frequently mentioned on the tablets, there is however no clear reference to

pithoi (Ventris and Chadwick 1973: 323-329; Vandenabeele and Olivier 1979: 181-

275). A suggestion may, however, be put forward about one ideogram. It shows a

piriform jar with two horizontal handles and a distinctive collar. Its phonetic value is

qe-to or qe-ti-ja (Ventris and Chadwick 1973: 327,577; Vandenabeele and Olivier

1979: 239-240). The transcription first proposed was that of pithos, but etymological

difficulties were pointed out (Palmer 1963: 344). Thus, it was more correctly

identified as a 'wine-jar' (Ventris and Chadwick 1973: 327). Vandenabeele and

Olivier suggest that qe-to defines a metallic vessel. This suggestion is based on the

textual association of qe-to with metallic vessels and on the angular profile of its

shoulder (1979: 240). No suggestion can be 'proved' by existing evidence. The

shortness of the texts and the limits of expression of the writing technique do not

allow a reliable identification. In our view the strong similarities of qe-to with a

series of pots classified as `pithoid jars', `piriform jars' and `piriform amphora' (e.g.

Forms 37-41) are in favour of identifying it as a pithos.

The association of pithoi with tablets and inscribed roundels may be illuminating

when the content of the textual evidence is known. This proposal is based on the

assumption that the transactions reported in the texts might be related to the

commodities stored in pithoi (Palmer 1969: 57; Begg 1987: 183-4; Hallager 1977: 71-

75; Mallowan 1966: 408). The major drawback, however, is that the exact location of

these documents is not always known. Tablets and roundels had mostly fallen from

the upper stories. In other cases they were in situ near pithoi or stored in them or in

wooden boxes. We may review some of the most significant cases.

Two pithoi from Hagia Triada served as 'boxes' for Linear A tablets. The pithoi

stood in Room 59 in front of the entrance to Magazines 8, 61, and 17 (Halbherr et al.

1977: 133). Although neither the contents of the tablets nor of the pithoi are known,
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it is reasonable to propose that they contain transcriptions relating to the circulation

of commodities (Militello 1992: 412).

At the Knossos palace, where one of the most important assemblages of Linear B

tablets was discovered, the contextual evidence is rather confusing. Most of them had

fallen from archives located in the upper stories (PM IV: 621; Popham 1987: 298).

However, the unitary deposit of tablets, found in what seems to be a wooden box in

the Room of the Column Bases, was in situ (Evans 1899-1900: 28; DM/NB 2 May

1900). These texts recorded deliveries and distribution of olive oil and reported

perfumed substances (Palmer 1963: 87). According to Olivier these tablets were

written by the same scribe (1967: 42-44). How could this find be related to the rest of

the archaeological evidence ? The Room of the Column Bases was the principal

entrance from the central court to the biggest storage area of the Knossian palace, the

West Magazines (Hallager 1977: 71). In addition 12 pithoi were found in the area

adjoining of the Room of the Column Bases and a re-examination of that area

suggests the presence of the oils needed in the perfume industry (Panagiotaki 1999, in

press; Christakis and Panagiotaki, in preparation). Thus, the tablets were found where

expected.

In a storeroom in the House of the Oil Merchant at Mycenae a tablet, which reports

rations of olive oil, was found in situ near a pithos (Wace et a/.1953: 13; Sacconi

1974: 21; tablets in other rooms seem to have fallen from the upper storey: Wace et

al. 1953: 13). The excavator suggests that the pithoi in this magazine held olive oil.

His argument was based on the strong traces of burned earth and on the oil residues

on stirrup jars which probably served for the transport of oil. In rooms 23, 24, and 32

at the palace of Pylos, pithoi were associated with Linear B tablets dealing with

various kinds of olive oil (Blegen and Rawson 1966: 134-137,139-140,158). The

strong traces of burned earth and the oily residues were thought as evidence that it

was olive oil. In the Wine Magazine at the palace of Pylos pithoi associated with

roundels bear the wine ideogram (ibid.: 342-348). This occurrence is valuable

evidence for the commodity held in pithoi.5

5 Note that the presence of large cooking pots suggests that pithoi did not hold only wine.
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111.5.2. Iconographic testimonies.

Under this heading we classify representations of pithoi on seals, signet rings,

sealings, frescoes, and abstract or pictorial motifs on pithoi, which may provide

information about use. The evidence is very limited and ambiguous.

Pottery representations were frequent on figurative art. Pithoi, however, are rare.

Two seals produced from a MM TB-II Malia workshop complex represent pots which

may be identified as pithoi. A potter at work on a gigantic pithos is engraved on a

seal from Kastelli Pediados (Kenna 1960: 92-93, nos.38-39, P1.2). The pithos has a

piriform profile with a narrow mouth and high collar and two rows of handles. It is

very similar to Form 31, typical in the Malia area in MM I-MM II. It is not clear,

however, whether the human figure is a potter or someone involved in the transport

of liquids from the pithos (note the presence of a jug engraved above the pithos).

The second seal from Malia depicts three pithoi of Piriform profile and a high

concave collar (Platon and Pini 1977: n.76). The pithoi were placed in rows and

above them jugs and a human figure were engraved. The whole scene may depict a

storage area and the jugs served for transfer purposes.

The most telling representation of a pithos, however, is engraved on a seal from

Malia, produced from the same workshop as the aforementioned ones. The scene

depicts a invOc installation with a man pressing grapes (?) and an ovoid pithos used

to collect the must (Demargne 1945: 58-59; Kopaka 1997).6

On a series of signet rings an object with an ovoid elongated profile has been

identified as a pithos (Sakellariou 1964: n.219; PM II: 841-42; Sakellarakis 1967:

280; Platon and Pini 1984: 114; contra for the ring from Archanes see Warren 1990:

196). The so-called pithos was placed near a tree or simply framed the scene. In other

cases a human figure leans over it. The rest of the iconographic representations

suggest that a cultic ritual took place. The theme has been fully studied by N.

Marinatos (1990). What is the role of pithoi in these scenes ? The proposed opinions

varied from burial associations connected to the idea of mourning during the winter

cycle to the use of pithoi for the storage of agricultural products connected with an

6 I would like to thank Prof. P. Warren for informing me about the existence of this seal.
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agricultural/seasonal feasting (ibid.: 88). N. Marinatos also compares this evidence

with ritual ceremonies referred to in Hittite texts, which involves the opening of a

pithos and the consumption of food and drink (ibid.: 89). In our view, it is not

certain whether these objects represent pithoi. Their depiction is so summary and

uncertain that a reliable identification is not possible. The lack of written testimonies is

a drawback for the interpretation of ritual scenes.

On mural compositions pithoi were depicted on two frescoes from the West House

at Akrotiri (Televantou 1994: 46-49,160-164, P1.15-19). Two conical pots with

marble-like painted decorations, filled with five blue stems bearing red lily blossoms,

were painted in each jamb of a window. The identification of a Conical type pitharalci

is certain. Not only are their morphological attributes the same as those of real

specimens but also no other pottery forms are known in LC I (LM I) with similar

morphology other than conical pithoi. Whether the pithoi were used as vases or as

flower pots is not clear. It seem more probable, however, that they served as flower

pots (Prof P. Warren, pers.comm. 1998).

Two pots painted on the LM IIIA sarcophagus of Hagia Triada were also identified

as pithoi (Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaralci 1997: 560; Poursat 1966: 521). The

first, a medium-size conical pot with two horizontal handles on the rim, was used to

collect the blood of the sacrificed bull (Marinatos and Hirmer 1960: Pl.XXVIII) and

to transfer liquids to a container-collector (ibid.: Pl.XXI)(A). The second, similar to

the aforementioned ones but with a much larger mouth, stands raised between two

axes. Two female figures are pouring liquids into it (ibid.: Pl.XXIXA). The

representation is so summary that identification as a pithos is uncertain in both cases.

There are no real specimens with similar morphological features. In addition the way

in which they were transported is odd if the pots were pithoi. It should also be noted

that conical pithoi were extremely rare in LM III.

Pictorial or abstract motifs on pithoi have often been considered evidence for

contents and use (Tzachili 1985). Grapes were considered evidence for the storage of

wine (Doumas 1978: 121). Trickle patterns were considered as evidence for olive oil

(Branigan 1988: 64). The motif of beeswax on pithoi from Thera was considered

evidence for the storage of honey (Doumas 1977-78 cited in Richards-Mantzoulinou

1979: 79). The occurrence of lilies, a flower with religious connections
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(Warren 1985b: 203-204), on pithoi from Thera was sufficient evidence for the

excavator to call the pots 'sacred jars of the goddess' (Marinatos 1969: 26). A sacral

use was proposed for the well known pithos from Pseira decorated with bullheads,

double axes, and olive branches (Pl. 96). A similar use was argued for a pithos

decorated with a relief appliqué of a white and red dappled bull P1.87. The excavators

suggest that the pithos served to collect the blood of the sacrificed bull (Sakellarakis

and Sapouna-Sakellaralci 1997: 548-562). The occurrence of floral motifs such as

palms, lilies, reeds, and papyri on pithoi was considered evidence that these specimens

were used as flower pots (Platonos 1987: 231-2).

In our view a comparative approach which combines information from the

decorative composition, the context of recovery and the morphological attributes is

required for interpretation. In the aforementioned cases, there is no hard evidence to

support the proposed interpretations (cf the criticism of the pithos with the bull

appliqué Lianeris 1983: 50-51). The only evidence for the relationship of a painted

motif to the use of a pithos is that proposed by Doumas for a series of circular motifs

and for grape motifs found on pithoi from Thera. The examination of the

interrelationship between the occurrences of the signs and the capacity of the pithoi

has shown that the capacity is indicated by the number of times a specific sign

appears on it. The frequent unit value is about 24 litres (see p.25). Likewise, the

pithoi decorated with grapes may have contained wine (Doumas 1978). Their

morphological attributes suggest that were suitable for the storage of liquid

substances.

111.6. The ethnographic evidence.

Similarities in morphological attributes and in the storage behaviour of Minoan

pithoi and their 'modern' versions has justified the use of ethnographic evidence for

our research question. This study is based on ethnographic information collected by

the present author in Crete and on historic information from literature. The

ethnographic evidence is only a framework through which we can formulate better

hypotheses. Direct analogy is not applied in the case of Minoan pithoi as they come

from a different socio-economic context.
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In pre-industrial Crete the terms which define storage jars are pithos, pitharaki, and

kouroupa. Secondary terms are also present such as 2n,coSoni0ctpo i.e. pithos for olive

oil, icpcmoniOapo i.e. pithos for wine, n.EXoni.Oupo i.e. pithos for honey, pol3oni0ctpo

i.e. pithos for chickpeas, ileacutiOotpo i.e. half pithos, pownena. and 117Coiwcoupoc.

These denominations combine several attributes such as shape, size, capacity, and

contents. Moreover, three coarse ware containers with similar morphological features

to Minoan pithoi are quite relevant: alousidiastra (a.XoucaStacitpa.), a pot with the

profile of a truncated cone, was used either for washing clothes or during the

processing of grapes for the production of raisins (Fig. 67); dipseli (Sw)t) and

kioupi (K1067EL or 13oyi.ct-cooni0otpo7) are cylindrical pots. The former served as

beehives and the latter for the dyeing of fabrics.

Pithoi have a capacity which varies from 150 to 350 kg. (Fig. 68-71). In 44% of

our fieldwork cases they served for the storage of olive oil. Recent scientific studies

for the storability of olive oil confirm the suitability of clay containers for its

preservation and that there is a minimal decrease in the quality with age (Dr. I.

Papadakis, perss.comm. 1997).

Wine was another commodity stored in pithoi. Some experts believe that storing

wine in pithoi reduces the likelihood of it turning into vinegar and helps the

fermentation of the must (Forbes 1982: 385). A special type of pithos with a spout 30

cm. above the base was used (Fig. 70). The wine's residues remain in the lower part

of the pot and the wine was drained from the spout. Only in 17% of our fieldwork

cases, however, was wine stored in pithoi. In most cases wooden barrels were

preferred because many Cretan farmers claim that the clay surface of the pithos

increases the likelihood of wine turning into vinegar. The use of wooden barrels,

however, seems to be a storage practice introduced by the French and the Venetians

during Medieval times and was not widespread before the 19th century.

The ethnographic records suggest that pithoi also served for the storage of pulses

and cereals (30% of the cases). Conical pithoi, called lizacrciOctpoi, were frequently

used (Fig. 75). Pithoi are relatively impermeable and keep the contents safe from

rodents and pest infiltration. In many cases it has been observed that pithoi previously

employed for the storage of olive oil were used to store grain and pulses. The olive oil

'Prof P. Warren pers.comm. 1998.
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residues sealed the porous surface of the pot and created an airtight storage container

(Panagiotakopulu et al. 1995: 707). 8 Pithoi with grain/pulses were in storerooms

with a consistent temperature and humidity and very frequently placed underground.

The storage of cereals and pulses in underground architectural structures and pithoi

has been considered the best way for long-term storage since antiquity (Fenton 1983;

Sigaut 1988) and ethnographic and literary testimonies record this practice on Crete

from Medieval times to World War II. In Cyprus cereals and pulses were stored in

sunken pithoi covered with ashes, sand, straw, and olive leaves. In the summer

months the sealing was sprayed with water to produce the necessary humidity. Pithoi

used for the storage of wheat were heated by lighting fires and then filled with wheat

and sealed with sand (Marinatos 1968a: 84).9

The capacity of pitharakia and kouroupes is about 60 kg (Fig. 73, 76-78). Both are

used for short-term storage and transfer purposes. Olive oil, wine, cereals, pulses,

salted olives and meat, dried bread, fruits, fish and meat, meat preserved in fat, salt,

honey, carob, and raisins were stored in pitharakia. The ones used for the storage of

honey have a deep groove around the rim which was filled with water to protect the

honey from ants (Vallianos and Padouva 1986: fig.50). Kouroupes frequently have a

glazed interior. Salted olives and meat, honey, dried fruits, butter, cheese, and bees'

wax were stored (c.f Papadalci 1976: 47-48). It has also been reported that yogurt

was transported in unfired kouroupes from Crete to Egypt. The unfired clay absorbed

the liquids of the yogurt (Dr. I. Hatzakis, pers.comm.1997).

Pithoi and pitharakia also served to store inorganic commodities. They were

frequently used as chests for clothes, fabrics, fine pottery and tools. In pottery

workshops pithoi contained water and clay. They were also used during the different

stages of the preparation of clay. The storage of water in pithoi or pitharalcia is

widely reported all over Crete. Pithoi were placed near drain pipes to collect rain

water. They were also located inside the house for the storage of portable water.

The clay surface keeps water fresh and cool because of evaporation and in many

cases, especially during the summer months, the pot was covered with wet pieces of

8 Ethnographic correlates provide many examples of sealing methods varying from the use of hot
pitch and turpentine (Cyprus: London, Egoumenidou and Karageorghis 1990) to filling the recently
fired pitharia with water (Crete: Jones 1986).
9 For storage pits in Cyprus see Woolley 1956: 223; similar storage technology is reported elsewhere
c.f. Gronenborn 1997.
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fabric. Pithoi with water were also placed near bath installations and 'toilets'. They

served for cleaning purposes.

Pithoi and pitharalcia are also used as containers in a series of processing activities.

In wine press installations they served as collectors of the juice. In the processing of

olive oil, pithoi served to separate the olive oil from the water (c.f Hadjisavvas 1992:

75). The method was based on the principle of gravitation. In pithoi with unrestricted

mouth (11EcToniDapa) the simplest way was to skim the floating oil. In pithoi with

restricted mouth the water was drawn off through a stoppered hole at the base of the

pithos. Note however, that this use is not widely reported in our field work cases. A

special type of pithos called OpoOprAx was used in the distillation procedure for the

production of spirits (Fig. 72). This pithos was filled with cold water and a bronze

pipe with steam passing through it was used to distil spirits.

Although primarily used as containers, pithoi and pitharakia also served for tasks

not necessarily related to the storage of commodities. The following secondary uses

are the most widely attested in our ethnographic field work. Pithoi and pitharalcia

served as chimneys. The pot was placed upside down on the opening of the roof and a

big hole was opened in its base for the exit of the smoke. A half pithos served as the

inner part of the household cooking oven while the mouth was the opening of the

oven. This use is still preserved nowadays. Big pithos sherds, usually from the level

of the maximum diameter, were used as mobile hearths (mangalia). Note, however,

that mangalia were usually made of bronze or iron and only poor households used

pithos sherds. Partly damaged pithoi were used as flower pots. Nowadays pithoi and

pitharalcia are distinctive decorative elements in gardens. Cretan pithoi are exported

to mainland Greece, Europe, and America. Pithoi or parts of pithoi were used as

dwellings for domestic animals, wellheads, trash bins, and kneading troughs. All these

uses, however, are not very widely reported in the ethnographic record.

As a concluding remark, we cite a passage from the seminal study of Hampe and

Winter on pithoi in pre-industrial Crete,

'We looked in some houses. They were always of the same form. In the ground

floor basement room, which at the same time served as a bedroom, pithoi stood in a

row next to one another 	  There were five pithoi there, the largest 1.10-1.20m. in

height. The first was empty; it would have contained legumes. Grain was found in the
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second; this was white-limed. In the third, the largest, lay wool blankets and

shawls 	  In the fourth was oil; in the fifth, again white-limed on the outside, wine.

In its side was a small tap. As wine containers the pithoi were scarcely used, to be

sure. The pithoi were partly covered with large round clay disks. In the second which

contained grain lay overturned the flat part of a round table with low legs. This object

also was found in almost every other house in Thrapsano and served for kneading

dough.' (1962: 10).10

Quite illuminating for the use of pithoi and their social significance are the

references in Venetian and Ottoman documents and in official reports written by

European travellers. The major part of these testimonies are notary documents and

censuses of property." The pithoi were carefully recorded with references to their

contents, capacity, number and state of preservation. It is clear that pithoi were

considered an indication of household wealth. In a notary catalogue from Monastiraki

Amariou written in 1598 we read `KpctcyoniOccpa xpacyi yellara 8io Kat a2k.ov kva

KinDapt. yEpATO, p.e'yeaa Kai Ta Tina, aK0fli ntOapOnouAa paKpa	 07Cia, oc

VG1., 136VOL) J.LiGTaTa ilK001 0„, Kai kva niOapOnotao y416E-co 2,..a& j.1.1.45TaTa tpla Kat

eao 7a.0O7couXo XaSepO ei)Kepo, axopa atyAonouXo ewe (Bakker and van Gernert

1987: 59, n.39). In another document written in 1606 `Kai caov v a ntOaponouXo

i.tot4o0pta e', ELGE m00'. kva XailTcctcy0vco atapt ptot4oOpta 8 (ibid.: 383, n.414)

and in a testament dated 1612 we read `cocop.1 vct KpaaoniOapo KataXtp,vo) Onou

TIVOR GTO KaTO 67LiTt, Va TO 7thpl. 0 &VOOEV 866KaX0C Kcii Caa KapnoniCsapa pououpta

1.8 9 00(0).1.i CVO( XaSoniOapo pliGTaTa GT ' 	 (ibid.: 712, n.816). These documents

suggest that (i) there are many types of pithoi; (ii) there is a standard unit of capacity

i.e. Riarato equivalent to 12.520 kg; (iii) pithoi were used for olive oil, wine, grain

and fruits.

Ottoman documents dated in the period between 1657 and 1765 recording the

census of properties prove that pithoi were used for the storage of olive oil

(Stavrinidis 1975: 161, n.229), wine (Stavrinidis1978: 322-323, n.1696), vinegar

(Stavrinidis 1976: 216-218, n.807), and crushed grain (ibid.: 445, n.1143). Pithoi

were also associated with bath installations and probably contained water. Kouroupes

served to store cheese (Stavrinidis 1976: 445, n.1143).

10 The passage was translated from the German by Dr. I. Hatzakis, for which I am grateful.
l I Cf. also Rizopoulou - Igoumenidou 1998: 62, 64.
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Another ethnographical question I would like to examine is the use of pithoi in the

regional and international trade of commodities. There is no certain ethnographic

testimony for the widespread use of pithoi as containers of commodities in long and

short distant trade. Only in a few cases was it reported, but it seems to be the

exception rather than the norm. Solid commodities were transported in baskets and

sacks. Liquid commodities such as olive oil and wine were transported in mistata or

sacks made of animal skins (Taxataki 1998). The regional transportation of olive oil in

sacks made by animal skins was reported by an English traveller, J. Bowring. He said

that, 'The villagers bring it in the skins and sell it to people who keep magazines; it is

then put into large wooden reservoirs' (1840: 158). In the international markets wine,

olive oil, honey, wax, cheese, raisins, and grain were exported (Triandafilidou-

Baladie 1988: 133-205). Wine and olive oil were exported more than anything else.

For the export of these commodities wooden barrels were used exclusively. Wooden

barrels for the storage and transport of wine were reported by Gilles de Bouvier in

1439-1440 (Hemmerdinger-Iliadou 1973: 475). Their use will become a rule,

however, not before the end of the 17th century when they were widely used by

French traders (Triandafilidou-Baladiê 1988: 101). The systematic use of wooden

barrels is also reported by the numerous Ottoman documents relating to the trade in

liquid commodities to Constantinople and Alexandria. Only in one case was olive oil

transported to Alexandria in pithoi (Stavrinidis 1984: 301, n.2361). The preference

for wooden barrels is due to the following factors: pithoi have a higher rate of

breakage; they have a lower mobility than wooden barrels; the mouth is not easily

closed. In the household, however, pithoi were used exclusively for long-term and

short-term storage (Triandafilidou-Baladie 1988: 287, footnote 57). It is to be noted

that although Crete was one of the most important production centres for pithoi, the

output was not enough to satisfy the local demand and considerable quantities were

imported from Italy and Messenia (Blitzer 1990: 704; Korre-Zographou 1995: 318).

The extensive use of damaged pithoi and their restoration with plaster and lead joints

also prove their value. Wooden barrels were more expensive and only during the 19th

century were they widely used for the storage of wine.
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111.7. Conclusions.

As the foregoing analysis demonstrates, Minoan pithoi served as all-purpose

containers. They were used for long and short term storage. The context of recovery

also proves that they served for a series of secondary tasks, most frequently as burial

receptacles, though there also appears to have been primary production for that

purpose.

A comprehensive and qualitative examination of the archaeological material, along

with the results of an experimental study, implies differences in principal mechanical

performance characteristics such as stability, capacity, accessibility and manipulation

of contents, transportability and graspability (Table III.1). Variability in these

properties suggests differences in the primary function of the bulk container.

Forms 2-4, 6-9, 13, 15-27 are distinctive for their high stability, low

transportability, high volume of capacity and low/moderate accessibility of the

contents. They were used for long term storage and deliberately in most cases stood

in large storage complexes. Forms 28, 33, 34-46, 46 have a medium stability,

moderate/high transportability, low volume of capacity, high/low accessibility, and the

mouth is very easily sealed. They are suitable for short term storage. Some may have

served for tasks which imply transfer (Forms 34, 35-42). It may be noted that 70%

came from storage areas with a low level of capacity. Pithoi of Group II are

distinctive for the easy displacement of the centre of gravity, the high accessibi)ity and

manipulation of contents, and the medium/high transportahiay. The frequent presence

of spouts is evidence for the storage of liquids. They may have served for short-term

storage, burial receptacles, and collectors. Ethnographic correlates may provide

insights into the use of these types. In traditional Crete pithoi with unrestricted

mouths served to separate liquids, to soak cereal and pulses, and for washing clothes.

The separation of liquids is based on the principle of gravitation. In the case of olive

oil production the oil, being lighter, separates and floats to the top while water and

other residues settle in the lower part. The floating oil was skimmed either by the

lateral displacement of the pithos or with the help of a ladle. Pithoi with conical profile

also served for the soaking of cereals and pulses. The process of soaking is one of the
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methods in the preparation of aromatic substances (Foster 1974; Forbes 1955: 9).

There is no evidence to indicate whether Minoan specimens were used for soaking

solid commodities or for separating liquids. For asamintos, a pot similar to a conical

pithos, the use of a container for soaking aromatic substances has been proposed

(Sarpalci 1989: 31-2). The use as liquid separators is advocated because of the

morphological attributes of the pithoi of Group II. Moreover, many specimens of

Form 56 have thumb impressions at the interior base. The rough surface is ideal for

the removal of solid residues during the separation of liquids.

The identification of commodities stored in pithoi is highly dependent on

taphonomic circumstances and excavation procedures. The available data are rather

limited. Carbonised seeds (cereals, pulses, fruits), animal bones, inorganic substances

(plaster, clay, colour pigments) and objects (pottery, tablets) have been reported.

Olive oil and bees wax (honey) were identified by analysing organic residues. Skeletal

remains were contained in pithoi used as burial receptacles. Ethnographic testimonies

suggest the storage of quite a varied number of alimentary commodities and objects.

Although no traces of these commodities were found in pithoi, their occurrence in

Minoan times suggests the existence of similar storage habits.

There is no evidence to suggest that particular commodities were stored in special

types of pithoi, although ethnographic evidence from traditional Crete indicates such

correlations. No conclusions could be drawn as there are very few organic regidues.

The presence of spouts and holes is indirect evidence for the storage of liquids. It

should however be noted that the ethnographic record proves that pithoi with these

attributes served also for the storage of solid commodities.

Minoan pithoi also seem to have served for a series of secondary tasks. The most

frequent is that of burial receptacles. The morphological similarities between

domestic and burial pithoi and the traces of use suggest that burial pithoi were

derived from domestic contexts. At the same time the contextual distribution and the

morphological attributes of Forms 47-49, 57, 58, 64 indicate production of pithoi

exclusively used as burial receptacles. The context of recovery proves the use of

pithoi in installations to collect wine/olive oil or to collect the liquids flowing from

pithoi in storage areas. Indirect iconographic evidence also supports the use of pithoi

as flower pots.



The ethnographic correlates prove the use of pithoi as collectors for rain water,

olive oil separators, chimneys, and beehives. Pithoi also served for washing purposes

and dyeing fabrics. Parts of pithoi were used as ovens and heaters. It is not certain

whether Minoan pithoi served all these tasks. The contextual evidence is not clear and

an influence on interpretation from ethnographic parallels has been observed. Only

the use of the oven has been reliably proved in EBA Myrtos. Many of these uses,

however, have been reported during historical times (Classical, Hellenistic, Roman

and Medieval periods) by written and iconographic resources and archaeological

testimonies. Thus, continuity in use going back to the Minoan period is possible.
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Morphological and Physical
Properties

Mechanical
Performance

Characteristics

Use

1
Ovoid body profile.
Small/medium vessel height.
Little mouth constriction.
Without collar.
Hole of evacuation.
Two rows of vertical handles.
Rope and painted (trickles)
decoration.
Coarse fabric.

70 1.<Capacity<100 I.
High accessibility.
Moderate stability.
Moderate
transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.
Indirect evidence for
the storage of liquids.
Burial receptacle.

2 Ovoid body profile.
Medium/high vessel height.
Little mouth constriction.
Without collar.
Two rows of vertical
(horizontal) handles.
Rope and painted decoration.
Coarse fabric.

160 1.<Capacity<210 1.
High accessibility.
Moderate stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal
by lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

3 Ovoid body profile.
High vessel height.
Little mouth constriction.
Without collar.
Rows (2) of vertical
and horizontal handles.
Rope decoration,
Coarse fabric.

280 1.<Capacity<320 1.
Low accessibility.
Moderate stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal
by lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

4 Ovoid body profile.
Small/medium vessel height.
Moderate mouth constriction.
Without/low collar.
Two rows of vertical handles.
Painted decoration.
Coarse fabric.

150 1.<Capacity<200 1.
High accessibility.
Moderate stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

5
Ovoid body profile.
Small/medium vessel height.
Moderate mouth constriction.
Without/low collar.
Two rows of vertical handles.
Rope and painted (trickles)
decoration.
Coarse fabric.

170 1.<Capacity<200 1.
High accessibility.
Moderate stability.
Moderate
transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

Table III. 1. The mechanical performance characteristics and the
proposed use of Minoan pithoi (continue).
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Morphological and Physical
Properties

Mechanical
Performance

Characteristics

Use

6 Ovoid body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Moderate mouth constriction.
Without/low collar.
One rows of vertical handles.
Painted decoration.
Coarse fabric,

70 1.<Capacity<100 1.
High accessibility.
Moderate stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal
by lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

7 Ovoid body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Moderate mouth constriction.
Without collar.
Two rows of vertical handles.
Rope decoration.
Coarse fabric,

215 1.<Capacity<287 1.
High accessibility.
High stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal
by lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

8 Ovoid body profile.
High vessel height.
Moderate mouth constriction.
Without/low collar.
Two rows of vertical handles.
Raised band decoration.
Coarse fabric.

286 1.<Capacity<330 1.
Low accessibility.
High stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

9 Ovoid body profile.
High/medium vessel height.
Moderate mouth constriction.
High collar.
Two rows of vertical handles.
Painted/rope/raised band
decoration.
Coarse fabric.

100 1. <Capacity<250 1.
Low/high accessibility.
High stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

10
Ovoid depressed body profile.
Small vessel height.
Low mouth constriction.
Without/low collar.
One rows of vertical handles.
Rope and painted (trickles)
decoration.
Coarse fabric.

130 1.<Capacity<138 1.
High accessibility.
High stability.
Moderate
transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

Table 111.1 .(continued).
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Morphological and Physical
Properties

Mechanical
Performance

Characteristics

Use

11 Ovoid depressed body profile.
High vessel height.
Low mouth constriction.
Without/low collar.
Two rows of vertical handles.
Raised band decoration.
Coarse fabric,

562 1.<Capacity<580 I.
Low accessibility.
High stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal
by lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

12 Ovoid depressed body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Moderate mouth constriction.
Without/low collar.
Two rows of vertical handles.
Painted/rope/incised decoration.
Coarse fabric.

115 1.<Capacity<129 1.
High accessibility.
High stability.
Moderate
transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal
by lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

13 Ovoid depressed body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Moderate mouth constriction.
Without/low collar.
Two rows of vertical handles.
Raised band decoration.
Coarse fabric.

160 1.<Capacity<167 1.
High accessibility.
High stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

14 Ovoid depressed body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Moderate mouth constriction.
High collar.
Occasionally hole of
evacuation.
Two rows

(trickles)
of vertical

decoration.
handles.

Painted	 )
Coarse fabric.

160 1.<Capacity<167 1.
High accessibility.
Moderate stability.
Moderate
transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by 
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.
Indirect evidence for
the storage of liquids.

I

15
Ovoid depressed body profile.
High vessel height.
Moderate mouth constriction.
High collar.
Many rows of vertical handles.
Rope and appliqué decoration.
Coarse fabric.

895 1. <Capacity<940 1.
Low accessibility.
High stability.
Low transportabilit)
(immobile).
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

Table III. 1 .(continued).
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Morphological and Physical
Properties

Mechanical
Performance

Characteristics

Use

16 Ovoid depressed body profile.
High vessel height.
Moderate mouth constriction.
High collar.
Many rows of vertical handles.
Rope and appliqué decoration.
Coarse fabric.

3,000 I.<Capacity<3,200
1.
Low accessibility.
High stability.
Low transportability
(immobile).
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

17 Ovoid elongated body profile.
High vessel height.
Little mouth constriction.
Without/low collar.
Two rows of vertical handles.
Rope decoration.
Coarse fabric,

400 1.<Capacity<420 I.
Low accessibility.
High stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal
by lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

18 Ovoid elongated body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Little mouth constriction.
Without collar.
Two rows of vertical handles.
Rope and trickle decoration.
Very coarse fabric.

330 1.<Capacity<345 1.
Low accessibility.
High stability.
Low transportability,
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.
Collector in wine-
press installations.
Burial receptacle.

19 Ovoid elongated body profile.
High vessel height.
Little mouth constriction.
Without collar.
Two rows of vertical handles.
Raised band decoration.
Coarse fabric.

440 I.<Capacity<458 I.
Low accessibility.
High stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

20 Ovoid elongated body profile.
High vessel height.
Little mouth constriction.
Without collar.
Two rows of vertical handles.
Raised band decoration.
Coarse fabric.

627 1.<Capacity<665 1.
Low accessibility.
High stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

Table HU .(continued).
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Morphological and Physical
Properties

Mechanical
Performance

Characteristics

Use

21 Ovoid elongated body profile.
High vessel height.
Little mouth constriction.
Without collar.
Two rows of vertical handles.
Raised band and appliqué
decoration.
Coarse fabric.

Capacity: 516 1.
Low accessibility.
High stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability,
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

22 Ovoid elongated body profile.
High vessel height.
Little mouth constriction.
High collar.
Two rows of vertical handles.
Raised band decoration.
Coarse fabric.

460 L<Capacity<516 1.
Low accessibility.
High stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

23 Ovoid elongated body profile.
High vessel height.
Little mouth constriction.
High collar.
Two rows of vertical handles.
Rope decoration.
Coarse fabric.

Capacity: 500 (?),
Low accessibility.
High stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

24 Ovoid elongated body profile.
High vessel height.
Little mouth constriction.
High collar.
Two rows of vertical handles.
Rope and raised band
decoration.
Coarse fabric.

560 L<Capacity<578 1.
Low accessibility.
High stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

25 Ovoid elongated body profile.
High vessel height.
Great mouth constriction.
High collar.
Two rows of vertical handles.
Rope and raised band
decoration.
Coarse fabric.

280 L<Capacity<320 1.
Low accessibility,
Low stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

Table MA .(continued).
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Morphological and Physical
Properties

Mechanical
Performance

Characteristics

Use

26 Ovoid low-bellied body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Moderate mouth constriction.
Low collar.
Two rows of vertical handles.
Rope and raised band
decoration.
Coarse fabric.

270 L<Capacity<285 1.
Low accessibility.
Moderate stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

27 Ovoid low-bellied body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Moderate mouth constriction.
Low collar.
Two rows of vertical handles.
Rope and raised band
decoration.
Coarse fabric.

380 I.<Capacity<400 1.
Low accessibility.
Moderate stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

28 Globular body profile.
Small vessel height.
Moderate mouth constriction.
High collar.
Two vertical handles.
Rope and painted (trickle)
decoration.
Coarse fabric.

30 L<Capacity<50 1.
High accessibility.
High stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Burial receptacle
(main use).
Short (long) term
storage.
Trade container.

29 Globular body profile.
Small vessel height.
Great mouth constriction.
High collar
One row of vertical/horizontal
handles.
Painted decoration.
Coarse fabric.

Capacity: 140 1.
High accessibility.
High stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

30 Piriform body profile.
Small/medium vessel height.
Great mouth constriction.
High collar.
One/two row/s of vertical/
horizontal handles.
Rope/trickle decoration.
Coarse fabric

55 L<Capacity<70 1.
High accessibility.
High stability.
Moderate
transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

Table 111.1 .(continued).
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Morphological and Physical
Properties

Mechanical
Performance

Characteristics

Use

31 Piriform body profile.
High vessel height.
Great mouth constriction.
High collar.
Two rows of horizontal handles.
Rope/trickle decoration.
Coarse fabric

350 1.<Capacity<426 1.
Low accessibility.
High stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

32 Piriform body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Moderate mouth constriction.
High collar.
Two rows of horizontal handles.
Rope/trickle decoration.
Coarse fabric

66 1.<Capacity<74 1.
High accessibility.
High stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Short (long) term
storage.	 .

33 Piriform body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Great mouth constriction.
High collar.
One rows of horizontal handles.
Rope/trickle decoration.
Coarse fabric

72 1. <Capacity< 831.
High accessibility.
High stability.
Moderate
transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Short (long) term
storage.

34 Piriform body profile.
Small/medium vessel height.
Great mouth constriction.
High collar.
One rows of horizontal handles.
Appliqué and trickle
decoration.
Coarse fabric

57 1.<Capacity<62 1.
High accessibility.
High stability.
Moderate
transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Short (long) term
storage.
Trade container.

35 Piriform body profile.
Small vessel height.
Great mouth constriction.
High collar.
One rows of horizontal and
vertical handles.
Painted decoration.
Semi-coarse fabric

30 1.<Capacity<42 1.
High accessibility.
High stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Short (long) term
storage.
Trade container.
Burial receptacle.

Table III. 1 .(continued).
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Morphological and Physical
Properties

Mechanical
Performance

Characteristics

Use

36 Piriform body profile.
Small vessel height.
Great mouth constriction.
High collar.
One rows of horizontal and
vertical handles.
Painted decoration.
Semi-coarse fabric.

35 1. <Capacity<47 1.

High accessibility.
High stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Short (long) term
storage.
Trade container.
Burial receptacle.

37 Piriform body profile.
Small vessel height.
Great mouth constriction.
High collar.
One rows of horizontal and
vertical handles.
Trickle decoration.
Semi-coarse fabric

42 1.<Capacity<48 1.
High accessibility.
High stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Short (long) term
storage.
Trade container.

38 Piriform body profile.
Small vessel height.
Great mouth constriction.
High collar.
One rows of horizontal and
vertical handles.
Trickle decoration.
Semi-coarse fabric

33 1. Capacity < 40 1.

Low accessibility.
High stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Short (long) term
storage.
Trade container.

39 Piriform body profile.
Small/medium vessel height.
Great mouth constriction.
High collar.
One rows of horizontal and
vertical handles.
Trickle decoration.
Semi-coarse fabric

35 1. <Capacity<52 1. (70
1.)
High accessibility.
High stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Short (long) term
storage.
Trade container.

40 Piriform body profile.
Small vessel height.
Great mouth constriction.
High collar.
One rows of horizontal and
vertical handles.
Trickle decoration.
Semi-coarse fabric

36 1. <Capacity<46 1.
High accessibility.
High stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Short (long) term
storage.
Trade container.

Table 111.1 .(continued).
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Morphological and Physical
Properties

Mechanical
Performance

Characteristics

Use

41 Piriform body profile.
Small vessel height.
Great mouth constriction.
High collar.
One rows of horizontal and
vertical handles.
Trickle decoration.
Semi-coarse fabric

57 1. <Capacity<64 1.
High accessibility.
High stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Short (long) term
storage.
Trade container.

42 Piriforrn body profile.
Small vessel height.
Great mouth constriction.
High collar.
One rows of horizontal and
vertical handles.
Trickle decoration.
Semi-coarse fabric

45 I. <Capacity<57 1.
High accessibility.
High stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Short (long) term
storage.
Trade container.

43 Piriform body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Great mouth constriction.
High collar.
One rows of horizontal and
vertical handles.
Painted decoration.
Semi-coarse fabric

95 1.< Capacity< 97 1.
High accessibility.
Low stability.
Moderate
Transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Long (short) term
storage.

44 Piriform body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Great mouth constriction.
High collar.
One rows of horizontal and
vertical handles.
Painted decoration.
Semi-coarse fabric

89 1.<Capacity<93 1.
High accessibility.
Low stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
liftinglpouring.

Long (short) term
storage.

(

45 Piriform body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Great mouth constriction.
High collar.
One rows of horizontal and
vertical handles.
Painted decoration.
Semi-coarse fabric

93 1. <Capacity<100 1.
High accessibility.
Low stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Long (short) term
storage.

Table III.1.(continued).
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Morphological and Physical
Properties

Mechanical
Performance

Characteristics

Use

46 Piriform body profile.
Small vessel height.
Moderate mouth constriction.
Without collar.
One rows of horizontal and
vertical handles.
Painted decoration.
Semi-coarse fabric.

32 1. <Capacity<43 I.
High accessibility.
High stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Short (long) term
storage.
Trade container.

47 Piriform body profile.
Small vessel height.
Little mouth constriction.
High collar.
One rows of horizontal and
vertical handles.
Painted decoration.
Semi-coarse fabnc

33 1.< Capacity<37 I.
High accessibility.
Moderate stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Burial receptacle.

48 Piriform body profile.
Small vessel height.
Little mouth constriction.
High collar.
One rows of horizontal and
vertical handles.
Painted decoration.
Semi-coarse fabric

45 1. <Capacity<48 1.
High accessibility.
Moderate stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Burial receptacle.

.

49 Piriform body profile.
Small/medium vessel height.
Little mouth constriction.
High collar.
One rows of horizontal and
vertical handles.
Painted decoration.
Semi-coarse fabric

46 1.<Capacity<62 1.
High accessibility.
Moderate stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Burial receptacle.

50 Piriform body profile.
medium/high vessel height.
Great mouth constriction.
High collar.
Two rows of horizontal handles.
Trickle decoration.
Coarse fabric.

190 1.<Capacity<270 1.
Low accessibility.
High stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

Table III. 1 .(continued).
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Morphological and Physical
Properties

Mechanical
Performance

Characteristics

Use

51 Piriform body profile.
High vessel height.
Moderate mouth constriction.
High collar.
Two rows of horizontal and
vertical handles.
Raised band/rope/painted
decoration,
Coarse fabric

489 1.<Capacity<556 1.
Low accessibility.
High stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

52 Barrel body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Moderate mouth constriction.
High collar.
One rows of horizontal and
vertical handles.
Appliqué and trickle decoration
Coarse fabric

104 1.<Capacity<226 1.
High accessibility.
High stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Long (short) term
storage.

53 Barrel body profile.
Small vessel height.
Moderate mouth constriction.
Low collar.
One rows of horizontal and
vertical handles.
Painted decoration
Semi-coarse fabric

69 1.<Capacity<77 1.
High accessibility.
High stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Burial receptacle.
Short (long) term
storage.

54 Conical body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Unrestricted mouth.
One row of horizontal/vertical
handles.
Painted decoration.
Coarse fabric.

140 1.<Capacity<157 1.
High accessibility.
Moderate stability,
Moderate
transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring,

Short term storage.
Suitable for
processing liquids
substances.
Suitable for storage
of cereals/pulses.
Suitable for activities
involving soaking.
Burial receptacle.
Short term storage.
Suitable for
processing liquids
substances.
Suitable for storage
of cereals/pulses.
Suitable for activities
involving soaking.
Burial receptacle.
Collector.

55 Conical body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Unrestricted mouth.
One row of horizontal handles.
Trickle decoration.
Coarse fabric.

140 1. <Capacity<152 1.
High accessibility:
Low stability,
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Table MA .(continued).
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Morphological and Physical

Properties
Mechanical

Performance
Characteristics

Use

56 Conical body profile.
Small vessel height.
Unrestricted mouth
(occasionally spout).
Without collar.
One row of horizontal handles.
Rope decoration.
Coarse fabric,

48 1.<Capacity<53 I.
High accessibility:
High stability,
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Short term storage.
Suitable for
processing liquids
substances.
Suitable for storage
of cereals/pulses.
Suitable for activities
involving soaking.
Burial receptacle.
Collector.

57 Conical body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Unrestricted mouth.
Without collar.
One row of horizontal handles.
Painted decoration.
Coarse fabric.

130 1.<Capacity<146 1.
High accessibility:
Moderate stability.
Moderate
transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Burial receptacle.

58 Conical body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Unrestricted mouth.
Without collar.
One row of horizontal handles.
Painted decoration.
Coarse fabric.

130 1.<Capacity<143 1.
High accessibility:
Moderate stability.
Moderate
transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Bunal receptacle.

59 Conical body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Unrestricted mouth.
Without collar.
One	 row	 of	 horizontal	 one
vertical handle.
Painted decoration.
Coarse fabric.

70 1. <Capacity<177 1.
High accessibility:
Low stability,
Moderate/low
transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Short term storage.
Suitable for
processing liquids
substances.
Suitable for storage
of cereals/pulses.
Suitable for activities
involving soaking.
Burial receptacle.
Long (short) term
storage

60 Conical body profile.
High vessel height.
Unrestricted mouth.
Without collar.
Two rows of horizontal handles.
Painted decoration.
Coarse fabric.

447 1.<Capacity <460 1.
Low accessibility:
High stability.
Low transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting.

Table III.1.(continued).
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Morphological and Physical
Properties

Mechanical
Performance

Characteristics

Use

61 Conical with vertical upper
body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Unrestricted mouth.
Without collar.
One row of horizontal handles.
Painted decoration.
Coarse fabric.

54 1.<Capacity 65 1. (85
1.)
High accessibility:
Low stability.
High/Moderate
transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Short term storage.
Suitable for
processing liquids
substances.
Suitable for storage
of cereals/pulses.
Suitable for activities
involving soaking.
Collector.

62 Piriform body profile.
Medium vessel height.
Unrestricted mouth.
Without collar.
One row of horizontal handles.
Trickle decoration.
Coarse fabric.

34 1. <Capacity<98 1.
High accessibility.
Moderate stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Short term storage.
Suitable for
processing liquids
substances.
Suitable for storage
of cereals/pulses.
Suitable for activities
involving soaking.
Burial receptacle.

63 Piriform body profile.
Small vessel height.
Unrestricted mouth.
Without collar.
One row of horizontal handles.
Trickle decoration.
Coarse fabric.

37 1. <Capacity<40 1.
High accessibility.
Low stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Short term storage.
Suitable for
processing liquids
substances.
Suitable for storage
of cereals/pulses.
Suitable for activities
involving soaking.
Burial receptacle.
Collector.

64 Piriform body profile.
Small vessel height.
Unrestricted mouth.
Without collar.
One row of horizontal handles.
Trickle decoration.
Coarse fabric.

158 1.<Capacity<166 1.
High accessibility.
Low stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Short term storage.
Suitable for
processing liquids
substances.
Suitable for storage
of cereals/pulses.
Suitable for activities
involving soaking.
Burial receptacle.

65 Tub body profile.
Small vessels height.
Unrestricted mouth.
Without collar.
Two horizontal handles.
Trickle decoration.
Coarse fabric.

43 1. <Capacity<46 I.
High accessibility.
High stability.
High transportability.
High graspability.
Content removal by
lifting/pouring.

Short term storage.
Suitable for
processing liquids
substances.
Suitable for storage
of cereals/pulses.
Suitable for activities
involving soaking.
Burial receptacle.

Table III. 1 .
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CHAPTER IV

STORAGE OF SURPLUS AND THE RISE OF SOCIO-POLITICAL
COMPLEXITY: FROM AN OUTLINE TO THE MINOAN CASE

W.1. Introduction.

As we have shown in the previous chapter pithoi were primarily used for the long

and short-term storage of agricultural surpluses. Thus, they provide valuable

information on a series of issues concerning food storage and its socio-political

implications. Food storage is an intermediate stage between production of surpluses

and their distribution and consumption. This chapter is an attempt to define these

closely intersecting concepts and to give an overview of the main approaches to food

storage in the Aegean area. The aim is to create an agreed starting point for the

discussion in the rest of our study.

We will begin by focusing on the concepts of production (IV.2), mobilisation

(IV.3), storage (IV.4), and consumption of surplus (IV.5). In the present thesis,

because the notions of production, mobilisation and consumption of surplus are

widely known and much discussed, and the overall emphasis is not just on these

concepts, we have confined ourselves to a brief overview of the principal theoretical

points. A solution to the long-standing debates is not the aspiration of this work.

Rather, we will discuss the concept of storage and try to define its behavioural and

technological aspects. Finally, we will consider the question of storage in the Aegean

area (IV.6).

IV. 2. The production of surplus and the rise of socio-political complexity.

To date, discussions have tended to use two basic approaches (Halstead 1989: 68-

69). The first sees surplus as an enabling factor which directly contributed to the

viability and capability of maintaining a non-producing sector and to the funding of

projects promoted by the ruling class (Childe 1950; Adams 1966; Renfrew 1972;

Cohen 1977). As Childe put it, 'Society persuaded or compelled the farmers to

produce a surplus of foodstuffs over and above their domestic requirements and, by

concentrating this surplus, used it to support a new urban population of specialised
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craftsmen, merchants, priests, officials, and clerks' (1954: 30-1). The major and most

influential opposition to the above perspective was offered by Pearson (1957). He

argued that the concept of a surplus above subsistence used to support a non-food-

producing sector (absolute surplus) has no logical and empirical validity because of

the difficulties to define a minimum subsistence level. Thus, if an absolute surplus

could not be defined, surplus has a superfluous or relative sense. Relative surpluses

are created either by increased production, or by political organisations through the

re-allocation of goods (ibid.: 323, 339). Given Pearson's emphasis on the institutional

means for generating and mobilising surplus, rather than on environmental and

technological parameters, it is clear that he rejected surplus as a sufficient

precondition for the development of social complexity.

Pearson's contentions of an economy without absolute surplus and the role of

society in defining surplus had a strong impact on the relevant literature. In a similar

vein Sahlins emphasised the underproduction of households in small-scale societies

(1974: 41-99). In Sahlins' analysis, 'the primitive economies are underproductive.

The main run of them, agricultural as well as preagricultural, seem not to realize their

own economic capacities. Labour power is underused, technological means are not

fully engaged, natural resources are left untapped' (ibid.: 41) and furthermore 'the

DMP (domestic mode of production) harbours an antisurplus principle. Geared to the

production of livelihood, it is endowed with the tendency to come to a halt at that

point. Hence if 'surplus' is defined as output above the producers' requirements, the

household system is not organised for it. Nothing within the structure of production

for use pushes it to transcend itself' (ibid.: 86).

Moreover, the concept of socially defined surplus has oriented the in\lestigatioa

through a perspective much influenced by anthropological observations where the

surplus was viewed through a symbolic rather than an economic dimension (Levi-

Strauss 1987: 16; Bourdieu 1990: 112-121). In the rationality of pre-capitalistic

farmers, symbolic capital embodies a series of behavioural actions which attempt to

reproduce social relations such as power, fame, authority but also to safeguard against

contingencies through the consumption and display of material wealth. Consumption

and display may take place during feasts, ceremonies, exchange of gifts, visits, and

marriage (Wolf 1969: 7-10).
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Both approaches received extensive criticism mainly on theoretical grounds.

Those who see surplus in absolute terms over-emphasised its materialistic dimension

and failed to conceive the relationship of production and consumption and the

primary importance of ideology in directing economic activities (Pearson 1957. 324-

327; Dalton 1960: 486-487; Parker-Pearson 1984: 69). On the other hand, Pearson's

view of an unmeasurable minimum subsistence level and surplus above that level has

been strongly questioned. To quote Harris, `... if the subsistence level is going to

denote a measurable entity it cannot be said to include nonfood-proC 	 activities.

All viable societies produced food in greater abundance than is nec for mere

biological thermodynamic equilibrium. In this sense, every society produces a 'surplus

above subsistence' (1959: 190).

In this study, we would suggest that there is not much to be gained from rhetorical

questions about whether surplus exists or not, or what the role of elite groups is. In

our view - and this is the 'eclectic' perspective adopted in the present study - surplus

exists and its existence is embedded in the human need to provide an uninterrupted

flow of foodstuffs through unproductive seasons or during a bad year. Food surpluses

were primarily 'wrung from the soil as a strictly domestic initiative' (Halstead 1989:

80). The diversification of crop cultivation, the extensification in land use and the

increase in technological achievements inevitably affects the production of surplus.

The unbalanced accumulation of i rtorma( surpCus', due either to environmenta/ factors

or the internal dynamics of the household unit, leads to social differentiation between

households and thus to hierarchy at a community level (Allan 1965: 44-48; Halstead

1989: 80). Nevertheless, the production, accumulation and management of a

redundant agricultural output which is not for immediate needs, but rather is intended

for future use, implies the existence of an organising institution. No domestic unit will

produce more than is needed for its subsistence requirements and welfare unless it is

forced to do so by a higher authority (LaLone 1994). Central authorities extracted

surpluses with tribute-collecting transactions or with labour of commoners on state

estates (Earle 1977; 1997). As a matter of fact, 'no complex society can function

unless the level of subsistence production is sufficient to feed a range of specialists,

including the leaders and organisers, in addition to those engaged in food production'

(Renfrew 1982: 265).
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IV.3. The mobilisation of food surplus.

Discussions on mobilisation and exchange of commodities have been dominated

by the well-known `substantivist-formalise controversy.' The substantive approach,

expressed by Polanyi, understood exchange through the three-part scheme of

reciprocity, redistribution and market (1957: 250-256). Reciprocity and market

exchange are the two contrasting poles while redistribution seems to be their

'functional alternative' (Earle and D'Altroy 1982: 269). Neo-evolutionary

anthropology was largely influenced by this perspective and equated the typology of

social forms - tribe, chiefdom, and state - with the typology of exchange (Service

1962; Sahlins 1972). The formalist approach, on the other hand, understood

exchange in modern terms. The universal concepts of economic theory such as

scarcity, maximisation, and surplus are fundamental. Exchange transactions are

embedded in choices of food resources, settlement locations and in cost

considerations. Individuals act in a cost-conscious manner within a framework

established by the socio-political institutions (Earle 1982: 2). An attempt to break out

of the sometimes sterile dichotomy between substantive and formalist economics

gave birth to the concept of social exchange. This perspective maintains that

'economic man' generates wealth not for the acquisition of food but to increase his

social power through gift-exchange transactions. The gifts create a series of

obligations (Schneider 1974). Individuals may gain social status either by

manipulating the balance between social and material value (ibid.) or by the privileged

access to valued items or exotic goods (Frankenstein and Rowlands 1978). In a

similar vein it is argued that the exchange of sumptuary items between areas of

variable productivity may act as a 'fly-wheel' for the exchange of subsistence

commodities (Sherratt 1976) or as a mechanism of social storage (O'Shea 1981;

Halstead 1981).

The advantages and drawbacks of these perspectives are widely discussed (e.g.

Hodder 1982) and there are many who argue that these approaches are not mutually

exclusive (D'Altroy and Earle 1985; Scarre 1993). For the present, we attempt to

For overviews see Earle 1982; Hodder 1982; Scarre 1993.
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bring out certain aspects of redistribution. With the role of markets reduced to

insignificance, redistribution was viewed as the transactional mode par excellence.

'Redistribution designates appropriation movements towards a centre and out of it

again' (Polanyi 1957: 250). It has been associated with economic systems based on

the massive collection and storage of goods (ibid.: 254). A typical characteristic of

redistribution economies are the large-scale storage facilities. Individuals are subject

to performed rules (Dalton 1960). Neo-evolutionary anthropology strictly associates

redistribution with chiefdoms (Service 1962: 144). This perspective sees the

ecological variation in resources as a leading factor in supporting the theory of

regional specialisation in subsistence strategies and craft activities. Local chiefs

guarantee the production and distribution of specialised products. Their authority is

derived from their position as co-ordinator of the gathering and successive

redistribution of locally produced goods.

In the Aegean, the case for redistribution as an explanation of economic and

political organisation was strengthened after the decipherment of the Linear B tablets

(Ventris and Chadwick 1952). Although very simple in form and content when

compared to the contemporary Near Eastern and Egyptian scripts, Mycenaean

documents offer detailed insights into the palatial administrative system. The texts

deal with inventories of resources (goods, labour, personnel) and record the

movement of these resources in and out of the palatial system. As Finley put it,

'They reveal a massive redistributive operation in which all personnel and all activities

of both persons and goods, so to speak, were administratively fixed' (1957: 135).

From that perspective, 'The authentic core of the Mycenaean economy was the palace

household with its storage rooms and its administration which listed goods and

personnel, land-owning and small cattle, assessed deliveries in wheat or barley, oil,

olives, figs, and a number of other staples, (largely unidentified) and handed out

rations (Polanyi 1971 [1960]: 323).

Redistribution was subsequently adopted by Renfrew (1972). He holds that the

emergence of a redistributive system was embedded in the ecological diversity in the

cultivation of olives, vines, and cereals. Diversity leads to a regional specialisation

and interdependence between different regions. The palatial authorities emerged in

order to promote and control the redistribution of commodities between the different
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ecological zones (Renfrew 1972: 364, 480-5). Likewise, Halstead emphasises the

importance of redistribution in the emergence of palatial institutions (1988).

The concept of redistribution and the rise of social complexity was discussed in an

accomplished account by Earle (1977). He aptly demonstrates that in the literature

redistribution was used to describe several institutional forms which can be

characterised as householding i.e. the pooling and consumption of food produced by

the household; share-out i.e. the allocation of foods produced by co-operative labour;

mobilisation i.e. the recruitment of goods and services by a non-producing sector for

its own benefit; and levelling mechanism i.e. any cultural mechanism that counteracts

the concentration of wealth by individuals or groups (ibid.: 215). He also noted that a

levelling mechanism has no single institutionalised structure in contrast to the other

forms whereby the production and distribution of commodities is under the control of

a centralised authority (ibid.: 215, fig. 1). Earle distinguished householding, share-out

and mobilisation from each other by the size of groups that they organise.

Householding organises domestic production; share-out interhousehold production;

and mobilisation the production of 'public economies' (ibid.: 215-216). The main

contribution of Earle, however, is seen in the question of the managerial perspective

(Earle 1977; 1997; see also Brumfiel 1980). According to such a theory,

environmental differentiation between regions leads to the specialisation of production

modes. Communities shifted from self-sufficient economies towards specialised

economies. Chiefs acted as 'managers', and co-ordinated the mobilisation of products

between regions (Service 1962: 144; Fried 1967: 183). Earle has convincing)y shown

that in Hawaiian chiefdoms - the, case on NN \-C10) SeTvice 'DIA The managefia1 tYieory -

regional districts retained their self-sufficiency by a balanced farming-fishing

subsistence economy. Inter-regional trade was rare and the exchange of specialised

goods was handled by a direct barter system (1977: 227).

As far as the Aegean case is concerned the interpretation of political economy

exclusively from the perspective of redistribution seems to stem from the 'non-

market mentality' expressed by Polanyi. 2 Below are some critical remarks. Rather

than disagree with the perspective of redistribution for Minoan Crete, we would like

to suggest that past economies may not be seen exclusively from one perspective but

2 For a criticism of the non-market mentality see North 1977; Sherratt and Sherratt 1991.
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that the interplay of different economic behaviours may occur in the same social-

political context.

Polanyi in his highly influential contribution on ancient economies argues that in

primitive and archaic economies price-setting markets and currency were absent.

Market mentality was a late feature which appeared before the introduction of

currency. Minimising the importance of market exchange he argued that

redistribution and reciprocity were the transaction modes par excellence (Polanyi

1957: 44,55; Polanyi 1968: 3-5). Moreover, trading activities were interpreted in

terms of administered trade rather than commercial enterprise. Of critical impact was

also Weber's perspective on the agrarian base of the ancient world (1998 [1924]).

How reliable, however, is the non-market perspective ? The re-examination of the

data where Polanyi based his conclusions has proved the misunderstanding both of

archaeological and textual evidence (Sherratt and Sherratt 1991: 353). 3 In the

Aegean, however, the non-market and non-commercial perspectives are still the

prevailing views (the exceptions are few e.g. Gale 1991; Gillis, Risberg and Sjoberg

1995). The lack of currency and physical market places was decisive. Minoan and

Mycenaean economies were exclusively viewed from the perspective of redistribution.

The market has not even been regarded as a secondary mode of exchange. Chadwick

even questioned the existence of merchants in the Mycenaean world, while trade was

considered a state monopoly (1979: 158). As Halstead put it, 'undocumented

exchanges taking place on an irregular or opportunistic basis, through which finished

craft goods were either exported as 'guest gifts' in return for raw materials.., or

distributed internally for less exotic commodities including pottery and pulses (1988:

526).

Nevertheless, to interpret Aegean economies in these terms seems rather

misleading. As far as the Mycenaean economy is concerned, Morris attempted to

isolate from written and archaeological evidence indicators for peripheral markets

(1986; 1987). She noted the lack of central storage facilities in the Mycenaean

settlement of Nichoria as well as the specialisation in the production of

bronzeworking, figurines, pottery and especially in the production of textiles (1986:

164). According to Morris decentralised storage and specialisation of craft activities

3 For markets in the Pharaonic Egypt see Kemp 1989: 248-260 and in the Near East see van de
Mieroop 1997:157-8, 189, 209.
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were proof of the existence of markets not controlled by the palaces and operating

parallel to other modes of exchange. Likewise, A. and S. Sherratt, on the basis of

trade, argue that Aegean Bronze Age economies were both redistributive and market

systems. As they put it, 'Bronze Age economies were, in a sense, 'redistributive' (in

that they were based on palaces centres and personal relationships with the rulers);

but they were also market economies in that their allocative decisions were sensitive

to market forces' (1991: 376).

Although the arguments supporting the 'market perspective' in the Aegean are not

always straightforward and unquestionable, we would like to suggest that past

economies should not be understood exclusively through redistribution. The

possibility of a market sector which acts parallel to the palatial sector is an open

question which needs to be taken into consideration (c.f Bennet 1988). For instance,

the diffusion of luxury goods in elite and non-elite spheres cannot be interpreted

exclusively as administrative trade or diplomatic gifts. 4 Further research in that

direction may provide a multidimensional view of Aegean economies.

Two other points need to be mentioned. The first is concerned with the impact of

Linear B information on the interpretation of Minoan economy. Many authors have

unconsciously projected information provided by Mycenaean documents onto the

interpretation of Minoan economic organisation (e.g. Halstead 1988), because of tbe

similar redistributive transactions in Minoan texts and the erroneous trend to treat the

Aegean as a unified concept (e.g. Renfrew 1972; Halstead 1988: 527). Indeed, there

are solid grounds for assuming that Minoan administrative documents, although not

fully deciphered, reveal a centralised collection of agricultural commodities which may

have been subsequently redistributed (R. Palmer 1995b). Philological studies,

however, have convincingly shown that documents written in Linear A and Linear B

show differences in structure and content (Palaima 1987; Bennet 1990; R. Palmer

1995b; Schoep 1995; Driessen 1997). As far as the content is concerned, Linear A

documents differ from those written in Linear B in the absence of real luxury goods,

the low numbers of people, commodities, and toponyms, and the lack of attention to

military matters (Driessen 1997: 216). Differences in content and treatment of

commodities may reveal different economic behaviour. As Palaima put it, 'the textual

4 One of the most enlightening cases is the distribution of Egyptian stone vases at Knossos (palace
and settlement) (Warren 1989; 1991a).
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evidence suggests that there was a new organisational structure to the administration

of the Cretan economy in the LB [Linear B] period' (Palaima 1987: 305). The

structure of the Neopalatial Minoan administrative system is not the same as the

Mycenaean system (Palaima 1987; Weingarten 1990). Therefore, although Linear A

documents may report transactions of redistribution, the nature, extent and politico-

economic implications of such transactions are an argument ex silentio. It is

important also to keep in mind that the evidence provided by the documents

themselves is partial and may not be used for a total understanding of the economy.

The tablets report transactions related to only one part of the palatial sector

(Halstead 1992; 1992-93).

The second point needing discussion is the widely shared view of redistribution as

a service of 'relief '. According to this conception, political institutions are supposed

to be responsible for the welfare of their subjects and for the provision of famine

relief. As Halstead argues, 'Any 'relief redistribution' function is likely to be deeply

concealed within the mature palace economy' .... 'Complex societies commonly

employ a hierarchy of responses to the risk of famine, so that local institutions cope

with minor shortages and centralised mechanisms are only brought into play for major

crises. These 'emergency' mechanisms are costly to maintain and rarely used, and so

are vulnerable to failure through disuse. To ensure their maintenance through a run of

good years, they are frequently embedded in other, more regular social institutions

such as ceremonial feasts or religious festivals' (1988: 525). No doubt can be raised

about the social services occasionally provided by the political institutions of

hierarchical states in prehistoric and historic periods. The intervention of the Egyptian

state as well as of wealthy regional administrators in difficult times is too well known

to require much description (Kemp 1989: 235, 239). Nevertheless, we have to be

careful not to exaggerate the significance of 'relief redistribution'. The question is

whether the ruling class was compassionate about social problems or, through a

hypocritical generosity was merely trying to achieve its own ends ? The second view

seems more probable. For instance, in Egypt the ideal of consensus is an illusion. As

Kemp said about the economic organisation of the Old Kingdom 'The politics of self-

interest were well and truly alive' (1989: 239). The textual and iconographic

evidence widely report distribution of subsistence commodities as a form of political
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propaganda. Pharaohs and nobles praised themselves for their largesse to the

commoners and berated the 'stinginess' of their predecessors (Dardy et al. 1977: 474-

475). In addition, textual evidence suggests that Egyptian households did not rely on

central relief during periods of crisis. Hekanakht, a peasant of the First Intermediate

Period, who was living during difficult times, reports in his correspondence the

mentality of one who stands on his own feet rather than of one who depends upon

administrative support (Kemp 1989: 240). Murra, in his cornerstone study on the

economic organisation of the Inka empire, arrived at a similar conclusion (1980).

Prior to Murra it was thought that redistribution in the Inka economic system had a

welfare function. The analysis of the historical records, however, has convincingly

proved that famine relief was the responsibility of the local community. State

institutions intervened only in cases when the community buffering mechanism proved

inadequate (Earle and D'Altroy 1982: 271). In addition, redistribution of commodities

by elite members was made part of the political propaganda (Murra 1980: 121-37).

Note also that the redistribution of food commodities usually took place during

festivals, which have no correlation with environmental stress in food supply (e.g. the

case of Hawaiian chiefdoms Earle 1977: 225). These cases show that generosity of

the elite in supporting a destitute population took place under specific circumstances

and in no way constituted regular famine relief. In addition, under this generosity lies

the need of the ruling class to establish its power and achieve its purposes.

Distribution of subsistence commodities to the common population was probably

conducted for the sole purpose of aggrandisement of the ruler or of maintaining the

political status quo.

In conclusion, redistribution seems to be an active mode of transaction in Minoan

Crete. Whether it was the main regulatory economic mode is an open question.

Market could perhaps have played an important role although testimonies pointing in

this direction are rather scarce. Moreover, it is here argued that redistribution rather

than a relief mechanism is an elite-oriented mobilisation. Note that the redistribution

reported in Mycenaean documents can be classified as 'payment of labour' whereby

food rations were given to state administrations, workmen and commoners in

exchange for labour to the state or for finished goods. From that perspective,

redistribution aimed to finance the functioning and service of the authority. To quote
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Earle, 'redistributive hierarchy 	  functioned to mobilize goods to support the

operation of the political superstructure; in short, redistributional mobilization was a

form of taxation' (1977: 226).

IV. 4. The storage of food surplus.

Generally speaking, storage at any time or place is a behavioural and technological

mechanism which ensures the availability of a very wide range of products, for

example subsistence commodities, artefacts, currency as well as knowledge (written

records, electronic data). This study is concerned with one aspect of this broad

phenomenon, namely food storage. We see food storage as a strategy designed to

provide the long and short term preservation of agricultural food surpluses beyond

their natural period of availability. Viewed from this angle, storage is a 'delayed-

return' system (Woodburn 1982: 432).

Storage of food surpluses may be conceptualised in three different ways (Ingold

1983: 557-563; Safer 1989: 722). As Mtra-corporeal storage whereby the

accumulation of body fat helps survival during the lean season. It is very common in

animal species but not in humans. Accumulating fat is also an indirect storage

strategy where livestock fed with surplus grain and failed crops was consumed by

humans in time of need (Flannery 1969; Brenton 1988; Halstead 1996). As social

storage whereby food is converted through formalised exchange networks into

durable tokens and social obligations, which can be reconverted into food in time of

shortage (O'Shea 1981; Halstead 1981; Wiessner 1982). And finally as material

storage which involves the direct accumulation of food surpluses. Material and

'social' storage require advanced technological knowledge for the processing of food

surpluses, the construction of permanent storage installations and containers and the

manufacture of valuables, and a considerable investment of labour.

Storage strategies, combined with mobility, diversification, and exchange are

cultural mechanisms for levelling the effects of seasonal, inter-annual and long-term

fluctuations in the availability of food resources (O'Shea 1981; Halstead and O'Shea

1989: 3-4). Variability may be caused by climatic and disease constraints, nutritional

balance, demographic stress and warfare, problems of activity scheduling or the non-

concurrence of production, consumption, exchange. Storage, therefore, is one of the
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critical preconditions permitting a population to live in permanently occupied areas',

to exist in places with high variability of food supply and to participate in trade

activities (Ingold 1983: 554).

Storage strategies may differ according to the means whereby the surplus is

extracted, housed, controlled and administered, and the time-lag between the storage

and the distribution/consumption. In the first instance, three systems have been

isolated: central, regional and domestic (Smyth 1989: 91). A basic assumption about

the patterns in the spatial organisation of storage facilities is that they were located

close to the place of production and/or consumption in order to minimise cost of

transportation (Earle and D'Altroy 1982: 278; for the transportation cost see Drennan

1984: 105-112; Maijer and van Nijf 1992: 133-135).

Central storage: In a central storage system, surplus and craft goods were

centrally collected and housed in complexes which were under the control and the

administration of government officials. Storage buildings were large architectural

complexes, usually with a standardised layout. Most of them were associated with

administrative and religious centres in order to meet the consumption demands and

ensure security and control of the stored goods. They were also found on the main

traffic roads of a region or near transhipment locations (e.g. the port of Ostia for grain

trade Vitelli 1980) and in areas with a high level of productivity (Schreiber 1985:

201). In the former case, to facilitate the transportation of short and long-distance

exchange and, in the latter, to assure direct storage of the products. Central storage

requires a considerable investment of labour and knowledge in the construction and

maintenance of large storage facilities, in the transportation of goods from the point of

harvesting or manufacture to the central storage complex, in the processing of large

quantities of staple materials, and in the record-keeping systems. Central storage

characterises highly hierarchical societies. The direct control of the surplus stored in

central complexes and the mechanism of distribution guaranteed the independence

and viability of the political institutions and the finance of the state enterprises (Haas

1982: 159-160).

Regional storage: Storage complexes were located at the periphery (regions, sub-

regions) of an administrative centre. Stored goods were produced, collected and

5 Material storage is a necessary but not sufficient precondition which leads to sedentism (Soffer
1989: 722,725).
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controlled at the local level. This type of storage provided a direct storage of

agricultural surplus minimising the transport expenditures, an insurance for the local

population in the event of agricultural famine, an important holding area for tribute,

and enabling the state to meet community obligations and to support the provincial

state personnel (Earle and D'Altroy 1982: 279-280). Moreover, it may have

contributed to the emergence of a regional elite. Regional storage complexes are

large/medium-sized permanent structures. They were located either near local

public/administrative structures or were isolated.

Domestic storage: Domestic storage refers to the storage strategies adopted by

a household in order to cope with fluctuations in food supply, ensure its economic

independence, and contribute to the state surplus. The stored goods were produced

and controlled by the members of the household. Domestic storage also contributed

to the 'moral' and social position of a household. The peasant who, through a careful

and systematic planning of storage, achieved the support of his family during the

unproductive season strengthened his position and appreciation not only within the

family group but also at the community level (Garnsey 1988: 54). Domestic storage

strategies varied greatly according to the exigencies of the specific circumstances.

Storage structures did not have a standardised layout and were located either within

the domestic structure or were free-standing structures in the nearby area. Domestic

storage had a prominent role in the generation of surplus (Halstead 1989: 80) and

from that perspective is a fundamental resource for increasing state surplus. There are

two contrasting approaches in that direction. The first sees state surplus as levied

from the household through taxation and tribute (Earle 1977). The exponents of the

second view minimise the role of domestic storage as household members could not

generate food surpluses either because they did not have a sufficient amount of

cultivated land or because they were full-time workers of the state (Smyth 1989: 94-

95).

One important consideration related to domestic storage is the distinction between

sex-based responsibilities. Anthropological research and ethnohistorical testimonies

suggest that domestic storage defines the position of the members within a family and

the social status of the family itself In many households the processing and storage of

food surpluses is intrinsically related to the female members (e.g. Ember 1983; Forbes
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and Foxhall 1995: 78-79). In other cases, a specialisation in the domestic storage

strategies has been observed. For instance, the storage facilities in the households of

the tribes of Marakwet, Kenya are divided into those controlled by the males and

those controlled by the females (Moore 1986: 109-110). The surplus kept by women

has a 'private' character as it was used for the nutritional requirements of the

household. The surplus kept by men contributed to the social position of the

household within the society (ibid.: 106).

Central, regional, and domestic storage strategies also varied according to the

methods of state surplus extraction (Smyth 1989: 98-99). In a taxation, tribute and

labour service economy, central and regional storage strategies were highly

standardised in storage techniques, the layout of storage facilities, and in their spatial

organisation. Domestic storage strategies were more varied. Nevertheless, while in a

taxation/tribute system, domestic storage facilities were substantial in order to

contribute to tribute and tax extraction, in a labour service system they were limited

and the stored goods were preserved for short-term periods. In a trade/exchange-

based economy, storage strategies were highly diversified except for their spatial

distribution which followed standardised patterns. At a domestic level the investment

in storage facilities is limited and goods were kept for short-term storage.

As stated above, storage is an episode within the process of production-

distribution-consumption of surplus. The time-lag between storage, distribution/

consumption varied from days or months to a period of over a year. The first is

conventionally called short-term storage while the second long-term storage. The

temporal character of storage adopted by the social group can illumine issues

regarding the basis of the economic organisation of the society, the consumption

habits, and underline mutual relationships of dependence between central, regional

and domestic levels of economic organisation. The time lapse between storage and

distribution/consumption is determined by physical and climatic constraints and the

consumption needs.

Physical constraints refer to the 'shelf-life' of food commodities to be stored

(Labuza 1982). For instance, meat can be preserved for 3-9 months when frozen and

less than 12 months when dried. Nuts, cereals and pulses have a much longer shelf-

life. Nuts when unshelled are preserved from 9 to 24 months, cereals and pulses from
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three to five years. Olive oil is preserved for six years (Forbes 1982: 386), wine for

shorter periods. The above temporal restrictions are subject to the internal and

external climatic conditions of the storage area. Humid and warm climatic

environments may affect the preservation of the stored products adversely in contrast

to more arid and fresh ones. To see how important the issue of climate is, let us give

an example. The successful storage of cereal and pulses is dependent on the following

factors: (i) the temperature and moisture of the seeds when stored; (ii) the

temperature and the moisture content of the intergranural air in the storage

room/container; and (iii) the relation of the stored product to the external environment

(Rhodes 1980 . 11-15). Thus, grain stores have to take into account all these

parameters for the long conservation of their output. Ethnohistoric and archaeological

testimonies have proved that farmers were clearly aware of the inter-specific

variability in 'shelf-life' of commodities and the climatic constraints and tried to cope

with these factors by quite advanced procedures of storage (Smyth 1989; 1991;

Panagiotakopulu et.al 1995; Strasser 1997: 81).

IV. 5. Consumption of food.

Consumption also is a critical factor in the temporal definition of storage. It is a

rather complex parameter which is worth discussing to some extent. Consumption is

a notion only recently touched on by anthropological studies with an archaeological

perspective. Its overshadowed position was partly due to the emphasis on production

and supply - a clear influence from Weberian economics - neglecting concepts of

demand and consumption (Sherratt and Sherratt 1991: 353).

Anthropological discussion of consumption sees this process either in purely

functional and materialistic terms (Harris 1987) or as a communication code and

symbol (Levi-Strauss 1969; Douglas 1984). The drawbacks of both approaches arise

from the polarisation of their perspectives. The first fails to recognise the importance

of consumption as an information system and code of communication. The economic

and environmental parameters were overemphasised instead of social and ideological

aspects. The second treated consumption as an autonomous phenomenon and

neglected the interaction of consumption with its biological and social aspects. A

solution to this polarisation is the approach - also adopted in the present study - which
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sees consumption as a combination of both perspectives (Harris 1987: 62). Nutritional

aspects, social connotations, and religious and ritual affinities have been incorporated

into the relevant discussions (Goody 1982).

The consumption of food - the aspect of consumption relevant to our study - is a

multi-level mechanism. Its function is biological since it satisfies the needs of human

survival and reproduction. It acts at a semiotic level as it incorporates a whole range

of social, economic and political meanings (Montanan i 1997). Anthropological and

ethno-historical testimonies provide many examples such as food consumption as a

way of delivering or masking power and authority (Gero 1990); as a way of

enforcing and confirming social cohesion through the act of sharing similar food and

taste habits (de Garine 1980: 45); and inferring social inequalities through the

acquisition and consumption of exotic and rare foods (Goody 1982: 105).

Consumption, therefore, does not simply reflect social relations but 'can establish,

maintain and change social relations' (Orlove and Rutz 1989: 5).

When we consider the above, the decisive role of consumption in the temporal

definition of storage is fully understood. The subsistence commodity remains stored as

long as and until it is required by the consumption need (nutritional or social). The

need for consumption may also define the type and the quantity of the stored product

as well as the choices of storage strategies either at the technological or bthavjoura,

level.

IV. 6. Food storage and the socio-political organisation of Bronze Age Crete.

A great deal of literature is devoted to storage and its implications for the socio-

economic development of Minoan Crete. Discussion may be traced back to Evans.

He was the first to recognise the importance of storage jars and storehouses as a

dynamic factor for economic analysis, and pay attention to the functional

considerations of the pithoi and the diachronic structural development of the storage

areas in the palace of Knossos. He also tried to estimate the total amount of olive oil

stored in the West Magazines by the capacity of the pithoi that the above area could

originally hold (PM IV: 647-648). At an interpretative level, however, Evans failed to

recognise what the plethora of his material evidence implied about the socio-

economic organisation of Knossian society. He only affirmed that, 'There can be
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little doubt, indeed, that they [the pithoi] were mainly used for the storage of oil,

which, to judge by the space devoted to these pithoi in the Palace Magazines must

have been a principal source of wealth to the Minoan princes and may have been

early exported to Egypt' (PM I: 232). Nevertheless, to see Evans' achievement

exclusively under these terms seems rather erroneous. It is easy, indeed, to blame

Evans for the 'liberal use of anachronistic modern concepts' (Halstead 1988: 519).

Once, however, his contribution is compared to many contemporary studies where the

question of storage is totally ignored,' then Evans' merit for laying down the

methodological principles for future economic analysis arises. Moreover, recent

studies of the economic and socio-political complexity of Minoan Crete have

underestimated or even completely ignored the contribution of storage jars in their

investigation. Ironically, the use of anachronistic concepts for which Evans was so

strongly criticised is now more largely practised.

Most accounts written in the first half of the 20th century touching on the question

of storage were in the same vein. The socio-economic implications were

overshadowed by the descriptive presentation of the material evidence or

misunderstood by the application of modern concepts (for an overview see Halstead

1988). The first signs of change arise under the impulse of Polanyi. In 1944 he

published his study entitled The Great Transformation, very telling for what it

symbolised regarding the study of past economies. After a detailed comparative

account of the economies of Near Eastern, Egyptian and Mesoamerican empires,

Polyani argued that, 'All large-scale economies in kind were run up with the help of

the principle of redistribution. The kingdom of Hammurabi in Babylonia and, in

particular, the New Kingdom of Egypt was a centralised despotism of a bureaucratic

type founded on such an economy' (1944: 51). The decipherment of the Linear B

tablets by Ventris in 1952 fully supported the model of redistribution.

IV. 6.1. The Emergence of Civilisation and the evolutionistic perspective of
storage.

The question of storage was also examined in the seminal and highly influential

contribution of Renfrew on the development of cultural complexity in the Aegean

6 C.f. the publication of the Phaistian palace (Pemier 1935; Pemier and Band 1951).
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(1972). In Renfrew's analysis, storage appeared for the first time during the Neolithic

period (ibid.: 276). In the EBA, 'the adequate storage of food supplies is an

important feature of a developing subsistence economy, and there is evidence that

such storage now became more systematic' (ibid.: 287). During the Palace period,

'the abundant evidence yielded by the palaces of Crete and Mycenaean Greece

indicates clearly how important food storage and the controlled supply of subsistence

commodities were to the palaces. The buildings themselves, and the evidence of the

written records, document a high level of centralisation. Yet this centralisation seems

no more than an intensification of the system already functioning in the previous

period at Lerna, at Tiryns perhaps, and indeed at Myrtos' (ibid.: 288-9).

The development of storage strategies, as seen by Renfrew, directly corresponds

to the development of social, economic, and political complexity. From a simple

almost 'embryonic' stage during the Neolithic period, and through a more developed

and systematic version during the EBA, storage strategies become most complex and

intense in their material and behavioural expression, during the Palatial period. Thus,

storage is depicted in purely evolutionary and functional terms.

The major shortcoming in the above analysis emerged from the cultural evolutionary

background largely adopted in that study (for an accomplished criticism see

Hamilakis 1995). Neolithic period is treated as a relatively simple cultural phase.

Thus, the more systematic food storage during EBA suggests a transition from a

simple, to a developed phase. Nevertheless, the archaeological evidence, reviewed in

an accomplished account by Touloumis, suggest an extremely high level in the

behavioural and technological expressions of storage strategies in the Neolithic (1994;

1996). Most of the Neolithic strategies also occur in EBA. It may noted that both

periods, despite the differences in scale and intensification on storage, share the same

technology and behaviour (Touloumis 1996: 49-50).

In the same way, palatial storage strategies were seen as the result of a linear

development from their EBA predecessors. The problem to this conception is that

EBA and Palatial societies are too varied to be compared. As far as storage is

concerned, EBA communities had a decentralised storage behaviour (even with the

increased scale from Neolithic; c.f. Touloumis 1996: 50), while storage in Palatial

societies was highly centralised. The best case study for Minoan Crete is the EM
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settlement of Myrtos. There are two points to be made about this cultural perspective

on the basis of the Myrtos evidence. Firstly, a comparative analysis of the

morphological features and technological traits between the EM pithoi from Myrtos

and their MM/LM 'successors' shows the same degree of complexity. Both groups

share similar mechanical performance characteristics. Similarity in these attributes -

stability, capacity, accessibility and manipulation of content, transportability, and

graspability - implies similarity in functional patterns. Diversity in decorative traits

does not seem to affect utilitarian modes as the underlying organisational principles

concerning use are the same (c.f Curet 1997: 497). Thus, as far as the storage

containers are concerned, there is no difference in storage technology between EM

and LM periods.

Secondly, the arrangement of pithoi within the individual domestic units, their

significance on the subsistence potential of the resident households and the utilitarian

patterns implied from the artefactual data (pottery, processing tools) are as complex

as in Neopalatial households.' The storage potential of an EM household is almost

equal to the storage potential of its LM 'successor'.

In conclusion, it is difficult, in the present state of the archaeological research to

isolate differences on food storage between EBA and Neopalatial households. The

high complexity of the storage strategies at EBA Myrtos does not seem to favour the

stage by stage development of storage from a less evolved to a more complex

expression.

IV. 6.2. The perspective of 'social storage'.

The concept of 'social storage' was introduced by O'Shea and was based on

ethnographic evidence from North and South America (1981). It is worth

summarising some points relevant to the discussion below. 'Social storage' is a

transaction where 'food is exchanged for some non-food tokens with at least the

implicit understanding that such tokens can later be re-exchanged for food' (ibid..

169). It is a cultural mechanism strongly embedded in a system of reciprocal

We compared the domestic units of M)rtos with the Neopalatial houses of Type 3 (McEm-oe 1982:
10-13). The eloquent limitation in this approach is the quality of the archaeological evidence. The
EBA Myrtos is one of the best excavated and published sites in Crete in contrast to most of the
Neopalatial houses, especiall) these excavated earl) in 20th centur), where the low quality of
information is critical.
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obligations and formalised exchange networks. 'Social storage' transactions are

determined by environmental factors, such as the geography of the region, factors

producing scarcity, the distribution patterns of resources within a region, and cultural

parameters, such as the distribution of subsistence practices within the region, the

technology of physical storage and transport, and the levels of socio-political

integration within a region (ibid.: 172-173).

This model was adopted by Halstead in explaining the socio-economic complexity

in the Aegean and the rise of palatial institutions (1981; 1988). Ethnographic data

from pre-industrial Greece and scientific evidence on climatic conditions in the

Aegean during the last fifty years has provided a framework for the prediction of

uncertainty in crop production and the technological and behavioural levelling

mechanisms against famine. It was suggested that the advantage of 'social storage'

versus the direct storage of subsistence commodities is that the former eliminates

constraints raised by the 'shelf-life' of the products (Halstead 1981: 192). Under that

perspective, the production of valuable tokens from the EBA onwards was envisioned

as a means to facilitate 'social storage' transactions through a system of reciprocal

exchange (Halstead 1981: 198; 1988: 525). 'Social storage' is a factor which leads to

demographic concentration, centralisation and the rise of palatial institutions

(Halstead 1988). Palaces are described as centres of a complex mechanism of

redistribution where agricultural and stock-raising surpluses were collected for the

support of a non-producing sector, converted into sumptuary items for the 'social

storage' transactions or used as relief in time of stress for the population (ibid.). The

support for this 'cultural model' was provided by (i) the Linear B texts; (ii) the

increased evidence for craft production during the period of the 'Second Palaces'; (iii)

the decrease of the storage facilities in the 'Second Palaces'; and (iv) the

decentralisation, in the same period, of food storage in secondary centres.

The importance of Halstead's contribution is undeniable. It was the first systematic

attempt to deal with Aegean economies on the basis of a thorough evaluation of

ethnographic and scientific data on subsistence economy and environmental changes,

theoretical considerations, archaeological evidence and written sources (Linear B).

The 'social storage' model had a strong impact on the relevant literature. Most of the

studies related to the socio-economic development of the Aegean civilisation support
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this line of thought (e.g. Moody 1987; Branigan 1988 a,b). Here we would like to

discuss some critical limitations of the 'social storage' model. It is not our concern to

invalidate this perspective. Nevertheless, there is the need for a critical re-

consideration of its empirical basis.

A key factor of the 'social storage' model is the convertibility of valuable goods

into food. Ethnographic observations report the exchange of food for the acquisition

of sumptuary artefacts or the opposite (Halstead and O'Shea 1982: 93). However,

can valuable items have been converted into food in periods of long-term food

shortage ? The most eloquent answer to this question is the case of Greece during the

Nazi occupation (1940-1944). Subsistence commodities were scarce because of

warfare. Most of the Greek population, especially those living in urban centres, was in

a precarious situation. Starving householders toured the countryside in order to

exchange valuables (e.g. jewellery, gold, sewing machines) for food (Halstead 1990:

154). Nevertheless, the amount of food (mostly wheat and olive oil) involved in these

exchanges was very low. For instance, a diamond necklace might have been

exchanged for just 20 litres of olive oil and 15 kg of wheat (Mrs D. Semertzaki-

Christaki pers.comm. 1997). In this case, the value ratio between the sumptuary item

and the subsistence commodity is inverted. Food is much more precious than

valuables due to the desperate need for survival and the widespread scarcity of food

because of the war. Furthermore, it may be noted that valuables were not made or

purchased with a view to conversion into food. Thus, it is argued here that 'social

storage' is an ineffective buffering system for periods of widespread and long-term

food shortage. Farmers were clearly aware of the problems of convertibility and

preferred to store considerable quantities of subsistence commodities, even facing the

risk of deterioration, rather than convert them into sumptuary goods (Forbes and

Foxhall 1995).

Many other problems are raised by the empirical basis (environmental observations

and archaeological data) used to support the 'social storage' model. First, it was

argued that 'social storage' networks took place between areas of a highly

differentiated environmental setting (Halstead 1981). Differences in environmental

factors influenced the production of subsistence commodities between regions and

thus led to the development of the 'social storage' mechanism in order to cope with
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food shortage when it occurred. As far as Crete is concerned, it is our impression that

the environmental differences in regions and sub-regions - which undoubtedly exist -

are overemphasised. In saying this, we do not mean that we consider the Cretan

landscape to be a uniform entity. Differences in topography, water resources, soils

and climatic conditions exist between regions and their sub-regions (Rackham and

Moody 1996). Nevertheless, these differences do not create dramatic fluctuations in

the production and availability of food commodities. Our ethnohistorical research in

pre-industrial Crete suggest that there is no evidence for transactions that may be

classified as 'social storage'. Regional food shortages were coped with through (i)

market exchange; (ii) barter exchange; and (iii) exchange of labour.' Moreover,

Ottoman documents (17th century) inform us that the regional administration directly

imported subsistence commodities, mostly grain, from other regions in case of

regional food shortages (e.g. Stavrinidis 1985: 230). The imported grain was not

redistributed but was sold.

Second, it was argued that palatial institutions emphasised the conversion of

agricultural surpluses into sumptuary items to be used for 'social storage' transactions

(Halstead 1981; 1988). This suggestion is based on (i) the supposed decrease of

palatial storage potential in the Neopalatial period; and (ii) the increased craft

production. Nevertheless, the re-examination of the archaeological data on the

storage potential of palatial and non-palatial contexts has show that there is not

sufficient evidence to support this perspective (Chapters VI and VII). Moreover,

increased craft production may not necessarily be interpreted as evidence for 'social

storage' networks. The demand for valuables may equally imply the presence of a

'wealth finance' system (D'Altroy and Earle 1985; Earle and D'Altroy 1989; Earle

1994; 1997). In this system valuables were produced and used as a means of payment

(D'Altroy and Earle 1985: 188). The valuables were amassed either as direct payment

from the subservient population or produced by a state craft specialist. The central

administration used this wealth in order to pay state personnel. The advantage of

'wealth finance' is that valuables are easily transported over long distances.

Moreover, the centralised distribution of wealth allows surpluses to be accumulated

centrally. Thus, 'wealth finance' allows a closer and more centralised control over the

8 Farmers in need worked in prosperous regions for the acquisition of the necessary foodstuffs.
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state economy than 'staple finance'. 9 The conversion of wealth items into subsistence

goods requires the existence of a 'market mechanism' (Brumfiel 1980). Staple and

wealth economies were not mutually exclusive but may have existed in the same

political system (D'Altroy and Earle 1985:188). For the Inka state, it has been argued

that staple finance was used to support local administrative activities, and wealth

finance is used for activities requiring long-distance movement (ibid.).

In conclusion, we would like to argue that the inherent problem of the 'social

storage' model is the fact that it can be hardly proved on objective and

unquestionable archaeological and ethnographic grounds despite its potential

plausibility.

IV. 6.3. The Troubled Island and storage in LM LB Crete.

The question of storage and its socio-political implications has been recently

discussed by Driessen and Macdonald (1997). They adopt the framework established

by Halstead and Moody. According to their point of view, however, the

decentralisation of food storage from the palaces to the periphery is a mature LM IA

or LM TB feature (ibid.: 53) and not a MM III-LM I event (Halstead 1981: 203;

Moody 1987: 237). This development is seen not as an intended action but as a cause

and effect process. The cause is the inability of the palatial administrations to meet

the demands of storage and distribution of subsistence commodities after the volcanic

eruption of Thera. As they put it, 'Local authorities seem to have been forced to

increase their capacities to provide for storage since the Palaces were unequa1 to the

task' (Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 54). Thus, 'this phenomenon is not strictly

decentralisation - which implies a palatial decision - but rather fragmentation with

local elites taking the initiative' (ibid.). In the following sections of our work this

model will be discussed on the basis of a rigorous examination of the archaeological

evidence of food storage strategies adopted by palatial institutions and households .

IV. 7. Conclusions.

In this chapter we argued that the critical importance of food storage during the rise

of socio-political complexity stems from its intermediate position between production

9 Staple finance is based on the obligatory payments to the state in kinds of subsistence commodities
(D'Altroy and Earle 1985).
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of surpluses and their distribution and consumption. Storage allows the accumulation

and conservation of large quantities of foodstuffs beyond the period of their natural

availability. Authorities manage stored surpluses in order to support a non-food

producing sector of the society (elite, personnel, specialist) and to promote and

finance their political projects. At a domestic level food storage helped households to

meet their nutritional requirements in unproductive seasons, cope with fluctuation in

food supply, and contribute to the state surplus. Food storage requires an advanced

technological knowledge in the processing and storage of subsistence commodities

and in the construction of permanent storage installations. The temporal duration of

storage is determined by the 'shelf-life' of the stored commodities and the

consumption needs (nutritional and social). In conclusion, storage is a complex and

dynamic technological and behavioural mechanism which acts in a biological, socio-

political, and moral level.

In the Aegean area food storage has been considered a critical factor in the rise of

socio-political complexity and the viability of palatial institutions. It is argued that

palaces acted as co-ordinators in a system where commodities were centrally

collected, stored and successively redistributed to state personnel and commoners in

exchange for services and/or converted into valuables for 'social storage' transactions.

Aegean economies were exclusively understood through the model of redistribution

and only recently has the possibility of the market been taken into consideration. In

this study we retain this 'cultural framework'. Nevertheless, we would like to differ

from it on two points. First, we are rather sceptical about the 'social storage' model

because of its inefficiency during periods of prolonged food shortage and the

difficulties to be identified on objective archaeological grounds. Second, we argue

that market exchange might have played a critical role in Aegean economies. In our

view the Neopalatial economy is a system based on the interaction of 'staple' and

'wealth' finance. The increase of palatial food storage from the Protopalatial to

Neopalatial period and the increased production of valuables may support this view.

These questions will be further discussed through the evaluation of central and

domestic storage on the basis of storage containers and installations in the following

parts of our study.
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CHAPTER V

THE METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

V.1. Introduction.

The aim of this chapter is twofold: to discuss the methodology employed for the

investigation and interpretation of the empirical data on food storage and to develop a

working model of wide applicability for the examination of the domestic subsistence

economy based on storage facilities. In investigating these questions a two-stage

approach is adopted. First, we define two of the main concepts of our research: house

and household (V.2). Second, we discuss our methodology (V.3).

V.2. House and household.'

Bourdieu's classic discussion on the Kabyle house elucidates the interaction

between buildings, people and ideas (1990). His study shows that in reconstructing

the 'meaning' of domestic units we must rely on an interpretation of the material

markers in the context of ideology of the occupants. The house and the body are

intimately linked. The first is an extension of the second; it serves as much to unveil

and display as it does to conceal and protect. 2 Archaeologists, however, have access

to only one source of meaning: the material markers. The ideology of the occupants is

guessed at, either from the archaeological record - which in most cases is incomplete -

or from literary sources (when they exist). In recent years, many studies have

attempted to gain access to some of these meanings through detailed ethnographic

observation (e.g. du Boulay 1974; Samson 1990; Kent 1990; Parker-Pearson and

Richards 1994).

The aim of this section is not to discuss the symbolic and ideological dimensions of

Neopalatial houses, a topic which would take us well beyond the scope of this work.

We are limited to discussing the criteria with which we define the buildings (taken into

The present section has benefited from discussion with Dr. C. Beedell to whom I am grateful.
2 An example of this intimate process is the distinction for English speakers of 'house' i.e. the
physical structure and 'home' a notion fill of emotional meanings of childhood, privacy, freedom
and security.
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consideration in Chapter VII) as houses. Moreover, it seems necessary to discuss

some issues concerning the notion of 'household' which are relevant to the

understanding of domestic food storage behaviour.

House as defined here refers to the architectural structures that (i) make part of a

settlement or are standing alone in the countryside (the latter it is very rare); (ii) have

no palatial design (rooms arranged around a rectangular court); and (iii) yield

evidence for domestic activities. It may be noted that palaces, apart from their

function as administrative, economic, ceremonial and religious centres (flagg and

Marinatos 1987), might also have been used as dwellings (Graham 1987: 84-113) for

large institutional households, although the evidence for domestic function is not

always straightforward. Analogies with Egyptian (Kemp 1989: 197-231) and Near

Eastern palaces (van de Mieroop 1998) are an enlightening source of information on

the multiple functional role that a palatial complex might have had. Nevertheless, the

present study is focused exclusively on ordinary and non-palatial elite houses.

As far as the architecture is concerned the most systematic approach in classifying

Neopalatial houses has been conducted by McEnroe (1979; 1982). By studying the

size, design, material and techniques of construction, spatial association with central

buildings and investment of labour on construction procedures, he divided Minoan

houses into three architectural types. The present discussion follows this tripartite

classification because it affords a useful contextual framework in the evaluation of

food storage strategies.

Activities occurring in domestic units may be classified in two ways (Flannery and

Winter 1976: 36-38). First, universal domestic activities such as personal/private

activities (living, sleeping etc.) 3, food production, food and domestic implement

storage, food preparation and consumption, and washing activities. Second, activities

such as processing of staple commodities, large scale storage, crafting, record-

keeping and religious activities, which occurred in some houses and may be indicative

of household specialisation. It is self-evident that both kinds of activities are not

mutually exclusive but may have occurred in the same domestic unit. Activities are

generally characterised by a scatter of tools, waste products and/or raw materials, and

architectural features. The major obstacle when attempting to assess activities

3 These activities are not usually deduced on archaeological grounds.
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performed in Minoan houses is the inadequacy of the archaeological data. 4 Many

structures were found empty, while others were partially excavated and published. In

these cases, the assessment of a structure as a 'house' is based on its spatial

relationships and architectural attributes.

A more complex question concerns the notion of household. Household as defined

here refers to the occupants of a domestic unit. Our working definition of household

emphasises the interlocking combination of co-residence, kinship, commonality, and

economic co-operation (Wilk and Netting 1984: 4). Laslett in his classic study on

family isolated three categories of households (1972; 1983: Table 17.5): Simple

family households. i.e. (i) a married couple alone; (ii) married couples with child(ren);

and (iii) widows or widowers with child(ren); Extended family households i.e. a

conjugal family unit with one or more relatives; and Multiple family unit i.e. two or

more conjugal families connected by kinship and/or marriages and coresiding. In a

wider socio-political framework households may also be grouped into private and

institutional households (van de Mieroop 1998: 15-16). Private households are the

simple, extended and multiple family households as defined by Laslett. Institutional

households are those living within institutional complexes (palaces or temples). They

were formed by the members of the ruling family or the sacerdotal class and a large

number of dependants who provided labour and services and relied upon these

institutions for their livelihood. The best archaeological examples are the royal

households in Pharaonic Egypt and in the Near East.

Households are dynamic and flexible systems subject to changes (Wilk 1991: 38-

39). Changes may be linked to the life cycle of the family, economic and ecological

conditions, religious beliefs and gender rules, the value of labour and goods, the

distribution of power and political ambition, and imported ideals (ibid.: 38; Arnold

1992). The changes caused by the life cycle of the family are of particular relevance

for the socio-economic position of a household unit. Primary factors which determine

household composition are the age of marriage and marriage order, adult mortality

and life expectancy, infant mortality and residence patterns (Elder 1987). These

parameters determine the base of the domestic economy, i.e. production, distribution

and consumption of subsistence commodities (Chayanov [1966] 1986: 53-69;

4 For the definition of domestic activities in Neopalatial houses on the basis of material remains see
Marinatos and Betancourt 1995; Floyd 1996.
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Kooreman and Wunderink 1997). To quote Elder, 'The economic implications of

change in the age composition and size of the family are expressed in the ratio of

supply and demand, in the level of earnings and number of earners, and in the number

of dependants, young and old. The lifetime course of the family economy is thus

intimately linked to changes in the age of the household head, to change in the number

and age of children, and to loss of productive family members through death,

disability, divorce, and the formation of new family units (1978: 50).

As far as our study case is concerned, we are confronted by an insuperable

problem: lack of data. The 'silence' of the material markers and the dearth of written

testimonies do not allow any speculation, even in broader terms, on the composition

of households living within the houses under examination in this study. Nevertheless,

we hope that the above discussion shows the flexible and changeable nature of the

household and how its socio-economic position varied during its life cycle. It is very

probable that Neopalatial households were subject to the same parameters.

V.3. Investigating food storage: the methodological procedure.

In evaluating food storage in Neopalatial houses we have primarily elected to

focus on information pertaining to pithoi. Nevertheless, because pithoi were not the

only evidence of food storage, we have also studied architectural features,

installations and tools and the pottery assemblages related to the processing, storage

and consumption of foodstuffs.

Pithoi

There are two reasons for the choice of pithoi in this study. Firstly, pitho's

food storage containers par excellence (Chapter III). Secondly, pithoi were rarely

moved from their original position after the abandonment of their context, because of

their excessive weight (Schiffer 1987: 95). Many old houses in traditional Crete have

been abandoned with the storage equipment left in situ (Christakis, field notes 1992).

Thus in 'ideal' taphonomic circumstances, the number of pithoi may reflect a

substantial part of the house storage potential before its destruction and/or

abandonment. The study based on pithoi follows five steps.

Step 1	 We locate the (i) entirely preserved pithoi; (ii) partly preserved pithoi; and

(iii) sizeable fragments of pithoi found on the floors and/or in the filling deposits
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(fallen from the upper floor) of the house. We do not study small sherds because of

the difficulties of accessing and interpreting such fragmentary evidence. Dense

concentrations of pithos sherds may provide only vague and uncertain insights into

storage (e.g. Webb and Frakel 1994). Excavation diaries, published reports and

discussions with the excavators are the main source of information.

Step 2 We study the morphological attributes and the physical properties of the

pithoi. For partly preserved pithoi and large fragments, we reconstruct the original

aspect when possible. After examining a large quantity of fragments, we have

concluded that the most characteristic and distinguishable sherds are the rims and

body fragments, the latter being taken as such only when they bear painted or relief

decoration, or when the clay fabric is such that it allows a valid distinction. The base

and handle sherds are not always a valid basis of identification. When descriptive

information on pithoi is scant (e.g. the excavation reports of the early 20th century),

we use indirect insights from (i) special descriptive terms; (ii) pithoi used in the rest

of the house and/or the settlement; and (iii) the contextual framework. In this case

our conclusions are based on hypothetical arguments.

Step 3 We study the mechanical performance characteristics, i.e. stability, capacity,

accessibility and transportability, as implied by the morphological attributes and the

physical properties.

Step 4	 We study the relationships between pithoi and their context (architectural

and artefactual).

Step 5	 Finally, we determine the storage potential and the patterns of storage

behaviour based on information from Steps 3 and 4.

Pottery assemblages related to food storage.

Under this heading we have included clay containers such as large amphorae, jugs,

stamnoi, skyphoi, lekanai and tubs that may serve for short-term storage and/or

pouring and transfer purposes. They were usually associated with pithoi and in a few

cases, were the only storage containers of the house.

Pottery assemblages related to food preparation and consumption.

Under this heading we have included vessels used for the preparation (e.g. cooking

pots) and consumption (e.g. cups, plates, dishes) of food. The information is

particularly relevant for the relationships between storage and consumption.
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Built storage installations and storage 'implements'.

Under this heading we have included (i) cists and storage pits sunk in the floor and

enclosures which served for food storage; (ii) built benches and platforms, holes cut in

the floor and slabs used for the placement of pithoi; and (iii) plastered and/or paved

floors and drain channels which served to create a more suitable storage environment.

These storage facilities imply a considerable investment of labour in their

construction. They may also suggest a systematic planning of food storage.

Processing installations and implements.

Under this heading we have included olive-press and wine-press installations and

tools (grinding stones, mortars and querns) used for the processing of staple

commodities. This information provides insights into (i) the households' access to

cultivable land and foodstocks; (ii) the relationship between storage and consumption;

and (iii) the overall economic status of the household.

Organic remains.

Organic remains provide information about the kind of stored commodities in the

house and the dietary habits of the household. They were associated either with

storage facilities or were concentrated within the destruction debris. In the latter case

they may suggest the presence of perishable storage containers.

Architectural modifications.

Neopalatial houses were subject to architectural modifications following

catastrophic events and/or changes in household needs. Levelling floors, blocking

doors, filling rooms, and dividing rooms with walls frequently occurred in most oT

our cases especially after the LM IA destructions. Architectural changes may affect

the overall space devoted to food storage and, therefore, reflect changes in the social

and economic condition of the household. Three points need to be clarified.

Architectural changes provide solid evidence for discussion only when (i) their

temporal definition is based on reliable evidence such as datable pottery; (ii) the

previous use of the space in disuse and/or modified is known; and (iii) the material

markers provide an overall picture of domestic activities for both phases being

compared.
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Pithoi, pottery assemblages, installations for storage and processing of staple

commodities, architectural modifications, and organic remains are used here to

determine (i) the overall food storage potential of the house in terms of the capacity

of storage facilities and floor space; (ii) the relationships between storage, production

and consumption of food; and (iii) the subsistence status of households in terms of

autarky.

Storage capacities and floor space.

Our discussion stems from the volumetric calculations of storage facilities

(containers and installations). Volume is estimated in terms of litres. It may be noted

that our figures, while as accurate as possible, are approximate. As far as the floor

space devoted to storage is concerned, four remarks need to be made clear. First, a

domestic space is assessed as a food storage area based on the entire assemblage of

finds in conjunction with the architecture and its organisation. Second, the material

markers suggest that food storage activities took place in areas exclusively used for

that purpose and/or in areas used for food processing, preparation, consumption, and

residential purposes. Third, the presence of storage containers in residential areas has

often been interpreted as evidence of functional changes and used to draw conclusions

on the diachronic development of storage (Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 52; L.

Platon 1997). It may pin-point, however, that within traditional Cretan houses food

storage activities were not exclusively confined to storerooms but frequently occurred

in residential rooms. Storage in these spaces in no way implied changes in the rooms'

function or the economic position of the household. A mono-functional use of space

was observed only in wealthy dwellings where storerooms were placed in well-defined

blocks. In conclusion, the long-standing assumption of mono-functional areas (e.g.

Kent 1984) does not seem to be valid for most of the traditional Cretan (Christakis,

field notes 1995) and Neopalatial (e.g. Floyd 1996) houses. Thus, it is here argued

that pithoi in residential areas of Neopalatial houses, rather than indicating a

functional change and/or increase of storage potential, may suggest the transfer of

food activities from one area to another. And fourth, discussion on food storage

exclusively on the basis of floor extent may lead to misleading conclusions. For

instance, while in some houses the space devoted to storage is considerable, the

storage facilities had a low storage potential or the storerooms were intentionally
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empty. Thus, in these cases the floor space does not provide a true picture of storage

facilities. A more promising approach to understanding the storage potential of a

house during its last phase may be found in the critical and comparative consideration

of both floor extent and storage facilities. Moreover, empty storerooms in

undisturbed contexts may suggest either the adoption of storage techniques which do

not leave traces in the archaeological record or the decrease of the overall storage

potential and storage function.

Storage, production and consumption of foodstuffs.

In attempting to define the relationship between storage facilities and household

subsistence potential, certain questions may be raised concerning the two key

elements of domestic economy: production and consumption. As is so often the case,

the information from antiquity is insufficient in both quantity and quality. The use of

modern ethnographic information and scientific data to minimise this pitfall is now

widely accepted, although there are many who warn of the drawbacks of the

uncritical use of ethnographic corollaries (Halstead 1987; Forbes 1992; 1993). Most

of the multidisciplinary research projects dealing with 'traditional' agriculture have

provided an invaluable source of information (e.g. Aschenbrenner 1972; van Wersch

1972; Gavrielides 1976; Bintliff 1977; Forbes 1982; Renfrew and Wagstaff 1982;

Gallant 1991; Jameson et al. 1994). Into this data we have incorporated information

collected during our ethnohistoric survey on storage behaviour in traditional Crete

and elements developed and argued by other scholars on household subsistence

economy (especially Forbes and Foxhall 1982; Garnsey 1988; Gallant 1991). The

aspiration is certainly not to discuss, in the limits of this study, such topics of immense

importance. Our main concern is to develop, in the steps of van Effenterre (1963) and

Warren (1972), a working model for the conversion of the volume of storage facilities

into subsistence potential and land tenure. As with any model, it represents an

oversimplified version of reality. As working hypotheses, we propose the following:

Hypothesis I: Dietaiy regime Studies on diet in ancient Greece suggest that the

dietary regime consisted of 65-70% cereals, 20-25% fruits, pulses and vegetables, 5-

15% oils, meat and wine (Foxhall and Forbes 1982; Gallant 1991: 68; Garnsey 1998:

239-245). It is not certain whether this picture may be adopted for the Late Bronze

Age Aegean, but there are strong arguments to suggest so (Renfrew 1972; Sarpaki
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1992; Palmer 1995 a, b). Our ethnographic research has fully confirmed the prominent

position of cereals in the daily diet, but indicates a higher rate of olive oil

consumption. There are reasons, however, to question the use of the high percentage

of oil. Historical evidence has demonstrated that the increased production of olive oil

was the result of a political initiative responding to the demand for oil in international

markets (Triandafylidou-Baladie 1988: 133-134; Watrous et al. 1993: 236). For

instance, during the 13th and 14th century the production of oil was so low that the

Venetian government imported oil in order to fulfil local needs (Gasparis 1994: 55).

The figures provided in ethnographic studies on wine consumption in traditional

Cretan households are exaggerated (Gallant 1991: 65). The daily wine consumption

was moderate and only during special occasions was wine consumed on a large scale.

It may also be noted that the social and semiotic significance of wine consumption is

far different from the consumption of cereals and oil. Wine, because of its intoxicating

properties, has strong psychological effects and may acquire different meanings in

different contexts (Sherratt 1991). Pulses, vegetables, fruits and honey played an

important role in the daily diet. The consumption of meat and fish was low in most

cases (Allbaugh 1957: 123-124).

Hypothesis 2: Foodstuff and storage volume We may assume that domestic

storage facilities (pithoi and installations) held 70% cereals and pulses 5 , 20% olive

oil, 10°0 wine. This is calculated as follows:

(1) We adopted the hypothetical dietary regime for ancient peasants of 65°0

cereals; 25°0 fruits, pulses and vegetables; and 10 0 0 oils, meat and wine (Gallant

1991: 68, 72) and we excluded vegetables, fresh fruits, fish and meat as unsuitable for

short and long-term storage.6

(2) We assign a higher percentage to olive oil than wine because of (i) the high

nutritional value of olive oil; (ii) the estimate of 20 litres/person/year in the ancient

Mediterranean (Arnouretti 1986: 181-3; Mattingly 1988: 159,161); and (iii) the value

of wine as a high-ranking commodity (Sherratt 1991; Hamilakis 1996; Joffe 1998).

5 60% cereals and 10% pulses.
6 Fish and meat were suitable for short and long-term storage when treated by dried and slated
techniques (see Darby eta!. 1977: 369-379; Forbcs 1955: 185-190). In LC Akrotiri there is evidence
for the storage of salted/dried fish (Panagiotakopulu et al. 1995: 708). Nevertheless, we preferred to
exclude these commodities from our calculations because the evidence from Minoan Crete is very
weak.
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(3) We do not take into consideration the varied range of commodities such as

nuts, salted olives, and water that pithoi might have held, for the following reasons: (i)

the kind of stored commodities in each domestic unit is unknown; (ii) ethnographic

evidence shows that cereal/pulses, olive oil, and wine occupied most of the volume in

domestic storage facilities. The simplest solution to this problem is to group the rest

of the commodities that pithoi might have held under the heading of 'other

commodities'. This approach, however, is misleading, since we do not know the kind

and the quantity of subsistence commodities stored in each Neopalatial household and

thus we can not speculate upon their calorific potential and patterns of production.

The adoption of a similar approach is possible only in cases where ideal taphonomic

circumstances allow the preservation of organic remains or after an extensive study of

organic residues analyses.

For all these reasons, we accept the ratio 70:20:10 as the most viable. Given the

uncertainties, it would seem to us to be false precision to try to refine our estimates

further. It may be noted however, that the ratio proposed above may be modified

where there is specific evidence for the storage of larger or lesser quantities of one of

these foodstuffs.

Hypothesis 3: Nutritional value of stored foodstqfs . The nutritional value of the

agricultural commodities under consideration is illustrated in Table V.1. As far as the

cereals and pulses are concerned, we have employed in our working model the

calorific potential of barley as representative of all staples because (i) ethnographic

and archaeological evidence suggest that barley was the most important annual crop;

(ii) we do not know either the percentage or the kind of pulses used in each of our

study cases; (iii) our approach is more flexible; and (iv) sophisticated calculations and

assumptions are meaningless.

Hypothesis 4: Nutritional requirements per capita The nutritional requirements

vary according to sex and age (Table V.2). Here we may assume that the daily intake

per capita was 2,583 kcal (Foxhall and Forbes 1982: 71). Therefore, a person

requires a minimum of 942,795 kcal per year.'

This estimate is close to the estimated intake of 932.210 kcal/person/year in Crete in 1948 by
Allbaugh (1953: 107). In the Near East the minimum calorific requirement for an adult was 876,000
kcal/person/year (Royal Statistical Society 1963: 28). For the calorific requirements see also Wolf
1969: 4-6.
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Hypothesis 5: Household composition The composition and size of households

are subject to constant changes caused by their development cycle. The most

complete reconstruction of an ancient household was carried by Gallant for ancient

Greece (1991: 11-33). He postulated a life cycle of 24 years and divided this

temporal span into eight triennia (ibid.: 27-30). The results of his attempt are

illustrated in Table V.3. The adoption of a similar approach for Neopalatial Crete is

inconceivable because of the lack of archaeological and written evidence. Here, we

have assumed two types of family household for our working estimates: one of five

members and another of ten. These estimates are based on (i) the working model of

Gallant (1991: 11-33); (ii) the assumption that houses of Type 3, the smallest and

most common houses in Neopalatial Crete, were suitable for a family of five or six

members (McEnroe 1979: 126); and (iii) the size of the domestic unit. The required

calorific potential is 4,713,975 kcal per year for the first household and 9,427,950

kcal per year for the second.

Hypothesis 6: Dietary estimates and land tenure The question we face is how to

calculate the supportive capacity of land needed to supply the aforementioned

calorific potentials. An obvious procedure is to convert the dietary estimates into land

size on the basis of crop yield data (cf. Wagstaff et al. 1982: 174-175). There are

many methodological difficulties. We need to know the factors determining the

carrying capacity of land: the geomorphologic location of the plots, the properties of

the soil, the irrigation, the seasonal and interannual variability in climatic conditions,

agricultural techniques and the overall social, political and economic context. Most of

these data do not exist for Neopalatial Crete. Being fully aware of the partiality and

oversimplification of our approach, we have presented in Table V.4 the crop yields

per hectare employed in our discussion. These figures are based on the autoecology of

olives, vines, cereals/pulses, comparative information and first-hand observation

during our ethnographic research. 8 We have not taken into account the interannual

and geomorphologic variations which, among other factors, affect production.

8 My thanks to Messrs Fadnaoutsakis, Papadakis and Ntousisa for all the information provided.
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Moreover, estimates represent crop yields in good productive seasons. 9 For

cereals/pulses we have estimated the replacement needs (seeds) in 170 kg/ha.

Based on (i) 942,795 kcal per capital year; (ii) the ratio of 70:20:10

(cereals/pulses, oil, wine); and (iii) the crop yields illustrated in Table V.4, we have

calculated that an individual requires for its subsistence 0.5 ha for cereals/pulses, 0.04

ha for olive oil and 0.02 for wine. To this estimate we should add the land

requirement of vegetables and fruit which were also part of the diet. We speculate ca

0.4 ha per capita for these crops. In total, the amount of land to support one person

for a year is 0.9 ha.' 9 Therefore, a household of five members needs 5 ha and a

household of ten members 10 ha.

How well does our hypothetical construction reflect the patterns of land-holdings

observed in traditional Crete and in other contemporary societies ? World-wide

comparative information suggests that the minimum farm size was 3 ha while a normal

one was between 4 to 6 ha (Gallant 1991: 82-86). Our ethnographic research in

Crete has shown that during 1898-1950 the size of a household's land-holding varies

from less than 1.5 ha (15 stremmata) for the very poor households and between 3 to

5 ha (30-50 stremmata) for ordinary households. Land-holdings of over 10 ha (100

stremmata) were not very frequent. The size of land-holdings was dependent on the

inheritance of estates, dowries, and acquisitions. Land-holdings were not static but

changed according to a household's life cycle. There was a constant sequence of

fragmentation and consolidation due to dowry and inheritance customs.

Autarky

Autarky, in the limits of this study, we consider to be the capability of the

household to fulfil its nutritional requirements beyond the period of the natural

availability of the basic staple commodities, and to lessen the risk of famine in periods

of poor yields and to make investments by accumulating food surpluses." The

9 It may be noted that the olive's production is biennial. The olive produces leaves and branches one
year and fruit the next. Moreover, among other factors, oil yield depends on the age of the tree. The
estimate in Table V.4 refers to oil yields from large mature trees in a 'good year'.
I ° Other studies have estimated the amount of land needed to support one adult for one year in 0.6 ha
(Classical Attica; Osborne 1987: 46), 0.928 ha (Melos; Sandars 1984), 1 ha (Argolid; Jameson et al.
1994: 283), and 1-2 ha (Melos; Wagstaff et al. 1982:175).

In this definition we tried to integrate the more influential arguments of the debate on peasant
economies: the 'moral' and the 'political'. While followers of the first emphasised the primordial
goal of reliable subsistence and the option of safe production strategies (Wolf 1969; Scott 1976).
followers of the latter emphasised risky decisions for investments (Popkins 1979). As has been show
both positions are not incompatible (Gallant 1991: 8).
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evaluation of autarky in Neopalatial households is attempted in three stages. The first

determines the subsistence potential of storage facilities within the house, which

naturally corresponds to the excavated evidence in existence today. The second tries

to relate this potential to the nutritional requirements of households of five and ten

individuals. The third, based on information from the previous stages, speculates on

the temporal span (in terms of months/years) of the supporting storage capacity.

Furthermore, in order to arrive at a more complete estimate, we take into

consideration the rest of the artefactual evidence (residence layout, quality of

construction, spatial position, and material markers) which may provide insights into

the overall economic status of the household (Wason 1994: 103-126; 136-152).

However, there are two points worth mentioning. Firstly, the material manifestations

of wealth may provide insights into the economic status of the household, but not

necessarily its social position. Status, political power, wealth, and prestige may be

unrelated in complex societies (Earle 1991). As Hastorf put it, 'differences in

production, land, wealth mobility, and agricultural competence create clear

inequalities but this does not necessarily transfer to the political sphere ...' (1993: 13).

Ethnoarcheological studies have suggested that wealth and high social ranking do not

go hand in hand: an elaborate house with valuable possessions is not necessarily

occupied by a person with social prestige (Modjeska 1982; White 1985). Secondly, a

household's wealth may vary considerably during its lifetime. Thus, an elaborate

dwelling does not necessarily mean that its inhabitants were wealthy.

Three different degrees of autarky have been conventionally established for the

interpretation of our records.

Low autarky The subsistence potential of the stored products is sufficient for the

nutritional requirements of a household for a maximum period of twelve months.

There is no evidence for the accumulation of surplus. Households faced serious food

shortages in periods of poor yields.

Medium autarky The subsistence potential of the stored products is sufficient

for the nutritional requirements of a household for a period of 12 to 24 months. There

is evidence for the accumulation of low quantities of surpluses used either as a buffer

against food shortages or for household investments.
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High aularky The subsistence potential of the stored products is sufficient for

the nutritional requirements of a household for a period between two to six years.

There is evidence for the accumulation of very large amounts of food surpluses.

Surpluses were used as buffering mechanisms against long-term food shortages and

the increase of households' social status through conspicuous consumption of food

and/or acquisition/production of high status items and 'charitable' actions to indigent

neighbours.

As a concluding remark to our methodological section, we would like to clarify

two points. Firstly, the information on food storage in Neopalatial houses corresponds

to the excavated evidence in existence today and not to the storage facilities that the

houses had before their destruction or final abandonment. Thus, our speculations on

the subsistence potential of Neopalatial households depend on the taphonomic and

cultural parameters which affect the formation of the archaeological record (Schiffer

1987) and the quality of the excavation research and published information. Despite

the above problems, the occurrence of similar patterns of storage behaviour in

different contexts, during the same period, may give a rough idea of the domestic

subsistence potential of Neopalatial households.

Secondly, our working model is an empirically derived tool for the interpretation

of our data based on oversimplified assumptions. It seems futile to attempt more

refined estimates for such distant periods (Montanani 1997: 254). Although as

accurate as possible, our estimates and conclusions are neither definitive nor

unalterable. They might be, or even shoufd be, questioned. We are convinced,

however, that our approach may contribute to a relative understanding of the patterns

of economic subsistence behaviour in Neopalatial households and setting up some

principles for future economic analysis.
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Commodity Energy
(kcal)

Protein
(gr.)

Fat
(gr.)

Carboh.
(gr.)

Barley 360 7.6 1.7 83.6
Wheat 323 12.6 1.8 68.5
Pulses (Lentils) 297 24.3 1.9 48.8'
Pulses (Chick peas) 24 8.4 2.1 16.1'
Olive oil 899 trace 99.9 0
Wine (red) 68 0.2 0 0.3

Table V.1. The nutritional composition of cereals, pulses, olive oil and wine
Quantities given per 100gr. - for wine are per 100m1. (Holland et al. 1991)

Age kcal
Boys and Girls
3 up to 5 years 1,600
5 up to 7 years 1,800

7 up to 9 years 2,100
Boys
9 up to 12 years 2,500

12 up to 15 years 2,800

15 up to 18 years 3,000

Girls
9 up to 12 years 2,300
12 up to 15 years 2,300
15 up to 18 years 2,300
Men
18 up to 35 years

‘

S e dentary 2, 700 
Moderately active 3,000

1Very active 3, 600
35 up to 65 years

Sedentary 2,600
Moderately active 2,900
Very active 3,600

Women
18 up to 55 years

Most occupations 2,200
Very active 2,500

Pregnancy 2,400

Lactation 2,700

Table V.2. Daily caloric consumption by gender, age and activity (after Taylor 1978).



Life
Cycle

Cereals Pulses
vegetables

Oil Wine

(kcal) (ha) (kcal) (ha) (kcal) (ha)
0 2,354,250 1.3 1,177,125 1.9 382,375 0.15
3 2,586,390 1.4 1,293,195 2.1 431,065 0.17
6 1,914,060 1.1 957,030 1.5 319,065 0.13
9 2,417,760 1.4 1,208,880 1.9 402,960 0.16
12 2,689,320 1.5 1,344,660 2.2 448,220 0.18
15 2,888,610 1.6 1,444,350 2.3 481,435 0.19
18 2,229,420 1.2 1,114,710 1.8 371,570 0.15
21 1,773,900 0.9 886,950 1.4 295,650 0.06

24 1,154,130 0.6 577,065 0.9 144,500 0.04

Labour

Required Availabk
175 200

md/
year

md/
year

md/
year

420 560 640

462 560 640

343 385 440

432 473 540

481 630 720

516 665 760
395 577 660
296 455 520
200 262 300

Table V.3. Dietary and land-holding needs and required and available labour over the
life cycle of a household as defined by Gallant (adapted by Gallant 1991: Tables 4.6
and 4.8).

Crop litres hectare
Cereals (barley) 696.8 (902.6)
Olive oil (in good harvest year) 1,200-1,300

Wine 6,000-9,000

Table V.4. The yields of cereals (barley), olive oil and vines. The estimates refers to
litres per hectare (after Gallant 1991: Table 4.7; Christakis field notes 1996; the
estimate for the conversion of cereals from Kg to litres is from Foxhall and Forbes
1982: 44).
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CHAPTER VI

FOOD STORAGE IN PALACES DURING
THE NEOPALATIAL PERIOD

VI.!. Introduction.

It has been generally accepted that during the course of the Neopalatial period

storage was reduced in the palaces. The palatial institutions gave priority to the

conversion of agricultural surplus to valuable items used for 'social storage'

transactions, while food storage was decentralised in second order centres (Halstead

1981; 1988; Moody 1987; Branigan 1987; 1988a,b; Pilali-Papasteriou 1987; Driessen

and Macdonald 1997). Does this cultural development, however, respect facts as

shown by the archaeological evidence ? Is our knowledge of the 'First Palaces'

sufficient to allow comparisons of this kind ? What was the storage capacity of the

palaces ?

In this chapter we discuss the storage potential of the main palatial centres during

LM I (VI.2) and examine the question of the diachronic development of storage on

the basis of a rigid re-examination of the archaeological evidence (VI.3). Our aim is

not the thorough discussion of food storage behaviour at a central level but to provide

a broad though up to date framework for the understanding of domestic storage and

its socio-political implications.

VI.2. The storage potential of the Neopalatial palaces.

Before the main topic is addressed, three methodological points need to be

mentioned. Firstly, the present discussion is concerned only with large scale food

storage areas. We have excluded areas which do not substantially contribute to our

understanding of the storage potential of palaces. Moreover, we have included in our

discussion only food storage areas which provide objective and indisputable evidence

of their function, and their state of preservation or the information from the

excavation reports allows a reliable reconstruction of their original aspect. Evidence

for storage facilities located on the upper storeys is not taken into consideration, as

the information available is conjectural. Note also that our discussion is based on
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storage facilities (containers and installations) which leave traces in the archaeological

record. Perishable storage containers such as baskets, wooden containers and leather

sacks were not preserved because of taphonomic factors. Therefore, the conclusions

reflect the minimum storage potential of the palace.

Secondly, the large subterranean circular structures in the west area of the palaces

of Knossos and Phaistos, or the above-ground structures in the south area of the

palace of Malia, generally known as koulouras, were considered to be granaries.

Many theories on the economic status of the 'First' and 'Second' Palaces were based

on such evidence (Halstead 1981; Branigan 1987; 1988a,b; 1990; Marinatos 1987;

1993). Nevertheless, an accomplished re-examination of the question by Strasser has

convincingly proved that their use as granaries could be attributed only to the

constructions at Malia and not to those at Knossos and Phaistos (1997). In the latter

case, there is not sufficient proof to argue that koulouras were used as granaries

(Strasser 1997: 75-78; contra Halstead 1997). Furthermore, there is no evidence to

support the use of koulouras at Knossos and Phaistos as storage installations. It is

very hard to believe that koulouras served for the storage of oil, wine or solid

foodstuffs. Thus, in the present study we assign an economic importance only to the

koulourcts. at Malia.

Thirdly, we attempt to estimate the total number of pithoi that a storeroom may

house. It may be noted that architects designed spaces with the specific needs of each

circumstance in mind (Rapoport 1980: 298). Thus, when storerooms were found

empty, we may draw conclusions about their storage potential on the basis of the

number of pithoi that they were designed to house. Obviously, it is not certain that all

storerooms contained pithoi. Perishable containers might have been used.

Nevertheless, our working hypothesis on the basis of pithoi allows us to arrive at a

broad estimate of the overall storage potential. It is equally important to speculate

upon the reasons why a storeroom was found empty. The estimate of the total pithos

number is based on (i) the size of the most common pithos Form used in each palace;

(ii) the floor area of the storeroom; and (iii) the circulation patterns. The estimates

provided, though as accurate as possible, are only a working hypothesis.
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With all this in mind let us start our discussion on the storage facilities of the

palatial complexes at Knossos, Phaistos, Malia, Gournia, Petras, and Zakros during

LM I.1

V1.2.1. The palace of Knossos (Figs 80, 81).

The Knossian palace was the most important political and 'cultural' centre during

the Neopalatial period (Niemeier 1994: 87-88; Soles 1995). Its temporal phasing has

been much obscured because of the intensive occupation of the site. In broad terms,

after destruction by an earthquake in MM IIIB/LM IA, the palace was rebuilt. It was

then subject to serious but not disastrous damage in mature LM IA. The palace was

restored and occupied until its final destruction in LM IIIA. Because of the rarity of

LM IB pottery, it has been argued that the LM LB occupation of the palatial complex

was limited (Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 28).

The main storage area was the complex of West Magazines, a group of 18 narrow,

gypsum-paved storerooms arranged alongside a long corridor (PM I: 448-462; PM

IV: 630-650; Fig. 81). The area was subject to many architectural alterations (Raison

1993). Nevertheless, modifications did not substantially change the overall area

devoted to storage. As we will show further below the West Magazines cover 1,030

m2 (or 949 m 2 without magazines A, B, C) in LM I (see p. 129). Evans quite rightly

suggested that the West Magazines (Magazines I-XVIII) were designed to house 420

pithoi (151 large pithoi were in use during the last phase of the palace i.e. LM IIIA

(PM IV: 647-8)). Graham estimated the overall capacity of the pithoi held in the

West Magazines at 246,000 litres (1987: 133). Organic remains of cereals and pulses,

strong traces of burned earth and the wine ideogram incised on some pithoi may

suggest the storage of cereal/pulses, olive oil and wine during LM IIIA. Evans had

argued the predominance of olive oil (PM IV: 632-633). We may add the capacity of

81 cists set in the floor of the Long Corridor (20 cists) and of Magazines IV-VII, IX-

XIII (61 cists) to the storage potential of the pithoi. The capacity of the cists is ca

99,100 litres. 2 According to Evans the 20 cists in the Long Corridor were used for

We exclude from our discussion the palace of Galatas because (i) it is not fully excavated; and (ii)
the main period of its use was in MM IIIB/ LM IA.
2 We estimate the capacity of the cists in the Long Corridor at ca 25,900 litres and the capacity of
the cists in the Magazines at ca 73,200 litres. The estimates for the cists in Magazines V-WI, IX-
XIII are based on the dimensions of the lower cists (larger) and not of the upper (smaller). The
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the storage of olive-oil (see p.128). Overall, the West Magazines have a total storage

potential of 345,100 litres. Part of the area above the West Magazines might have

been used for storage purposes in LM IIIA (PM IV: 620-630). Its function, however,

in LM I is uncertain.

Adjacent to the West Magazines is the Central Palace Sanctuary complex. Its

function is primarily religious (Panagiotaki 1999, in press; Fig. 81). 3 The direct

connection of the West Magazines to the Central Palace Sanctuary is taken as

evidence for the 'ritual' character of food storage (Pilali-Papasteriou 1987: 186).

Some of the rooms on the ground floor of the Central Palace Sanctuary, however,

may have been used for food storage. For instance, the West and East Pillar Crypts

(40 m2) have the typical architectural design of storerooms (central pillar, paved floor,

cists set in the floor, Begg 1975: 30-31). Because their layout seems to be dated in

LM IA, it is argued here that both spaces might have served for storage purposes

since LM IA. Ten pithoi were placed in the East Pillar Crypt during LM III

(Panagiotaki 1999, in press). Both rooms have space for 24 large pithoi. The Great

Pithos Room and perhaps the Room of the Temple Repositories were also used as

storerooms (ibid.). Eight pithoi were placed in the Great Pithos Room during LM III

(ibid.). The study of the pithos fragments suggest that they belong to specimens with

high capacity, low accessibility and transportability which were suitable for long-term

storage (Christakis and Panagiotaki, in preparation). Nevertheless, the function of

both rooms in LM I is uncertain. The architectural features of two other spaces i.e.

the Vat Room and the adjacent long magazine (24 m 2), suggest that they were used

for the storage and processing of commodities (perhaps liquids). These two

magazines may have housed 13 large pithoi. Recent excavations by Drs Panagiotaki

and Evely discovered that the layout of the Vat Room is LM IA (Tomlinson 1995-96:

39-40).

replacement of the lower cists by smaller and shallower cists took place, not as Evans claimed in
MM IIIB, or as Mackenzie suggested, in LM IA, but in LM IIIA (PM I: 458-9; Hallager 1977: 33-
4; Overbeck and McDonald 1976: 160).
3 I am deeply grateful to Dr. M. PanagiotAi for all the information provided and the long
discussions in situ at Knossos.
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For storage purposes it may also have used the two long magazines in the area of

the Throne Room generally known as the Magazine (Gallery) of the Jewel Fresco or

the Magazine of the Vase Tablets (56 m 2). Their capacity is ca 30 large pithoi.

Located in the east sector of the palace is the complex of the Royal Magazines

(Room of Tripod Vases, Corridor of the Bays, the Magazine of the Medallion Pithoi

and the Area of the Stone Drain-Heads PM I: 321-323; 562-568). The period of use

of this complex is uncertain. Evans believed that the Royal Magazines were filled in

at the time of construction of the Great East Hall i.e. MM inB (PM I: 318).

Nevertheless, MM IIIB/LM IA fragments were found below the paved floor of some

rooms in this complex (e.g. in the Room of Tripod Vases Popham 1977: 113).

According to Pendlebury only the Corridor of the Bays fell into disuse, whereas the

Magazine of the Medallion Pithoi was is use (1939: 164). There is also uncertainty

about the date of the blocking of the doorway between the Corridor of the Bays and

the Middle East-West Corridor. According to Evans the door was blocked in LM IA

but he gives no evidence to support this (PM I: 320-3, fig.236). Because of these

uncertainties, it is argued here that only the Magazine of the Medallion Pithoi was in

use until LM IB. Seven large LM I pithoi of the medallion class were recovered in this

storeroom (PM I: 562-4). Their capacity is ca 3,598 litres.

In conclusion, the area devoted to storage in the LM palace covers 1128 m2 (or

1049 m2 without Magazines A, B, C). The pithoi and the storage installations may

have held ca 422,130 litres of foodstuffs. To this amount we may add the

commodities kept in the North-East House, a storage building located very close to

the palace (c.f McEnroe 1979: 207-208). 4 The wealth stored in this complex might

have been used for food rations to administrative personnel or to elite groups

(Christakis 1999b, in press).

McEnroe also includes in this category the Arsenal and the Caravanserai (1979:208-9). Note
however that the evidence from the Arsenal is rather uncertain. The Caravanserai provided extensive
evidence for food storage but it is not certain whether this was exclusively used for storage (for the
Caravanserai see Schofield 1996).
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VI.2.2. The palace of Phaistos (Fig. 82).

The Phaistian palace, erected early in MM, was the main polity of the Mesara plain

during the Protopalatial period. The construction of the Neopalatial complex was an

LM IA event and not an NfM III event as was generally thought (Carinci 1989). The

palace was destroyed by fire in LM IB. When excavated it was almost empty. LM III

reoccupation was limited (Carinci 1989: 80; contra Watrous 1984: 132).

As far as the question of storage is concerned Phaistos is a peculiar case. Its

storage potential reflected in the excavated evidence is surprisingly low. The main

storage area was the complex of the West Magazines. The complex is formed by 11

rectangular rooms arranged alongside on either side of a long corridor (Pernier and

Banti 1951: 77-96). They cover 396 m 2 and may have housed ca 100 large pithoi.

Nevertheless, only five pithoi were reported. Room 11 was used for storage

purposes. Four piriform pithoi, partly sunk into the floor, were found and contained

grain (ibid.:115). Pithoi were found in Rooms 43 (ibid.: 246) and 88 (ibid.: 206).

Rooms 9, 18, 24, 33-37, 40, 42, 44-47, 51, 55, 63 and 73 were also identified as

magazines (Begg 1975: 207-208). It is not certain, however, whether they served for

the storage of foodstocks. Overall, nine pithoi were reported from the palace. 5 The

pithoi were large in size, with high capacity, low accessibility and low transportability.

They were suitable for long-term storage. We may speculate that the pithoi of the

palace contained 3,960 litres (9 pithoi) or up to 44,000 litres (100 pithoi) of

foodstuffs.

How can we explain the low number of pithoi recovered within the palace ? One

possibility is that the West Magazines were emptied during the period of the LM III

reoccupation. This suggestion however is unlikely because of the limited character of

the LM III reoccupation. Moreover, it is very difficult to imagine that pithoi with low

transportability were removed from the ruined magazines and re-used in another

context. Thus, it is argued here that although the Phaistian palace was provided with

extensive storage facilities, after LM IA if not earlier, its storage potential was

dramatically decreased.

5 We do not include three of the four pithoi recovered in the so-called 'Casa Ellenistica' in the area
of the Central Court because they are LM III. The LM I pithos is the first from the right in fig. 36 of
Pernier and Banti 1951.



In a regional framework this suggestion fits with the changes at the 'palatial

complex' of Hagia Triada. As has been noted the storage potential of the 'Villa

Reale' during LM IB was enormous in comparison with that of the Phaistian palace

(La Rosa 1992: 71; La Rosa 1997). Moreover, the storage installations of the 'Villa

Reale' were considerably increased with the construction of the Southwest Quarter

after the LM IA destruction (Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 202). Thus, it is very

likely that a dislocation of food storage from Phaistos to Hagia Triada took place after

LM IA. This indirectly implies, as has been pointed out by La Rosa, the shift of

political power from Phaistos to Hagia Triada in LM IB if not earlier (1985; 1992;

1997). The rest of the artefactual evidence recovered in both sites (e.g. the presence

of Lira_r A documents at Hagia Triada) seems in favour of this view.

VI.2.3. The palace of Malia (Figs 83-85).

The palace of Malia dominated the eastern coastal area of the north-central Crete

and the Lasithi Mountains. The layout of the Neopalatial palace had been conceived in

MM IIIB/ LM IA (Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 182). The main part of the

complex is dated in mature LM IA (ibid.). Repairs and architectural modifications

took place after the LM IA destruction (ibid.). The palace was finally destroyed in LM

TB.

As far as the question of storage is concerned, the palace of Malia 'is especially

remarkable for the large number of storage rooms and small workrooms in all parts of

the building, which give it almost the agrarian character of the great country villa'

(Graham 1987: 44). The main storage areas of the palace were (i) the North

Magazines (Rooms XXVII 1-5 , Pelon 1980: 91-94); (ii) Rooms )0(V 1-3 and XXIV

1-2 ibid.: 95-96); (iii) the East Magazines (Rooms XI 1-7 and Rooms XII 1-3 ibid.:

198-207); the West Magazines (Rooms I 1-6, II la, 0, 7, 2, 3, IV 4, 5, V 1, 2, VI

12, VII 5, VIII 1-3 ibid.: 227-235); and (iv) the silos (ibid.: 221-226). The north

portico of the Central Court may also have been used for food storage. Ten pithoi and

600 kg of charred lentils were found (Chapouthier and Charbonneaux 1928: 36;

according to Hue and Pelon the pithoi had fallen from the upper storey 1992: 20).

Also relevant, is the complex of the East Magazines (Fig. 85). The storage

containers (small/medium-sized pithoi and jars) were placed on low platforms. A
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complex system of channels running along beside the platforms and emptying into jars

set into the floor served for the collection of liquids (Chapouthier and Charbonneaux

1928: 36-38). Organic remains of cereals and pulses were reported (ibid.: 380).

Graham quite rightly estimated the total capacity of the East Magazines at 190 pithoi,

amounting to ca 23,000 litres (1987: 131).

The palace is also provided with one of the most distinctive storage installations:

the silos (Fig. 84). They were used for the storage of grain and are fully discussed by

Strasser (1997). Their capacity is 369,832-374,160 kg or 240,584-245,048 kg of

grain.6

In total 1400 m2 were devoted to storage and represent 15% of the ground floor

(Moody 1987: Table 1). No more than 40 small/medium-sized storage containers

were recovered. It may be noted that most of the palatial rooms were found empty or

with very few artefacts. Nevertheless, the magazines may have housed at least 546

medium-sized pithoi. We may speculate that the pithoi of the palace contained 4,840

litres (40 pithoi) or up to 66,066 litres ( 546 pithoi) of foodstuffs.'

Three points require particular attention. First, there was a preference for

small medium-sized pithoi with low/medium capacity, high accessibility and high

transportability. Large pithoi were very rare at Malia. Second, there is evidence for

the increase of storage potential from LM IA to LM IB. The complex of silos was a

LM IB addition to the original plan (Pelon 1980: 222). Third, a series of architectural

modifications were carried out after LM IA and limited the accessibility of the

magazines (Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 184).

VI.2.4. The palace of Gournia (Fig. 86).

The small palatial complex of Gournia was the seat of an independent polity

extended over the northern part of the isthmus of Ierapetra (Warren 1985a; Soles

1991: 73-76). The palace was constructed early in LM IA, damaged perhaps by

earthquake in LM IA, remodelled during LM TB and finally destroyed in the end of

LM IB (Boyd Hawes eta!. 1908: 24-25; Soles 1991: 21-31).

The main storage area was located in the basement behind the west façade, just

above the level of the West Court and Paved Corridor (Rooms 1-12 Soles 1991: 38-

6 These estimates are based on Strasser's calculations (1997: Table 1).
This estimate is based on ca 121 litres as the capacity of a medium-sized pithos.
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41). Three pithoi were reported from Room 3 (Boyd Hawes et al. 1908: 25). Rooms

4-7 have the typical design of storerooms flanked by a long corridor. Rooms 8-12

may also have been used for storage purposes. The location of these magazines in the

basement level is particularly suitable for the preservation of foodstuffs. Moreover,

the patterns of internal circulation suggest the control of accessibility to the stored

commodities (Soles 1991: 70). The other storage complex was located in the north-

west part of the main floor. It is formed by a series of three rooms (Rooms 23-24

Soles 1991: 60-61). 12 large pithoi were found in Room 23. One pithos was sunk into

the floor of the Central Hall (Room 21; Boyd Hawes et al. 1908: 26). The overall

area devoted to storage covers 113 m 2 and represents 10.4% of the ground floor. In

total 15 sizeable pithoi were reported. The storerooms, however, could easily

accommodate another 65 pithoi. It may be noted that the pithoi recovered in the

palace were sizeable specimens with high capacity, low accessibility and

transportability and were suitable for long-term storage while most of the pithoi

recovered in the houses of the settlement were small/medium-sized with a limited

storage potential. The storage within the palace was long-term. We may speculate

that the pithoi of the palace contained 6,600 litres (15 pithoi) or up to 35,200 litres

(80 pithoi) of foodstuffs.

VI.2.5. The palace of Petras (Fig. 87).

The palatial settlement of Petras was the main polity of the Sitia region

(Tsipopoulou 1996; Tsipopoulou and Papacostopoulou 1997). Occupation of the site

occurred as early as EM IL The palace was erected in the Protopalatial period. Two

Neopalatial phases have been isolated, one MM III-LM IA and the other LM TB (for

the description of the palace see Tsipopoulou 1992-94; Tsipopoulou 1996;

Tsipopoulou and Papacostopoulou 1997; Tsipopoulou and Hallager 1996). The

palace was subject to architectural modifications after the LM IA destruction. It was

finally destroyed by fire in LM IB. Partial reoccupation occurred in LM III

(Tsipopoulou 1997).

The main storage area of the palace was the complex of the North Magazines. A

long corridor gave access to five magazines. In the LM IB phase, an additional

magazine was added in front of a monumental staircase, no longer in use. Thus, in LM
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IA the complex covered ca 83.5 m2 and in LM IB ca 87.5 m 2 . There is no published

information on the exact number of pithoi recovered in the North Magazines (four

pithoi were found in Long Corridor (Tsipopoulou and Hallager 1996: 23)).

Nevertheless, the North Magazines may easily accommodate 66 sizeable pithoi. Pithoi

were also found in other areas of the palatial complex: an entirely preserved inscribed

pithos and fragments of nine others were found on the portico in the Central Court

(Tsipopoulou and Hallager 1996: 23) and four pithoi were placed in a room in the

south part of the complex (ibid.: 14). The find of two Linear A tablets, the inscribed

pithos and a medallion with a hieroglyphic inscription (Tsipopoulou and Hallager

1996) suggest control of the movement of stored commodities. In total 28 pithoi

have been reported from the palace of Petras (Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 227).

Although this figure is very low for a palace, it is still considerable compared to the

number of pithoi held in the two excavated houses at the settlement of Petras, and the

houses at the settlement of Achladia, Zou, Hagios Georgios, and Klimataria- Sitia.

The palatial pithoi were of Ovoid Elongated, Piriform and Conical types (Dr.

Tsipopoulou pers. comm. 1992). They were suitable for long-term storage. We may

speculate a storage potential of 12,320 litres (28 pithoi) or up to 29,040 litres (66

pithoi) of foodstuffs.

A question which needs discussion is the supposed increase of food storage from

LM IA to LM IB (Tsipopoulou and Papacostopoulou 1997; Tsipopoulou and

Hallager 1996; Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 52, 227). This suggestion is based on

(i) the change of areas into magazines after the LM IA destruction (e.g. the magazine

in front of the monumental staircase Tsipopoulou and Hallager 1996: 16) and (ii) the

find of pithoi in ceremonial and residential areas (ibid.: 14, 23). Nevertheless, as we

have argued elsewhere, the increase of floor area devoted to storage and the find of

pithoi in residential rooms do not necessarily imply an increase of the overall storage

potential (see pp. 103-04). For an evaluation of the diachronic development of

storage, we need to know the exact number of pithoi in use during the phases under

comparison. For instance, it may be noted that the block of the North Magazines was

designed to contain a large assemblage of pithoi - much more than the 28 pithoi

recovered in the levels of the LM TB destruction.
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VI.2.6. The palace of Zakros (Figs 88, 89).

The palace of Zakros was the only palatial centre with a poor agricultural

hinterland. The main source of wealth was trade and exchange with the Middle East

and the Dodecanesian islands (Warren 1985a; Platon 1992: 292). The palace was

destroyed in LM IB. The uniqueness of Zakros is that the artefactual evidence was

found intact which provided a magnificent data base for understanding the palatial

activities in LM TB.

The main storage area was the complex of the West Magazines (Fig. 89). It is

formed by nine rooms which cover 120 m 2 (Rooms I-VIII or A-K). 40 large pithoi

and many smaller containers were found (Platon 1962: 155-157; 1963: 170, 172). The

strong traces of burnt earth were considered as evidence for the storage of olive oil.

Pithoi have a high capacity, low accessibility and low transportability and are suitable

for long-term storage. Their capacity is ca 21,600 litres. Three pithoi were found in

Room XXXIII (or B) adjacent to the complex of West Magazines (Platon 1963: 172).

In the west sector of the palace close to the Central Sanctuary was Magazine XXVII

(or CI ) (Platon 1963: 178). 15 pithoi were found. Room XLVII in the north sector of

the palace contained 16 medium-sized pithoi (Platon 1966: 144).

In conclusion, 74 pithoi were reported from the palace. Nevertheless, the

storerooms would indicate that there is space for an additional 32 pithoi. We may

speculate that their capacity is ca 27,500 litres (74 pithoi) or up to ca 44,240 litres

(105 pithoi). These amounts are increased by the storage capacity of many smaller

containers such as large amphorae, jugs and stamnoi recovered in various areas of the

palace. The total area devoted to storage covers 160 m2 and represents 11% of the

ground floor (Moody 1987: Table 1).

VI.3. The diachronic development of storage from the 'First' to the
'Second' palaces.

A decrease of food storage from the 'First' to the 'Second' palaces was first

suggested by Halstead (1981: 203). Thus, we start our discussion from his arguments.

He argues that, 'Some 20-30% of the ground floor area of the early palaces at

Knossos, Mallia and Phaistos seems to have been devoted to storage facilities

(Graham 1962: 129 and Fig. 2,4, and 6).'
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Comment: It should be noted that Graham, to whom Halstead refers, in his study on

the storerooms of Minoan palaces focuses on the evidence from the 'Second

Palaces' and the Mycenaean palace of Knossos. Thus, this reference could not be

used for the 'First Palaces' (1987 [1962]: 129-137).

'Moreover, at much the same time, there is evidence for a reduction in the storage

capacity of the early palaces: at Phaistos, and to a lesser extent at Knossos,

remodelling ca. 1600 B.C. of the western façade encroached upon the magazine

area' (Pendlebuty 1939: 150-52)' 	

Comment: If any sort of remodelling caused reduction of storage areas this is only in

the case of Phaistos, but as we shall see below it is not reliable enough evidence to

support a reduction of storage capacity. As far as Knossos is concerned, Pendlebury

reports only that 'a door was placed at each end of the central section of the Long

Corridor of Magazines, and in the area so enclosed cists were sunk both below the

floor of the corridor and of the Magazines' (1939: 151). Is this remodelling evidence

for the decrease of storage in the 'Second Palace' at Knossos ?

	  'while at both Ma/ha and Knossos, new internal walls rendered some of the

magazines effectively inaccessible to bulky commodities (Evans 1935: 630)'.

Comment: At Knossos 'a whole block of the West Magazines - from 3 to 13

inclusive - was shut off by a cross-wall and doorway at each end, and the separate

entrances of the chambers themselves narrowed' (PM IV: 630). The question is when

were these walls built ? In Evans' preliminary reports they were identified as later

additions (LM II, i.e. LM IIIA) laid over the gypsum floor of the Long Corridor

(1899-1900: 20; 1901-1902: 41). In PM IV he changed his mind and dated their

construction MM III (PM IV: 630; cf. PM I: 449-50). The correct date is the first

one, as the walls were built over the floor of the Long Corridor the construction of

which is now dated LM IIIA by Hallager (1977: 35-38; cf. Driessen 1990: 44-5).

Therefore, the inaccessibility of bulk commodities should be postponed to the LM III

period and not MM III. But even in this case, should we speak about 'inaccessibility'?

Let us consider the circulation patterns after the construction of these walls. First, the

north end of the Long Corridor - a passage of 1.15m width - is blocked. Second, the

south end of the Long Corridor is narrowed. Note, however, that this remodelling,

only partly affects the 'in' and 'out' of commodities as only the northern end of the
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Long Corridor was connected with the outside part of the Palace. Indeed, the

principal entrances in the area of the West Magazines are (i) in the North-West angle

of the West Court which leads to the north end of the Long Corridor through a

corridor, the width of which varies from 2.10m to 1 m, and (ii) the entrance (2.10m

wide) in the area of the Central Palace Sanctuary area, which leads to the entrance

(1.10m wide) in the south end of the Long Corridor, through the Lobby of the Stone

Seat and the Corridor of the Granary Tablets (1.20m wide) (Panagiotaki 1999, in

press). The first entrance was in disuse in LM IIIA while the latter was in continuous

use from MM III (and MM II) to LM IIIA. The wall at the South end blocked the

internal circulation between the West Magazines and the rooms situated to the South.

Another remodelling was concerned with the doorways of the Magazines. According

to Evans, in MM II these doors were wide, in MM III gypsum doorjambs narrowed

the entrances, while in LM I the doors were widened once again (PM I: 461-2).

Alexiou, however, convincingly showed that the doorjambs are MM II in date (1964a:

34, n.8). Therefore, the narrow entrances in MM II were replaced by wider ones in

MM III. In LM I the doors are wide (3m.) but some of them were narrowed in a

'rough-and-ready' manner (Magazines IV, V, VI; 1.20m.-1.60m.). According to

Driessen and Macdonald, the widening of the doors is dated early LM IA, while the

final alterations were made in late LM IA (1997: 141). Note also that there is

evidence for the construction of 'rough-and-ready' walls in LM IIIA (Hallager 1977).

Therefore, some of the remodelling which Halstead refers to took place in a late phase

of the 'Second Palace' and others in the period of the Mycenaean Palace. These

changes were aimed primarily at increasing the security of the commodities stored in

the West Magazines, but in no way affect their 'in' and 'out'. The width of the

entrance in the area of the Central Palace Sanctuary area even allows the moving of

big pithoi. In addition, the reduction of the entrances of some magazines does not

affect the moving of commodities (K. Christakis experimental study, 1995).

The remodelling in the palace of Malia took place in LM IA and LM IB and not in

MM III (Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 182-185). Most of these alterations were

reinforcements for the upper floor, according to van Effenterre after damages

following the eruption of Thera (1980: 78), or were a way to increase the security of

the stored surplus.
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'At Knossos, the original banks of storage jars were now supplemented by lead-

lined cists, which evidently contained treasure (Evans 1935: 630)'

Comment : Here Halstead emphasises that the first seven cists of the Long Corridor

and those in Magazine VIII were used, according to Evans, for storing valuable

artefacts. The storage of valuable tokens, indeed, in an area devoted to food storage

is proof of 'social storage' transactions. Halstead, however, omitted the evidence of

the other twenty cists from the Long Corridor and the sixty-one from Magazines IV-

VII, IX-XIII, used for other purposes, probably for the storage of liquid commodities,

presumably olive oil (see p.128).

	  'and on the eve of the final destruction ... a large part of the magazines was

given over to offices concerned primarily with the manufacture of textiles (Graham

1979)'.

Comment: This reference could not be used to support a reduction of storage

capacity during the period of the 'Second Palaces' as it refers to the 'Mycenaean

Palace' of Knossos.

The above discussion shows that Halstead refers to changes taking place in a

mature LM I phase and in the case of Knossos in the period of the Mycenaean palace

(LM II-LM IIIA). There is no evidence for a decrease of storage in MM III.

The diachronic decrease of storage was also discussed in an accomplished and

detailed account by Moody (1987). She arrived at the conclusion that in the 'First

Palace' period, 11°0 of the total space was devoted to storage while in the 'Second

Palace' period the space was cut to less than 5 0 0 (ibid.: 237). Let us start our review

from Knossos. According to Moody, in MM II 1,713 m 2 were used for food

storage. The following modification shou(d be made.

1) It is not certain, as Moody rightly pointed out, whether the complex of the West

Magazines existed since the 'First Palace' period. A recent investigation shows that

Evans' and Fyfe's observations on the MM I - MM II dates of the wall foundations of

this area are correct (MacGillivray 1994: 53). The soundings, however, by Hood in

the area of the West Magazines suggest a construction at the end of MM III (Catling

1973-1974: 34).

2) Some modifications should be made to Moody's estimate of the storage surface

of the West Magazines. First, the area between the north wall of Magazine XVI and
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the north facade of the palace in MM II was a light-well (PM I: fig.152; MacGillivray

1994: fig.2). Second, Magazine III was a corridor which connected the West Court

and the Long Corridor of the Magazines (ibid.). Therefore, the storage surface in

MM II - if the West Magazines existed - is 905 m2 and not 1030 m2.

3) Moody includes the East Magazines and estimated their total surface to be 525

m2 . This storage area, which Evans called the Stores of the Great Pithoi, is a rather

enigmatic one. It included the Magazines of the Giant Pithoi and seems to cover the

area of the North-East Portico, the Loom Weight Basement, the North-East

Verandah, the Court of the Stone Spout, and the School Room (Hood and Taylor

1981: 20). Although the evidence provided by Evans does not leave doubt about the

presence of a storage installation in this part of the palace, it should be noted that

neither the total surface nor the period of use are clear. We do not know its exact

surface as its architectural remains were not well preserved. In addition, an

examination of the pottery kept in the KSM by the present author has revealed that

many fragments of knobbed pithoi, found in quite different spots within the above

area, belong to the same specimens. Therefore, a doubt may be raised about the

extent of this storage complex as the spatial distribution of pithos fragments could be

due to human activities after a destruction. The only known part of the East Magazine

are the Magazines of the Giant Pithoi, the surface of which is estimated at 45 m2.

Quite uncertain also is the chronology of this area. As we have argued elsewhere the

knobbed pithoi were MM III and the area of the Magazines of the Giant Pithoi was in

use in MM III (see p.361). The pottery from the area of the East Magazines includes

many fragments dated MM III and MM IIIB/LM IA. The very high percentage of

these fragments and their uniform spatial distribution exclude any possibility that they

were 'later intrusions'. For instance, the School Room was built over an area where

many fragments of knobbed pithoi were found. The School Room was laid out

according to Evans, in MM IIIA ( PM I: 231-4). The pottery kept from the levels

below the floor of the School Room, however, includes a high percentage of MM III

and MM IIIB/LM IA pottery fragments (KSM M IV).

For the above reasons and the methodological principles discussed in a previous

part of this chapter, we exclude the evidence from the East Magazines, apart from

the storage surface of the Magazines of the Giant pithoi (45 m 2). When the use of the
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East Magazines in MM II to MM III is taken into consideration this methodological

choice does not affect our conclusions. Therefore, the total surface devoted to food

storage in MM II is 1,050 m2 (including the West Magazines and excluding the

kouloures) or 145 m2 (excluding the West Magazines and the kouloure.․) .

For MM III, Moody estimated the area devoted to storage at 1,250 m 2. However,

this calculation should be modified for the following reasons.

1) The NE Magazines were not used for food storage. As Evans very clearly

stated, 'their contents differ in character from those of the other Palace store-rooms

and repositories of this Period, since they do not represent vessels already in use in

various departments but the assorted stock of a fabric' (PM I: 568-569). There is not

even minimal evidence that this area was devoted to food storage.

2) The Magazines of the Giant Pithoi (East Magazines area) were still in use in

NLMIII.

3) The West Magazines increased 125 m 2 as the light-well and the corridor in

Magazine III were used for storage purposes.

Therefore, the total space devoted to storage in MM III is 1,175 m 2 . Note also

that in MM III an important remodelling caused the increase of the total storage

capacity at the palace of Knossos. A row of twenty-seven floor cists was built along

the Long Corridor and another sixty-eight were built in Magazines IV - XIII (PM I:

448-462; IV: 630-632). The first seven cists of the Long Corridor and seven in

Magazine VIII seem to have been lead-lined (PM I: 451, 457, fig. 325). Remains of

valuable artefacts were found inside (PM I: 451-2). The question is raised, however,

whether these artefacts were in situ or were a filling material while covering the cists.

The rest of the cists was made of limestone slabs and plaster (ibid.). Although there is

no objective evidence to support Evans' idea that they were used as oil vats, it seems

more probable that they were used for food storage rather than for valuable tokens.

The cists were built in MM III.' They were in continuous use, through structural

alterations, from MM III to LM IIIA when the new gypsum floor laid in the area of

the Long Corridor covered most of them and the cists in the Magazines V-VII, IX-

XIII were replaced by smaller and shallower (for a full discussion see Popham 1970:

53; Hallager 1977: 17-50; Warren 1967).

8 According to Evans there is evidence, in some cases, for an MM II date (PM I: 450).
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In LM I, Moody estimated the area devoted to storage at 850 m 2 . This estimate

should be modified for the following reasons.

1) The Magazine of the Medallion Pithoi was still in use in LM I. On the basis of a

controversial stratigraphical sequence, Evans dated the Medallion Pithoi to MM IIIB

(PM I: 319-22, fig. 233). The study of the pottery kept in KSM by the present author

has shown that the gypsum floor, where the pithoi were placed, was laid shortly after

MM IIIB/LM IA and the pithoi are dated LM I (KSM M 12 Boxes 1107-1110; M 13

Box 1112).

2) Moody estimated the total storage surface of the West Magazines at 850 m 2 as

she excluded Magazines A, B, and C, which according to Evans were in disuse at a

later date (PM I: fig.152). Note that there is no clear evidence for when these

magazines stopped being used. In addition, Evans very frequently used the term 'later'

for LM II, i.e. LM IIIA. In our view, the total storage surface is as in MM III (i.e.

1,030 m2). In any case, if we excluded Magazines A, B, C then the surface is 949 m2

and not 850 m2 . In addition, the ground level of the Central Palace Sanctuary may

have been used for storage purposes as well as the Magazine (Gallery) of the Jewel

Fresco, or Magazine of the Vase Tablets.

Therefore, the total surface devoted to storage in LM I was 1,128 m2 (with

Magazines A, B, and C) or 1,049 m 2 (without Magazines A, B, and C).

The above reconsideration of the Knossian case has shown that there are no

objective grounds to support the diachronic decrease of food storage from the 'First

Palace' to the 'Second Palace'. Instead, there is evidence for an increase in the

storage capacity from MM II to MM III.

Let us now discuss the question of Phaistos. A large part of the 'First Palace'

and all the preserved part of the 'Second Palace' were excavated and published

(Fernier 1935; Pernier and Banti 1951; Levi 1976). As far as the diachronic

development of storage is concerned, neither the 'First Palace' nor the 'Second

Palace' provides reliable evidence for the total estimate of the area devoted to food

storage. For the 'First Palace' the only known storage areas are Rooms X-XVIII

(Pernier 1935: 239-275), Room XXI (ibid.: 277-285), Magazines XXXIV (ibid.:

316-327), Rooms XXVIII, LI, LVIII a-e, LXVIII (Levi 1976:110-120, 203, 209-
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218, 425). 9 It is self-evident that these were not the only storage areas of the MM II

palace. As far as the MM III is concerned, it is uncertain whether the Phaistian palace

existed in this phase and the construction of the 'Second Palace' is now placed in

early LM IA (Carinci 1989). The remodelling of the Western Facade and the

extension of the West Court in LM IA encroached upon Magazines X-XVIII (Pernier

1935: 209-210). Halstead considered this remodelling as evidence for the decrease of

storage capacity (1981: 203). Note that this would be an objective criterion of

discussion only in the case where the total storage surface in MM II and early LM IA

was known. Otherwise, the encroachment of MM II storage areas remains a simple

structural event without any significance for our purposes. The 'Second Palace' of

Phaistos was fully excavated. The major drawback, however, is that most of the East

and all the South-East part of the palace has been destroyed by erosion. Our evidence

is mostly based on the complex of the West Magazines and some other rooms where

pithoi were found. Were these the only storage facilities of the Phaistian palace in LM

I? Can we exclude the presence of other storage areas in the missing parts ?

With all this in mind, Moody's diachronic reconstruction seems to be based on

unstable grounds. She rightly pointed out the shortcomings in calculating the total

storage surface of the MM II palace. For MM III, she estimated the storage surface

at 680 m2 (the West Magazines, the NE Magazines and the fourth kouloura). This

figure should be modified at 600 m 2 as the kouloura was not used for grain storage

(Strasser 1997). In any case there is no evidence for a MM III palace. For LM I,

Moody observed a decrease of 3°0, as the NE Magazines were not in use. A

justifiable query is raised whether these figures have any importance when the total

storage surface is unknown for the Protopalatial and the Neopalatial Phaistian palace

and therefore, it is impossible to proceed with a comparative approach.

At the palace of Malia the pattern of diachronic development of the area devoted

to storage is in contrast with the evidence provided from the other sites. According to

Moody there is a steady increase of the storage area from 510 or 780 m 2 in MM II, to

1,030 m2 in MM III and to 1,400 m 2 in LM 1(1987: Table I). As far as the MM II

period is concerned, it is quite difficult to decide from the final layout what belongs to

this period The continued occupation of the site and the scarcity of the material

9 For an accomplished discussion on the storage facilities of the 'First Palace' at Phaistos see also
Branigan 1987: 247.
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remains render our attempt quite arduous. Therefore, Moody's estimate for MM II is

uncertain. The storage potential of the Neopalatial palace has been fully discussed

before.

Two important palatial sites are also under excavation. The first is the palace of

Galatas in the Pediada district and the second the palace of Petras in Sitia. At

Galatas, the total surface devoted to storage is unknown as the excavation is still in

progress. The palace was founded and used in MM IIIB/LM IA and destroyed,

probably by Knossian initiative, in early LM IA. The surrounding settlement,

however, seems to have carried on to LM IB-LM 111.10 A preliminary study of the

storage containers (entirely preserved and fragments) has shown that storage was an

important activity at Galatas. The only storerooms so far excavated are in the East

Wing of the Palace. They cover 127.68 m 2 . A remodelling took place in early LM IA

before the destruction, when some doors were blocked and new walls were added.

These adjuncts have blocked the access in the storage complex. Nevertheless, this

remodelling cannot support the theory of a decrease of storage as in late LM IA the

palatial building was not an administrative centre and was used for shelters.

At Petras a small palatial complex has been excavated (Tsipopoulou 1992-94). As

far as the diachronic development of food storage is concerned, there is no evidence

for estimates of such a kind. The same drawback also exists for the small palatial

building at Gournia where there is no evidence for the MM II and MM III phases and

at the palace of Zakros where the MM II and MM III periods are poorly represented

(Platon 1992).

VI.4. Conclusions

The brief discussion of food storage within palaces makes some points clear.

Firstly, storerooms show a high standardisation in their architectural design and

location within the palatial complex (Graham 1987: 129-137; Begg 1975). The main

storage area of the palace is usually located at the ground floor of the west sector.

Storage containers may also be placed in upper storeys (Begg 1975: 200-206). The

circulation patterns suggest an interest in facilitating the 'in' and 'out' of commodities

and in controlling accessibility to stored wealth. Architectural modifications (blocking

I am deeply grateful to Dr. Rethemiotakis for all the information provided and for the long
discussion at the site of Galatas.
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of doors and construction of cross-walls) after the LM IA destruction have been

interpreted as an attempt to limit access to stored wealth in periods of political

instability (Driessen and Macdonald 1997). Special storage installations (silos and

cists), paved and plastered floors, platforms, drain channels, and storage enclosures

appear frequently. These construction details create a suitable environment for long-

term storage. The design and construction of palatial storerooms suggest a

considerable functional planning and high investment of labour.

Secondly, 80% of the pithoi recovered in palaces (except Malia) have high

capacity, low transportability and low accessibility. The preference for these

specimens suggests the storage of large quantities of surpluses for long periods. The

rest (20%) is represented by pithoi with medium/low capacity, high accessibility and

high transportability. Many of these pithoi were placed on upper storeys. The palace

of Malia is the exception to this rule, because small/medium sized pithoi were

predominant.

Thirdly, a comparison between pithoi used in palaces and pithoi used in domestic

units shows clear differences in their mechanical performance characteristics. As we

will see in Chapter VII, pithoi with medium/low capacity, high accessibility and high

transportability were particularly frequent in most of the houses at Knossos, Gournia

and Zakros. The preference for small/medium-sized pithoi may imply the adoption of

a different type of storage behaviour more limited in quantity and time.

Fourthly, the finding of written documents (Linear A tablets and sealings) in palatial

storerooms and/or in areas adjacent or above storerooms suggests record-keeping of

the 'incoming' and 'outgoing' of stores by state personnel. This implies the

administrative management of foodstuffs within a highly centralised state economy .

As far as the storage potential of the palaces is concerned there is a great deal of

difference in each separate case. In terms of the ground floor devoted to storage

Malia is the first (1,400 m 2) followed by Knossos (1,128 m 2 or 1,049 m2), Phaistos

(396 m2), Zakros (160 m2), Gournia (113 m2) and Petras (87.5 m2). In terms of the

number and capacity of the pithoi recovered in situ, first comes Knossos (151 pithoi

used in LM III), followed by Zakros (74 pithoi), Malia (ca 40 pithoi), Petras (28

pithoi), Gournia (15 pithoi) and Phaistos (9 pithoi). The case of Phaistos provides

evidence for the relocation of food storage away from the palace. If we take into
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consideration the total number of pithoi that the palatial magazines could have

contained, then first comes Malia (546 pithoi) and Knossos (509 pithoi), followed by

Phaistos (100 pithoi), Zakros (105 pithoi), Gournia (80 pithoi), and Petras (66

pithoi). Nevertheless it may be noted that the overall storage potential of the pithoi is

determined by their morphological attributes. For instance, at Knossos the average

capacity of a pithos is ca 586 litres while at Malia it is just 121 litres. Thus, the

Knossian pithoi provide the highest storage potential of the cases (323,030 litres). In

terms of the overall capacity of storage facilities (pithoi l and built installations) Malia

(pithoi: 66,066 litres; silos 369,832-374,160 kg or 240,584-245,048 kg of grain) and

Knossos (422,130 litres) come first followed by Phaistos (44,000 litres), Zakros

(44,240 litres), Gournia (35,200 litres) and Petras (29,040 litres).

A question arises because most of the palatial storerooms were found with fewer

pithoi than they were designed to house. Does this imply the decrease of storage from

LM IA to LM TB at a palatial level (e.g. Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 52-54) or

does this point to the re-use of the LM IB pithoi in later periods ? It is very difficult

to give an objective answer to these questions and each case seems to be on its own.

As we have argued, food storage might have decreased at Phaistos. In the case of

Malia there is evidence for food storage increase from LM IA to LM TB. Thus, it is

very likely that palatial storerooms were intentionally emptied after the LM

destruction and pithoi were used in other contexts. Note that Maliote pithoi have high

transportability. A re-use of LM 113 pithoi may be the reason for the low number of

pithoi recovered at Goumia and Petras. In the case of Zakros, where the LM IB

deposits are well preserved, there is evidence for a considerable number of pitlioi in

use before the destruction of the palace. At Knossos we are not certain about the

number of pithoi in use during LM TB and the difference between the 420 pithoi that

the West Magazines might have housed and the 151 pithoi recovered, reflects the

economic patterns of LM IIIA. Another possible explanation is that perishable

storage containers were more frequently used than pithoi. Nevertheless, there is no

evidence for this because the taphonomic circumstances in Crete do not allow their

preservation.

The total number of pithoi that the magazines could have contained.
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In conclusion, the character of storage adopted by palatial institutions implies that

palaces were the collecting centres of the agricultural wealth of the surrounding

region. There is no evidence for the mobilisation of agricultural commodities from

other regions (cf. Warren 1985a). Surpluses were collected by taxation from the

domestic sector and/or raised by cultivation of state estates.

As far as the question of the diachronic development of food storage is concerned,

the evidence from the palaces of Phaistos, Zakros, Galatas, Petras, and Gournia

cannot be used for a comparative study. At the palace of Knossos the situation is

quite uncertain, but we hope that the above discussion has proved that there is not a

substantial decrease in the storage capacity. At Malia an increase in food storage

space is observed from MM II to LM I. According to our view, Malia provides the

pattern which we tend to adopt in our study. Therefore, the perspective of storage

decrease from the 'First Palaces' to the 'Second Palaces' and the decentralisation of

storage from the centre to the periphery seems not to be supported by the

archaeological evidence. Moreover, as we will show further below the storage

potential of the second order centres (Winos') is too limited for any 'political'

significance to be attached.
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CHAPTER VII

DIRECT ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR FOOD STORAGE FROM
NEOPALATIAL HOUSES

V11.1. Introduction.

This chapter examines the direct archaeological evidence concerning food storage

strategies in Neopalatial houses. The discussion follows the methodological principles

presented in Chapter V

We are concerned with the architectural complexes that may be classified as

ordinary or elite houses (excluding palaces). The full presentation of the

archaeological remains is outside the scope of this work. We are focusing exclusively

on material markers that provides relevant insights into food storage strategies.

Houses that yield an overall estimate of food storage are classified under the heading

Domestic Unit. For most Domestic Units, approximate estimates of the amount of

stored foodstuffs (cereal/pulses, oil, wine) (SF), the subsistence potential in kcal (SP),

the land tenure (LT), the period of subsistence (PS), and the level of autarky (A) are

offered. In some cases these estimates are omitted either because the published

information is limited or the storage is very low. The review of the sites runs

geographically within their regional framework.

VII.2.1. The coastal region of Chania [Northwest Crete].

VRISES

A large house was partly explored by Zois (1972). The house was erected in MM

III and destroyed by fire in LM IB. Pithoi were found in Room 1: eight pithoi; Room

4: three pithoi; Room 2: one pithos; and in Room 3: a large pithos' fragment.

Fragments of pithoi were found in Room AT (ibid.: P1.20a). The pithoi are similar to

Form 3 (CN 16-18). They have low transportability, high accessibility and are
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suitable for long-term storage. The quantity of pithos fragments suggests that food

storage was an important domestic activity. Unfortunately, the building is only partly

excavated.

CHANIA-KASTELLI

The houses erected in Ag. Aikaterini Square (Houses I, H, III, and IV; Hallager

and Tzedakis 1988), in the Mathioudakis plot (ibid.), the Splantzia quarter

(Andreadaki-Vlasaki 1988), and in Odos Katrê l (Papapostolou et al. 1976: xii-xiii)

were parts of the Neopalatial town of Chania. Only House I at Ag. Aikaterini Square

yielded evidence for an overall estimate of storage. In the other cases the

archaeological investigation is heavily obscured by modern constructions. Worth

mentioning are the pithoi in House IV at Ag. Aikaterini Square, with remains of

wheat and barley (Hallager and Tzedalcis 1983: 15; idem. 1985: 13).

DOMESTIC UNIT 1: House I (Fig. 90).

House I is the most extensively excavated complex of the palatial town of Chania-

Kastelli (Hallager and Tzedakis 1978; idem.1986). It was built in LM IA and

destroyed by fire in LM IB. The house covers 212 m2. The quality and quantity of

artefacts and the find of Linear A documents confirms the importance of this unit. The

material remains yield evidence for food preparation and consumption and for

weaving activities.

Storage

Room E served as a storeroom (Hallager and Tzedalcis 1978: 31-46). It covers 7.5

m2 . Four pithoi were found, one Conical (CN 674) and the other three Ovoid (Aa:

CN 24) and Ovoid Low-Bellied (Form 26: CN 337). They have low transportability,

high accessibility and are suitable for long-term storage. Their capacity is ca 1,740

litres. The pithoi were associated with 50 other vases used for food processing,

transfer and consumption. Remains of peas were found (idem. 1984: 5). The two

pithoi in Room D were filled with plaster and served for restoration purposes (idem.

It is not certain whether the architectural remains in Odos Katrê formed a house. The important
archive of Linear A documents suggests the presence of a public building.
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1978: 38-39). The area devoted to food storage covers 7.5 m2 and represents 3.5% of

the ground floor.

SF: (70:20:10) C/P: 940 kg (1218 1.); 0: 348 1.; W: 174 1.; SP: 7,695,729 kcal; LT:

3.6 ha PS: (5 adults) 19m. or (10 adults) 9 m.; A: moderate/low.

NEROKOUROU

A small part of an isolated house was excavated by Tzedakis and Sacconi (1989).

Unfortunately, the building was badly destroyed by bulldozing activities. The house

was built late in MM III and destroyed by fire in LM TB. Three architectural phases

are suggested (Tzedakis and Chrysoulaki 1987: 112). Storage was an important

domestic activity in LM TB. Fragments of pithoi were found in almost all trenches.

Entirely preserved pithoi or parts of pithoi were found in the Minoan Hall, in the

courtyard and in Rooms 3 and 4. Pithoi were also placed on the upper floor. They are

similar to Form 3 (CN 19-23). They have high capacity, low transportability, low

accessibility and are suitable for long-term storage. Conical pithoi (fragments) were

also reported. Storage and industry seem to have been the principal activities of the

residents of the house. There is evidence for the re-use of residential rooms for

storage purposes (Chryssoulaki 1997).

VII.2.2. The Psiloritis region [West-Central and Central Crete].

APODOULOU

Parts of a building, probably a large house, were uncovered at Apodoulou

(Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 131-132). The large dimensions and the sporadic

finds confirm the importance of this unit. The excavation research was very limited

and the published information irrelevant for our purposes.

ZOMINTHOS

Half-way between Anogia and the Idean cave, near the ancient cross-roads leading

to the Idean cave, part of a LM IA building was excavated by Sakellarakis (1983:

488-498; 1988). The architectural design, the construction and the artefacts suggest

the exceptional importance of this complex. Food processing and consumption, cult,
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and pottery production (Michaelidis 1993: 17-20) were the principal domestic

activities. The owner of the house may also have played an important role in the

circulation of primary commodities (Warren 1994: 208). As far as the storage is

concerned, pithoi and fragments of pithoi were reported (Sakellarakis 1983: 490,

492, 497). Unfortunately, the building is only partly excavated and the information

very scant.

SKLAVOKAMBOS

The remains of a large settlement was recovered in the fertile valley leading from

Tylissos to the peak sanctuary of Gonies and the Idean Cave (Warren 1994: 208;

Fotou 1997: 46-47). Only one house was excavated (Marinatos 1939-41).

DOMESTIC UNIT 2 (Fig. 91).

This house covers 396 m 2 and was destroyed by fire in LM TB. The architectural

design, the fine pottery, the evidence for cult activities (Gesell 1985: 135), and

especially the 39 sealings produced by Knossian signet rings (Marinatos 1939-41: 87-

93; Betts 1967) are sound evidence of the importance of this unit in the administrative

network of Neopalatial Crete. There is also evidence for food preparation and

consumption.

Storage

In Room 11 three pithoi were found. According to Marinatos, Room 11 originally

fulfilled another function since the pithoi were placed on a floor level higher than the

original floor of the room (1939-41: 74). According to Driessen and Macdonald,

Room 11 provides an example of a LM IA 'ceremonial' area converted into a

storeroom in LM IB (1997: 52, 127). It may, however, be noted that there is no

information to define the function of this space during LM IA. 2 Moreover, on what

evidence do Driessen and Macdonald date this functional change in LM IB ? In

Room 12 eleven pithoi were placed alongside the walls (Marinatos 1939-41: 75). The

pithoi from Rooms 11 and 12 are similar to Types Aa and Ca (e.g.CN26). They have

low transportability, low accessibility and are suitable for long-term storage. Remains

2 The layout of rooms 12 and 11 is typical of storerooms (Begg 1976: 26-27). Note also, that in. some
cases storerooms have two different floors both placed in the same chronological horizon (cf.
Mochlos House C7, Room 1; see p. 189).
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of olive pits were reported from the area of Rooms 11 and 12 (ibid.: 93). In Corridor

14 a finely painted Piriform pithos (Form 44: CN 430) was found (ibid.: 75). It has

low accessibility, high transportability, low stability and is suitable for long and short

term storage. In Rooms 18 and 19 small pithoi (no information on their

morphological attributes and number) were reported. The overall storage potential is

ca 6,350 litres. The area devoted to storage covers 42 m 2 and represents 10.6% of the

total floor surface. The storage potential is considerable and there is evidence for the

accumulation of moderate quantities of surplus.

SF: (70:20:10) C/P: 3,431kg (4,445 1.); 0: 1,270 1.; W: 635 1.; SP: 28,086,900 kcal;

LT: 12 ha PS: (10 adults) 35 m.; A: high (surpluses).

TYLISSOS

The settlement of Tylissos was situated in a fertile plain inland on the road which

leads from Knossos to the Idean cave through Gonies, Sklavokambos and Zominthos

(Warren 1994: 208). The settlement was occupied from EM II to LM III, with

evidence for occupation in Historic times. Three large complexes were excavated

(Hazzidakis 1934). Their architectural design, the quality of construction, the quantity

and quality of artefacts, and the written documents suggest that these houses

belonged to elite groups. They were destroyed in LM IB and partly occupied in LM

III (especially Houses A and C, Kanta 1982: 9-13; Hayden 1984). The principal

drawbacks in our research are the reoccupation in LM III and the Historic period, the

disinterest of the excavator in reporting and describing storage facilities, and the low

quality of the published reports.

DOMESTIC UNIT 3: House A (Fig. 92).

The house covers 521m 2. It was erected in MM III, destroyed by fire in LM

and partly reoccupied in LM III (Hazzidakis 1934: 6-26). Remodelling activities

occurred in LM IB (Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 130). The house was divided into

a storage quarter to the north and a residential area to the south. There is evidence for

food preparation and consumption, weaving, record-keeping, cultic and industrial

(metal processing) activities.
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Storage

In Rooms 16 and 17 nineteen pithoi were placed alongside the walls (Hazzidakis

1934: 21-23). The area next to the entrance (Room 15) contained at least seven

pithoi (ibid.: 21). In Room 1 two pithoi and a cooking pot were found (ibid.: 11). In

Room 3, a pillared type space, four pithoi were placed (ibid.: 13-15). Only one is

published (Form 23: CN 241). It is not certain whether Room 3 served originally for

storage purposes or was converted into a storeroom at another time. The latter seems

more likely. The presence of cult paraphernalia suggests cult activities (Gesell 1985:

135). In Room 4 two pithoi were found. They were associated with storage

containers containing coloured substances (ibid.: 99). One pithos was found in the

Minoan Hall (Room 6) (ibid.: 16; Form 23: CN 240). In the published photograph,

part of another pithos is illustrated (Hazzidakis 1912: fig. 4; Fig. 23).

Overall, 33 pithoi were reported. 90% of them are similar to Type Ca (e.g. Forms

19, 23). Some pithoi are similar to Type Ac (CN 107, 108) and are MIVI III

survivals. Others are similar to Type Fd (e.g CN 437, 438; Form 45: CN 433). The

pithoi of Type Ca are distinctive for their high capacity, low transportability and

accessibility and are suitable for long-term storage. The rest have high/medium

capacity, moderate/high transportability and high/low accessibility. The overall

storage potential may considerably increased as many small storage containers such as

'Palace Style Jars' and large amphorae were found. Unfortunately, the information

provided by the excavator is very scant.

In conclusion, the main areas devoted to food storage were pillar Rooms 16 and

17. The other rooms, where pithoi were found, were also used for the storage of

domestic implements or devoted to other activities (e.g. residential Room 6). Overall

95 m2 were devoted to storage and represents 18°0 of the ground floor. We may

speculate that the overall storage capacity of pithoi and smaller containers is ca

11,650 litres. The storage potential of this unit is very high and there is evidence for

the accumulation of large quantities of surplus. Moreover, the stored surpluses could

provide famine relief for up to 40 individuals for one year.

SF: (70:20:10) C/P: 6,306 kg (8,169 1.); 0: 2,330 1.; W: 1,165 I.; SP: 51,570,300

kcal; LT: 23 ha; PS: (10 adults) 65 m.; A: high (high surpluses; famine relief).
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DOMESTIC UNIT 4: House B (Fig. 93).

This house covers 352 m2 (Hazzidakis 1934: 26-32). Hitchcock and Preziosi argue

that House B was an annex to House A (1997). The house was destroyed by fire in

LM IB. The archaeological remains were badly damaged and the artefacts were

scarce. There is not sufficient evidence for the functional definition of the various

spaces. The few material remains yield evidence for food preparation and

consumption.

Storage

Storage containers were found in Room 6, which served as a kitchen. There is no

information either on their morphological attributes or their number (ibid.: 29). One

pithos was placed in Room 12 (ibid.: 31). Four very large skyphoi suitable for short-

term storage and transfer or pouring purposes were placed in Room 17 (Hazzidakis

1923: 21-22 ). They were associated with bones of bac prim/genius. The information

on the storage potential of this house is scant. It is not clear whether this scarcity

stems from taphonomic circumstances or reflects the economic patterns adopted by

the Neopalatial household. The first seems more likely. Indeed, the architectural

design of House B, very close to the Unexplored Mansion at Knossos, suggests that a

substantial part of the ground floor might have been devoted to storage. For instance,

the uniform and parallel rooms alongside the north and south part of the house may

have served for storage purposes. The area where pithoi were found covers 30 m2

and represents 8% of the ground floor. According to Moody the storage area covers

184 m2 and represents 84° o of the ground floor.

DOMESTIC UNIT 5: House C (Fig. 94).

This house covers 445 m 2 and was destroyed in LM (Hazzidakis 1934: 32-47).

A LM III building was erected on the top of this house and a Greek sanctuary on its

northern part. Only few material remains have been reported. There is no clear

evidence for the domestic activities.

Storage

The storage area is located in the west part of the house and includes Rooms 8-10

(ibid.: 37-38). Two pithoi and fragments of others were found in Room 8. One of
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them is illustrated in ibid.: Pl. Xl. Two pithoi were found in Room 9 (ibid.: 37). One

of them carried a Linear A inscription (Aa:CN 27). Pithoi were standing in Room 10

but there is no information about their number or morphological attributes (ibid.: 37-

38).

The pithoi preserved (mostly in fragments) are similar to Types Aa and Ca. They

have high capacity, low transportability and accessibility and are suitable for long-

term storage. Rooms 7, 3 and Z may also have served for storage purposes (Begg

1976: 210). It is not certain, however, whether the stored goods were foodstuffs. In

conclusion, the area devoted to food storage covers 40 m2 and represents 8.9 % of

the floor space.

KROUSONAS

A large LM I building was partly excavated by Dimipoulou (1985: 297). It covers

208 m2 . Eight room have been explored so far. The architectural design (note the

paved internal courtyard) confirms the importance of this unit. Cult paraphernalia

suggests religious activities. Food storage was extensively practised. Many pithoi

were standing in the rooms and corridors. The pithoi are similar to Type Ca (c.f.

Form 19). They have high capacity, low transportability and accessibility and are

suitable for long-term storage. There is no information for the overall storage

potential of the building.

PRINIAS-FLEGA

Part of a house was excavated at Flega, near Prinias (Di Vita et al. 1984: 235).

This unit was built over a previous complex destroyed/abandoned in MM IILB/LM

IA. The published information is scant. Only one pithos similar to Form 40 (CN 417)

was published. It has low capacity and high transportability and accessibility and is

suitable for short-term storage.
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VH.2.3. The Mesara region [South Central Crete].

KOMMOS

This is one of the most important harbour settlements of Minoan Crete. The

settlement was inhabited from EM onwards. Many houses were examined in the

Central Hillside area (Shaw and Shaw 1996). The houses have two phases: an early

one, MM IB-II, and a later, MM III. The food storage seems to have been very

limited (Wright 1996: 195-198). According to Wright there might have been more

areas elsewhere on the site specialising in storage (ibid.: 198). Only one yields

evidence for food storage: the South Building.

The South Building

This complex covers 222 m2 (Shaw and Shaw 1996: 166-189). There is no

information about the overall layout of the complex. Two architectural phases were

distinguished, both MM III. The material remains yield evidence for food preparation

and consumption and weaving activities.

Storage

Room 44: two pithoi (fragments) and storage vessels. Room 51: one pithos. Room

46: a storage container. The main storeroom is Room 25. Six complete pithoi and

more than 40 vessels were found. The pithoi were placed upon slabs. They are similar

to Type Ac (CN 109-114; Form 6: CN 81). Overall, 5.88 m2 of the ground floor was

devoted to storage. Nevertheless, the presence of storage activities in this house is an

exception and not the rule.

For the LM I period evidence is rather limited. The North House, the Oblique

House, the Cliffside House, the House of the Snake Tube, Building X and the

House with the Press were built early in LM I. Because of the reoccupation of the

domestic units in LM IIIA and LM IIIB, very little information concerning LM I

activities is preserved. Of special interest is the House with the Press where the

olive-press installation existed since LM I (Shaw and Shaw 1996: 105-127 ). More

information for LM I storage strategies comes from the evidence provided by
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Building X (Shaw 1986: 236-240; Shaw and Shaw 1993: 131-161; Watrous 1992:

17). This house covers an area of 205 m 2 and was built early in LM IA. It was

modified in LM IA and destroyed by fire in LM IB. The house was reoccupied in LM

II and LM IIIA1 . The architectural design and the importance of the finds suggest that

'the residents of the house may represent an elite group at Kommos who were in

service of or interacted with the ruling class, especially if T had functioned as a

palace' (Shaw and Shaw 1993: 160). In Room X2 three pithoi were sunk in the

ground floor. One was a MM III heirloom.

In conclusion, the evidence from the settlement of Kommos is not helpful for our

purposes as the site was extensively reoccupied. The general impression is that

storage was rather limited. To quote Shaw: Tor the LM I period, rooms clearly

dedicated to storage, such as those in the LM I house at Kannia (Di Vita et al. 1984:

71), have not yet been identified at Kommos' (1996: 382). For the LM III period he

argues that 'After LM I, decline set in, food production became more limited, and the

storage facilities were contracted even further' ... 'Evidence for extensive storage

facilities with pithoi for excess production does not occur in the houses' (ibid.: 382-

83).

PITSIDIA

Close to the village of Pitsidia the remains of a Minoan house were excavated by

Vallianou (1988; 1996). The house was built in MM III and destroyed in LM IB. The

architectural design, the quality of construction and the quality of the finds confirm

the importance of this house. The material remains yield evidence for food processing,

preparation and consumption, weaving activities and pottery making. There is

extensive evidence for storage. Unfortunately, the published information is not helpful

for an overall estimate of storage. Two pithoi were published (Fd: CN 440; J:CN

633). Both have medium capacity, high accessibility and moderate transportability.

Many other pithoi were restored and are kept in I-IM. 3 Most of these pithoi are

similar to Forms 37-41. They have a medium capacity, high accessibility, high

transportability and are suitable for short-term storage and transport purposes. The

3 I am deeply grateful to Mrs. Vallianou for all the information provided and for her generous help.
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storage potential of this house is considerable and perhaps there is evidence for the

accumulation of surpluses.

SELI

Near the village of Kamilari the remains of two houses, forming part of a

Neopalatial settlement, were explored by La Rosa (1972-73, 1989: 91). The first, in

Volakalis Plot, was destroyed in LM IA. The second, in Sifakis Plot, was built and

destroyed in LM TB. In the latter there is evidence for storage. In Room D one pithos

and a stone base for another were found. In Room A a pitharaki and a pithos (c.f. Ca:

Form 19) were found. The material remains yield evidence for food preparation and

consumption.

HAGIA TRIADA: 'VILLA REALE' AND THE SETTLEMENT

The settlement of Hagia Triada is one of the best cases to study the economic-

political relationships between a central administrative complex (Willa Reale') with

the houses of the surrounding settlement and the regional polities (Phaistos and

Kommos). The site was continuously occupied from EM onwards. MM remains were

scant. At the beginning of the Neopalatial period a large administrative complex was

constructed. The settlement was destroyed in LM LB and extensively reoccupied in

LM III (La Rosa 1992: 69-76).

'VILLA REALE' (Fig. 95).

The architectural design, the fine construction, the quality and quantity of the

material evidence and the administrative documents confirm the political importance

of the complex. Its construction in MM IIIB/LM IA may be seen as a attempt by

Knossos to establish its political power and control in the domain of Phaistos

(D'Agata 1989; La Rosa 1989; 1997). The 'Villa Reale' was destroyed by fire in LM

IB. In some areas of the complex, LM III building activities partly obscured the

Neopalatial remains.

It has been suggested that the 'Villa Reale' consisted of two different houses

(McEnroe 1979: 120-124; Watrous 1984). In the present author's mind the

architectural design of the complex, the construction techniques and the functional
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organisation of the various spaces convincingly show that the 'Villa Reale' was a

single complex (cf. La Rosa 1997; Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 201). Because of

its administrative function, the building does not fit with the 'domestic' orientation of

our study. Nevertheless, the discussion of storage may provide seminal insights into

the economic relationship between the central administration and the ordinary houses.

Moreover, the storage potential of the 'Villa Reale' provides information about the

political relationship between Hagia Triada and Phaistos in the Neopalatial period.

Storage4

The floor space devoted to storage covers 723 m2 . This is the minimum figure as in

some cases the size of rooms cannot be estimated because the walls have been badly

preserved (cf. Magazines 6, 18, 72). In total, 30% of the ground floor served for

storage purposes. About 78 pithoi and pitharakia were found. This estimate is low

because there is not always evidence about the exact number of storage containers.

The total number of pithoi that the 'Villa Reale' might have originally housed was at

least 100. Almost 90% of the pithoi were similar to Type Ca. 5 They have high

capacity and low transportability and accessibility. They are suitable for long-term

storage. We may speculate that the pithoi of the 'Villa' contained 43,680 litres (78

pithoi) or up to 56,000 litres (100 pithoi). The storage is long-term and there is

evidence for the accumulation of surpluses. To quote La Rosa: 'The number of places

dedicated as storerooms, in relation to the size of the complex, was considerable,

even if they were not always arranged in a regular system. This fact, along with the

sealings, Linear A tablets, and imports, suggest that the building was used mainly for

recording, collecting, and depositing goods and produce' (1992: 71).

The Southwest Quarter

The area covers 97.2 m2 . It is one of the principal storage areas of the 'Villa Reale'.

The architectural design and finds seem to confirm this. It is not certain whether this

part is contemporary with the rest of the complex (Halbherr et al. 1977: 37) or was a

later addition (Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 202) although the latter possibility

seems more correct. 24 storage containers were reported.

The discussion is based exclusively on the published information (Halbherr et al. 1977). We hope
that the re-examination of the site may provide with more detailed information. I am deeply grateful
to Prof. La Rosa for all the information provided.

Unfortunately only ten specimens have been preserved (Magazine 5). The rest were destroyed
during WW II.
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Vano 27 (Halbherr el al. 1977: 40-43).

Medium-sized pithoi with painted decorations (exact number unknown) were placed

alongside the walls.

Vano 28 (ibid.: 43-46).

North wall: Four large pithoi (Type Ca: c.f Form 19) and one small; South wall:

one small; East wall: one small. Organic remains of almonds.

Vano 29 (ibid.: 56-57).

In the northwest corner of the room six storage containers were found. Three

pithoi (two entirely preserved and one fragment) are similar to Type Fd. They have

limited capacity, high transportability, and are suitable for short-term storage. Three

other pithoi (in fragments) were similar to Type Ca: c.f Form 19. They are suitable

for long-term storage. The excavators also reported several fragments of other pithoi

(exact number unknown).

Vano 30 (ibid.: 57).

Magazine. No pithoi.

Vano 31 (ibid.: 57).

One pitharaki (short-term storage) and fragments of two pithoi with spiral

decoration.

Vano 32 (ibid.: 57).

Magazine. No pithoi.

Vano 33 (ibid.: 58).

A medium-sized pithos with rope decorations (fragments; perhaps Form 7 or Form

17). Perhaps MM III.

Vano 34 (ibid.: 58).

Magazine. No pithoi.

Vano 35 (ibid.: 58).

as Vano 33.

Vano 36 (ibid.: 58).

Magazine. No pithoi.

Vano 37 (ibid.: 58).

Northwest corner: one pithos (fragments, Type Ca: c.f Form 19). Fragments of

others (exact number unknown).
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Vano 38 (ibid.: 58).

Magazine. No pithoi.

Vano 39 (ibid.: 50-52).

Three pithoi (two as Type Ca: c.f Form 19). Organic remains of figs, pears and

chickpeas.

The Northwest Quarter-I1 Quart/ere Signor/le.

The area devoted to storage covers ca. 20m2 . Their is no exact information about

the 14 pithoi reported.

Sala 3 (ibid.: 80-81)

Two pithoi were found (the base imprint of a pithos and fragments of another). In

this case a residential area may have served for storage purposes.

Portico and Cortile 11 (ibid.: 82-85)

Four pithoi in the south part of the Portico. Linear A tablets and sealings.

Vano 15 (ibid.: 109-110).

Alongside the north and south walls: ten pithoi, perhaps Piriform in shape. Two

were inscribed in Linear A (Godart and Olivier 1982: 68; Carratelli 1945: 591).

The North Magazines

This is the main storage area, covering 600 m 2 . The area was badly destroyed by

the construction of the LM III Megaron. 41 pithoi were reported. They are similar to

Type Ca ( CN 245-249; Form 19: CN 216, 217). Another pithos, Piriform in shape

(Type Fd: CN 443), was finely decorated with painted floral motifs. Carbonised

bones and small vessels, fallen from the upper floor, were found inside many of the

pithoi (cf. Magazines 5 and 64).

Magazine 58 (ibid.: 131-3).

LM III disturbances. East section: Five pithoi; Central section: two pithoi; West

section: one pithos. In some pithoi the lower part is set below the floor level.

Magazine 59 (ibid.: 133-4).

LM III disturbances. Three pithoi were placed near staircase 60. The pithoi were

associated with Linear A tablets.

Magazine 8 (ibid. : 135-7).

This magazine may have served for the storage of olive oil (Fig. 96). The eight

round gypsum bases with grooves were probably used for the collection of liquids and
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the strong traces of burning seem to confirm this. The containers may have been

wooden.

Magazine 61 (ibid.: 137).

The channel installation placed on the floor suggests that this magazine served for

the storage of liquid commodities. No pithoi were reported.

Magazine 17 (ibid.: 138-140).

It is a pillar type magazine. It may have served for the storage of liquid commodities.

Magazine 5 (ibid.: 140-144).

LM III disturbances. East wall: Three pithoi; South wall: three pithoi one of which

was inscribed in Linear A (CN 216); North wall: three pithoi; West wall: eight pithoi.

Also found was a Piriform pithos. The pithos fragment inscribed in Linear A (HM

3945) reported from Magazine 5 was found in Vano 15 (ibid.: 110).

Magazine 64 (ibid.: 144-145).

North wall: three pithoi.

Magazine 66 (ibid.: 147).

West wall: five pithoi. They were the largest specimens found at Hagia Triada.

Magazine 6 (ibid.: 148).

LM III disturbances. East wall: three pithoi; South wall: three pithoi.

Magazine 18 (ibid.: 148-150).

LM III disturbances. North wall: one pithos; West wall: two pithoi and a clay stand.

Indirect evidence for the storage of liquids.

Ii Otrartiere Signorile Orientale

Scala e Pianerottolo 75 (ibid.: 158463).

Pithos fragments (destroyed in WW II) were found in the sottoscala.

Latrina 68  (ibid.: 164-5).

Pithos fragments. The pithoi were probably used for water.

Magazine 69 (ibid.: 166-7).

Two medium-sized pithoi similar to Type Ca (cf. Form 19). One stone pitharaki

(Warren 1969: 61).
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Magazine 72 (ibid.: 168).

LM III disturbances. Several pithoi were found (exact number unknown). One of

them was found upside down and was not being used. One small Conical pitharaki

(ibid.: fig. 111). Tablets in Linear A and many ritual vessels were found.

Ii Bastione (Fig. 97).

This architecturally independent building covers 267.6 m 2 and is situated northeast

of the 'Villa Reale'. Nevertheless, it seems to have been connected with the 'Villa

Reale' complex. It was built late in LM IA over the `Edificio Ciclopico' and the

Nano con il Pilastro' both destroyed in LM IA (La Rosa 1989: 87). The `Bastione'

was extensively used in LM III while Hellenistic and Roman constructions were built

over that. The later occupation inevitably obscured LM TB floor activities. The

function of the complex is rather enigmatic. The architectural design, however,

suggests that it may have been used for storage purposes (McEnroe 1979: 215-216).

But no storage containers were reported.

THE SETTLEMENT

Seven houses, forming part of the Neopalatial settlement of Hagia Triada, were

excavated. Three of them yield evidence for an overall estimate a storage. The other

four cannot be used for our purposes because their original aspect is partly unknovvn

and or the information is scarce. The first, the 'Casa del Pistrinum', was built on the

northeast side of the central street. The house was constructed late in LM IA and

destroyed by fire in LM IB (La Rosa 1989: 85). Only one room has been explored

(Halbherr et al. 1977: 271-272). A pithos was found with a stone trough and grinding

stones so the excavators suggest that the room was used for bread preparation. The

remains of a building were excavated in the southwest corner of 'La casa Est' (ibid.:

290-291; La Rosa 1979-80: 55-107; Fig. 102). The house is known as 'La Casa dei

Fichi'. It is not certain whether it was an annex to 'La casa Est' or was an

independent domestic unit. The house was destroyed by fire in LM IB. Its southeast

part was beneath a LM IIIA2 shrine. The evidence for storage is rather limited. Two

small pithoi were placed in a space (La Rosa 1979-80: 55-107). Organic remains of

barley, figs, pears, cyperus and lentils were found (Follieri 1979-80). Three houses
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were excavated west of the `Bastione'. They were very modest dwellings. No traces

of violent destruction were reported. They seem to have been abandoned in LM IA

contemporary to the Tdificio Ciclopico' and the Nano con Pilastro' (La Rosa 1979-

80: 119; 1989: 86-87). They were found almost empty. 'Casa A' was disturbed in

LM III. No artefacts were found except part of a small pithos in Room A2 (Halbherr

et al. 1977: 273-276). Finds were not reported from 'Casa B' and 'Casa C' (ibid.:

276-278).

DOMESTIC UNIT 6: The 'Casa del Lebete' (Figs 99, 100).

This house, which was built late in LM IA and destroyed by fire in LM EB, was

constructed against the north enceinte of the settlement and covers 139.5 m2

(Halbherr et al. 1977: 247-264). The finely decorated pottery and the group of Linear

A tablets (Militello 1992) confirm the importance of this unit and its connection with

the `Villa Reale'. There is evidence for food preparation and consumption, and

record-keeping.

Storage

The main storage area, in which 14 pithoi were placed alongside the walls, is Room

3 (Halbherr el al. 1977: 249-256; Fig. 100). Ten pithoi were similar to Type Ca (cf.

Form 19) and four to Type Fd. Three pithoi were found in Room 4 (ibid.: 256). In

Room 8 medium-sized pithoi (exact number unknown) were reported (ibid.: 263).

The area devoted to storage covers 23.17 m 2 and represents 6% of the ground

floor. We may speculate that the pithoi contained ca 7,300 (+) litres. The storage

potential of this house is exceptional for its size and there is evidence for the

accumulation of large quantities of surplus.

SF: (70:20:10) C/P: 3,944 kg (5,110 1.); 0: 1,460 1.; W: 7301.; SP: 32,287,800 kcal;

LT: 14.5 ha; PS: (5 adults) 82 m.; A: high.

DOMESTIC UNIT 7: The`Casa delle Sfere Fittili o del Muri di
Creta' (Fig. 101).

This house was constructed south of the 'Casa del Lebete' and covers 135 m2

(ibid.: 265-269). The house was destroyed by fire in LM 113. Repairs took place

before the final destruction (ibid.: 269). The area was disturbed in LM III. The house
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was found almost empty. Only a large number of clay loom-weights was reported.

Textile production was one of the household's activities.

Storage

Unfortunately the information on storage is rather limited. One medium-sized

pithos was placed against the north wall of Room 3. If Room 3 served for storage

purposes, then 16.96 m2 was devoted to storage and represents 7% of the ground

floor.

DOMESTIC UNIT 8: The 'Casa Est' (Fig.102).

This house was erected east of the 'Villa Reale' in LM IA and destroyed by fire in

LM I13 (ibid.: 279-291). The house is arranged around a small courtyard and covers

233 M2 . 6 The spatial association with the 'Villa Reale', the architectural design, the

quality of construction, and the few artefacts confirm the importance of this dwelling.

There is no evidence for domestic activities.

Storage

The entire east part of the house was devoted to storage kNd.-. 2%6-2%9). Ikoom

a: six pithoi. Room b: three pithoi. Room d: several pithoi. The pithos in the

southwest angle was similar to the medallion pithos in Magazine 5 of the 'Villa

Reale'. The presence of the same potter has been suggested (ibid.: 288). Room f

four pithoi. In total 17 pithoi were found.' Most of the pithoi were similar to Type

Ca (cf. Form 19). They have high capacity, low transportability and accessibility and

are suitable for long-term storage. We may speculate that the overall storage capacity

is ca 8,500 (+) litres. 8 The area devoted to storage covers 94 m2 and represents 40%

of the total ground floor. The storage potential is considerable and there is evidence

for the accumulation of surpluses.

SF: (70:20:10) C/P: 4,593 kg (5,950 1.); 0: 1,700 1.; W: 850 1.; SP: 37,597,800 kcal;

LT: 16 ha; PS: (10 adults) 47 m.; A: high.

' This estimate is without the courtyard.
The pithoi were destroyed in WW II.
This is a working hypothesis based on the average storage capacity (500 or 560 litres) of a large

iithos at Hagia Triada.
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DOMESTIC UNIT 9: The 'Casa nord della Casa Est' (Fig. 102).

This house was erected immediately on the north side of 'Casa Est' (ibid.: 293-

296). It is not certain whether was an independent unit or an annex to the 'Casa Est'

(ibid.: 294). The house covers 86.19 m2 . The material remains are very badly

preserved. There is no evidence for domestic activities.

Storage

There is no evidence for storage containers.

PHAISTOS

Phaistos was the most important polity in the Mesara plain during the MM period.

From LM IA onwards there is evidence for a shift of political power to the settlement

of Hagia Triada (La Rosa 1985; 1997). The low storage potential of the Phaistian

palace fully confirms this (see pp.118-19). Remains of houses were recovered in the

Northeast quarter of the Palace (Pernier and Banti 1951: 391-414). The remains

were badly preserved and the information scant.

At Chalara, at the southeast foot of the Palace's hill, the remains of a very

important house were excavated by Levi (1967-1968). The house was destroyed in

LM IA. Hellenistic building activities heavily obscured the Neopalatial constructions.

The material remains yield evidence for food preparation and consumption and

weaving activities. Room e' served for storage purposes. Six large pithoi similar to

Types Ac and Ca were found in situ (ibid.: 112-113; CN 88, 250, 251, 454-456).

They have a high capacity, low accessibility and transportability and are suitable for

long-term storage. Jugs, bridge-spouted jars and cups served for the 'in' and 'out' of

commodities. Room cc' served for storage purposes. Many small Piriform pitharakia

and a small Conical pithos were found (ibid.: figs.70, 71, 83a; CN 746). These

storage containers have high accessibility and transportability, low capacity and are

suitable for short-term storage and transfer purposes. The overall storage potential of

the excavated remains is considerable.

KOUSES

The badly preserved remains of a MM II - LM I house were excavated near the

village of Kouses (Marinatos 1924-5).
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DOMESTIC UNIT 10 (Fig.103).

The house covers 100 m2 and was destroyed in LM IA. The floor activities were

obscured by LM III occupation and Early Christian burials. The material remains yield

evidence for food processing, preparation and consumption.

Storage

Rooms A (CN 132), F, A and E (CN 252) served for storage purposes (ibid.: 56-

57). They covers 24 m2 and represent 3.8% of the ground floor. Remains of at least

seven pithoi were reported. Most seem to be MM survivals (perhaps Types Aa, Ac).

The rest are similar to Type Ca (cf Form 19). A small storage container was also

reported (ibid.: fig.6). The pithoi have high capacity and low transportability. We may

speculate that the overall storage potential is ca 1,376 litres.

SF: (70:20:10) C/P: 743 kg (963 1.); 0: 275 1.; W: 137 1.; SP: 6,078,650 kcal; LT: 2

ha; PS: (5 adults)15 m.; A: moderate.

MITROPOLIS-KANNIA

A small settlement was situated southwest of the village of Mitropolis. A house

was discovered by Alexiou (1957) and excavated by Levi (1959).

DOMESTIC UNIT 11: (Fig. 104).

The house covers 460 m 2 . It was built over a MM IIIB house and destroyed by

fire in LM IB. In LM III part of the house was reoccupied and used as a shrine

(Gesell 1985: 77-79). There is evidence for architectural modifications. The material

remains yield evidence for food preparation and consumption.

Storage

Food storage was the main activity in this unit. The overall storage capacity is

exceptional for a building of its size. The storerooms were in the north area of the

house. Pithoi were found in Room IV (seven pithoi), Room XI a pillared magazine

(18 pithoi), Room XIV another pillared magazine (12 pithoi), Room XXI (six

pithoi), Room XVI (ten pithoi). Half of a pithos in Room IX served to hide a

bronze caldron (ibid.: 244). A large amphora, jugs and bridge-spouted jars, used for

transfer and pouring purposes, were placed in the storerooms. Organic remains of
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peas and fava were recovered in Room XI. 90% of the pithoi were similar to Type

Ca (CN 253-284). They have high capacity, and low transportability and accessibility.

The rest are similar to Types Ac (CN 133; Form 7: CN 89), Fd (Form 40: CN 419)

and J (CN 681-683). Small stone cists were set on the floor of Rooms XI (two) and

XIV (one) and served as 'collectors'. The strong traces of burned earth suggest the

storage of olive oil (ibid.: 243).

In conclusion, 147.25m2 was devoted to storage and represents 32% of the ground

floor. The capacity of the pithoi is ca 23,800 litres. The storage potential is very high

and there is evidence for a large accumulation of surpluses. Kannia was perhaps a

centre of collection and mobilisation of agricultural commodities.

SF: (70:20:10) C/P: 12,861 kg (16,660 I.); 0: 4,760 1.; W: 2,380 1.; SP: 105,277,872

kcal; LT: 46 ha; PS: (10 adults) 133 months or (55 adults) 2 years; A: high (very

high surpluses; famine relief).

ANEGYROS

Part of a house was explored by Lembesi near the village of Anegyros (1971: 287-

290). The house was built in LM IA and reoccupied in LM III. There is no evidence

for storage. The pithos fragments found in the surface level were LM III. They belong

to Type Ca (c.f Form 19) and the original specimens were suitable for long-term

storage.

The Kanli Kastelli region [North Central Crete].

KANLI KASTELLI (or VITSILA)

An important settlement was revealed by Marinatos north-east of Kanli Kastelli

(1955: 306-307). The remains have already been noted by Evans, who supposed the

existence of a building, perhaps a palace (PM II: 71). Storage may have been an

important activity. Evans reported the remains of large pithoi. They were similar to

Form 23. Pithoi of the Medallion class were also reported (Form 21?). These pithoi

have high capacity and are suitable for long-term storage. Unfortunately, much of the

site was destroyed.
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V1I.2.5. The Archanes region [North Central Crete].

ARCHANES

The area of Archanes was extensively occupied from Neolithic to Historic times

(Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1991: 9-18). Unfortunately, the exploration of

the settlement is heavily obscured by the construction of the modern village. None of

the excavated buildings provide an overall estimate of storage. Remains of a large

building were excavated in the area of Tourkogeitonia (Sakellarakis and Sapouna-

Sakellaraki 1997: 74-112). The main plan of the complex belongs to MM IIIB/LM IA

transition or early LM IA. The architectural design, the high quality of construction

and the fine artefacts suggest the eminent position of this complex in the Neopalatial

settlement of Archanes. In our view, the definition of this building as a palace is

based on as yet very uncertain grounds. The rooms so far excavated served for

residential and cult purposes. Pithos fragments were sporadically reported from the

filling levels (Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1980: 377; 1981: 412, 423; 1982:

506, 519) but no pithoi were found in the floor deposits. The remains of a LM IA

building, perhaps a large house, were recovered in the Kalpadaki Plot (Lembesi

1970). The house was erected in MM III/LM IA and destroyed in LM IB. A

magazine with eight pithoi and organic remains of figs, olive stones, Ph/onus

fivicasa, chickpeas was excavated (ibid.: 262-267). In the same area were found

Linear A tablets (Lembesi et al. 1974). Three of the pithoi (Type Ca:CN 285; Type

Fd: Form 44:CN 432; Type I: CN 576 (two pithoi)) have considerable capacity,

low/moderate transportability and high accessibility. The rest (Type Ed:CN 360;

Type Fd: Form 39: CN 416) have low capacity, high transportability and low

accessibility. The storage potential is considerable.

In the area of Troullos, north of Archanes, remains of MlIVI II, MM III, and LM IA

buildings were recovered (Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: 65). Five

rooms of a well-built house, destroyed in LM IA, were partly excavated by

Sakellarakis (1966: 413-414). The pottery yields evidence for food consumption.

There is no evidence for food storage.
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XERI KARA

Northwest of Archanes in the area of Asomatos, part of a house was excavated by

Platon (1958: 467). The house was built in LM IA and destroyed perhaps in the same

period. The LM IA remains were badly destroyed by cultivation and Byzantine

robbing. A re-examination by Chrysoulaki distinguished two architectural phases

(1987). In the second phase a paved room was modified into a work/storage area

(ibid.: 287). Unfortunately, the information is very scant. Driessen and Macdonald

used the evidence from Xeri Kara to support their perspective of functional changes in

areas devoted to residential/ceremonial purposes in LM IA to storage/production

purposes in LM IB (1997: Fig.4.12). It may be noted, however, that this example will

be valid only when the overall LM IA and LM IB floor activities are known.

VATHYPETRO

About 4 km. from Archanes south-east of Juktas was located a small Neopalatial

settlement stretching over three low hills (Driessen and Sakellarakis 1997: 64). The

central complex of this settlement was excavated by Marinatos (1949: 100-109; 1950:

242-248; 1951: 258-272; 1952: 592-610; 1953: 298; 1955: 309-310) and recently re-

examined by Driessen and Sakellarakis (1997).

DOMESTIC UNIT 12 (Fig. 105).

This complex is articulated in two buildings, the East and the West, joined by a

long corridor. The architectural design, the size, the quality of construction and the

quantity and quality of the material remains confirm the importance of this unit. The

house was built early in LM IA, destroyed by an earthquake before its completion at

the end of the same period, and partly re-built and reoccupied in LM 'B. The final

abandonment is dated LM TB. Two architectural phases have been isolated: one LM

IA and the other LM IB (Driessen and Sakellarakis 1997). There is evidence for food

preparation and consumption, processing of staple commodities, textile and pottery

production, and cult. The careful re-examination of the architectural remains suggests

important functional changes. As Driessen and Sakellarakis put it, 'the first phase [i.e.

LM IA] seems to have combined administrative (seal-stones), ritual (tripartite shrine),
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residential, social-representational (banquet hall, Minoan Hall) and storage functions,

whereas in the second phase [i.e. LM 113] the social-representational and residential

functions seem to have been largely abolished in favour of domestic agricultural and

industrial production' (1997: 77).

Storage

In Room 10, a pillared magazine, sixteen pithoi were placed alongside the walls and

around the two pillars (1949: 103-108). One pithos was packed with small vessels

(ibid.: 107, fig.8 ). The pithoi are similar to Type Ca (Forms 19, 21). They have high

capacity, low transportability and accessibility and are suitable for long-term storage.

Their capacity is ca 4,800 litres. 9 Many vessels suitable for pouring and transfer

purposes were placed in the same area. Room 10 was destroyed at the end of LM IA

by an earthquake and may have been filled with debris (Hood 1978b: 685; cf. Driessen

and Macdonald 1997: 178). There is no evidence for use of the room during LM TB.

In Room 40, a finely paved pillared room, the well-known wine-press installation was

set in the northeast corner (Marinatos 1951: 264-269; Driessen and Sakellarakis

1997: 75). One pithos of Type J (CN 685) and another pithos similar to Type Ca (cf.

Form 19) were found alongside the south wall of the room. The Conical pithos was

suitable for the fermentation of must but not for the long-term storage of wine

because of its unrestricted mouth. The other may have been used for the long-term

storage of wine. About sixteen small and medium sized pots, suitable for pouring,

transfer, and short-term storage purposes were found in Room 40. The large quantity

of loom-weights is evidence of textile production activities (Marinatos 1951: 269).

The wine-press installation is dated in the second phase of the complex, i.e. LM TB

(Driessen and Sakellarakis 1997: 70,75). The function of the area is uncertain in LM

IA but may have been used as a Pillar Crypt (ibid.: 70). The pithoi from Rooms 10

and 40 were not the only storage containers recovered at Vathypetro. Several pithoi

were also found in other areas of the building (Driessen and Sakellarakis 1997: 75).

The area in Rooms 32 and 34 was subdivided by walls after the LM IA destruction

and used for storage purposes (ibid.: 69). No pithoi were reported.

Driessen, Macdonald and Sakellarakis rightly pointed out the increase of floor

space devoted to food processing and industrial activities from LM IA to LM TB, and

9 We have excluded the pithos used as receptacle for pottery.
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the conversion of spaces into storerooms (Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 176-178;

Driessen and Sakellarakis 1997). What really do these changes imply about the

diachronic development of food storage ? Could the functional conversion of Rooms

32-34 support the increase of storage in LM IB as Driessen and Macdonald argue

(1997: 52, fig. 4.12) ? In our view, the evidence suggests the decrease of storage

from LM IA to LM IB. In LM IA the space devoted to storage covers 24 m2 (Room

10) and represents 2.7% of the ground floor. In LM 113 the storage space covers 15

m2 and represents 1.5 % of the ground floor (Rooms 32-34; Room 10 is out of use in

LM IB Hood 1978b: 685; cf. Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 178 and Room 40 is

primarily used for the processing of staple commodities). It may noted that there is an

increase of the ground floor from 875 m2 in LM IA to 997 m2 in LM "13.'° The

decrease of storage space in LM TB is not in accordance with the increase in activities

concerned with food processing, production, and consumption. Where was the

supposed agricultural wealth stored ?

VII.2.6. The Heraklion coastal region [North Central Crete).

KNOSSOS

About nineteen houses, forming part of the Neopalatial settlement of Knossos,

have been excavated." The most serious drawbacks in the investigation of storage

are the extensive reoccupation of the site in Minoan, Historic and Modern times, the

orientation of the archaeological research within the palatial borders and the scarcity

of published evidence Fourteen houses are relevant for our purposes. The

archaeological information for the House of the High Priest (PM IV: 202-215),

House C (Hood and Taylor 1981: n.228), House Southwest of the South House

(PM II: 632-633), South West House S V-VI, the South West House S VII (PM

II: 390), Northwest Treasury House and House-Shrine (Hood 1957: 22; 1958: 19)

are incomplete.

l ° The West Building was erected in LM IA (Driessen and Sakellarakis 1997: 69, fig.6). The East
Building was probably erected in LM IB (Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 68, 75, fig. 5).

We do not include the buildings Cat.nos 18, 70, 126, 174, 184, 188, 196, 232, 239, 270, 273-275,
280, 293-294, 372, reported in the survey of Hood and Smyth (1981) because of the limited
archaeological investigation.
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DOMESTIC UNIT 13: The South House (Fig.106).

This house was built below and on the south area of the South Corridor of the

Palace (PM II: 373-390). The architectural design, the quality of construction and the

fine material remains confirm the importance of this unit. According to Evans, the

house was 'the residence of some Palace functionary with considerable interest at

Court' (ibid.: 376). The house was destroyed in LM IA and reoccupied in LM TB,

LM II and LM IIIA (Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 149-150). The re-use of the

house inevitably obscured the floor activities through LM I.

Storage

The evidence is rather limited. Only a pithos decorated with 'stamped bands in

relief showing a reticulated design with small knobs in the interstice' was found in the

inner basement room with a hoard of bronze tools (PM II: 381). Although the pithos

is not preserved, its description suggests that it was large, perhaps of Ovoid

Elongated type. Fragments of a pithos (rim and body sherds) were found in the same

room and are now kept in the KSM. 12 The pithos was Ovoid Elongated with a wide

mouth and low/without neck, dated MM III. The specimen was suitable for long-term

storage. Perhaps, the pillared rooms in the north-west and south part of the house

may have served for storage purposes. Nevertheless, there is no evidence to support

this view. The overall impression is that food storage was low.

DOMESTIC UNIT 14: The House of the Chancel Screen (Fig.107).

The house was constructed in MM IIIB/LM IA and destroyed in LM IA (PM

391-396; Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 151-152). The architectural design and the

material remains confirm its importance. There is evidence for food consumption.

Storage

Large amphorae such as these recovered in the Temple Repositories and many cups

were found in Room 9 (PM II: 395-6). They were used for transfer purposes or

short-term storage. In the same room fragments of medallion pithos/i were found.

Room 12 was identified by the excavator as a magazine (ibid.: fig. 224). There is no

1 2 K.08 South House [1-louse of Bronze Saw]; Room of Bronzes; S 1 8 . Box 1608.
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evidence for the presence of storage containers. In Room 13, an underground cellar,

a pithos was found with a LM IA ewer. It is similar to pithoi recovered at Tylissos

(ibid.: 395; Form 23). It may have been MM There is no evidence whether

pillar Room 10 served for storage purposes.

Of critical importance for the diachronic development of storage is the architectural

alteration carried out in Corridor 11. In LM IA the construction of a staircase

blocked off the south-west part of the house (DM/DB 1922.1: 21; Driessen and

Macdonald 1997: 151). Magazine 12 and Cellar 13 were out of use during the last

phase of the house. Therefore, there is a decrease in the storage space from 20.25 m2

in MM IIIB/LM IA-LM IA (10% of the ground floor) to 6 m 2 in mature LM IA (3

° 0 of the ground floor). The storage potential is low.

DOMESTIC UNIT 15: The Southeast House (Fig.108).

It is situated immediately to the east of the House of the Chancel Screen and

covers 255 m 2 (PM I: 425-427). The house seems to have been constructed in MM

IIIB/LM IA or early LM IA. Architectural alterations had been carried out during LM

IA. Reoccupation occurred in LM II and LM IIIA and LM TuB (Driessen and

Macdonald 1997: 153).

Storage

There is no evidence for storage containers or areas that may have been used as

storerooms.

The Northeast House.

The remains of a large complex were excavated close to the northeast borders of

the palace (PM II: 414-422). It is not certain whether they formed a house or were

part of a building annexed to the palace. The latter seems more likely (ef McEnroe

1979: 207). The general plan is uncertain. The excavated remains covers 837.5 m2.

The complex was built MM IIIB/LM IA transition or early LM IA (Driessen and

Macdonald 1997: 153). Rooms perhaps were later additions to the original

plan (PM II: 416). According to Driessen and Macdonald the complex was destroyed

13 The LM IA date proposed by Mackenzie is uncertain (DM/DB 1922.1: 21).
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in LM IA (1997: 154). Note however that there is no strong evidence for a LM IA

date. The pottery in KSM (Q.II) is mixed LM I-LM III.

Storage

Nine magazines were excavated and cover 132.87 m 2 . In Magazine I, two pithoi

were found and five in Magazine II (PM II: fig.240). Many fragments of pithoi were

reported in Magazines IV-VIII. Only two pithoi, however, with fine painted

decorations were published (Forms 10, 43). There are two prevalent types of pithoi

(PM II: 418). The first, dated MM III, is decorated with rope patterns and is similar

to Form 23 (CN 242). The second is the well-known class of medallion pithoi (Form

21). Fragments from both classes are now kept in KSM. 14 The pithoi had exceptional

dimensions. I5 They were very large specimens with high capacity, low

transportability, low accessibility and were suitable for long-term storage. The study

of the fragments in the KSM also reveals the presence of Conical pithoi. 16 These

pithoi are MM III or LM I. It is very difficult to estimate the exact number of pithoi

placed in this complex. Nevertheless, we suggest that Magazines I-VIII may have

housed about 62 pithoi." We may speculate that the overall storage capacity is ca

26,400 litres. There is evidence for the accumulation of large quantities of surpluses.

In conclusion the Northeast House was a storage complex annexed to the palace.

To quote Evans: 'It may, indeed, have served as a supplementary storehouse, which

would account for its exceptional size and its numerous Magazines' (PM II: 412).

This crucial observation is totally ignored in the literature on the economic status of

the Knossian palace.

The Northwest House.

This house lies west of the North Pillar Crypt and north of the northwest palace

angle (PM II: 415). The house is known for a hoard of bronze implements and a

bronze tripod cauldron. It was destroyed in LM IA. Remains of MM IIIB pithoi (no

KSM-Lapidarium, Boxes PP 5-12, 18.
15 For instance, the rim section of a pithos of the first type measure 12.7cm.xl6cm. Note also that the
body fragments of pithoi of medallion class have a thickness of 4 cm.
16 Boxes PP5 and 6.
17 This estimate is based on the floor extent, the volume of Forms 21, 23, and the patterns of internal
circulation.
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specified number) were reported. The pithoi perhaps were similar to Form 23. The

overall impression is that food storage was limited.

DOMESTIC UNIT 16: The House of the Frescoes (Fig.109).

The house covers 195.5 m2 and was destroyed in LM IA (PM II: 431-467). The

quality of artefacts and the fine fresco decorations suggest that the house belonged to

a well-to-do citizen. The LM I levels were badly disturbed during the Geometric and

Graeco-Roman periods. The pottery yields evidence for food preparation and

consumption.

Storage

There is no evidence for storage.

The Little Palace.

It is the largest house of the Knossian settlement. The complex covers 863 m 2 . It

was built in LM IA and remained in use until LM IIIAl/early IIIA2 (Hatzaki 1996).

The elaborate architectural design, the quality of construction and the artefacts

suggest that the inhabitants of this unit were eminent members of the Knossian ruling

class. The evidence from the Little Palace and its annexe the Unexplored Mansion is

dated in a period beyond the temporal framework of this study (LM II 1425-1390

BC). For many reasons however, their discussion is considered essential.

Storage

As far as storage is concerned, the extensive occupation in LM IIIA has obscured

the LM I floor activities. There is no evidence for pithoi dated LM I-LM IIIA. Only

'Palace Style Jars' dated LM III were reported. 18 They have a limited storage

capacity, high accessibility and transportability and were suitable for short-term

storage. The architectural design, however, may provide indirect insights into the

storage strategies adopted in LM I. The principal storerooms of the complex were

Rooms 28-30 and the pillar Room 36 19 in the southwest corner of the building (ibid.:

36-37). There is no evidence for the function of the two pillar rooms in the southeast

corner of the complex. The presence in one of these spaces of cists set in the floor

18 Many thanks are due to Dr. E. Hatzaki for all the information provided.
19 According to Driessen and Macdonald, the entrance of Room 36 is too narrow so the presence of
pithoi is less likely (1997: 158).
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resembles similar rooms devoted to storage purposes (cf the east Pillar Crypt in the

Knossos Palace). Thus, the floor space devoted to storage covers 88.55m2 and

represents 10% of the ground floor. The overall impression is that the food storage

was limited.

The Unexplored Mansion.

This is the only Knossian house to have received full publication (Popham 1984).

The complex was built in LM IA after the Little Palace which it adjoins, but only the

upper floor was used in LM IA, while most of the ground floor was unfinished and

unoccupied until LM II. The house was finally destroyed in the end of LM II (ibid.:

261). Strong architectural evidence suggests that the Unexplored Mansion was

related to the Little Palace. They seem to have an unified purpose (Popham 1984:

261; Hatzaki 1996: 36; Hitchcock and Preziosi 1997). Unfortunately, the excellent

documented evidence reflects the storage strategies adopted in LM II, a period out of

the chronological framework of the present study. Even so, it is worth advancing

some remarks.

Storage

It is not our concern to discuss the evidence from the LM II levels. We are limited

only to an important observation. The pithoi used during LM II, Forms 37-42, have

limited storage capacity (850-1,100 litres Mudd 1984: 178), high transportability, and

are suitable for short-term storage. These Forms were very popular in the Knossian

area since the LM IA period and were exclusively found in the houses of the Knossian

domain but not within the palace. 2° Moreover, many of the pithoi recovered in the

LM II floor deposits may be LM I. There is no evidence for large pithoi like those

found in palatial storerooms.

The evidence for storage in LM IA is exclusively architectural. A series of narrow,

parallel rooms (Room M, N, P and Q) alongside Corridor L resembles storage spaces

in other LM IA buildings. The direct communication of Corridor L with the main

entrance of the building may have facilitated the t in' and 'out' of commodities. These

areas were also the main storage unit of the LM II complex. The function of Rooms

A-D in the north side of the unit in LM IA is uncertain. Therefore, if Rooms M, N, P

20 Only one specimen was found in Magazine V CN 420.
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and Q were planned to be storerooms in LM IA, then the storage area covers 30 m2

and represents 8.6% of the total floor space.

DOMESTIC UNIT 17: The North House (SME) (Fig.110).

The substantial part of a building was excavated west of the KSM by Warren

(1980-81). The remains cover 96 m 2. The exceptional quality of pottery, most of

which is of ritual character, the fine mural decorations with religious connotations and

the cruel ritual act of sacrifice confirm the singularity of this unit (Warren 1981;1985).

It is not entirely certain whether this building was a normal dwelling or an area

devoted exclusively to religious activities. The building was destroyed by fire in LM

IB. There is evidence for food preparation and consumption, weaving and cult

activities.

Storage

The main storage area was on the upper floor above the Cult Basement Room

(Warren 1980-81: 80-85). Ten pithoi and one pitharaki were reported. Two of them

served as receptacles for ritual vessels and are not included in our discussion (ibid.:

81). Four pithoi are similar to Form 38 (CN 409-411). They have high

transportability and accessibility, low capacity and are suitable for short-term storage.

Two of them are decorated with reed motifs and were produced by the same potter

(CN 410-411). Two pithoi are similar to Form 65 (CN 725, 726). They have the

same functional attributes as the aforementioned examples. One pithos is similar to

Type J (CN 686). It is suitable for short and long-term storage. The pithos is

associated with a concentration of burned earth, edible snails, shells and child bones

(ibid.: 83). Another pithos is similar to Type Ac and is a MM III survival (CN 137).

This specimen is suitable for short and long-term storage. Lastly a small pitharaki was

used for short-term storage (ibid.: fig.24). The space devoted to storage covers ca 10

m2 and represents 10% of the upper floor. The storage capacity of pithoi recovered

in this house is ca 480 litres. The storage potential is low.

The Acropolis Houses.

Three houses, dated MM III, LM IA and LM 1B, were built over each other in the

area of the Acropolis (Catling et al. 1979). The material remains associated with these
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houses yield evidence for food processing and consumption and for weaving

activities.

Storage

Deposit F is the main floor deposit of the LM I B house (Catling et al. 1979: 44-

51). 21 Four pithoi were placed in Room 1. Two are similar to Form 59 (CN 646, 647)

while the others are similar to Form 38 (CN 412). They have high accessibility and

transportability, low/ high capacity and are suitable for short-term storage. Many

pithoi were reported in the other Deposits. They are similar to Form 59 (Deposit E:

V.212, V.213, V.214; Deposit H: V.267) and to Type Fd (c.f Form 38; Deposit H:

V.270, V.273). They have the same mechanical performance characteristics as the

aforementioned specimens. The upper part of a pithos illustrated in Catling et al.

1979: P1.11f (Deposit H) belong to a pithos of Type Ca.

In conclusion, an overall estimate of food storage is not possible for these houses.

It may be observed, however, that there is a clear preference for pithoi with high

transportability and low storage capacity.

DOMESTIC UNIT 18: Hogarth's House A (Fig. 111).

This is one of the two houses excavated by Hogarth on Gypsadhes (1899-1900a:

71-73). The house covers 194 m 2. The architectural design and the quality of

construction reflect the well-appointed character of this unit. The house was built in

MM III or early LM IA and destroyed by fire in LM IB (Driessen and Macdonald

1997: 165). Reoccupation occurred in LM II-LM III. The construction of a Roman

building in the west area of the house disturbed the earlier levels. Only a few material

remains were recovered in the floor deposit.

Storage

The information provided by Hogarth is rather scanty. Only one pithos is illustrated

in Fyfe's plan in Room 4 (ibid.: Pl.III). It may be assumed, taking into consideration

the trend to draw pithoi of large dimensions, that the specimen was similar to large

LM I pithoi (Type Ca:Form 19). The doorless Rooms 5 and 6, the narrow and

parallel Rooms 14-16, and Rooms 11-13 may have served for storage purposes

21 According to the excavators Deposit F is LM IA. Driessen and Macdonald, however, have
convincingly shown that a LM I13 date is more correct (1997: 162).
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because of their architectural design. There is no concrete evidence, however, to

confirm this.

Hood's House

A corridor and three small rooms were excavated immediately behind the west

wall of Hogarth's House A by Hood (1958: 18-19). It is not certain whether these

remains formed an independent house or were an annex to Hogarth's House A. The

building was erected in LM IA and destroyed in the same period. There is evidence

for later activities dated LM TB and LM II.

Storage

In one of the rooms pithoi were placed over a platform (ibid.: 18). One is similar

to Type Ad (CN 158). This pithos has a low capacity, high transportability and

accessibility and is suitable for short-term storage. Six other pithoi were found. They

were similar to Type Cd (CN 320), Form 37 (CN 403, 404), Form 42 (CN 424),

Form 45 (CN 434), and Type Fd (Form 38: CN 464). Their functional

characteristics are similar to the aforementioned example. Storage seems to be )ow.

Hogarth's House B

This house is built north of House A. Only the west part of the house was excavated

and covers 91 m2 (Hogarth 1899-1900a: 74-77). The house was build in LM IA and

destroyed in LM TB. There is evidence for cult activities.

Storage

There is no evidence for storage. The three Pillar Crypts of the house seems to

ierved for cultic purposes (Hood 1997: 109-111).

DOMESTIC UNIT 19: The Royal Villa (Fig. 112).

It is situated northeast of the palace and covers ca. 230 m2 . The architectural

eatures, the quality of construction, and the fine artefacts attest its importance (PM

I: 396-413). It was constructed early in LM IA and the main period of use and

lestruction is in LM IIIA1 (Popham 1970: 16-20). There is evidence for food

;onsumption.
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Storage

There is no evidence for pithoi in LM IIIA1 . Only the well-known Conical pithos

with the papyrus decoration was found close to the staircase (CN 645). The evidence

for LM I floor activities is completely erased by the later occupation. 22 But the

architectural design of the house, laid out early in LM IA, provides interesting insights

into storage Three areas may have served as storerooms: the sottoscala in the

southeast corner of the house, Room H and the Pillar Crypt. Sottoscale were

frequently used as magazines (Begg 1975: 24-26). In most cases, however, they

served for the storage of domestic utensils. The architectural layout of Room H

suggests that it was used for storage purposes (Fotou 1997: 38). Evans considered

the Pillar Crypt (Room D) as an area devoted to cult activities (PM II: 406-408;

cf Hood 1997: 106). The accomplished re-examination of the area, however, by

Fotou has convincingly shown that the room served for the processing and storage of

liquid substances (1997: 41). There is space for ten pithoi. Note that Room D is

similar to the East Pillar Crypt of the palace (without cl-iarinel iristallations) \1st-sit as a

pithos magazine in LM III (Panagiotaki 1999, in press). The space devoted to storage

covers 26 m2 and represents 11% of the ground floor. Nevertheless, the lack of

storage containers is critical.

POROS AND KATSAMBAS

About three buildings, perhaps houses, were excavated at Poros and Katsambas,

the eastern suburbs of Heraklion (Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 133). The first was

explored by Platon in the locality of Anemomili. The find of a stone throne signifies

the high social status of the owner of this house. The house was destroyed in LM TB.

Another house was excavated by Alexiou (1955: 314-320). The architectural features,

the fine fresco decorations and the imported pottery suggest that the structural

remains formed part of a wealthy Neopalatial dwelling. A pitharaki suitable for short-

term storage was found (ibid.: Pl. 11913). The house was destroyed in LM IA and one

part may have been reoccupied in LM IB-LM II. Another building, destroyed in LM

IA, was excavated in the Psychoyoudakis plot by Dimopoulou (Dimopoulou el al.

22 Only scant remains of LM IA and LM TB pottery are preserved but are irrelevant for our purposes.
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1993: 502). There is evidence for industrial activities (Dimopoulou 1997). Two other

buildings were excavated in the nearby area. None of these complexes was fully

excavated. There is not sufficient evidence about storage.

AMNISOS

The remains of a small settlement have been explored at Amnisos, east of

Heraklion, around the Palaiochora hill. Several buildings are dated to the Neopalatial

period. The well-known Villa of the Lilies has been explored in Area A (Schafer

1992). A rectangular building in Area C was used in LM IA and LM II (ibid.: 158,

224). Traces of a monumental MM II1B/LM IA building were found in the area of

the Zeus Thenatas Sanctuary (Area D) (ibid.: 159-185). In Area H the remains of a

house, now overbuilt, and parts of two small buildings were excavated (Alexiou

1964b: 439-440; Schafer 1992: 186-187). In Area E underwater remains of Minoan

buildings were examined (Schafer 1992: 189-191). The settlement of Amnisos was

destroyed in LM IA (ibid.: 341). LM 1B sherds in the west side of the hill suggest a

limited occupation during that period (Niemeier 1985: 177). Only the Villa of the

Lilies and the house in Area H are relevant for our purposes.

DOMESTIC UNIT 20: The Villa of the Lilies (Fig. 113).

This house covers ca 210 m2 . It was erected in LM IA, modified in the same

period, and finally destroyed by fire at the end of LM IA (Driessen and Macdonald

1997: 134-135). The house may have belonged to a well-to-do citizen, as the

architectural design and the fine fresco decorations confirm. Unfortunately, the house

was surprisingly empty. The few material remains yield evidence for food processing,

preparation and consumption and workshop activities (ivory workshop: Schafer 1992:

219-222).

Storage

Only one small pitharaki was found in Room 4 (ibid.: 219, PI.67). It has a very low

storage capacity. It is not certain whether the lack of material evidence is due to

taphonomic circumstances or to economic patterns. Rooms 3 and 4 may have served

for storage purposes because of their architectural design. In any case, storage was

rather limited.
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DOMESTIC UNIT 21: The House in Area H (Fig. 114).

This house, which was destroyed by fire in LM IA, covers 82 m2 . It is a rather

simple domestic unit with seven rooms (Alexiou 1964b: 439-440). The few material

remains yield evidence for food preparation and consumption, weaving and perhaps

fishing activities.

Storage

There is no evidence for food storage.

PRASA

Three houses were excavated by Platon about 1 Km. south of the village of Prasa

(1951: 246-257). They were parts of a small settlement on the road from Knossos to

Amnisos (ibid. : 257). A large part of House A is missing (ibid.: 246-257). The

house was built early in MM and destroyed in LM TB (Driessen and Macdonald 1997:

137). The material remains yield evidence for food processing and consumption

activities. There is no direct evidence for storage. No pithoi were reported. 23 In

Room A sixteen holes were carved on the floor alongside the walls. They may have

served for the placement of pithoi during MM II. These holes were out of use in LM I

and it is not certain whether Room A served for storage purposes in the Neopalatial

period (Platon 1951: 247). House F is partly excavated (ibid. : 257).

DOMESTIC UNIT 22: House B (Fig. 115).

This house covers 63 m 2 and is badly preserved (Platon 1951: 253). The house was

constructed in MM III and destroyed by earthquake and fire in LM IA. The material

remains yield evidence for food preparation and consumption activities. A stone vase

with a Linear A inscription was found (ibid.: 256).

Storage

Rims of Conical pithoi were reported. There is no evidence for their number. The

overall impression is that storage was limited.

23 It should be noted that Platon was very careful to record pithoi.
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NIROU CHANI

In the area of Vathianos Kambos, on the promontory of Hagii Theodoroi, the

remains of a large Neopalatial coastal settlement were discovered (Marinatos 1926:

141-147). Only one house was excavated by Xanthoudides in 1918-19 (1919: 63-69;

1922: 1-25).

DOMESTIC UNIT 23 (Fig. 116).

The house was constructed either in MM III or early in LM IA. It was destroyed

by fire in LM TB (Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 179). The complex was partly

modified before the final destruction (ibid.: 180). The architectural design, the quality

of construction and the quantity and quality of artefacts confirm the importance of

this unit. The material remains yield evidence for food preparation and consumption

and the storage of cult implements.

Storage

The storerooms were built alongside the north facade of the house. Pithoi were

found in Rooms 24, 25, 31, 32, but the exact number is unknown. 24 The excavator

reported ` 8EKCiSeg' of pithoi (Xanthoudides 1922: 16). Ten pithoi were placed in

Room 24 (ibid.: 16), 25 two in Room 25 and two in Room 31 (ibid.: Plan A). One

pithos was found by Platon (1947: 636). Carbonised seeds were found in one of the

pithoi (Xanthoudides 1922.. 17). In total, fifteen pithoi were housed in this comptex.

The pithoi were badly preserved. 26 They are similar to Type Ca (c.f. Form 19). The

specimens had high capacity, low accessibility and transportability and were suitable

for long-term storage. It may be noted that in Rooms 24, 25, 31 there is enough

space for another fifteen pithoi. We may speculate that the pithoi of the house

contained 7,200 litres or up to 14,400 litres (30 pithoi). The five mudbrick bins built

in the northeast area of the complex also served for storage purposes (ibid.: 9).

Carbonised beans and chickpeas were reported. They could have held ca 10,576 kg of

grain/pulses. 27 The total area devoted to food storage covers 60 m 2 and represents

24 Room 32 is uncertain (Fotou 1997: 42, fig.3).
25 In the published plan eight pithoi were show (Xanthoudides 1922: Plan A).
26 Now only scanty remains are left in situ.
27 The mud-brick compartments have a volume of 13.7 m' = 13,700 litres = 10,576 kg of
cereals/pulses.
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11% of the ground floor. The storage potential is very high and there is evidence for a

large accumulation of surpluses. Moreover, the stored surpluses could provide famine

relief for up to 80 individuals for one year.

Pithoi (30) 

SF: (60: 25: 15) C/P: 6,114 kg (7,920 1.); 0: 3,300 1.; W: 990 1.; SP: 58,409,400

kcal; LT: 19 ha PS: (10 adults) 74m.; A: high (high surpluses; famine relief).

Installations

SF: C/P: 10,576 kg; SP: 38,073,600 kcal; LT: 11 ha PS: 40 adults for one year; A:

high (high surpluses; famine relief).

VII. 2.7. The Pediada region [ North Central Crete, east part].

GALATAS

At the spot Galatiani Kephala near the modern village of Galatas the remains of a

Minoan settlement have been investigated by Rethemiotakis (1995, in press; 1996, in

press). The centre of the town was the impressive palace erected in MM III and

abandoned, perhaps by Knossian initiative, in early LM IA. This second-order polity

dominated the fertile region of Pediada. The recent discovery of an adjacent house

destroyed in LM IB implies that the settlement carried on after the abandonment of

the palace. Small parts of another house were also partly examined in the area east of

the palace.

DOMESTIC UNIT 24: House B.28

Substantial remains of a house were excavated in the area west of the palace.

Although part of the north side is still under investigation, House B can provide an

overall estimate of storage. The house was erected in LM IB and destroyed in the

same period. Pottery fragments dated LM TUB suggest late activities. 29 The

architectural design, the quality of construction, and the fine Knossian pottery confirm

the importance of this unit. The material remains yield evidence for food processing,

preparation and consumption, and weaving activities.

28 I would like to express my deepest gratitude to Dr. Rethemiotakis not only for his invitation to
participate in the archaeological exploration of this house but also for all the information provided.
29 It may be noted that these fragments were not associated with architectural remains.
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Storage

Rooms 8 and 9, which are doorless, were the principal storerooms of the house.

Three large Conical pithoi (Type I: CN 605, 606; Type J: CN 687) and one Ovoid

(Type Ac: CN 139) were housed in Room 8 with many vessels suitable for transfer

and pouring purposes. The pithoi have high accessibility, moderate transportability

and capacity and were suitable for short and long-term storage. Two of them (CN

605, 687) were analysed for organic residues but there is no evidence for the presence

of liquid contents. As we have elsewhere argued, the contextual evidence suggests

that they may have contained cereals or pulses (see p.37). 3° Two medium-sized

Piriform pithoi (partly preserved) were found in Room 9. Traces of degraded

beeswax, an indirect evidence of honey, were detected in one of them (see pp.33-34).

One partly preserved pithos (Type Ac) was recovered in Room 6. Fragments of

another (Type Ac or Type Ca) had fallen from the upper storey in the area of Room

6. Both pithoi yield evidence for the storage of honey (beeswax). Many fragments of

pithoi from the filling deposit were analysed for the presence of organic residues.

Most of them are from large Ovoid specimens with high capacity (ca 450 -500 litres),

low accessibility and low transportability. They were suitable for long-term storage. In

four of them traces of olive oil were detected and, in six other, traces of beeswax. The

storage potential of this house is moderate.

NIPIDITOS

A Neopalatial settlement, destroyed by fire in LM t, was eKacnined by Platoa in the

area of Nipiditos (1956b: 417). Dimopoulou excavated four rooms of a well-built

house at the spot Xerokambos (1986) of them served as a storeroom. Six

pithoi similar to Type Ca (e.g. CN 305, 306) were housed there. They have low

transportability and accessibility, high capacity and are suitable for long-term storage.

According to the excavator, because of the strong traces of burned earth, they may

have contained olive oil.

30 Solid commodities are not detected by gas chromatography.
31 1 am deeply grateful to Mrs. N. Dimopoulou for all the information provided.
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KASTELLI PEDIADOS

The remains of an important settlement were revealed in the area of the modern

village of Kastelli (Rethemiotakis 1992; 1997). Occupation occurred as early as EM

(Rethemiotakis 1992: 29). The LM settlement seems to have been the most important

centre in the Pediada plain after the abandonment of the palace of Galatas in LM IA.

Seven rooms of a house were excavated by Rethemiotakis (1992). The building was

destroyed by fire in LM IB. There is evidence for reoccupation in LM IIIC (1997).

The architectural design, the fine construction and the quality of the finds confirm the

importance of this unit. There is evidence for food preparation and consumption

activities. Unfortunately, archaeological investigation is limited by modern

construction. A storeroom housed four large pithoi similar to Type Ca (c.f. Form

19) (ibid.:56). These specimens have high capacity, low accessibility and

transportability and are suitable for long-term storage.

SMARI

Remains of a building, forming part of a settlement, were recovered at Smari

(Vallianou 1980; 1984: 30-34). MM and MM III-LM IA/B phases could be

identified. Fragments of pithoi were reported.

VII. 2.8. The coastal area of Malia [East-Central Crete, north part].

MALIA

The area of Malia was inhabited from the Final Neolithic onwards (Pelon et

1992). In MM a series of important semi-public buildings existed alongside the palace.

About fifteen Neopalatial houses were explored. Nevertheless, it is possible to give

estimate for only six. Before the discussion of these units we may overview the rest.

In the region of Hagia Varvara a large house, Villa A, was investigated (Demargne

and Gallet de Santerre 1953: 11-18). The extent of this house and the architectural

design confirm its importance. Room 10 served as a storeroom. Fragments of pithoi

were reported. The overall evidence is scant. A building probably a house, Building

B, was excavated in the area southwest of the palace (ibid.: 19-21). The information
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is very scant. Part of a Neopalatial building was recovered beneath Quartier Nu

(Driessen and Farnoux 1994). It is not certain whether it was a domestic unit. Little is

known about a house discovered west of the modern village of Malia (Gallet de

Santerre 1949: 382, 384).

In Quarter A two of the three domestic units were not suitable for our purposes.

House AO is a large unit (Demargne and Gallet de Santerre 1953: 48-51). It is not

certain whether it was one or two houses. The original construction is dated MM and

the house was partly modified in Neopalatial period. It was destroyed by fire in LM

TB. The architectural design and the material remains confirm its importance. There is

evidence for processing of staples. Rooms 5, 6, 7, and 8 served for storage. Room 7

contained pithoi. Unfortunately, the functional definition of the various spaces is

difficult. House Ay was abandoned in LM IB (ibid.: 52-54). There is not sufficient

evidence to define the function of the rooms. Four Neopalatial houses were excavated

in the area of Quarter A (van Effenterre 1969). The reoccupation in LM III heavily

obscured the floor activities in three of them. The Maison de la Facade a Redans

yields evidence for food processing, preparation and consumption (ibid.: 91-105). The

few LM I containers suggest short-term storage. The Neopalatial pottery published

from the Maison de la cave au Piller yields evidence for food preparation and

consumption (ibid.: 114-132). The few storage containers are suitable for short-term

storage. The LM I floor activities were totally obscured in the Maison des Vases a

Etrier (ibid.: 106-114). The fourth domestic unit, Maison Ky, is not published. In

Quartier Z three houses were excavated (Deshayes and Dessene 1959). House Zy

was occupied in MMII and LM I (ibid.: 27-38). The Neopalatial levels were badly

preserved. The house was probably destroyed by fire in LM IR Very few material

remains were reported. The excavators report that fragmentary pithoi were found in

this unit (ibid.: 41). There is no information about the number or the morphological

features. Only a fragment (rim and handle) of a pithos was published (ibid.: Pl. IX 2).

The fragment belongs to a pithos of Type J (Form 59). The closest parallel is the CN

652 (?). In Quarter E a building of exceptional dimensions, House E, was excavated

(Deshayes and Dessene 1959: 91-154). It covers 2040 m 2 . The house was constructed

early in LM IA and occupied until LM III. It is one of the most important domestic

units of the settlement of Malia. The continuous occupation of the house obscured
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the floor activities of LM I. As far as storage is concerned, the parallel rooms in the

northwest area of the complex may have served for food storage (Rooms XLII-

XLVI). Two large pithoi were found in XLIII (ibid.: 113).

The following houses are relevant for our purposes.

DOMESTIC UNIT 25: House Aa (Fig.117).

The house was destroyed by fire in the end of LM IA (Demargne and Gallet de

Santerre 1953: 43-48). Modifications to the original architectural design such as

higher floors, and blocked doors were reported. The architectural design and the

material remains confirm the importance of this unit. The pottery yields evidence for

food preparation and consumption.

Storage

The archaeological data on storage refers to the last structural phase of the house

mature LM IA). Room 12 served for storage purposes (ibid.: 44). Its location close

:o the main entrance of the house is particularly suitable for the 'in' and 'out' of

ommodities. The doorways between Rooms 8 and 10 were blocked by mudbrick

)artitions and Rooms 8 and 10 were used as storerooms. Big amphorae and jugs were

)laced alongside the east wall of Room 10 (ibid.: 47, P1.)0(3). No pithoi were

-eported. The mudbrick enclosures in the northwest corner of the house may have

;erved for storage purposes. Large amphorae, jugs, and cooking pots were found

ibid.: 47, PI.XX5). One small pithos was placed in the space of the sottoscala in

oom 11 (ibid.: PI.X)XI 3). Large vessels, probably used for short-term storage,

vere placed near Room 4 (ibid.: PI.XIX 1). In conclusion, there is no evidence for

arge pithoi suitable for long-term storage. The storage containers published in

)1.XXXI have low capacity and are suitable for short-term storage. The large jugs and

;mphorae are suitable for transfer purposes and perhaps for short-term storage.

)verall, the storage potential of the house is very low. The area devoted to such

.ctivity covers 9% of the ground floor.

)0MESTIC UNIT 26: House Za (Fig. 118).

This house was constructed in LM IA and destroyed by fire in LM 1113 (Demargne

nd Gallet de Santerre 1953: 63-100). Modifications took place before the final
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destruction (Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 189). The house covers 387 m 2 . The

architectural design and the quality of the material remains emphasise the importance

of this unit. Vessels dated LM IA and LM TB were found altogether (Demargne and

Gallet de Santerre 1953: 97-100). There is evidence for food preparation and

consumption activities.

Storage

The architectural design and the finds suggest that Rooms 26, 27, and 28 served

as storerooms (ibid.: 77). In Room 27 wine tubs were found (Kopaka and Platon

1993: 45). These magazines also served for the storage of pottery. Small storage

containers (no pithoi) suitable for short-term storage are illustrated in the publication

(ibid.: Pl. XXXIX). There is no evidence for the presence of large pithoi. Rooms 26-

28 covers 58 m2 and represents 15% of the ground floor. There is space for 16

medium-sized pithoi (capacity ca 2,880 (?)). However, the absence of pithoi is critical.

The storage potential of the house is low.

DOMESTIC UNIT 27: House Zr3 (Fig. 119).

This house was constructed in two phases and was destroyed by fire in LM IB

(Deshayes and Dessene 1959: 7-26). It covers 315 m 2 . The architectural design and

the quality of the artefacts, including many bronze finds confirm the importance of this

unit. There is evidence for food preparation and consumption and weaving activities.

The presence of an obsidian workshop has also been suggested (ibid.: 73).

Storage

Room I: three pithoi (ibid.: 14). Room II: two Conical pithoi and pitharakia 32 (ibid.:

15). Room IV: four large pithoi (ibid.: 16). Room V: pitharakia (ibid.). Room X: three

pithoi (one of them Conical) and pitharakia (ibid.: 23). One of the pithoi was filled

with plaster. In total, twelve pithoi and many pitharakia (exact number unknown)

were found. Eleven pithoi were used for food storage. The pithoi were not restored

and thus their morphological features are unknown (ibid.: 41). The area devoted to

storage covers 28.8m2 and represents 9 % of the ground floor. We may speculate that

the storage capacity was ca 2,090(+) litres.33

32 We translated the word jarre' as `pitharakia'.
33 This estimate is based on the average storage capacity (190 litres) of a typical pithos at Malia.
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SF: (70:20:10) C/P: 1,129 kg (1463 1.); 0: 418 1.; W: 209 I.; SP: 9,243,420 kcal;

LT: 4.2 ha; PS: (5 adults) 23 m. or (10 adults) 11 m.; A: moderate/low.

DOMESTIC UNIT 28: House Ea (Fig.120).

This house was constructed early in MM III and destroyed in mature LM IA (PeIon

1970: 141-163). Three architectural phases were determined. There is a decrease in

the ground floor from 175 m2 in MM IIIB (second phase) to 120 m2 in LM IA (third

phase). The LM IA phase is rather modest. There is evidence for food preparation and

consumption activities.

Storage

Second phase: Rooms 9 and 10 served as magazines. A pithos was found in Room

10 (Form 64: CN 553). The space devoted to storage covers 12.6m2 and represents

7.2 % of the ground floor.

Third phase: Rooms 9 and 10 are no longer used. A large pithos, a MA4 III survival,

was found in Room 7 (Type Gd: CN 553). The specimen was suitable for long-term

storage. Adjacent to these, Room 8 may also have served for storage. The area

devoted to storage covers 8 m 2 and represents 6.6% of the ground floor.

Overall, there is a diachronic decrease of space devoted to storage from MiM

to LM IA. Nevertheless, food storage was low in both phases.

DOMESTIC UNIT 29: The House at Hagia Varvara (Fig.121).

A house destroyed by fire in LM IB was excavated by Pelon (1966). The

archaeological remains yield evidence for food preparation, consumption and weaving

activities.

Storage

A small Conical pithos was found in Room 4 (ibid.: 572, fig.17). The main storage

area is Room 5 (ibid.: 562-564). Two large pithoi suitable for long-term storage (e.g.

CN 141) and six big amphorae and jugs suitable for short-term storage and

transfer/pouring purposes were found (ibid.: 574-576). The area devoted to storage

covers 9.37m2 and represents 7.7 % of the ground floor. The overall storage

potential is low.
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VII.2.9.The Lasithi Plateau [East-Central Crete, centre].

LASITHI

The remains of a large settlement were excavated by Dawkins at Plati (1913-14).

Unfortunately, the Neopalatial houses were obscured by the LM III settlement.

VH.2.10. The Viannos area [East-Central Crete, south].

VIANNOS AREA

Several Minoan buildings were excavated by Platon. A house was excavated at

Kefali Lazana near Chondros (Platon 1960: 283-286). The building was destroyed

by an earthquake in LM IA. The remains are badly preserved. At Tourkissa part of

a badly preserved house, destroyed in LM IA, was excavated (ibid.: 286-289). In

Room B two large pithoi and lekanai were found and in Room F four pithoi, jugs and

amphorae. The pithoi were suitable for long-term storage. There is no evidence of the

storage potential of this house. The remains of a LM I house were recovered at

Pervola (Platon 1957: 147). There is no evidence for any consideration on storage.

A MM III-LM IA building was excavated at Rousses (Platon 1957: 145-147; 1959:

207-209; Hood et al. 1964: 81-82; Gesell 1985: 134). It is not certain whether this

complex is a dwelling or a 'rural' sanctuary. The cult paraphernalia and the

exceptional storage potential, unusual for a house, make the second possibility more

feasible. The building, which was built in MM III and destroyed by fire in LM IA,

covers 80 m2. The material remains yield evidence for food preparation and

consumption and cult activities. The storage potential of this building is exceptional.

Rooms A 1 , A2, and A3 were found totally packed with pithoi, amphorae, jugs and

four hundred conical cups. About 28 pithoi, most Ovoid and Piriform in shape, are

reported. 80% are suitable for long-term storage.
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VII.2.11. The Myrtos region [East Crete - west part, south].

MYRTOS-PYRGOS

On the steep hill east of the village of Myrtos, part of a settlement was excavated

by Cadogan (1977-78). Occupation is dated from EM onwards. In LM I an eminent

building was constructed on the top of the hill.

DOMESTIC UNIT 30 (Fig.122).

The complex covers ca 884.5 m2 (Cadogan 1977-78; 1997). The house was built in

LM IA and burned down in LM TB. According to the excavator, the final destruction

was due to human action. Three architectural phases have been isolated (Driessen and

Macdonald 1997: 218). The house's position on the top of the hill, the architectural

design and the high quality of the artefactual evidence, including written documents in

Linear A, emphasises the high social position of its owner. There is evidence for food

preparation and consumption, weaving, record-keeping and cult activities.

Storage

The main storerooms were Rooms 8 and 9 (Cadogan 1977-78: 77, 79). Nine pithoi

were reported (ibid.: fig.30). Organic remains of barley, bitter vetch, and Celtic beans

were found. The pithoi are similar to Type Fd (CN 479; Form 30: CN 362; Form

31: CN 372-376; Form 35: CN: 393). CN 375, 376, 393 have a high capacity,

low/moderate transportability and low accessibility and are suitable for long-term

storage. CN 362, 372, 373, 374, 375 have a medium capacity and transportability

and are suitable for short and long-term storage. We may speculate that the overall

capacity is ca 1,330 litres. The area devoted to storage covers 50.4 m2 and represents

only 5.6°0 of the ground floor. The overall storage potential of this unit is moderate.

There is no evidence for the accumulation of surplus.

SF: (70:20:10) C/P: 718 kg ( 9311.); 0: 266 1.; W: 133 1.; SP: 5,883,175 kcal; LT:

2.8 ha; PS: (5 adults)16 m. or (10 adults) 8m.; A: moderate/low.
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VII.2.12. The region of the isthmus of Ierapetra [East Crete-central part].

GO URNIA

The site of Gournia, in the north part of the isthmus of Ierapetra, was first occupied

in EM. The main part of the settlement is Neopalatial (Fig. 123). Reoccupation

occurred in LM III. The centre of the settlement was the small palatial building. As

far as our study is concerned, Gournia could be a good case for investigation of the

inter-settlement variations in subsistence potential. Nevertheless, the main drawback

stems from the lack of published evidence (Boyd Hawes et al. 1908). One source of

information is the detailed notebooks of the excavator. Unfortunately, the

consultation of Boyd Hawe's archive, now kept in the University of Pennsylvania

Museum, was not possible for the present author. The gap was partly filled by Fotou's

re-examination of the site based on the aforementioned notebooks (1993).34

About 70 houses were excavated in the town and three in the suburbs (Fotou

1993). 35 The architectural design, the quantity and quality of artefacts, the excavation

information, and the preservation of the architectural complexes varied from 'house to

house. In most cases the material remains yield evidence for food preparation and

consumption. The wine-press installations, 36 the stone basins, 37 and the millstones

suggest that processing of staple commodities was an important domestic occupation.

Moreover, there is plenty of evidence for workshop activities (e.g. Boyd Hawes et a).

1908: 33-34). Food storage was limited. No more than four pithoi were reported from

most houses. The few exceptions will be discussed below. It may be noted that in

many cases there is no evidence for the presence of storage containers. It is not

certain whether this is due to the formation process of the archaeological record or

whether it reflects patterns of economic behaviour. Negligence of the excavator may

be excluded as Boyd Hawes was very careful to report storage containers. The

information about the morphological features of pithoi is scant. 38 Some pithoi were

published by Boyd Hawes et al. (1908: Pls. I, IV,VI, VIII, IX, K). Large pithoi like

34 The discussion on Gournia is mainly based on the study of Fotou (1993).
35 Four of them were reoccupied in LM III and are not included in our study (Houses Eh, Ei, Ej, He
Boyd Hawes eta! 1908: 23).
36 Houses Ac, Db, Dd, Fj (Fotou 1993: 60-1,74,75, 90-1, Pl. XXXI).
37 Houses Ab, Ad, Ba, Bc, Cc, Ck, Eb, Fe, Fi, Fj, (ibid.: 59, 61, 63, 64, 66, 70, 79, 88,89-90,90).
38 Boyd Hawes usually used the term `pithari' or `pitharia' without details about their morphology.
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those illustrated in Pl. I nos. 29 and 30 are rare. They have considerable capacity, low

transportability and were suitable for long-term storage. Note that most of the large

pithoi suitable for long-term storage from Gournia were recovered within the 'palace'

(see p.121). The rest are Piriform/Ovoid pitharakia (ibid.: Pls. IV,VI, VIII, IX, K).

They have high accessibility and transportability, limited storage capacity and were

suitable for short-term storage. In conclusion, storage potential of most houses was

limited. There is no evidence for the accumulation of surplus.

Five houses are particularly relevant for our purposes as they provide a more

complete view of their storage strategies.39

DOMESTIC UNIT 31: HOUSE Ac (Spaces 16-21) and constructions annexed
to the SE (Fig. 124).

This is the first of the two houses published by Boyd Hawes et al. (1908: 22; cf.

Fotou 1993: 60-61). It was constructed in Quarter A at the north part of the

settlement. It covers 130 m2 . The house was destroyed in LM IB. There is evidence

for staple processing, preparation and consumption.

Storage

One pithos similar to Boyd Hawes et al. 1908: PH no.30 was found in Room 16

with amphorae, cups and jugs. This specimen has a high capacity, low transportability

and is suitable for long-term storage. The notebooks Ttp0q more storage, vesseCs

(unknown morphological features and number) and organic remains of seeds (Fotou

1993: 61). One small pitharaki similar to Boyd Hawes et al. 1908: NJ no.27 was

found in Room 19. In Room 21 a wine-press installation was constructed. The area

devoted to storage covers 24 m2 and represents 16°0 of the ground floor. The storage

potential is limited.

DOMESTIC UNIT 32: HOUSE Bb (Spaces 7-11) (Fig.125).

This small house, which was destroyed in LM IB, was constructed in Quarter B at

the easternmost part of the settlement (Fotou 1993: 64). It covers 40 m 2 . There is

evidence for staple processing, preparation and consumption, and workshop

activities.

39 Our description follows the nomenclature of Fotou. Boyd Hawe's area designations are given in
brackets.
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Storage

Two pithoi, two amphorae and a jug were found in Room 8. A pithos and a vat

were found in Room 9. The pithoi were placed in areas not exclusively devoted to

food storage. In Boyd Hawe's plan a pithos is shown in Room 10. No mention of this

specimen is made in the notebooks. There is no information about the mechanical

performance characteristics of the pithoi. The total storage potential of the unit is

limited.

DOMESTIC UNIT 33: HOUSE Ec (Spaces 16-23) (Fig.126).

This house, destroyed in LM I B, covers 103 m 2 and was constructed in Quarter

E at the westernmost part of the town (Fotou 1993: 79-80). The information provided

by the notebooks is quite satisfactory. There is evidence for food preparation and

consumption. The stone basin in Room 22 suggests the processing of staple

commodities.

Storage

Many pithoi were found in this house. Not by chance was it called 'the Pithzsi

Suite'. Room 16 housed six pithoi. In Room 18 two pithoi were found and one in

Room 21. A small pitharaki was published by Boyd Hawes but there is no evidence

about the find spot (1908: VI no.38). In total, the house held nine pithoi and one

pitharaki. There is no information about their mechanical performance characteristics.

Room 16 was the main storerooms of the house. Rooms 18 and 21 may have also

served for other purposes. The area devoted to storage represents 22% of the ground

floor. The overall storage potential seems considerable.

DOMESTIC UNIT 34: HOUSE Fd and Spaces adjacent to the North
(Spaces F13-18,19(?), 20 and F21-22)(Fig.124).

This house covers 130 m2 and was constructed in Quarter F at the north side of

the hill (Boyd Hawes eta!. 1908: 22-23; Fotou 1993: 87). It was destroyed in LM IB.

There is evidence for food preparation and consumption, weaving and workshop

activities (bronze tools). The large quantity of bronze tools is considered evidence of

a sudden destruction (Boyd Hawes eta!. 1908: 23).
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Storage

In Room 14, the main hall of the house, a very small pitharaki (similar to Boyd

Hawes et. al 1908: PH n.27) and jugs were placed over a platform in the west side of

the room. Another storage container (no information about its morphological

features) was found. In Room 13 a large pithos (similar to ibid.: Pl. I no.30) was

placed in the south-east corner. The pithos had a high capacity, low transportability

and was suitable for long-term storage. The cover of a pithos was also found in the

same area. In Room 18 two fragmentary storage jars (no information about their

morphological features) and a very small pitharaki (similar to ibid.: Pl. I n.27) were

found. As far as architecture is concerned the doorless Room 17 may have served for

storage purposes. There is no evidence for rooms devoted exclusively to storage

purposes. The overall storage potential of the house is limited.

DOMESTIC UNIT 35: HOUSE Fe (Spaces 23-28) (Fig. 124).

Adjacent to the previous house was erected House Fe (Fotou 1993: 88). It covers

ca 150 m2. The house was destroyed in LM D3. There is evidence for food

preparation and consumption and the processing of staple commodities.

Storage

Room 24 housed one pithos and four pitharakia. On the town plan in Boyd Hawes

et al. 1908, two pithoi were shown (cf. also Fotou 1993: PZ.XXX). Amphorae and

jugs were reported from the same area. In Room 28 one pithos was found. Organic

remains of seeds were reported. There is no evidence about the morphological

features of the storage containers. The storage potential of the house is limited.

VASILIKI

The settlement of Vasiliki was extensively inhabited in EM but from the close of

that period occupation diminished. Only three Neopalatial houses were reported by

Seager (1904-05: 207, 209; 1906-07: 113,124) and were re-examined by Zois.

Houses N and M were abandoned in LM IA (Zois 1972: 291-301; Zois 1976b: 65-

66) while Building K, perhaps a house, was in use until LM TB (Zois 1976a: 198-

199; Mountjoy 1984: 196). The architectural remains were partly preserved and
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Seager's excavation reports were scant. No storage containers were reported by

Seager or Zois. In Room 3 of House M, Zois noted carved holes in the floor (Zois

1972: PI.250). Perhaps, they were used for the placement of pithoi. The evidence

from Vasiliki is not useful for our purposes.

PSEIRA

The Neopalatial settlement on the island of Pseira was extensively excavated by

Seager and recently re-excavated by Betancourt and Davaras. The island was already

settled in EM (Seager 1910: 9). The town, however, was constructed early in LM IA

and abandoned/ destroyed in LM IB. The scant information from Seager's

investigation and the post-Neopalatial occupation of the site are the principal

drawbacks to our investigation. The re-publication of Seagers' excavations by

Betancourt and Davaras has succeeded in clarifying the history of the settlement

(Betancourt and Davaras 1995). There were about 60 individual buildings and most of

them seem to have been houses (Tomlinson 1995-96: 47). Only five of them provide

relative estimates on storage. The evidence from the rest is limited. It is uncertain

whether the lack of information about storage is due to the archaeological

investigation or reflects the economic activities adopted by the Neopalatial

households. House AA [Seager's House A] was constructed in LM IA or slightly

earlier and destroyed/abandoned in LM M .Seager 1910: 13,24; Bet-as\conyt and

Davaras 1995: 15-23). Only the rooms of the lower terrace are preserved today. The

house covers 160 m2 . Unfortunately, there is no information on the function of

specific rooms. There is no evidence for storage. 014 in Room AAI2 some siletds

jars (probably small pithoi) were reported (Betancourt and Davaras 3995: 233.

Building AP: The Building of the Basement Staircase: This house covers 136 m2

and was destroyed/abandoned in LM IB (ibid.: 61-65). In Room AP3 were found

sherds of containers probably used for storage purposes (ibid.: 64). The storage area -

if Room AP3 was a storeroom - covers 19 m 2 and represents 14% of the ground

floor. Nevertheless, the evidence is very scant. Building AN: Only the general

outline is preserved (ibid.: 67-72). The house covers 130 m 2 . There is no evidence for

domestic activities. It is not certain whether Building BC (The House of the Pillar

Partition) is a domestic unit (Floyd 1996: 339).
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There is no evidence for storage. The information from Houses BG [L3], BNW

[G7], BH [J.3] is very scant. The final publication by Betancourt and Davaras will

provide more evidence relevant to our purposes. Very little is published from House

AFN (French 1991-92: 68-69). The quality of construction and the artefactual

evidence confirms the importance of this unit. There is evidence for food preparation

and consumption and cult activities. As far as the storage is concerned 11 pithoi (no

information for their morphological features) had fallen from the upper floor in the

area of Rooms AF7 and AF8 (Floyd 1995: 40). Some sherds were burned. In

association with these pithoi were found two pithos' fragments inscribed with Linear

A signs (ibid.). The fragment PS 4370 belongs to a large Piriform pithos while the

fragments PS 4163 to a medium-sized Ovoid or Piriform specimen. Food storage was

considerable.

DOMESTIC UNIT 36: Building AB [Seager's House Bj (Fig.128).

This house covers 315 m 2 (Seager 1910: 14-15, 24-27, 37-38; Betancourt and

Davaras 1995: 25-50). It was destroyed in LM IB, by warfare according to Hood

(1985). The quality of the artefacts suggests that the house was the 'residence of a

wealthy citizen' (Seager 1910: 14). There is evidence for food preparation and

consumption but not for cult activities (Betancourt and Davaras 1995: 49) as has been

proposed by the excavator and many others.

Storage

In Room AB4 the pithos with the `bucranium' was found plus thirty-eight sherds of

large closed shapes (coarse fabric) that may suggest the presence of storage

containers (Betancourt and Davaras 1995: 35-36; CN 489-, Fig. 104). If Room AB4

was the main storeroom of the house, then 8.4 m 2 was devoted to storage and

represents 2.6% of the ground floor. The storage potential is low.

DOMESTIC UNIT 37: Building AM, the House of the three Buttresses
(Fig. 129).

This house covers 130 m2 (Seager 1910: 15; Betancourt and Davaras 1995: 73-87).

It was built in LM IA and abandoned in LM IB. The architectural remains are well

preserved. The material remains yield evidence for food preparation and consumption

activities.
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Storage

There is no direct evidence for storage. In Room AM5 the fragments of ajar and a

basin were found (Betancourt and Davaras 1995: 80). In Room AM8 sherds from

coarse and large undiagnostic vessels were found (ibid.). Storage seems to have been

a limited domestic activity.

DOMESTIC UNIT 38: Building AD North. The Corridor Basement (Fig. 130).

This house is located at the northern limits of Block AD, directly south of Building

AM (Seager 1910: 15-16; 23, 27-29; Betancourt and Davaras 1995: 89-101). It

covers 115 m2 . The pottery yields evidence for food preparation and consumption.

There is no evidence for religious activities as supposed by Platon (Betancourt and

Davaras 1995: 101).

Storage

Room AD 11: sherds of storage containers (ibid.: 94). Room AD 14 4°: nine pithoi

were placed in a row on the west side of the room, on both sides of the doorway

(Seager 1910: 15-16; Betancourt and Davaras 1995: 94-95). Two of them are the

well-known pithoi with the net-spiral decoration CN 428, 429 (Pls 84, 85). The

morphological features of the rest are unknown. Nevertheless, they seem to be

suitable for long-term storage. Room AD 16: few sherds of a jar (small pithos) and a

pithos (Betancourt and Davaras 1995: 95). The area devoted to storage covers 7.5 m2

and represents 6.5°0 of the total ground floor. The storage potential seems to have

been limited (ca 1,000 litres ?).

DOMESTIC UNIT 39: Buik/ing All Centre, The liouse af the Foreigt Pattec-y,
(Fig. 131).

This house, one of the best preserved of the settlement, covers 225 m 2 and was

abandoned in LM IB (Seager 1910: 15-16; Betancourt and Davaras 1995: 105-138).

LM III sherds indicate later activities. The large quantity of foreign pottery suggests

that the owner of the house played a role in 'the receipt, storage, or transhipment of

pottery and/or commodities transported in pottery' (Betancourt and Davaras 1995:

138). There is evidence for food preparation and consumption.

40
Seager's Room 5.
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Storage

There is no information on storage containers. Only the rim and the base of a jar

(perhaps a small pithos) were found in Space AD1 (ibid.: 108-9). The rim of a jar was

also found in Room AD2 (ibid.: 111). Storage seems to have been limited.

DOMESTIC UNIT 40: The Plateia House (Fig.132).

This house was extensively studied by Floyd (1996). Her work is the best

microscopic study of a single house in Minoan literature. The house was abandoned

in LM TB. The architectural design and the material evidence suggest that the owner

of the house was an important member of the Neopalatial society of Pseira (ibid.:

366). The accomplished study of the material remains yields evidence for food

preparation, processing, and consumption, weaving, workshop and cult activities.

Storage

There is no evidence on food storage.

MOCHLOS

The Neopalatial settlement on the island of Mochlos was briefly explored by Seager

and recently re-excavated by Soles and Davaras (Fig. 133). About 12 domestic units

were explored in Blocks A, B, C, and D by Seager (1909). Seager's excavation

procedures, the lack of published reports, and the extensive reoccupation of the site in

LM III and Historic periods are the principal drawbacks in Dur ')DvasY),gal3Dn. P5)))62

were completely absent in House A (ibid.: 278-281), House B (ibid.: 281-283),

House C (ibid.: 288), House D1 (ibid.: 288; Soles and Davaras 1992: 441-2), House

D4 (Soles and Davaras 1994: 411). It is not certain whether the absence of storage

containers is due to Seager's disinterest in coarse pottery or reflects the patterns of

economic behaviour. Only one house yields information relevant to our purposes.

DOMESTIC UNIT 41: House D3 (Fig.134).

This house was explored by Seager (1909: 293-303) and re-explored by Soles and

Davaras (1994: 439). It was destroyed by fire in LM IB. The LM TB destruction was

of unusual violence (Seager 1909: 294). Roman activities disturbed the LM IB levels.
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The house covers 450m 2 . The architectural design and the quality of artefacts confirm

the importance of this unit. There is evidence for food preparation and consumption.

Storage

Room 11: a Piriform pithos of the so-called 'Palace style Jar' class (ibid.: 299,

fig.19). Room 12: one pithos (ibid.: 299). Room 13: one pithos (ibid.: 299). Room

14: two painted pithoi (one is the CN 694) and two others without decoration (ibid.:

299-300). According to the excavator the strong traces of burning suggest that they

may have contained olive oil (ibid.: 300). In total, seven pithoi were found. They

have high transportability and accessibility and low capacity. They were suitable for

short-term storage. The area devoted to storage covers 7.83m 2 and represents 1.74 %

of the ground floor. The storage potential is low.

The recent excavations, still in progress, by Soles and Davaras have substantially

contributed to our better understanding of the settlement. Seven domestic units,

destroyed in LM IB, have been explored so far. House Cl is partly preserved

(Seager 1909: 284; Soles and Davaras 1992: 434-439). The Roman and Byzantine

occupation obscured the LM IB floor activities. There is no evidence for storage. A

substantial part of House C 2 was excavated (Soles and Davaras 1994: 396-404). It

was destroyed in LM IB but earlier levels still have to be excavated There are at least

three phases dated LM IB. The material remains yield evidence for food preparation

and consumption and workshop activities. Three different floors were found in Room

2. The first ground floor yields fragments of a large pithos (P124; ibid.: 398). There

is no evidence for storage containers in other rooms of the house. Little is excavated

from House C4 (Soles and Davaras 1994: 400). In one room two large pithoi were

found. House C 6 is partly explored. The LM IB levels were disturbed by later

activities (Soles and Davaras 1996: 198-199). Only two rooms were excavated and

they served for storage purposes. Rooms 1.1 and 1.2 respectively yield four (P 820,

1101, 1109, 1112) and three (P 1108, 1110,1114) pithoi. A Piriform jar (P1098) was

found in Room 1.2. There is no published information for the mechanical performance

characteristics. House C7 was partly excavated (1996: 198-202). The house has two

phases both LM IB. Phase I: Room 2: four large pithoi were buried below the floor

level in a row against the south wall. The specimens seem to be suitable for long-term
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storage. Phase II: Four pithoi (P 868, 869, 871, 895), a large stirrup jar, four large

jugs, and a bronze foundry were found (Fig. 135). In this room a special installation is

described by the excavators: 'At the northeast corner, a stone channel was built into

the wall above the floor level; a flat terracotta drain (C 259) may have been used in

conjunction with this channel to feed liquids, oil or wine, into the various storage jars

from another room to the north' (ibid.: 201). The pithoi were similar to Type Fd and

have low capacity, high accessibility and high transportability.

DOMESTIC UNIT 42: House C3 (Figs 136, 137).

This house covers ca 120 m 2 and has two phases, both LM LB (Soles and Davaras

1994: 400-404; 1996: 194-198). House C3 was a wealthy unit as the architectural

design and the quality of the artefacts confirm. The material remains yield evidence for

food preparation and production.

Storage

Rooms 1, 2, and 3 are the main storage areas of this house. In Room 1 eight pithoi

were found (Sole and Davaras 1994: P1.93 b,c,d; CN 493-497; Fig. 137). They are

similar to Type Fd (Forms 37-38) and have a low storage capacity. Two other pithoi

had fallen in Room 1 from the upper floor. In Room 2 two pithoi were found (ibid.:

PI.95a; CN 491, 492; Fig. 137). They are similar to Type Fd (Forms 37-33). In

Room 3, four pithoi were found. In total, sixteen pithoi were reported from House

C3. They have a high transportability and accessibility and a tow/medium capacity.

We may speculate that they contained ca 800 litres. The space devoted to storage

varies. In the first phase it covers 75111 2 and represents 63% of the ground floor. In the

second phase it decrease to 56 m 2 and to 46°0 of the ground floot. The. skovac,s,e

potential of the pithoi is low, but because of the extensive area devoted to storage we

may assume the use of perishable storage containers.

SF: (70:20:10) C/P: 432 kg (560 1.); 0: 160 1.; W: 801.; SP: 3,538,752 kcal; LT: 1.6

ha; PS: (5 adults) 9 m.; A: low.

DOMESTIC UNIT 43: Building B2 (Fig.138).

This house covers 405 m 2 (Soles and Davaras 1994: 405-411; 1996: 184-194).

The LM TB levels were disturbed in Hellenistic times. The quality of the artefacts
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confirm the importance of this house. There is evidence for food preparation and

consumption, workshop, and cult activities

Storage

Room 1.1, a pillared crypt magazine: seven pithoi (P 778, 779, 783-787; idem.

1996: 189). Room 2.1: two pithoi ( P 763, 764; ibid.). Room 1.4: three buried pithoi

(ibid.: 193). In total, twelve pithoi were found. We may speculate that the overall

storage capacity is ca 1,200 litres.'" The house had a low storage potential and the

area devoted to storage covers 106 m 2 and represents 26% of the ground floor.

Because of the size of the area devoted to storage we may speculate the use of

perishable storage containers.

SF: (70:20:10) C/P: 648 kg (840 1.); 0: 240 1.; W: 80 1.; SP: 5,306,400 kcal; LT: 2.8

ha; PS: (5 adults) 13 m.; A: low (pithoi)/moderate (pithoi and perishable containers).

On the opposite mainland, near the Limanari road, two LM IB buildings were

excavated. Building B seems to have been a workshop installation and not a house

(Soles and Davaras 1994: 420-426; 1996: 205-206). The principal activities were

stone-vase and, especially, pottery manufacture. In Room 8 five storage vessels were

found. They may have served for the storage of clay and/or water used in the

adjacent pottery workshop (idem. 1994: 421-2).

DOMESTIC UNIT 44: Building A (Fig.139).

This house covers 150 m2 (Soles and Davaras 1994: 412-420; 1996: 202-204).

There is evidence for food preparation and consumption, weaving, metalworking, and

cult activities.

Storage

Room 1: two pitharakia one of them inscribed in Linear A (P 461 and P 511; idem.

1994.: 417). Room 4: five large storage vessels (P 498: entirely preserved and four in

fragments P 768, 774, 776, 777; ibid.:415). Room 7: one large painted storage jar (P

94; ibid.: 415). The doorless Room 2 served for food preparation and processing and

perhaps for food storage (ibid.: 417, 419). No pithoi were found. The storage

41 This is a working hypothesis. We have not studied the pithoi from this house. Nevertheless
because most of the pithoi used in the settlement of Mochlos have a average storage potential of no
more than 100 litres we used this estimate in our calculation.
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capacity of the containers is low. The area devoted to storage covers 31.3 m 2 and

represents 20% of the ground floor. Because of the size of the area devoted to

storage we may also speculate the use of perishable storage containers. The storage

potential seems limited.

DOMESTIC UNIT 45 : Chalinomouri (Fig.140).

This house covers 115.5 m 2 (Soles and Davaras 1994: 427-428; 1996: 207-210). It

was built in LM IB and re-used in LM III. The LM I layers were well preserved.

There is evidence for food preparation and consumption.

Storage

Two pithoi were found in Room 1 (P 1195, P 1196; idem. 1994: 428). In Room 2

three pitharakia were placed in the west wall (P 750, P 751, P 757) and four

pitharakia (one with a incised lily P 474, P 476, P 491, P 1010) and a large amphora

with traces of wine resins (P 97; ibid.: 428) in the northeast corner of the room. The

storage containers in this room were buried beneath floor level probably to keep their

content cool. One pithos was found in Room 3 (kitchen; idem. 1996: 210). Two

piriform jars decorated with lilies, incised in the clay (P 1243) or applied in relief (P

1242) were found in Room 5 (idem. 1994: 205). In total ten small pithoi were housed

in this unit. The pitharakia and pithoi are similar to Type Fd (c.f. Form 37-38). They

have a high transportability and accessibility and low capacity. We may speculate that

the pithoi and pitharakia contained no more than 500 litres. The floor space devoted

to storage covers 20.72 m 2 and represents 18% of the ground floor. The storage

potential is low (even if we speculate the use of perishable storage containers).

VII.2.13. The Sitia region [East Crete- east part, north].

PETRAS

The coastal settlement of Petras was the main polity in the region of Sitia

(Tsipopoulou 1996; Tsipopoulou and Papakostopoulou 1997). The area was

extensively occupied from EM onwards. Two domestic units and the palatial building

have been excavated so far (Tsipopoulou 1992-94: 344-358; Tsipopoulou and
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Hallager 1996; Tsipopoulou and Papakostopoulou 1997). The houses were located

north of the palace.

DOMESTIC UNIT 46: House A (Fig. 141).

This house was built in MM III and destroyed in LM IA (Tsipopoulou 1990;

Tsipopoulou and Papakostopoulou 1997). The material remains yield evidence for

food processing, preparation and consumption.

Storage

Six pithoi were found in this house (Tsipopoulou and Papakostopoulou 1997: 208).

Room A: two pithoi served as collectors to a wine-press installation (Tsipopoulou

1990: 316; Kopaka and Platon 1993: 52). Room M: a large pithos. There is no

information about the exact location of the other three specimens. The house has a

very low storage potential. The high percentage of pottery suitable for transfer and

pouring purposes and the low storage potential suggests movement and long-term

storage of the processed liquids elsewhere.

DOMESTIC UNIT 47: House B (Fig.142).

This house covers ca. 250 m 2 (Tsipopoulou and Hallager 1996: 9-11). It was built

in MM III, used and destroyed in LM IA, and re-used in LM IB. Textile production

was the principal domestic activity. Installations for washing, dying and weaving wool

were found in many rooms. The pottery also suggests food preparation and

consumption.

Storage

Room K: three pithoi (ibid.: 11; Tsipopoulou and Papakostopoulou 1997: 208).

Room E: a 'Palace Style Jar' (Tsipopoulou and Hallager 1996: fig.7e). The storage

potential of this house is very low.

KLIMATARIA-MANARES

Part of a house was excavated by Platon on the road between Sitia and Piskokefalo

(1952: 636-638; 1953: 288-291; 1954a: 361-363). The house was extensively

destroyed by road construction. It was erected on three levels accessible via high

staircases. The occupation is dated MM III-LM IA. The architectural design and the
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spatial position confirm the importance of this unit. There is not sufficient

information for an overall estimate of storage. Eight pithoi were found in Rooms A,

B, II. They seem to be large specimens suitable for long-term storage.

ACHLAD IA

The remains of a small settlement were examined by Platon (1952: 646-647;

1959: 210-217) and further re-explored by Tsipopoulou and Vagnetti (1995). Three

domestic units were isolated but only one was fully explored (Platon 1952: 646-647;

1959: 210-217; L. Platon 1997; Tsipopoulou and Vagnetti 1995: 33-35).42

DOMESTIC UNIT 48: House A (Fig.143).

This house covers 270 m2. According to the excavator the house was constructed

in MM IIIA and destroyed by earthquake in LM IA (Platon 1959: 212; cf

Tsipopoulou 1991: 116; Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 225). The recent re-

examination of the pottery by L. Platon seems to suggests a construction in late LM

IA and a final destruction in LM TB (L.Platon 1997: 195). Nevertheless, we are not

fully convinced about the LM IB date. 43 The house, which has a careful architectural

design, shows evidence for adaptations in the architectural plan such as the closing of

doors (L. Platon 1997: 190-9, fig.11). There is evidence for food preparation and

consumption.

Storage

Room B: three pithoi. The first (Type Gd:CN 556) has a high capacity, low

transportability and accessibility. It is suitable for long-term storage. The others (one

of them is the CN 517) have a low capacity, high transportability and accessibility are

suitable for short-term storage. Room F: one pithos (Type Gd: CN 557) with the

same functional attributes of CN 556; fragments of another pithos Room E: two small

pithrakia (on of them is the CN 500). Room A: a part of a small pithos (CN 526).

Room M: two pithoi and a small pitharaki. It may be noted that the storage

containers were placed in areas not exclusively devoted to storage purposes. Room E,

where the largest concentration of pottery was found, was a kitchen, while Rooms M

42 According to L. Platon House B was an annex to House A (1997:189).
43 The jug in fig. 16, on which L. Platon based his LM 113 date, may be LM IA as well
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and B were the main residential areas of the house. It is not certain however, as L.

Platon suggests, whether or not the closing of polithyra (in rooms M and B)

corresponds to a functional change from residential to storage (1997: 193).

Ethnographic correlates show that storage and food preparation may occur in

residential areas. In total, House A yields evidence for two large pithoi, five small

pithoi and four pitharakia. The overall storage capacity is ca 1,005 litres.

SF: (70:20:10) C/P: 543 kg (703 1.); 0: 201 1.; W: 100 1.; SP: 4,445,190 kcal; LT: 2

ha PS: (5 adults) 11 m.; A: low.

ZOU

A large house, forming part of a settlement (Tsipopoulou and Papakostopoulou

1997: 210) was excavated by Platon (1955: 288-293; 1956a: 232-239). The west part

of the building was destroyed by road construction. It was assumed that the house

was destroyed by earthquake in LM IA (Platon 1956a: 239). The material remains

yield evidence for activities concerned with food processing, preparation and

consumption, weaving, and pottery making. As far as storage is concerned it is not

possible to arrive at an overall estimate because of the missing west part of the

complex. In Room Z, perhaps a cooking area, two small pithoi were placed. In

Rooms A, E, and 0 large fragments of pithoi were found. Room 0 was a cooking

area.

TOURTOULOI-PROFITIS ILIAS

Part of a Neopalatial settlement was explored by Platon (Platon 1960: 294; cf

Tsipopoulou and Papacostopoulou 1997: 210). A large complex, constructed on two

terraces, has been excavated (Platon 1960: 295-300; L.Platon 1997). It is not certain

whether the complex consisted of more than a single house. According to the

excavator, the building is a uniform unit. By studying the spatial distribution of finds,

L. Platon supported the idea of a single dwelling (1997: 200-201). The arguments,

however, advanced by L. Platon are not fully convincing. Tsipopoulou and

Papacostopoulou rightly pointed out that the architectural differences between the

complex located on the upper terrace and that on the lower terrace are in favour of

the designation as two houses (1997: 206). Both houses were destroyed in LM IB and
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not in LM IA as was originally thought (L. Platon 1997: 198). House B 44 is badly

preserved (Platon 1960: 295-298). The north area is disturbed by an Early Christian

cemetery. In Room A one pithos was found. In the chamber cut in the rock west of

Room A sherds of a small pithos were reported (ibid.: 295). The latter room served as

a kitchen. A small pitharaki was found. Room F had a wine-press installation (ibid.:

297; Kopaka and Platon 1993: 52). The lower part of an unfinished pithos CN 739, a

small globular pithos and cups were found. The storage containers have low capacity

and were suitable for short-term storage. Storerooms, however, may have existed in

another part of the house.

DOMESTIC UNIT 49: House A 45 (Fig. 144).

This house covers 204 m 2 (Platon 1960: 297-300). House A differs from House B

in the quality of construction and the architectural design. The material remains yield

evidence for staple processing, food preparation and consumption, and weaving

activities.

Storage

Two medium-size pithoi were found in Rooms A' and Q (ibid.: 299). Three pithoi

were found in Room 'I' (ibid.: 299). The millstones and the wine-tub (Kopaka and

Platon 1993: 52) suggest that this room served for the processing of staple

commodities. Room B 1 was used for the same purpose with a tub in the northeast

corner (ibid.). Four pithoi stood in this space (Platon 1960: 300). One pithos was

found in Room X (ibid.: Plan A). In total twelve medium-sized pithoi were found in

this house. The overall storage potential is ca 2,100 litres. The wine-tubs suggest that

production of wine was an important domestic activity. If we take into consideration

that not all the pithoi of this house were used for the storage of wine then the storage

volume devoted to such a commodity (perhaps 420 1.) is very low. This may suggest

that wine was stored elsewhere.

SF: (70:10:20) C/P: 1,134 kg (1,470 1.); 0: 210 1.; W: 420 I.; SP: 11,682,300 kcal;

LT: 5.2 ha PS: (5 adults) 29 m. or (10 adults) 14 m.; A: high/moderate.

44 Rooms A, B, Ba, F, E, Z, H, and 0.
45 Rooms A, M, N, E, 0, P, E, Ea, (1), X, tP, O., T, Y, A', B 1 , Fl
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SFAKIA

Part of a small house was explored by Platon (1955: 296-297). Only some cultic

paraphernalia and one pithos were reported.

SIKIA

Parts of houses, destroyed in LM I, were excavated by Platon (1954b: 512). The

material remains yield evidence for storage and weaving activities. There is no

information for an overall estimate of food storage.

VII.2.14. The Diaskari region [East Crete- east part, south].

MAKRYGH IALOS

A harbour settlement was explored by Davaras. Two domestic units were defined

but only one was excavated.

DOMESTIC UNIT 50 (Fig. 145).

This house covers 630 m2 . Although, it is distinguished by its architectural design

with a central court and evidence for cult activities, the quality of construction is

rather modest (Davaras 1997). The complex was built and destroyed by fire in LM 113

(ibid.: 118). It seems to be the most important house of the settlement. There is

evidence for food preparation and consumption, weaving and cult activities.

Storage

The house yields sound evidence for storage. The published information, however,

is slight (Davaras 1973: 590). The principal sources of information are the Plates 558

a43 and 5 published in Davaras 1973. The storage area was located in the west part of

the complex (Rooms 7, 8, 9 and 11). It covers 71 m 2 and represents 8.8% of the floor

space. About eleven pithoi are illustrated in Plates 558 afl and 5. Seven are similar

to Type Ca (perhaps Form 24). Four are similar to Type Fd. The pithoi of Type Ca

have a high capacity, low transportability, low accessibility and are suitable for long-

term storage. The rest have low/medium capacity, high transportability and are

suitable for short/long-term storage. Some pithoi were dug into the floor. We may
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speculate that the capacity of the pithoi is ca 4,030 litres. 46 The overall storage

potential is moderate and there is no evidence for the accumulation of considerable

quantities of surplus.

SF: (70:20:10) C/P: 2,177 kg (2,821 1.); 0: 806 1.; W: 403 1.; SP: 17,823,540 kcal;
LT: 8.5 ha PS: (10 adults) 22 m.; A: moderate.

VII.2.15. The Palaikastro region [East Crete, easternmost part].

VA!

Part of a house destroyed in mature LM IA was excavated in the area of Vai

(Daux 1951: 195-198). Two storerooms were revealed with pithos fragments.

PALAIKASTRO

Occupation occurred in and from the EM period. The main part of the settlement

was constructed in early LM IA. Destruction occurred in LM IA and LM

(Driessen and MacGillivray 1989: 104-107). The area was extensively reoccupied

from LM II onwards (MacGillivray 1997). The reoccupation in LM II and LM III

heavily disturbed LM I floor activities. Most of the settlement, now back filled, was

excavated early in the twentieth century (Fig. 146). The excavation reports are very

scant. For many houses no finds were reported and there is no evidence for the

function of the various spaces. Thus, our investigation on food storage is necessarily

incomplete. The houses were divided into blocks. The present account is articulated

according to this division.

Block 13

In this Block five houses were excavated. House 1-22 is the only domestic unit

for which we have an overall estimate of storage and will be discussed below. House

23-25 was extensively reoccupied in LM III period. Two pithoi were found in Room

26 and small jugs containing wheat and peas in Room 23 (Bosanquet 1901-02: 316).

The floor activities are dated LM III. In House 26, 27, 32-39 three large 'Palace

46 This is a working hypothesis. None of the pithoi have been restored, For the Type Ca pithoi we
used the average capacity of the Form 24 (530 1.). For the rest we used an estimated capacity of 80 1.
for each.
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Style Jars' dated LM TB were found in Room 33 47 (ibid.: 316; idem. 1902-03: 288)

and a wine-press installation in Room 37 (Bosanquet 1902-03: 288). The house was

extensively reoccupied in LM III and it is not certain whether its storage potential

reflects LM TB activities. In any case the capacity of the pithoi is very limited for the

presence of a wine-press installation. For House 28-31 the information is scant.

Three pithoi were reported from the pillar room (Bosanquet 1901-02: 316). From

House 40-47 only the upper part of a medium-size Conical pithos with finely painted

decoration was reported in Room 46 (Bosanquet and Dawkins 1923: 42, fig.30;

Bosanquet 1902-03: 289).

DOMESTIC UNIT 51: House B (Rooms 1-22) (Fig.147).

The house covers 425 m 2 (Bosanquet 1901-02: 310-316; idem.: 1902-1903: 282-

287; Sackett and Popham 1970: 204-207)." The fine architectural design and the

quality of construction emphasize the importance of this unit within the Neopalatial

settlement of Palaikastro The house was destroyed by fire in LM IB. Extensive

remodelling such as blocking doors and passages, and constructing staircases suggest

an earlier destruction in late LM IA or early LM TB (Driessen and Macdonald 1997:

229). The richness of the material evidence led the excavator to suggest that the

'house had been left in perfect order, and had evidently escaped being plundered'

(Bosanquet 1902-03: 282). There is evidence for food preparation and consumption,

weaving and cult activities.

Storage

The main storage areas of the house are Rooms 10 and 13. The plastered Room 10

was converted into a magazine at a later time (Bosanquet 1901-02: 310). 49 Three

large pithoi, thirteen small and fragments of others were housed in Room 10.

Numerous vessels suitable for transfer, pouring and consumption purposes were

found (Bosanquet 1902-03: 283). In the adjacent Room 13 one small pithos and

fragments of eight others were reported. In the sottoscala of Room 22 four large

One of them is shown in Bosanquet and Dawkins 1923: 41, fig. 29.
48 This estimate does not include the open court in the southeast part of the house. With this court the
size of House B is 903 M2.

49 The earlier function of Room 10 is uncertain. In the lower level a fragment of Linear A tablet and
fragments of a LHIIA bridge-spouted jar, of a LM IA jug and rhyton were found (Bosanquet 1902-
03: 284). The fine plastered floor and the location of this room near an entrance-corridor (Rooms 12-
13), later blocked, suggest that it served for residential purposes.
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pithoi were found with a large collection of LM TB vessels and bronze tools (ibid.:

287). One of the pithoi contained fine LM IB vessels. The space served for the

storage of domestic implements and not for food storage. Three Barrel pitharakia

were found in the Lustral Basin (Room 3 Bosanquet 1901-02: 312). The space

seems to have lost its ceremonial or religious function and may have served for the

storage of pottery. It is not certain whether it was used for food storage. Overall,

three large pithoi and at least 21 small pithoi were found in House B." Only one

pithos similar to Form 56 was illustrated (Bosanquet and Dawkins 1923: fig.52).

There is no information about the morphological features and therefore about the

mechanical performance characteristics of the rest. The area devoted to storage

covers 30m2 and represents 7% of the ground floor. The storage potential of this

house is considerable.

Block y

Three houses and a shop-like complex were excavated in Block y. House 1-12 was

extensively reoccupied in LM III (Dawkins 1902-03: 290-291). 51 For House 13-22

the information is scant (ibid.: 291). There is no evidence for the presence of storage

containers. House 23-32 was extensively reoccupied in LM III (ibid.: 291-292). A

wine-press installation was found in Room 32. It is not certain whether Rooms 33-38

formed a domestic unit (ibid.: 292). According to the excavator they formed a shop.

Four large pithoi, one of them containing carbonised peas, were found in Room 38.

Block

Three domestic units were excavated in this block. There is no information about

storage containers in Houses 1-16 and 46-48 (Dawkins 1902-03: 292-293). House

18-40 is an important domestic unit (ibid.: 293-294). Only a Conical pithos was

found in Room 20 (CN 660).

50 The storage containers in Rooms 3 and 22 are not included in our estimate.
51 Four large amphorae and three pithoi were found in Room 9 (Bosanquet and Dawkins 1923:
4.91-92).
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Block

Five houses were excavated in this block. From these there is sufficient information

only for House 36-43. House 1-18 was an important construction. The information is

scant (Dawkins 1902-03: 294). Only one pithos was found in Room 18 in House 18-

20 (ibid.: 294). There is not sufficient information about House 21-28 (ibid.: 294).

The architectural design of House 29-35 confirms the importance of this unit. In

Room 29 a wine-press installation was found with a pithos sunk into the floor.52

There is no evidence for the presence of storage containers. House 36-43 was

destroyed in LM IB (Dawkins 1903-04: 204-9). The material remains yield evidence

for food preparation and consumption and for weaving activities. Several pithoi were

reported from this house but there is no information about their placement (ibid.:

205). Some of them were illustrated in Bosanquet and Dawkins 1923: 55-56, fig.43c,

Pl.XXIIf They are similar to Type Fd (CN 503, 508; Form 43:CN390). They have a

medium capacity and are suitable for long and short-term storage. There is not

enough evidence for estimating the overall storage potential of the house.

Block

Five domestic units were excavated in this block (Houses 2-7, 8-19, 20-25, 26-34,

35-44, Dawkins 1903-04: 207-212). Although there is evidence for LM I activities,

the houses were extensively reoccupied in LM III and there is no information for an

overall estimate of storage in LM I.

Block TC

Four houses were excavated in this block (Houses 1-6, 7-16, 17-22, 38-40). They

were extensively reoccupied in LM III (Dawkins 1904-05: 286-290).

Block x

Four domestic units were excavated in this block (Houses 1-17, 19-20, 21-48, 51-

66, Dawkins 1904-05: 272-286). There is no evidence for the presence of storage

containers. Only House 1-17 may provide indirect evidence for storage. House 51-

52 This pithos is similar to Bosanquet and Dawkins 1923: 57, fig.43a.
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66 was an important domestic unit as the high quality and quantity of the artefacts

confirms but it was badly preserved. The material remains yield evidence for food

preparation and consumption. The presence of an olive stone may suggest the

processing of staple commodities.

DOMESTIC UNIT 52: House 1-17 (Fig.148).

This house, which covers 425m 2, was built in LM IA and destroyed in LM

(Dawkins 1904-05: 283-286). Part of the house (Rooms 1-9) was reoccupied in LM

III. The architectural design, the construction and the fine quality of the artefacts

confirm the importance of this unit. There is evidence for architectural modifications

(Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 228). The material remains yield evidence for food

preparation and consumption and weaving activities.

Storage

The information is scant. There is no evidence for the presence of pithoi. 53 The

architecture may provide some insights. Rooms 16 and 17 may have served for

storage purposes (Dawkins 1904-05: 283). Note the stone benches, perhaps for the

placements of storage containers, alongside the walls in Room 17 (ibid.: fig.13). The

function of doorless spaces 10-12 is uncertain but they may have served for storage

purposes. In any case storage seems to have been limited.

There is not much information about the domestic units in Blocks a, u, X, K.

House A on the Cliff, a fine construction, built in LM I was heavily reoccupied in

LM III The LM III floor deposits provide extensive information about food storage

strategies for that period (Bosanquet 1901-02: 306-309). In any case the storage

potential of the house in LM III was low. 54 West of Kastri, in the area of

Kouremenos seven houses were excavated (Dawkins and Tod 1902-03: 329-335).

From these only House C was not reoccupied in LM III. The house has a fine

architectural design. It was destroyed in LM I. Unfortunately, apart from some

bronze tools no other finds were reported.

53 Only a LM III pithos is reported outside Room 5 (Bosanquet and Dawkins 1923: P1.XXI1b).
54 The area devoted to storage covers 13m 2 and represents 11% of the total ground floor.
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In conclusion, because of the drawbacks mentioned in the beginning of our

discussion we cannot arrive at a complete estimate for food storage in the Neopalatial

houses excavated at Palaikastro early in twentieth century. Nevertheless, the

impression is that food storage, with a few exceptions, was rather limited. This may

be also valid for the period of reoccupation in LM III. Most of the pithoi found in LM

I levels have a medium/low capacity. Large specimens were rare. As the excavators

pointed out 'Huge vessels [i.e. pithoi] like those found in the Magazines at Knossos

were not in use at Palaikastro' (Bosanquet and Dawkins 1923: 55).

Recent excavations by the British School have succeeded in clarifying the

Neopalatial history of the settlement and provide a more complete view on food

storage strategies (Fig. 149). Unfortunately, the extensive LM III reoccupation has

largely disturbed LM TB floor activities. Eight buildings were excavated. House N

and Building 5 are the only complexes that may provide a relative estimate of their

food storage potential. The evidence from the rest is not helpful in our investigation.

Building 1 was erected early in LM IA, destroyed by fire in LM TB and partly

reoccupied in LM III ( MacGillivray, Sackett eta!. 1987: 138-148; MacGillivray eta!.

1988: 259-268, 271-274; MacGillivray et al. 1989: 419-422, 429). Extensive

modifications took place during LM I A-B periods. According to the excavators the

building had a public function (MacGillivray et al. 1988: 268). Nevertheless, we are

not convinced about this 'public' perspective. In our view Building 1 was a house.

The material remains yield evidence for food processing, preparation, and

consumption. The function of the various spaces is uncertain (MacGillivray, Sackett

et al. 1987: 142). As far as storage is concerned there is no evidence for the presence

of storage containers. Building 2 was not excavated in its entirety (ibid.: 148-151). A

wine-press installation was found in Room 1 (ibid.: 151). The material remains yield

evidence for food processing, production and consumption. There is no information

about the presence of storage containers. In Building 3 most of the rooms were

cleared out and remodelled during LM III (MacGillivray et al. 1988: 268-270, 274-

276; MacGillivray et al. 1989: 421-424). There is no evidence for LM I floor

activities. Only a large room in the south-east corner yields evidence for food

preparation (MacGillivray et al. 1989: 424). Building 4 suffered from an early

destruction in LM IA (ibid.: 429-434). The LM III reoccupation erased all LM I floor
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activities (MacGillivray et at 1988: 276). Only one pithos, perhaps Ovoid in shape,

was reported from the corridor in Trench EN92 (MacGillivray el al. 1989: 424).

Building 6 is partly explored. There is evidence for a wine-press installation

(MacGillivray et at 1992: 126-7). Building 7 was extensively reoccupied in LM IIIB

(MacGillivray, Sackett et al. 1991: 128-129; Sackett 1996). The LM IIIB floor

deposits yield extensive evidence for food storage. About eleven medium-sized pithoi

were found in Rooms 2, 5, and 12. There is no evidence for food storage in LM I.

DOMESTIC UNIT 53: House N (Fig.150).

This is one of the best case-studies because of the quality of the archaeological

investigation and the full publication (Sackett et at 1965: 252-268; Sackett and

Popham 1970: 215-231). The house covers 200m 2 . It was constructed in LM IA and

destroyed by fire in LM IB. There is evidence for two architectural phases. A series

of structural modifications suggests that some rooms were out of use in LM IB.

According to the excavators, the last phase, i.e. LM TB, is less prosperous than the

first, i.e. LM IA (Sackett et al. 1965: 268). There is evidence for food processing,

preparation and consumption, weaving and cult activities.

Storage

The storerooms of the house (Rooms 7-10) were located in the northeast area close

to the main entrance. This position is particularly suitable for the 'in' and 'out' of

commodities. In Room 7 four large pithoi were found in situ and two pithos lids

(ibid.: 258). One of the pithoi held grain. The find position of the pithoi suggests that

the magazine 'was hurriedly ransacked at the last minute' (ibid.: 258). In Room 8

two small pitharakia (NP 46, 47) were found (ibid.: 260). Room 9 housed four large

pithoi (ibid.: 260). Two were placed on slabs alongside the west wall of the room

(ibid.: Pl. 69 a,b). One of them is the CN 507. The other is provided with a spout at

the base and was associated with a plain trough. The spout is indirect evidence for the

presence of liquids. The pithoi have high/medium(CN 507) capacity, low/medium(CN

507) transportability and are suitable for long-term storage. Two other large pithoi

with high capacity, low transportability and suitable for long-term storage were set

alongside the east wall of the room. In the same room pithoi similar to Form 59 (CN

659), Form 46 (CN 518), and Type Ad (CN 164) were found (ibid.: 266). The
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pithoi of Room 9 were associated with many vessels for transfer and pouring

purposes. The high percentage of pottery suitable for liquid commodities and the

presence of vats may suggest that the pithoi contained liquids. Three small pitharakia

(NP83, 85, 86) were found in Room 10 (ibid.: 261). In Room 14, a cooking area, a

pitharaki similar to Form 60 was found (ibid.: 263-264) and in Room 11 a large Barrel

pithos (CN 562). The latter has low transportability, high accessibility and storage

capacity. It may be noted, however, that Room 11 was already out of use in LM TB.

Two pithoi, one of which contained nests of small plain cups were found in Room 17

(ibid.: 266). The pithoi were not used for food storage purposes and the room was

out of use in LM IB (ibid.: 265). In room 18 a pithos similar to Type Gd (CN 559)

was found upside down with its base broken and filled with a nest of small cups (ibid.:

266). The storage containers from Rooms 11, 17, and 18 are not included in our

study. Overall, ten pithoi and four pitharakia may have served for long and short-term

storage in LM TB. Their capacity is ca 1,600 litres. The area devoted to food storage

covers 17 m2 and represents 8.5% of the ground floor. The disuse of Rooms 11 and

17 in LM IB may imply a decrease of storage potential from LM IA to LM IB. The

storage potential of the unit in LM IB was moderate.

SF: (70:20:10) C/P: 866 kg (1,120 1.); 0: 320 1.; W: 160 1.; SP: 7,082,400 kcal; LT:

2.9 ha PS: (5 adults) 18m.; A: moderate.

DOMESTIC UNIT 54: Building 5 (Fig.151).

The house covers 225 m 2 (MacGillivray et al. 1989: 421-422, 426-429, 434-435;

MacGillivray, Sackett eta!. 1991: 123-133). It was constructed early in LM IA and

destroyed by fire in LM IB. The LM III reoccupation left most of the interior

undisturbed (ibid.: 127). Extensive remodelling took place during LM I (Driessen and

Macdonald 1997: 233). The architectural design and the fine quality of the artefacts

confirm the importance of this unit. There is evidence for food preparation and

consumption and cult activities.

Storage

Room 13: medium-sized pithoi (the exact number unknown) and organic remains

of lentils. Room 7: three pithoi. The function of Rooms 8-10 is not certain. Their

architectural design, however, is similar to magazines. In total the area devoted to
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storage covers 18.76 m 2 and represents 8% of the ground floor. The storage potential

is low.

VII.2.16. The Zakros region [East Crete, easternmost part].

AZOKERAMOS

A MM IIIB-LM IA house was excavated by Davaras (1964: 442). Fragments of

pithoi and a wine-tub were recovered (Kopaka and Platon 1993: 52).

EPANO ZAKROS

Part of a large building was excavated by Platon (1964: 163-167; 1965: 216-224).

The architectural design, the quality of construction and the material remains confirm

the importance of this unit. The house was destroyed by fire in LM B3. Unfortunately,

a substantial part of the house had been destroyed by modern road construction.

There is evidence for food processing, preparation and consumption and weaving

activities. A well-built wine-press installation was constructed in Room A (Platon

1965: 218; Kopaka and Platon 1993: 55-56,60). Room 0 was a pillared magazine.

Eight large pithoi similar to Form 24 were found alongside the walls (Platon 1965:

222). They have low transportability and accessibility and high storage capacity. One

of them was inscribed in Linear A (Platon and Brice 1975: 82-83). The inscription

informs us that the pithos holds 32 litres of wine (see p.45). Wine production seems

to be one of the principal domestic activities. The frequency of storage containers

with high transportability may indirectly imply the exportation of wine.

ZAKROS

Occupation at Zakros occurred as early as EM (Platon 1992: 292-301). The

settlement existed before the palace (Chrysoulaki and Platon 1987: 80). The palace

was erected early in LM IA and destroyed by fire in LM M. The houses of the

settlement provided evidence for two destructive events, one dated LM IA and the

other LM IB. Sporadic reoccupation occurred in LM III. The settlement of Zakros

was excavated by Hogarth and Platon (Fig. 153). Although no final report has as yet

been published the preliminary excavation reports are very informative. Platon was
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the only scholar who provided detailed and crucial information not only about

entirely preserved pithoi but also about pithos' fragments. About 25 domestic units

were taken into consideration. From these 15 are relevant for our purposes.

Southwest Hill (Agios Antonios).

Eight houses were revealed in this area. Five rooms were preserved from House Z

(Platon 1963: 165-166; 1987: 308-313; 1988: 229-236). The house was destroyed in

LM TB. A wine-press installation was set in Room F (Platon 1988: 231-6; Kopaka

and Platon 1993: 97-101). Two large pithoi (Type Cd, one is the CN 336), four

pitharakia55 similar to Type Fd (CN 511, c.f Form 32) and cooking pots, jugs, and

cups were associated with the wine-press installation. The pithoi have high capacity

and low accessibility and transportability. They may have served for the concentration

of the must. The smaller storage containers, which were suitable for transfer purposes,

have low capacity and a very high transportability. A storeroom was excavated close

to the wine-press installation (Room A Platon 1963: 165). Nine or ten badly

preserved pithoi were set alongside the walls. It is not certain whether they contained

wine and the excavator suggests that, because of the strong traces of burned earth,

they contained olive oil. A small part of House Et,- was excavated (Platon 1986: 281-5;

1987: 313-317; Fig. 158). The material remains yield evidence for food preparation

and consumption. There is no evidence for storage apart from a few pithos fragments

in the filling deposits (1986: 285; 1987: 316).

DOMESTIC UNIT 55: House A (Fig.153).

This house covers ca 106 m 2 (Platon 1962: 142-143; 1963: 159-162; 1988: 236,

239-243). The final abandonment occurred in LM IB, apart from some rooms

abandoned earlier in LM IA. There is evidence for food preparation and consumption

and processing of staple commodities.

Storage

In Room A a wine-press installation was erected (Platon 1962: 144; Kopaka and

Platon 1993: 60). Fragments of large pithoi were reported (Platon 1962: 144). One

Barrel pithos was found at the junction of Rooms N-E (ibid.: 145). The doorless

55 They are called amphorae (Kopaka and Platon 1993: fig. 37).
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spaces M i-iii may have served for storage purposes (ibid.: 146). Fragments of two or

three pithoi, cups and amphorae were reported. In the filling deposit of Space T,

fragments of pithoi were found (Platon 1988: 422). In the same space but on an 'Old

Palace' floor a pithos-collector was set (ibid.: 243). Room yields evidence for four

different floors. Fragments of pithoi were found in two of them dated LM IA. It is

very difficult to estimate the storage capacity because of the fragmentary state of the

archaeological evidence. In any case, the storage potential seems to be low.

DOMESTIC UNIT 56: House B (Fig.154).

The house covers 264 m2 and was destroyed in LM LB (Platon 1961: 219-222;

1962: 148-152; 1963: 166-169). The architectural design and the artefacts confirm

the importance of this unit. There is evidence for food preparation and consumption,

and weaving activities. The well-built wine-press installation in Room M suggests the

processing of staple commodities (Kopaka and Platon 1993: 56).

Storage

Room II: twelve storage containers (eight medium-sized pithoi and `four-handled

amphorae' 56), amphorae, stamnoi, lekanai, cups jugs etc (Platon 1962: 150-151).

Rooms A-0, the main residential area: two large pithoi and a smaller one of Conical

shape (ibid.: 152). Room P: one pithos; Room X: two pithoi (ibid.: 152). Room E

was divided by a wall into two spaces (ibid.: 151-152). In the first, fragments of a

large pithos were found and in the second twelve stamnoi with cups, bowls, and

lekanai. They probably served for the long or short-term storage of wine. Rooms (1)-

Y: part of a small pithos and pithos fragments. The find of three stone basins and

fragments of vessels suitable for food preparation and consumption suggest that the

area was devoted to food activities (Platon 1963: 168). The brick compartments A,

B', B", F may have served for storage purposes because of their architectural design

(Platon 1961: 221). There is no information, however, to confirm this. The area

devoted to food storage covers 37 m2 and represents 14 0 0 of the ground floor. We

may speculate that the overall storage potential is ca 2,140 litres. As far as storage is

concerned, two points need mention. First, the considerable investment of labour in

the construction of the main storerooms of the house. The walls of Room II and the

Platon call as such pithoi similar to Form 32.
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walls and floor of Room E were dressed with plaster. This constructional detail

decreases the penetration of humidity and rodents that may have caused the alteration

and/or loss of foodstuffs. Second, the inner space of Room E, where the stamnoi

were found, is in direct communication with a second entrance. The high

transportability of the containers found in this space and the patterns of circulation

suggest the movement of wine. While the material evidence is suggestive of this view,

it needs to be proved with organic residue analyses. Nevertheless, as has rightly been

pointed out, the production of wine at Zakros was a specialised activity of the

domestic sector (Kopaka and Platon 1993; R. Palmer 1994a).

SF': (70:10:20) C/P: 1,156 kg (1,490 1.); 0: 214 1.; W: 428 1.; SP: 8,995,860 kcal;

LT: 4 ha PS: (5 adults) 24m. or (10 adults) 12 m.; A: moderate/low.

DOMESTIC UNIT 57: House A (Fig.155).

The house covers 130 m2 (Platon 1963: 162; 1980: 320-327; 1981: 365; 1988:

237-239). The architectural remains yield evidence for two architectural phases, one

LM IA and the other LM TB. Remodelling and abandonment of rooms took place

especially after the LM IA destruction. Food preparation and consumption were the

principal activities.

Storage

Room F, filling deposit: fragments of a big pithos (Platon 1980: 323). Room Z,

floor level: base of a small pithos (ibid.: 325). Sottoscala: the lower parts of four small

pithoi (ibid.:327; Platon 1981: 365). Close to the south wall of Room H: fragments of

small pithoi (Platon 1981: 365). The area where pithos' fragments were found covers

14 m2 and represents 10.7% of the ground floor. The storage potential of the house

was low because of the limited storage capacity of the pithoi.

DOMESTIC UNIT 58: House Au. (Fig.156).

This house covers 202 m 2 and was abandoned in LM IB (Platon 1984: 421-432;

1985: 248-256; 1986: 263-278; 1987: 299-308). The house had at least two phases.

Modifications to the original architectural design such as higher floors, blocked doors,

and the abandonment of rooms were reported. There is evidence for food preparation

and consumption and weaving activities.
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Storage

Many fragments of small pithoi were reported from the filling deposits of most of

the rooms (Platon 1985: 251-254; 1986: 267-268, 270-1; 1987: 301). Room II, in the

north-west area: a pithoid pot and a shallow lekanai (Platon 1984: 425). Room III: a

pithos-collector was sunk in the floor (ibid.: 424). It contained burned earth which

was considered evidence for olive oil. The main storeroom of the house was Room IV

a ['-shaped space (ibid.: 427-428). The floor is paved. About six pithoi were reported.

The pithos placed in the north-west corner of the room is a large Ovoid specimen with

twelve handles (ibid.: P1.217a). This pithos has high capacity and low accessibility and

transportability. Four of the other pithoi are similar to Form 32. In the same room

many pottery forms suitable for transfer and pouring purposes and food preparation

and consumption were found. The overall storage capacity is ca 980 litres. The area

devoted to food storage covers 19 m 2 and represents 9% of the floor space. The

storage potential is low.

SF: (70:20:10) C/P: 529 kg (686 1.); 0: 196 1.; W: 98 1.; SP: 4,332,840 kcal; LT: 1.9

ha; PS: (5 adults) 11 m.; A: low.

DOMESTIC UNIT 59: House 0 (Fig.157).

This small house of only two rooms was abandoned in LM IB (Platon 1986: 278-

281). The material remains yield evidence for food preparation and consumption

Storage

In Room A the fragments of a pithos and a millstone were found (ibid.: 280).

Fragments of a pithos and the base of a large vase were found outside the west facade

of the house (ibid.: 281). The storage potential is low.

DOMESTIC UNIT 60: House N (Fig.158).

The house covers 208 m 2 (Platon 1985: 236-248; 1986: 285-297). It had two

structural phases and was abandoned in LM JIB. There is evidence for food

preparation and consumption and weaving activities.
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Storage

Fragments of pithoi that may belong to twenty different specimens were found in

the filling deposits of this house (Platon 1985: 237-9, 245-7; 1986: 287-291, 293-

296). Only three are from large pithoi, the rest from small specimens. It is not certain

whether these fragments belong to pithoi used in this house or whether they

accumulated in the area of House N because of taphonomic circumstances. The high

concentration of pithos fragments in Rooms 17-19 with pottery suitable for food

preparation and consumption and bones suggests that this area was devoted to food

activities. Fragments of pithoi were also found in the area of the doorless spaces 8

and 8a, and fragments of a pithos and fragments of tubs, cups, and cooking pots in

the north-west corner of Room 16. The room may have served for food preparation.

In conclusion, the large quantity of pithos' fragments suggest that food storage

was widely practised. The fragmentary state of the evidence, however, is not entirely

helpful for our purposes. There seems to have been a preference for small pithoi

which implies a moderate (or low) storage potential.

Upper Town

Nine houses were excavated in this area. The important K-riipto Bopatoc, tit;

06of) Atutvoc was occupied in the 'Old Palace' period and it is not included in our

study. Unfortunately the remains of House H were heavily disturbed and thus the

LM I picture is not very clear (Platon 1970: 238-245; 1971a: 261-263). The house

had two phases, LM IA and LM IB. There is evidence for food processing,

preparation and consumption. As far as storage is concerned the following eNldence is

reported. Vestibule I: part of a Barrel pithos (Platon 1970: 242). Room P: pithos lid

(bid.: 244). In the Corridor to E: fragment of a Conical pithos (Platon 1971: 262).

Room cl), filling deposit: a pithos lid (ibid.:262). The underground Rooms cl) and Y

seem to have served for food processing and probably storage. They were an annex

to House H. Food storage was limited. There is no evidence for storage from the

Kriipto TOO Hupylotcou (Platon 1969: 218-219; 1970: 219-226; 1971a: 248-251).

Only the lower part of a pithos was reported from the filling deposit of Room Z

(Platon 1971a: 250). It is not certain whether the archaeological record provides a
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clear picture for LM I. The information from the Kriiptov Ano0z-r6v Izpoi) is not

helpful for our purposes.

DOMESTIC UNIT 61: To Kriipt.ov B.A Tottio..); (Fig.159).

This house covers ca 240 m2 (Platon 1968: 168-174; 1969: 225-226). Architectural

modifications took place before the final abandonment in LM IA. The material

remains yield evidence for food preparation and consumption.

Storage

There is no evidence for the presence of storage containers.

DOMESTIC UNIT 62: To Ao4Ov Ktiipw [Hogarth's Houses D and E] (Fig.159).

The house covers 160 m2 (Hogarth 1900-01:135; 1969: 226-229), The south part

of the house was used only in LM IA, while the north part was used until LM 113.

Platon considered this building an annex to the palace (1971b: 227). In our view the

architectural and functional evidence suggest its independent character. There is

evidence for the processing of staple commodities, food preparation and consumption,

weaving and workshop activities.

Storage

Room E I: seven large pithoi (Hogarth 1900-01: 135). Room IV: four tubs for

wine-press installations (Kopaka and Platon 1993: 58). It is not certain whether the

doorless spaces E VI-IX served as storage spaces (Platon 1969: 227-8). There is no

evidence for the mechanical performance characteristic of the pithoi. Nevertheless, we

may speculate, as a working hypothesisis, an overall storage capacity of 3,00.3 iiiTeS.57

The floor space devoted to storage covers 10.5 m 2 or 29 m2 (with doorless spaces VI-

IX) and represents 6% and 18° 0 respectively of the ground floor.

SF: (70:10:20) C/P: 1,296 kg (1,680 I.); 0: 240 1.; W: 480 1.; SP: 10,087,200 kcal;

LT: 4.5 ha PS: (5 adults) 25m. or (10 adults) 12 m.; A: moderate or low.

57 This hypothesis is based on the average capacity (400 litres) of a large pithos from Zakros.
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DOMESTIC UNIT 63: To Knjpto TWV (*coy (Fig.160).

This house covers 90 m2 (Platon 1971a: 266-270). The house was abandoned in

LM TB. There is evidence for food preparation and consumption and perhaps staple

processing.

Storage

Room A may have served for the processing of staple commodities. A clay drain

ending in a plain dish may imply the presence of a wine-press installation (ibid.: 269).

A large quantity of vessels suitable for transfer and pouring purposes was found.

There is no evidence for the presence of storage containers or fragments of pithoi. If

the lack of storage containers reflects the patterns of economic behaviour adopted in

this unit then the processed commodities were stored elsewhere.

DOMESTIC UNIT 64: Hogarth's House G (Fig.160).

This badly preserved house covers 144 m2 (Hogarth 1900-01: 137-9; Platon 1970:

227-233; 1971a: 265-266). There is evidence for two architectural phases. Some of

the rooms in the lower terraces and the south entrance were filled after LM IA. The

final destruction occurred in LM TB. There is evidence for food preparation and

consumption and weaving activities.

Storage

Remains of large pithoi were found in the paved vestibule (Hogarth 1900-01: 139).

Room I: one pithos and the fragments of a pitharaki (ibid.: 139; Platon 1970: 233).

The slabs in the north-west and north-east corners of the room may have served for

the placement of storage containers. Room IV: a small pithos served as collector

(Hogarth 1900-01: 139). Perhaps this room was used for the storage of liquid

substances. Room V: two pithoi (Hogarth 1900-01: 139). Fragments of large pithoi

found in the area of the Ktioto 'RAW A.1.0i)pc.ov were probably derived from House G

(Platon 1971: 268). There is no clear evidence for the mechanical performance

characteristics of the pithoi. In conclusion, the main storerooms of this house are

Rooms I-V. They cover 18 m2 and represents 12% of the ground floor and may have

housed ca 13 medium sized pithoi. The storage potential seems to be moderate.
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DOMESTIC UNIT 65: To Knjpto Arco0i;twv Kupimuciiq (Fig. 161).

The house covers 86 m 2 (Platon 1969: 219-221; 1971a: 251-255; 1972: 183-184).

Structural phases have been isolated. The house was abandoned in LM TB. There is

evidence for food preparation and consumption and workshop activities.

Storage

Vestibule A: fragments of an upside down pithos (Platon 1969: 219; 1971a: 251).

Room H: two small stamnoi (perhaps pitharakia) and amphorae (Platon 1971: 255).

Room Z: a big pot (perhaps a pitharaki) (Platon 1972: 183). Room A served for food

activities (Platon 1971a: 253-4). Rooms F a-C served for the storage of pottery

(ibid.: 252). Organic remains of almonds were found in the filling deposit of the

house. The storage potential is very low.

DOMESTIC UNIT 66: To Ia1up6 Krigno (Fig.162).

The house covers 240 m 2 (Platon 1968: 156-162; 1969: 209-218; 1970: 218-219;

1971a: 244-247; 1972: 179-183). There is evidence for two destructions, one in LM

IA and another LM IB. Structural modifications were isolated. The architectural

design, the quality of construction and the artefacts confirm the importance of this

unit. According to Platon this house was an annex to the palace (1971b: 229-31).

There is evidence for food preparation and consumption and weaving activities.

Storage

Room A (cooking area): Conical pithos, perhaps similar to Form 56, pithos lid,

amphorae, cooking pots, many other vessels, and animal bones (Platon 1971a: 245-

6). Room F: small pithos, big amphorae, stamnoi, pitharakia and cooking pot (Platon

1968: 161). The pots were illustrated in Platon 1968: Pls.15313, 154, 155a. They have

low capacity, high accessibility and transportability and are suitable for short-term

storage. Room Fy: a pithos-collector and 70 conical cups (Platon 1972: 182).

Between Rooms A and F: a large pithos with high capacity and low transportability

was found upside down (Platon 1968: 161, P1.15513). The pithos was out of use.

Room A: pithos-collector for a wine-press installation (Kopaka and Platon 1993: 60).

Room E: a pithos-collector contained oily earth (Platon 1969: 212). The area may

have served for the storage of liquid commodities. Room Z (residential): a small

pithos (Platon 1969: 212). Room M: two small pithoi in the east wall (ibid.: 213; CN
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153, 512). They have low capacity, high accessibility and transportability. In the same

space stamnoi, amphorae, cooking pots and cups were found. Room N: three small

pithoi with a big jug, stamnoi, cooking pots, a miniature stone pithos (Platon 1969: Pl.

261a), and other small vases. In the sottoscala near Room (I), carbonised remains of

grain and peas were found (1969: 215). They were perhaps stored in perishable

container. Near Room Y: two small pithoi and a big amphora (1969: 215). Room Y:

small pithos, amphorae and other vessels (1969: 217; CN 382). The pithoi have low

capacity, high transportability and accessibility. Rooms K-Ka-I may have served for

the storage of pottery.

The main food storerooms of the house were Rooms A-s, Y. They cover 20 m2

and represents 8% of the ground floor. The storage potential is limited because of the

low capacity of the storage containers.

The Harbour Area

Seven houses were revealed in this area. The AvutoAuc6 Ktiipto had two

phases, LM IA and LM IB. Remodelling took place after the LM IA destruction. Only

some rooms were in use in LM TB. There is evidence for food preparation and

consumption, and weaving activities. The evidence for storage is very limited. No

storage containers were reported from LM IB levels. Only a small pithos is reported

from the LM IA level of Corridor i (Platon 1977: 427). The evidence from Atcpcdo

Avatol.ticO Errin Nötta TOD Apelloo TOD Alttavtoi, (Platon 1980: 312-315),

AKpfli.0 Avo.tolxicO Kriipto B6pF.Lot CUM TO ApOjto mu Atjuivtoi) (Platon 1979:

308-310; 1980: 310-311), and the Kriipta Bopzicoc T11; 06o6 Atjtivoc (Platon

1976: 432-439; 1977: 438-432;1979: 295-300) is rather limited. Only fragments of

pithoi were reported from the filling and floor deposits of theses houses. An overall

estimate of the storage potential is not possible.

DOMESTIC UNIT 67: To Ktiipto nov Koyz6v (Fig.163).

The house covers 238m 2 (Platon 1975: 355-369; 1976: 422-432). It had two

phases, LM IA and LM TB. The architectural remains yield evidence for remodelling

such as levelling of floors, filling and abandonment of rooms, and blocking of doors.

The rooms on the lower terrace were filled in during LM IA and only the north part
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was in use until the final abandonment in LM IB. Food preparation and consumption

were the principal domestic activities during both phases. In addition there is evidence

for workshop activities related to metal production in LM IB.

Storage

The house provides evidence for the diachronic development of storage from LM

IA to LM IB.

LA/1 IA Phase: The main storeroom of the house was the space beneath Rooms VII-

VIII (Platon 1975: 365-366). In the northwest corner two stamnoi (small Piriform

pitharakia) and two pithoi were found. Alongside the east wall a small pithos and two

stamnoi (small Piriform pitharakia) were placed on a low platform with cups and jugs.

Alongside the west wall two pithoi, one of them Conical, were found. The storage

containers are illustrated in Platon 1975: Pls.281-282. Most were small pitharakia

except for three medium-sized pithoi. They have high transportability and accessibility

and low capacity. Their overall storage capacity is limited. Room X may also have

served for storage purposes because of the similar architectural design to the previous

room. It may be noted that both spaces were underground. The climatic conditions in

underground spaces are particularly suitable for storage purposes. A Conical pithos

perhaps similar to Form 60 was found in Room XVI (Platon 1976: 431). In total, the

area devoted to storage covers 27m 2 and represents 11 0 0 of the ground floor.

JJvIIB Phase: In this phase the space between Rooms VII-VIII was filled in and a

wall divided the area into Rooms VII and VIII (Platon 1975: 365-366). Room X was

also filled in. Room VII: an amphora and a cooking pot. Room X: a pithos and a

cooking pot (ibid.: 365). The area was devoted to food preparation and short-term

storage. Rooms VII-X (destruction deposit): fragments of tubs and small pithoi

(ibid.: 362). Room III: a small pithos and a large amphora (perhaps a pithos of the

'Palace Style Jar' class) (Platon 1975: 358). The latter contained pulses. Seeds of

pulses were also found near the north wall of the room. Room VI (destruction

deposit): a fragment of pithos (Platon 1976: 423). Room XII (floor deposits, close to

the west wall): a small pithos and an amphora (ibid.: 425).

In conclusion, storage containers were rare in LM IB. Only a few fragments were

reported from the destruction deposits and no more than three small pithoi were
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found on the floor level. The large number of whole vessels found on the floor

deposits suggests that the impression of the low storage potential in LM IB is not the

result of taphonomic factors. Thus, there is a decrease of food storage from LM IA to

LM IB. In any case it may noted that storage potential is low in both phases (LM IA,

LM IB)

Northwest Hill

This area was partly investigated by Hogarth (1900-01) and further explored by

Platon. Part of a house was excavated in south of House B (Kriipto Nercia TOD

house B Platon 1984: 432-439; 1985: 259-262). Fragments of pithoi were reported

from the filling deposits (Platon 1984: 436, 438; Platon 1985: 259, 261-262). Many

fragments of pithoi were reported from the filling and floor deposits of Knjpto BA

Too Entnoi) A Hogarth (Platon 1982: 340-348; 1983a: 342-347).

DOMESTIC UNIT 68: Hogarth's House A (Fig.164).

The house was excavated by Hogarth (1900-01: 129-134) and re-explored by

Platon (1978: 283-286; 1984: 416-419). it had two phases LM IA acid LM The

material remains yield evidence for food preparation and consumption, processing of

staple commodities and workshop activities. The large collection of sealings and a

Linear A tablet suggest book-keeping and the movement of commodities (Weingarten

1983).

Storage

In the entrance of the house (Room IV) near the doorway a wine-press installation

was constructed (Kopaka and Platon 1993: 58). Two jars (small pithoi) had fallen

from the upper storey into this area (Hogarth 1900-01: 132). Room VIII was the

main storeroom of the house. Five large pithoi, nine amphorae and many conical cups

were found (ibid.: 132). Many pithos fragments were found in the filling deposits of

the other rooms by Platon (1984: 417-419). We may speculate as a working

hypothesis that the overall storage potential is ca 2,120 litres.58

SF: (70:10:20) GP: 1,145 kg (1,484 1.); 0: 212 1.; W: 424 1.; SP: 8,911,080 kcal;

LT: 3.9 ha PS: (5 adults) 22m. or (10 adults) 11 m.; A: moderate or low.

58 We assume a capacity of 400 litres for the large pithoi and 60 litres for the small.
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DOMESTIC UNIT 69: Hogarth's House F (Fig.165).

This house covers 169 m2 (Hogarth 1900-01: 136; Platon 1984: 412-416;1985:

225-235; 1986: 248-263). It was abandoned in LM IA. There is evidence for

structural modifications. The material remains yield evidence for food preparation and

consumption, weaving activities and the processing of staple commodities.

Storage

Room 1, filling deposit: fragments of at least five pithoi; floor level: fragments of

large pithoi (Platon 1985: 228). In the niche of the southwest corner of the house: one

small pithos and a large amphora (Platon 1986: 252-253, P1.108 a,b). Pithos'

fragments were found in the area of the staircase (Platon 1986: 251). The storage

containers have a low capacity and high transportability and accessibility and were

suitable for short-term storage. Fragments of pithoi were reported from the filling

deposits in many rooms of the house (Platon 1985: 235; 1986: 262-263). The areas

with high concentrations of pithos fragments cover 26.5 m 2 and represents 8.6% of

the ground floor. The storage potential of this house is low.

DOMESTIC UNIT 70: Hogarth's House I (J) (Fig.166).

This house covers 306 m 2 (Hogarth 1900-01:140-142). It was abandoned in LM

IB. The architectural design and the material remains confirm the importance of this

unit. There is evidence for food preparation and consumption, weaving and industrial

(?) activities, and the processing of staple commodities.

Storage

Room I: a small pithos, large basins, and broken vessels (ibid.: 141). Room V

(residential): one pithos in the southwest corner (ibid.: 141). Room IX (court): two

large pithoi (ibid.: 140). Room XIV: seven big amphorae (small Piriform pithoi),

stamnoi and cups (ibid.: Pl.V3). These storage containers have high transportability

and accessibility and low capacity. Room XV: two large pithoi and three small (ibid.:

141). In Room XVI a well-built wine-press installation was erected (Kopaka and

Platon 1993: 59). Room VIII, a doorless space, may have served for storage purposes

(Hogarth 1900-01: 141). The function of the five plastered troughs in Room XI is

uncertain (ibid.: 149). The presence of a drain suggests that industrial activities took
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place. The total area devoted to storage covers 26.5 m 2 and covers 8.6% of the

ground floor. There is a clear preference for pithoi with low capacity and high

transportability. This suggest frequent movement of commodities. We may speculate

that the overall storage potential is ca 2,000 litres.

SF: (70:10:20) C/P: 1,080 kg (1,400 1.); 0: 400 1.; W: 200 1.; SP: 5,676,000 kcal;

LT: 2 ha PS: (5 adults) 14 m. or (10 adults) 7m.; A: moderate/low.
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CHAPTER VIII

HOUSEHOLD STORAGE IN NEOPALATIAL CRETE: INTERPRETATION
OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE

VIII.I. Introduction.

The aim of this chapter is twofold: to summarise and integrate the information on

domestic storage strategies, and to develop these ideas further by showing their

implications for the economic organisation of Neopalatial Crete. In investigating our

question a four-stage procedure is adopted. We begin by briefly discussing the results

of our ethnohistorical research on food storage strategies, as adopted by pre-industrial

Cretan households (VIII.2). We then move on to summarise the empirical data on

domestic storage in Neopalatial houses (VIII.3). Next, we discuss the domestic

subsistence potential with reference to the storage facilities (VIII.4) and we speculate

upon the relationships of the domestic and palatial sectors within the framework of

Neopalatial state society (VIII.5). Finally, a point by point summary is offered in

section VIII.6.

VIII.2. Ethnohistorical background: food storage in pre-industrial Crete.

Within the context of this study, an ethnographic project was carried out during the

winters of 1991, 1992, 1995 and the summers of 1990-1992 and 1994-1997. The

enquiry focused on the relationship between production, storage and consumption of

agricultural commodities, as mirrored in the storage facilities of households. The

survey extended to 16 regions of Central and East Crete.' These areas were selected

1 TYLISSOS REGION: Tylissos, Moni, Kamari; A. MIRON REGION: Petrokefalo, A. Miron,
Dafnes, Stavrakia, A. Varvara, Prinias; ZAROS REGION: Magarikari, Vorizia, Zaros, Gergeri;
MESSARA REGION: Pitsidia, Sivas, Kouses, Platanos, A. Deka, Asimi, Kato Kastelliana;
HERAKLION REGION: Elia, Aitania, Epano Vathia, Stamni, Kato Astraki, Prasas; ARCHANES
REGION: Kato Archanes, Archanes; PEDIADA REGION: Voni, Zofori, Sambas, Smari,
Thraphsanos, Evangelismos, Roussochoria, Arkalohori; VIANNOS REGION: Ano Viannos, Kato
Viannos, Hondros, Agios Vassilios, Petkos, Vahos, Epano Simi; AGIOS NIKOLAOS AND
ELOUNDA REGIONS: Kato Pines, Limnes, Houmerikos, Exo Lakkonia, Fioretsides, Karterides,
Marnellides; MOUNTAIN REGION BETWEEN ELOUNDA AND MILATOS: Latsida, Kounali,
Fourni, Amigdalia, Valtos, Kato Loumas; ISTHMUS OF IERAPETRA REGION: Vasiliki, Episkopi,
Kendri, Agiasmenos, Monastriraki; MYRTOS REGION: Mithi, Mounties, Myrtos;
MAKRYGHIALOS REGION: Lithines, Makrygialos; SITIA REGION: Hamezi, Skopi, Achladia,
Zou, Roussa Ekklisia; PALAIKASTRO AND ZAKROS REGIONS: Palaikastro, Agkathia,
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on the basis of their diverse ecological characteristics and historical backgrounds,

their topographic association with important Neopalatial sites, 2 and the quality of the

ethnographic data (villages relatively unaffected by the process of modernisation, and

old informants). 620 households were taken into consideration. In general,

ethnographic correlates reflect domestic activities between 1898 and 1950. In

gathering information, it was preferable to develop a flexible and free discussion

rather than to use pre-fixed questionnaires. We followed this methodological

procedure because it helps the informants to express themselves more confidently.

Information drawn from literary texts and juridical documents (especially censuses of

properties and wills) gave insights into 15th and early 19th century food storage

behaviour and allows us to put our conclusions in a wider temporal framework.'

Finally, we incorporate in our discussion information from other ethnographic and

historical contributions (especially Forbes 1982; Aschenbrenner 1972; van Wersch

1972; Watrous et al. 1993; Shaw and Shaw 1995).

A detailed discussion of this project is not possible here; rather we are concerned

with the main patterns of storage behaviour adopted by Cretan households. Three

introductory points need to be made. Firstly, the ethnographic record provides a

multitude of storage containers and installations such as pithoi, wooden barrels,

storage pits and enclosures, animal skins and sacks, wooden, glass and metallic

receptacles Pithoi however, were the storage containers par excellence. The demand

for pithoi was so high that the combined production of permanent pottery workshops

and itinerant pithos makers was not sufficient to meet it. Pithoi were frequently

imported from others parts of the Aegean (Blit7er 1990- 704; Day 1991: 209; Korre-

Zographou 1995: 318). Cretan pithoi vary in shape, size, and capacity (Vallianos and

Padouva 1986). Variability in morpholo gical attributes implied differentiation in

storage potential and stored commodities. Olive oil (44°0), cereals, primarily barley,

(30°0), wine (17°0) and other foodstuffs (9°0) were stored in pithoi. It may be noted

Azokeramos, Zakros; MOUNTAIN REGION BETWEEN SITIA AND ZAKROS: Sfalcia. Sitanos.
Karidi, Katsidoni. Zakanthos.
2 It should be clear that we do not perceive the physical environment as a static entity through the
centuries. As has been shown, landscapes are in continuous change (Rackham 1990) and it is
through these changes that we attempt to understand human action and highlight the causes of
development.
3 I would like to remember with gratitude the help of S. Spanakis and Prof N. Panagiotalcis ho
generously shared their deep knowledge of MedieN al and Ottoman Crete during the last y ears of their
lives. Their contributions were invaluable.
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that for the period under examination (1898-1950) wine was primarily stored in

wooden barrels (83% against 17% in pithoi). Note however, that before the 20th

century, barrels were not frequent in the countryside but only in the urban centres (cf.

Triantafillidou-Baladie 1988: 287) perhaps because of their high cost. Moreover, it

may be noted that cereals were very often stored in pits (2,6xxoug, ),..cti(K1.aGTO

icpt0Ctpt). This storage practice has been observed in 38% of the cases (against 62% in

pithoi). The storage in pits increased the safety of stored surplus against thieves and

tax-collectors (c.f Forbes and Foxhall 1995: 82).

Secondly, the storage potential of a house was proportional to its landholding.

Economic earnings from non-agricultural occupations do not substantially increase the

domestic subsistence potential. The main source of subsistence was always the land.

The average size of landholding varies from less than ten stremmata (1 ha.) for the

poorest households to 30 to 40 stremmata (3 to 4 ha.) for the ordinary households.

Landholdings over 100 stremmata (10 ha.) were not very frequent. It may be noted

that many Cretan households were not able to attain even the minimum-sized holding

for their nutritional needs (cf Gallant 1991: 86). Olives were the largest category of

crop in terms of land use, followed by cereals, vine crops (especially for wine and

much later for currants for cash), vegetables, fruits and fodder crops. The

geomorphological location of the landholdings and the properties of the soil were

critical factors for the production yields. Moreover, the size of household land was

not static but changed according to a household's life cycle. There is a constant

sequence of fragmentation, consolidation, and further fragmentation due to dowry,

inheritance customs, and acquisitions. It is self-evident that variability in size and

quality of landholdings between households implied a great deal of variability in their

subsistence potential.

Thirdly, householders aimed to maintain amounts of foodstuff in excess of their

consumption needs (c.f Forbes 1989: 93; Forbes and Foxhall 1995: 74-75). Cretan

farmers considered the direct storage of foodstuff as the main buffering mechanism

against variability in food shortage. Nevertheless, few households reached this ideal

of autarchy. Some kept in their storerooms three full years' supply of cereals and five

years' supply of olive oil. Most cases indicate storage of one or, maximum, two years'

supply of food. Householders preferred to keep surplus commodities in store, when
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possible, despite the risk of deterioration. They did not trust paper currency and gold

was difficult to keep safe (c.f Forbes and Foxhall 1995: 81). In order to avoid staple

loss through deterioration in store, householders had to sell their produce periodically.

In other cases, part of the new surpluses, especially olive oil, was immediately sold in

order to avoid tax payments. Staple commodities were sold for cash, exchanged for

services and acquisition of goods. The storage bank of surplus cereals in the form of

livestock feed, widely reported elsewhere (Brenton 1988; Halstead 1990: 152), was

not frequently observed among Cretan farmers.

With all this in mind let us start our discussion on the storage behaviour of Cretan

households. In the analysis of 620 cases it was found that there were profound

differences in storage potential between rural houses. Broadly speaking there are three

general categories. The first is the least frequent (13% of the cases). Houses were

provided with large magazines, either constructed within or located close to the

house (apothikes). Wine-presses, olive-presses, distilleries, and millstones were

common. Staple processing installations were also shared among neighbours in

exchange for cash or a part of the processed commodity. The number of storage

containers per house is not less than thirty large pithoi and wooden barrels. The

highest number of storage containers discovered for a single house was seventy

specimens. Built storage tanks and underground constructions increased the food

storage capacity of these houses. The average storage potential was ca 12,000 to ca

28,000 litres. The main agricultural output came from large landholdings. These lands

were cultivated by members of the household and poor farmers who were paid in

cash, or more frequently, in foodstuffs. One part of the newly produced surplus was

sold while the rest was stored for household consumption. Commodities were stored

for long periods, cereals for three years and olive-oil for five years. Householders

were, in most cases, suppliers of olive-oil and wine traders to urban centres (72%).

The storage behaviour in this sector was quite complex because of the market and

cash-orientated economy.

The second category represents 30% of cases. Storerooms were located within the

house. Pithoi were also kept in areas devoted to food activities and occasionally in

residential areas. The average number of pithoi and wooden barrels per house was ten

to twenty-five large specimens. Built storage installations were reported only in a few
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cases (35%) and their capacity was much less than that of the installations in the first

category. Wine-press installations were present in most of these houses. The average

storage potential of this category was ca 4,000 to ca 8,000 litres. Householders kept

the surplus as long as possible, depending on their circumstances. This was

periodically sold to neighbours or traders for cash or exchanged for services in order

to avoid staple loss due to deterioration. Households of this class had a considerable

degree of self-sufficiency.

The last category is representative of most Cretan households (57% of the cases).

Storerooms were small or medium-sized spaces located within the house. Very often

pithoi were kept in residential areas. Wine-press installations were also frequent;

however their production potential was less than the other models. The average

number of storage containers held in these houses was less than ten large specimens.

More common arrangements of storage containers were (i) two to eight large pithoi;

(ii) two to four large pithoi and two to four small pithoi; and (iii) no more than ten

small pithoi. The overall storage capacity rarely exceeds ca 2,200 litres. Of these

households, 60% kept in their storerooms no more than one year's supply of cereals

and olive oil while 40% kept two years' supplies of these commodities. There is no

evidence for accumulation of surplus, and the degree of self-sufficiency of these

households was variable. In many cases, the storage potential was so limited that

food supplies were not sufficient for the nutritional requirements of the household

between the productive seasons. For instance many informants reported olive oil and

cereals shortage for two (75 0 o) to four (25%) months. Household members would

then very often assist a wealthier neighbour in order to secure money and, more

frequently, foodstuffs. Money was essential for obtaining food. Some of our

informants also report that, in periods of food shortage, their households consumed

unripe cereals. Thus, the subsistence potential of these households was limited. This is

clearly expressed in the phrase that many old informants quoted ‘ 11VTC1 vot

EKFIVCE TC( XpOV1.01

Ottoman documents (mostly censuses of properties, bills of sale and wills) give

insight into the storage potential of Cretan households during the 17th and early 18th

centuries and allow us to put our conclusions in a wider temporal perspective.

Wealthy Cretan households had 26 wooden barrels and 22 large pithoi (Stavrinidis
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1985: 178, n. 2744) or 25 pithoi and 41 barrels (idem. 1976: 315, n. 315). In some

cases, separate pithos magazines, close to the house, were reported (e.g.

Papiomitoglou 1995: 213, n. 227). Less wealthy households had 20 pithoi (Stavrinidis

1975: 161-2, n. 229) or 24 pithoi/barrels (idem. 1976: 216-17, n. 807). Poor

households used no more than ten storage containers (idem. 1978: 207, n. 1469;

Papiomitoglou 1995: 273, n. 304). Some documents are particularly informative

about the amount and kind of stored commodities within the house and the land

tenure of the household. Thus, they provide valuable insights into the process of

production, storage and consumption of foodstuffs (Christakis, in preparation). For

instance, a property census dated 1684 informs us that a household of six adults had

in store one pithos full of vinegar; 48 mouzouria of cereals/pulses (i.e. 864 kg); 4

mouzouria of olives (i.e. 78 kg); eight barrels, four full of must and four empty; and

15 pithoi of various sizes. This stored wealth was produced from 85 ndomoumia (i.e.

ca 85 stremmata or 8.4 hectares). The same household had 14 beehives and 105

sheep (Stavrinides 1976: 216, n. 807).

To conclude this section, we would like to make clear that in our study,

ethnohistorical information is not employed to draw analogies and/or justify

interpretations. We are fully aware that differences, especially on the socio-political

level, between Neopalatial, Venetian, Ottoman, and 1898-1950 Cretan households,

are critical. As has been pointed out by Warren 'the political and social position of the

people who lived in a house is fundamental and must have been the governing

framework for factors such as production, storage and consumption' (per lit/eras 25-

11-98). Nevertheless, we hope to develop a contextually and historically defined

framework for better understanding human actions and choices and their implications

as well as to aid the formulation of questions and hypotheses.

VHI.3. Food storage in Neopalatial houses: a synthesis.

About 320 Neopalatial houses have been revealed or fully explored in Crete. Only

70, however, yield evidence of an overall estimate of food storage strategies (DI14 1-

70) while another 30 yield partial information on storage practices. Most of the floor

deposits (75% of the cases) reflect activities dated to LM IB. A low percentage

4 DU for Domestic Unit.
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(21%) are dated LM IA. The evidence from the beginning of the Neopalatial period

(MM III) is very limited (4%). It should be noted that, from the 70 Domestic Units,

57 provide evidence for LM TB floor activities and 13 for LM IA. Because of the

quantitative differences in the archaeological record, a finer chronological comparison

of domestic food storage within the Neopalatial period is not possible. Thus, the

following discussion reflects to a great extent the storage behaviour adopted by

domestic units in LM IB.

VIII.3.1. Storage in houses of Type 3 (Domestic Units 6, 7, 9, 10, 17, 21, 22, 29,
31, 32, 34-39, 42, 45-47, 57-59, 69).

This is the most common Neopalatial house (McEnroe 1979: 100-114; 1982: 10-

13). Buildings of this type are distinguished by their simple architectural design,

constructional techniques, and the small size. They are usually provided with five

rooms (closet, hall, stairway, vestibule and doorless space). Corridors are not

frequent. The frequency of doorless space in these houses suggests that the major

residential rooms were located on the upper storey. The material remains of the

ground floors yield evidence of food preparation and consumption (in all cases),

weaving (DU 7, 17, 21, 29, 34, 47, 58, 69), and occasionally workshop (DU 32, 34)

and trade activities (DU 39). Millstones, stone basins and, in a few cases, wine-press

installations suggest the processing of staple commodities (DU 10 ?, 31, 32, 35, 46,

69). DU 7 and 17 provide evidence for record-keeping and cult activities respectively.

The contextual evidence suggests that small rooms, doorless spaces reached by a

trapdoor or ladder, back spaces and spaces underneath stairways (sottoscala) were

used as magazines. Storage containers were also placed on the upper storey (DU 17,

42). Special installations creating a more suitable storage environment are very rare

(DU 58). Pithoi were placed alongside the walls, in corners and occasionally were

sunk in the floor to the level of the rim (DU 58). This last arrangement maintains the

proper temperature and moisture in the interior of the pithos and saves space in the

storage area. It is particularly suitable for the storage of cereals and pulses. Storage

containers were not exclusively placed in areas devoted to food storage. Very

frequently they were located in areas used for food preparation, processing and
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consumption and residential areas (e.g. DU 22, 32, 34, 45, 46, 58). Likewise, food

storerooms served for the storage of domestic implements.

When pithoi were recovered in houses of Type 3, these varied in number from one

to ten. The case of the 'Casa del Lebete' at Hagia Triada, where seventeen large

pithoi were found, is the exception to the rule (DU 6). In many other houses of Type

3 there is no evidence of the presence of pithoi or installations that may have served

for food storage (e.g. most of the houses at Gournia and many at Palaikastro). It is

unclear whether this lack stems from taphonomic circumstances and/or negligence of

the excavators to record pithoi, or reflects the patterns of ancient economic

behaviour. It may be noted that pithoi and large pithos fragments were usually

recorded by the pioneering excavators of Gournia and Palaikastro. Thus, the absence

of pithoi from houses of Type 3 in these sites may imply either a limited storage or the

use of perishable storage containers.

The study of the mechanical performance characteristics of pithoi recovered in

houses of Type 3 reveals a very high percentage, almost 76%, of specimens with

high/medium transportability, high accessibility and graspability and low/medium

capacity. The rest (24%) is represented by large specimens with low transportability

and accessibility, and high storage capacity. These groups are not mutually exclusive

but can occur in the same storeroom. The most frequent storage patterns are: (i) one

or two large pithoi (e.g. DU 29, 31); (ii) two or three large pithoi combined with no

more than four small/medium pithoi (e.g. DU 10); and (iii) no more than eight small

pithoi (DU 17). Nevertheless, in most cases (68%), the number of pithoi is very low.

Pithoi were usually associated with large amphorae and jugs suitable for short-term

storage and transfer purposes (e.g. DU 29, 31). Broadly speaking, the overall storage

potential of houses of Type 3 varies from ca 800 to ca 1,500 litres. The area devoted

to food storage in houses of Type 3 represents 4% to 10% of the ground floor. Only

in DU 42 and 45 at Mochlos and 58 at Zakros did the area devoted to storage cover

46%, 18% and 19% of the ground floor respectively. However, the pithoi recovered

in these houses were no more than 10 specimens with low storage capacity. The large

extent of the floor devoted to storage and the low number of pithoi may suggest the

use of perishable storage containers.
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VIII.3.2. Storage in houses of Type 2 (Domestic Units 1, 2, 11, 18, 24, 27, 28, 40,
43, 44, 48, 49, 53-56, 60-65, 67, 68, 70).

Houses of Type 2 are in many respects larger versions of the previous domestic

unit. Both houses share the same types of rooms but can be distinguished by their

larger size and the high quality of the constructional techniques (McEnroe 1979: 88-

100; 1982: 7-10). The material remains yield evidence for food preparation and

consumption (in all cases), weaving (DU 1, 24, 27, 40, 44, 49, 53, 56, 60, 62, 64, 70),

workshop (DU 27, 40, 43, 44, 62, 67, 68, 70) and cult activities (DU 40, 43, 44, 53,

54). The frequent occurrence of wine-press installations and millstones suggests that

processing of staple commodities was an important domestic activity (DU 24, 40, 49,

53, 55, 56, 62, 63 ?, 70). The house at Sklavokambos provides evidence for

administrative activities (DU 2).

Storage and residential rooms are combined on the ground floor (McEnroe 1982:

10). Doorless spaces, spaces underneath stairways (sottoscala), and small rooms are

used for storage purposes, as in houses of Type 3. Moreover, spaces with a

standardised design such as interconnecting rooms, narrow and parallel rooms

arranged alongside a corridor, and pillared rooms served as storerooms (DU 2, 11,

28, 53, 56, 64-68, 70). Special storage installations such as cists sunk in the floor,

drain channels, paved and plastered floors creating a more suitable storage

environment, and benches for the placement of storage containers are very frequent

and suggest a considerable investment of labour (DU 11, 27, 49, 53, 64, 66, 67, 68).

The overall impression is of considerable functional planning. Storage containers also

stood in areas devoted to food preparation and consumption, in residential areas,

industrial areas used in the processing of staple commodities, and in the upper storey

(e.g. DU 24, 48, 49, 53, 56, 60, 66, 67, 68, 70). The area devoted to storage in

house of Type 2 covers from 3.5 to 9% (Kannia 32° o) of the ground storey.

Two food storage strategies were adopted according to specific circumstances. In

the first, large pithoi with low transportability and low accessibility and high capacity

were predominant (DU 1, 2, 24, 27, 53, 62, 68). Their number varies from four to

seventeen. They were often combined with small/medium pithoi and vessels suitable
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for transfer and pouring purposes. The overall storage potential varies from ca 1,600

to 3,000 litres. In the case of Sklavokambos house the storage potential is ca. 6,359

litres (DU 2). The house at Kannia, with an exceptional storage potential provided by

50 large pithoi (23,800 litres) plus many other smaller storage containers, is the

exception to the rule and will be discussed to some extent below.

In the second strategy, pithoi of low/medium capacity and high transportability and

accessibility were combined with a low percentage of large specimens (DU 33, 43, 44,

48, 49, 54, 56, 60, 65, 67, 70). The total storage potential varies from ca 1000 to

2,140 litres. In most of the cases the storage capacity was below 2,000 litres. The

preference for storage containers with high transportability and accessibility may

suggest frequent use and mobility of stored commodities within the domestic unit. It

may also imply their circulation in an extra-domestic sphere. It is not by chance that

this storage model was adopted by households at Zakros specialising in wine

production (DU 56, 70). The frequency of storage containers with high

transportability and the presence of large assemblages of amphorae and jugs may

indirectly imply the movement of wine out of the domestic unit. Quite enlightening is

the case of House B at Zakros (DU 56) where the main storeroom is directly

connected through a doorway with the town area. While the contextual evidence is

suggestive of this view, it needs to be proved with organic residue analyses.

VIII.3.3. Storage in houses of Type 1 (Domestic Units 3, 4, 5, 8, 12-16, 19, 20, 23,
25, 26, 30, 41, 50, 51, 52, 66).

Houses of Type 1 are less common than the previous domestic units. They are

distinguished by their large size and the close similarities in architectural details,

constructional techniques, and arrangement of rooms (closet, corridor, forehall, hall,

lustral basin, light-well, stairway, and 'private room') to the residential areas of the

palaces (McEnroe 1979: 56-88; 1982: 3-7). Many of these houses were located very

close to palatial complexes. The material remains yield evidence of the preparation

and consumption of food, and weaving, workshop, cult, and record-keeping activities.

Installations for the processing of staple commodities are rare (DU 12). Some of these

houses because of their spatial position within the settlement and the contextual

evidence (including written documents) might have been the administrative centres of
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the surrounding settlement (Tylissos, Nirou Chani, Vathypetro, Myrtos Pyrgos,

Makryghialos).

As far as the storage is concerned storerooms have always a standardised

architectural design. Pillared rooms, parallel rooms arranged alongside a corridor, and

interconnecting rooms were used for storage purposes (all the cases). Storage spaces

are equipped with cists sunk in the floor, drain channels, collectors, stone benches,

paved and plastered floors, and special storage enclosures (DU 3, 19, 23, 25, 26, 51

52, 66). Although similar spaces and installations occurred in houses of Type 2, those

in houses of Type 1 are more frequent. The magazines were always segregated from

residential rooms either in a distinct wing of the house (DU 3, 8, 12, 23, 50) or in

separate blocks within it (DU 4, 5, 12, 13, 14, 19, 25, 26, 30; c.f. McEnroe 1982: 5-

6). Storage containers were occasionally placed in residential areas or in areas

devoted to food preparation and consumption, but not as frequently as in houses of

Types 2 and 3 (DU 3, 12, 25, 41, 50). The overall impression is one of high functional

planning and investment of labour in the construction of storage facilities. The area

devoted to storage covers between 1.5% and 11% of the ground floor. In three cases

the storage area covers 15% (DU 26), 18% (DU 3) and 40% (DU 8) of the ground

floor.

The material remains yield evidence of two storage strategies. In the first strategy,

storerooms are confined to a separate wing or incorporated within the house. The

number of pithoi varies from nine to thirty-three specimens (DU 12, 23, 50, 51, 66).

Large pithoi with high capacity and low transportability and accessibility are

predominant (except DU 51, 66). The storage potential is increased by large

containers suitable for transfer, pouring and short-term storage purposes (amphorae,

jugs, tubs, skyphoi), or mudbrick enclosures (Nirou Chani: DU 23). The storage

capacity varies from ca 5,000 to ca 14,400 litres. DU 51 and 66 have a limited storage

potential (less than 2,000 litres) because of the low capacity of the storage containers.

In the second strategy, storerooms were incorporated within the house. Pithoi were

rarely found (DU 13-16, 19, 20, 25, 26). In most cases medium-sized jars (but no

pithoi), and containers suitable for transfer, pouring and short-term storage are

reported (e.g. DU 25, 26). Only in the House of the Chancel Screen (DU 14) and the

South House (DU 13) at Knossos was there evidence for the presence of one and
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two pithoi respectively. It is not clear whether the dearth of pithoi is due to the

intensive reoccupation of these houses in later periods (especially the houses at

Knossos). The presence of spaces with architectural features similar to magazines may

imply storage activities (e.g. Knossos Royal Villa: DU 19) but in view of the absence

of pithoi food storage seems to have been very low.

V111.4. The subsistence potential of Neopalatial households.

The aim of this section is to speculate upon the subsistence potential and the level

of autarchy of Neopalatial households. Our discussion is based on the archaeological

data summarised in the previous section (VIII.3) and examined in Chapter VII. The

methodological framework on which this proposition is built has been developed in

Chapter V.

Storage facilities in LM I houses show a great deal of differentiation in their

capacity. There are three categories. The most common (76% of the total) includes

houses with a low storage capacity. All houses of Type 3 (except the 'Casa del

Lebete' (DU 6) and DU 10 at Kouses) and DU 43, 44 and 48 (houses of Type 2)

form part of this group. Their storage capacity varies from ca 800 to ca 1,200

These figures may suggest the storage of 432 to 648 kg of cereals/pulses, 160 to 240

litres of olive oil, and 80 to 120 litres of wine. If we convert this information into

calories, then the subsistence potential varies from 3,537,600 to 5,306,400 calories.

Assuming that houses of Type 3 were suitable for families of five or six members

(cf McEnroe 1979: 126), we may infer that cereals/pulses, olive oil, and wine were

sufficient for the nutritional requirements of the family for a period of nine to 13

(very few cases) months. It may be noted that this was not the only subsistence

reserve. Fresh food such as vegetables, fruits, wild plants, meat, fish, milk products,

might also have contributed to the nutritional requirements of the household.

Furthermore, the relatively low number of storage containers in houses of Type 3

does not necessarily imply a low subsistence potential: subsistence commodities

might have been stored in perishable containers. Nevertheless, the frequent

occurrence of a limited storage pattern in houses of Type 3 is striking. The overall

picture emerging is that families living in these houses were not able to ensure their
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nutritional requirements for a period longer than a productive season. Moreover, in

periods of poor yields households would have faced serious food shortages.

This storage category also includes many houses of Type 1 very close to the

Knossian palace (DU 13, 14, 15, 16, 19). Although LM I activities are unknown

because of later reoccupation (LM III), the overall storage potential, implied by

architectural features and LM I pottery,' seems quite low. Only the Royal Villa may

have housed 10 pithoi in the area of the Pillared Crypt (DU 19).

The elaborate architectural design imitating palatial prototypes, the high quality of

construction and investment of labour, the proximity to the palaces and the sumptuary

artefacts found within suggest that individuals living in these houses were members of

the elite class or related to the central administration (c.f PM II: 376). How, though,

can we explain the disparity between the possession of high status dwellings and the

low food storage potential ? It is difficult to imagine that the owners of such

sumptuous buildings were unable to cope with their nutritional requirements. One

possibility is that dwellers of these houses owned holdings of land, farmed by

agricultural labourers, who were dependent on the proprietors, or by tenant farmers.

Subsistence commodities, kept in storage complexes located in the owner's estate,

were regularly delivered to the owner's household. This is unlikely, however,

because it does not take into consideration the factor of frequent transportation of

subsistence commodities from the regional storage installation to the urban house.

Thus, it is here argued that these households had access on a regular basis to food

supplies stored in palatial warehouses. Food rations could have been provided either

as a subsistence support to members of the elite or in exchange for services given to

highly-placed administrative personnel. Likewise, the members of these households

might have consumed food within the area of the palace. As we have argued, food

consumption is a social act and a mode of communication. Food consumption within

a ranked context may have been a way of expressing social inequalities and

reaffirming power relationships (Brumfiel 1987; 1989). Moreover, the ability of the

ruling class to control access of subsistence supplies to the elite inhabiting these

dwellings allowed them to restrain those groups within conflicting claims to power

and status. These hypotheses could be supported by the high percentage in these

5 Pottery fragments kept in the KSM.
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dwellings of pottery (LM I) suitable for transfer and pouring activities and food

consumption purposes, and the low number of implements relating to food processing

and preparation.

Food supplies were stored in magazines within the palace or in specialised storage

buildings located close to it (cf McEnroe 1979; 1982). An example of the latter is

the Northeast House at Knossos (PM II: 414-422; see pp. 161-162). If we take into

consideration the fact that Magazines I to VIII of this building might originally have

held ca 62 pithoi, then we may speculate that the food storage potential of this

building was ca 26,400 litres and the calorific potential ca 115,242,892 calories. This

could have fed 122 people for one year.

An example of subsistence dependence of 'high-status' dwellings on the central

administration, during a period beyond our temporal framework, is the case of the

Little Palace and its annexe the Unexplored Mansion (1425-1390 BC). The pithoi

serving storage purposes had low capacities and very high transportability. This may

indirectly imply that containers were constantly being filled and emptied. It seems that

there was a great deal of constant withdrawal rather than large accumulation of

foodstocks. It may be noted that the storage potential of pithoi in the Unexplored

Mansion, amounting to 850-1,100 litres (Mudd 1984: 178), did not exceed that of

an ordinary Type 3 house. If we assume a similar amount for the Little Palace, we

have a total of 2,200 litres and thus a subsistence potential of 9,371,968 calories.

This could have fed ten people for 11 months.

The second category includes houses with a considerable storage capacity (17%

of the total). All houses of Type 2 (except the houses at Kannia (DU 11),

Sklavokambos (DU 6), and the house at Achladia (DU 43)) and the houses at Myrtos-

Pyrgou (DU 30) and Makryghialos (DU 50) (Type 1) are part of this group. Their

storage capacity varies from ca 1,700 to ca 2,300 litres (Makryghialos 4,030 litres).

We may infer that householders kept from 918 to 1,242 kg of cereals/pulses, 340 to

460 litres of olive oil, and 170 to 230 litres of wine. The calorific potential varies

from 7,517,400 to 10,677,612 calories. Assuming a household of five adults, we may

infer that foodstocks were sufficient for 19 to 27 months. However, households of ten

adults had in store no more than 13 months subsistence supply. Given the use of

perishable storage containers and the contribution of fresh food to the nutritional
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needs of the households, we may assume that households of this category show a

more stable self-sufficiency and in some cases (households of five adults) provide

evidence for the accumulation of low quantities of surpluses.

This second storage category also includes the large, central houses at Myrtos-

Pyrgos and Makryghialos. Their spatial location, architectural design, the valuable

items and in the case of Myrtos-Pyrgos the written documents, suggest that both

houses were the central buildings of a surrounding settlement. But, the storage

potential in both these houses was low. For instance, the pithoi found in the house at

Myrtos-Pyrgos have a capacity of ca 1,330 litres and the foodstuffs were sufficient to

feed a family of ten individuals for eight months. This picture is quite different from

that proposed by the excavator who considers the Myrtos-Pyrgos complex a

collecting centre of the agricultural produce of the Myrtos valley and the Lasithi

uplands (Cadogan 1997: 100). The pithoi found in the house of Makryghialos have a

storage capacity of 4,030 litres and the calorific potential was sufficient to feed a

family of ten individuals for 22 months.

The limited storage potential of the high status residences at Myrtos-Pyrgos and

Makryghialos, complexes which certainly fulfilled an administrative function, may

suggest a constant movement of commodities from the settlement to the house, in

order to meet the high demand for food.

The last storage category is very rare (70 o of the total). The houses at

Sklavokambos (DU 2), perhaps Vathypetro (DU 12), the 'Casa Est' at Hagia Triada

(DU 8), House A at Tylissos (DU 3), Nirou Chani (DU 23), the 'Casa del Lebete? at

Hagia Triada (DU 6) and the house at Kannia (DU 11) form part of this group. The

storage capacity varies from 6,350 to 23,800 litres. These figures suggest a high

subsistence potential and the accumulation of large quantities of surpluses. The stored

commodities were sufficient to feed ten adults for a period up to six years or 20 adults

for two to three years. The owners of the houses at Kannia, Tylissos, and Nirou Chani

might also have provided, in times of food shortage, famine relief for 40 up to 80

individuals for one year.

Of special interest is the case of Kannia. This house provides the highest number of

pithoi so far reported in a domestic unit. The uniqueness of this case is made more

explicit once compared to the storage potential of pithoi in the main administrative
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centre of the Mesara plain during LM IB: the 'palatial centre' of Hagia Triada (La

Rosa 1997). The house at Kannia had half the quantity of pithoi found in the 'Villa

Reale'. Likewise, it had half the number of the pithoi that the West Magazines of the

Phaistian palace may have housed. The architectural design and the large number of

storage containers suggest that the main function of this house was the long-term

storage of large quantities of surpluses. Was Kannia a second-order centre in the

territory of the Phaistian palace and the 'palatial complex' of Hagia Triada or was

the owner of Kannia responsible for the collection and mobilisation of food surpluses

from the fertile plain of Mesara, to transfer to the palace of Phaistos, and later to its

'successor', the 'palatial complex' of Hagia Triada ? In the absence of a detailed

investigation of the settlement of Kannia, it is difficult to give any reliable answer to

these questions, although the latter seems more likely.

V1I1.5. Domestic and central storage in Neopalatial state society.

The previous discussion taken as a whole has, we hope, shown that there are

significant differences in the storage capacities of LM 1B houses and therefore in the

subsistence potential of their resident households. Most of the cases attest to the

relatively weak position of the LM IB population (76% of the total): food

commodities in store were sufficient for the nutritional requirements of no more than

a productive season. The risk of food shortage would have been particularly high in

periods of poor yields. Only a few households were able to reach a relative self-

sufficiency for a period from 12 to 20 months (17% of the total). Seven domestic

units (7°0 of the total), probably residences of secondary elite groups, provided

evidence of high self-sufficiency and the accumulation of large quantities of surpluses.

The food supplies were sufficient to feed ten individuals for three to six years. Three

of these could have also provided famine relief

How do our results support or alter current views on the political and economic

organisation of Neopalatial state society, based on the organisation of storage at a

central level, and its relationship with the periphery ? As already noted, the analysis

of the archaeological data has led to several interpretations recognising diachronic

changes in the nature of the state. It has been suggested that from the Protopalatial

to the Neopalatial period, the space devoted to food storage in palaces decreased
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(Halstead 1981; Moody 1987). The reduction of the storage space in palaces, it is

said, was concomitant with the increase of storage in second-order centres, the so-

called 'Villas'. On the other hand Driessen and Macdonald have suggested that the

decentralisation of storage was a mature LM IA or LM IB (1997: 53) and not a MM

III-LM I feature (Moody 1987: 240). This change has been viewed as an outcome of

the palatial institutions' inefficiency, after the Theran volcanic eruption, in coping with

the production and mobilisation of foodstuffs. Therefore, they perceived storage

decentralisation as a sign of political fragmentation. Local elites took the initiative

from palatial institutions to control the production, storage and distribution of

subsistence commodities and to provide famine relief in periods of shortages (ibid.:

54).

Can the above conclusions be justified ? With regard to the organisation of storage

at a palatial level, the re-examination of the archaeological evidence has illustrated

some points which should be kept in mind in the consideration to follow:

1) As far as the storage is concerned there is very little hard evidence to support

any consideration of the diachronic development in the socio-political organisation of

palatial institutions from the Protopalatial to Neopalatial periods. Although there are

seminal contributions advanced in that direction, especially by Branigan (1987; 1988

a,b; 1990), the lack of data is critical.

2) Only the palaces of Knossos and Malia yields relative insights into the diachronic

development of storage from the Protopalatial to the Neopalatial phase. It is argued

here, that there was a clear increase in storage potential from the Protopalatial to the

Neopalatial period. The information from Phaistos is lacking. Likewise, there is no

concrete evidence for the Protopalatial layout of the palace at Petras, while the

palaces of Galatas, Gournia and Zakros seem to be Neopalatial constructions.

3) There is no evidence for a substantial decrease of palatial storage potential during

the course of Neopalatial period. Furthermore, after the destruction in mature LM IA,

central complexes such as the palace at Malia and the 'palatial complex' at Hagia

Triada show a clear increase in their storage potential (c.f Driessen and Macdonald

1997: 54).
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Thus, we would argue that from the Protopalatial to the Neopalatial periods food

storage within the palaces increased (c.f. Strasser 1997: 91). Furthermore, in some

cases there is evidence for palatial storage increase from LM IA to LM TB.

Regarding the assumed storage decentralisation from palaces to second-order

centres (the so-called `Villas'), we are faced with a dearth of information. It is our

impression that many of the studies focusing on the emergence of socio-political

hierarchies overlook the fact that second-order centres are just a very small part of

settlements, many 'incompletely excavated, almost completely unpublished' (Doumas

1997: 150). Can we advance theories on the political organisation of the Neopalatial

state society when the relationships between 'Villas' and their settlements are

unknown ? Are non-urban 'Villas' the settlement's administrative centre or wealthy

dwellings of well-to do citizens and secondary elite households ? For instance, as

Kanta noted, houses of wealthy farmers in pre-industrial Crete had a storage potential

equal to if not larger than that of 'Villas' (1983: 159). Our ethnographic study not

only confirms this, but also provides evidence of larger storage potentials. The

paucity of information on how smaller non-central sites fit into local, regional and

inter-regional frameworks obscures any final conclusion. In saying this, we are not

suggesting that the perspective of regional polities subject to, in co-operation with, or

independent of the palaces is incovrect. Recent studies, especia gy tfie Nem

have shown that the traditional view of a state exercising an absolute political and

economic control, must be modified: hierarchical states may have had certain

decentralised qualities (Wattenmarker )937; )994; PoDock et al. )996). )n Crete,

only recently contributions drawing evidence from a varied body of data such as

Linear A documents, pottery, and settlement hierarchies and distributions consider the

regional organisation of Neopalatial Crete (e.g. Schoep 1995; Driessen 1997; Day

1991; 1997; Driessen and MacGillivray 1989; Tsipopoulou and Papakostopoulou

1997). The emerging picture is that of a varied politico-economic landscape.

Nevertheless, the relationships between the periphery and the centre are still to be

deciphered.

As far as the question of storage in the so-called second-order centres is concerned

three points have emerged from our study and can be summarised as follows:
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1) It is untenable, on the information of LM IA houses, to draw definitive

conclusions on the development of storage from LM IA to LM TB at the level of the

periphery. Some of the LM IA data is contradictory. One house yields evidence of a

storage increase from LM IA to LM IB (DU 51). Others suggest a storage decrease

from MM IIIB to LM IA (DU 13, 28) and LM IA to LM IB (DU 12, 42, 53, 67).

Most of the cases, however, attest to a relative uniformity in the storage potential of

domestic units between LM IA and LM IB. Therefore, there are no solid grounds to

support an increase of food storage from LM IA to LM TB in non-palatial settings.

2) It is clear that some of the 'Villas' lack substantial storage facilities (e.g Myrtos-

Pyrgos DU 30), while the storage capacity of others hinders their interpretation as

collecting centres of regional agricultural surplus (e.g. Sklavokampos DU 2,

Makryghialos DU 50, Vathypetro DU 12) (cf Tsipopoulou and Papacostopoulou

1997: 208 for the 'Villas' in the Sitia region).

3) Our study has further stressed that the subsistence potential of second-order

centres was not always sufficient to meet the nutritional requirements of their

households and provide famine relief for the local population in times of food

shortage. Only the surpluses in the building at Kannia (DU 11), that at Nirou Chani

(DU 23) and House A at Tylissos (DU 3) could feed up to 80 individuals for one

year. Therefore, the role of the 'Villa' as a regional provision centre of the local

population is not valid in all cases.

On the basis of the above considerations, we would argue that food storage in

second-order centres served the needs of large secondary elite households residing in

them. Their large foodstock ensured a high self-sufficiency, an economic

independence, and participation in ever-increasing conspicuous competition with the

palatial elite. Whether these second-order centres functioned as administrative sub-

centres of the palaces (e.g. Cherry 1986; Halstead 1981; Moody 1987; Walberg 1992:

143; 1995) or were independent regional polities (e.g. Driessen and Macdonald 1997)

is an open question and we suggest that every case seems to be on its own.

Nevertheless, the limited storage potential of 'Villas' in comparison to the palaces

obscures their interpretation as politico-economic centres in juxtaposition to the

palaces. We underestimate neither the regional administrative role of some of these

centres, nor the existence of secondary elite groups with conflicting claims to power
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and status. We would like simply to point out that the size of the storage capacity of

'Villas' is too limited to give any crucial political significance (decentralisation and

political fragmentation).

A very important topic raised in the above discussion is the organisation of the

flow of staple commodities from the countryside to the storerooms of the central

complexes (palaces and 'Villas'). As we have argued, households played a critical role

in the raising of state surplus (see p.75). Here, this perspective is further expanded

and aims to understand how contributions to state surplus may have affected the

domestic storage potential. A critical limitation is the lack of direct information on

the social, ideological and politico-economic aspects of Neopalatial society. How

was Neopalatial society organised at the level of state and domestic sectors ? What

was the political position of commoners within this framework: were they free or

dependent ? How did the socio-political status of the commoners affect the system of

food production and consumption ? How was the access to arable land organised ?

Any discussion of these questions is purely speculative because of the disabling lack

of information. Because of this drawback, we incorporate into our arguments

information from stratified political systems geographically distant from Crete:

Mycenaean Greece, Mesopotamia, and Mesoamerica. Information is employed not as

a ready-made answer but as an attempt to provide a multilateral horizon. Rather than

propose a 'new' model, we are limited to developing a range of likely explanations

relevant to our research question.

We would argue that central authorities raised stored surpluses as follows:

1) Palaces accumulated surpluses from large institutional estates farmed by (i)

agricultural labourers who were directly dependent on the palatial administration; (ii)

tenant farmers; and (iii) people to whom land was awarded by the palace in exchange

for rent and labour. When additional manpower was needed, central authorities could

enlist labour through hiring or levying corvee labour (Hastorf 1993: 32; Earle 1994;

van de Mieroop 1997: 147; Cagni 1996).

Access to an income from land and the labour of commoners is a critical factor for

the viability of elites (Earle 1997). However, control over manpower is not an easy

task because of the tension between social levels over rights to allocated labour

(Johnson and Earle 1987). Households or regional leaders in hierarchic (non-
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tyrannical) states do not provide labour without the prospect of direct return. Thus,

labour mobilisation depends on a return for service. On the basis of the expected

return, agricultural exploitation by dependent labourers was, however, the least

desirable. Palatial institutions would be responsible for the control and maintenance of

a large number of personnel all year round. Workers needed to be provided with food

rations, 'salaries', accommodation and security by the central administration (van de

Mieroop 1997: 145-146). Cultivation by tenant farmers was more convenient to the

institutions because they were guaranteed a fixed income (usually paid in crop yield)

without being confronted by the task of supporting and controlling the tenants (ibid.).

The system of awarding land in exchange for services was convenient both for

institutions and labourers. The institutions were guaranteed manpower for various

services, and the labourers had direct access to land and were able to organise it as if

it was their own. The land belonged to the state and was withdrawn after the death of

the labourer or the end of his service (ibid.). A question is raised though, as to

whether labourers had sufficient time to cultivate their land, due to the high demands

of state labour (Smyth 1989: 95).

2) Food surpluses were levied by taxation. Householders were obliged, or

threatened by force, to give a substantial part of the personal agricultural surpluses

they raised from their landholdings to the central authority (Earle 1971; Ilodge

1991:119-127; Brumfiel 1994: 2-3).

These two strategies are not mutually exclusive and could have been in operation

within the same political system (Earle 1997). The adoption of these systems for the

interpretation of the Neopalatial case is an open question because of the limited

information. However, there are good supporting arguments. Firstly, the control oi

manpower for the farming of institutional estates and taxation are the two most

common strategies employed by the authorities of stratified states for the acquisition

of food surpluses (Brumfiel 1994; Earle 1997). Secondly, the information provided by

Mycenaean documents fully confirms the existence of similar modes of economic

behaviour (Halstead 1992-93: 59-62). Archive documentation suggests the support

of fully-dependent and semi-depented personnel (craft-workers, servants, labourers)

by: food rations (Palmer 1989; Aloni and Negri 1996); allocations of land (Killen

1985: 244-6; Kazanskiene 1995); and prestige goods (de Fidio 1982: 134).
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Furthermore, the archives document the existence of a complex system of taxation in

kind and labour (de Fidio 1982; Killen 1985: 270-1). Contributions in different

commodities were fixed (de Fidio 1982). It may be noted that taxation was

decentralised: taxes were collected by regional and local sub-centres (Morris 1986:

108). Although Minoan documents have not been deciphered and the structure of the

Neopalatial administrative system is not the same as that of the Mycenaean system,

there is little doubt that a substantial part of the Minoan archives documents rations in

kind (food, items) perhaps in exchange for services to the palace (Palmer 1995b).6

Thus, we would suggest that the labour of commoners and the system of taxation

could had played a critical role in the raising of capital within the political framework

of LM I polities. However, the nature and extent of these economic strategies are

unknown.

How may these suggestions contribute to an understanding of the storage potential

of LM IB households ? As we have shown, the typical storage pattern for most of the

LM IB households is a low one (76% of the total). Only 17% of the total provides

evidence for the storage of considerable foodstuffs. For just 7% there is information

pointing to the accumulation of large quantities of surpluses. We shall suggest that

any attempt to understand these figures must be embedded in the consideration of

agricultural production (size and access to arable land, agricultural technology) and

the economic relationships between the palatial and domestic sectors. Furthermore,

we shall argue that any explanation may combine the interaction of more than one

alternative. Based on the above discussion, it is speculated that there are four

prevailing alternatives:

1) Households had limited access to cultivable land. Thus, the stored agricultural

output was too low to meet the nutritional needs of the household all year round. The

limited access to cultivable land is perceived here either as the result of political

intervention and/or as the outcome of factors concerned with the developmental cycle

of the household. In hierarchic polities the access to land was under strict control of

the central administration. By controlling the access to arable land, leaders could

control the means of people's livelihood and thus establish a system of dependence in

favour of the ruling class. For instance, in some highly stratified states, the allowed

6 For instance it has been suggested that the tablet HT 101 from Hagia Triada documents the
payment of labour by rations in olive oil (Was 1973).
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size of land tenure was sufficient only for the basic needs of the household (e.g. for

the Inka empire, Hastorf 1993: 32). Moreover, in periods of strong political conflicts,

rulers confiscated the land-tenure of their subjects.

Likewise, the transmission of landholdings from one generation to another, the

economic fortunes of a household, and the labour supply and managerial ability of its

members, may have affected the overall size of land-tenure and output.

2) A substantial part of a household's agricultural production was levied, by

taxation, to the palace or second-order centre for the needs of the central or regional

authorities. One point needs to be clarified. It has been suggested that, in economies

based on taxation, domestic units had substantial storage facilities to meet the tax

demands (Smyth 1989: 98). However, we shall argue that this is not always the case.

Newly harvested surpluses might have been immediately levied by state tax collectors

and stored in central complexes. The need for extensive and permanent domestic

storage facilities was not necessary, since only a part of the household's agricultural

output actually reached the house.

As far as the Neopalatial case is concerned, it has been argued that the levying of

staples was based on the system of 'first-fruits' (Platon 1983b: 275). One part of the

agricultural production was vohnuarily and regularly given to the palace as an

offering to the deity. Palatial administrations used the stored surpluses for the

common good and general prosperity. The empirical basis of this view is provided by

the spatial association of palatial storerooms with cultic areas and the finding of

religious artefacts within storerooms (Pilali-Papasteriou 1987). We are rather

sceptical about the idealistic picture of social consensus and we/fare provided by

Platon (1983b), because it does not take into consideration the power and dependence

relationships which exist within a stratified and hierarchical political system. Pilali-

Papasteriou, based on the highly influential contribution of Webster on theocratic

political systems, modified the above view by suggesting that the ruling class used a

'ceremonial facade' for the achievement of its political aspirations (Pilali-Papasteriou

1987). As Webster put it, 'Such sanctions were necessary to legitimize emergent

hierarchical structures, which not only discharged essential adaptive managerial

functions, but also behaved in self-serving ways to maintain or enhance elite

differential access to wealth, position, and authority. Self-serving and system-serving
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behaviour were both necessary components in state formation, and fundamental to the

processes of centralisation and segmentation' (1976: 825-26).

3) Householders worked as tenant farmers in elite estates, but the amount paid to

the landlord in crop yield was too high and the remaining part was not always

sufficient for their nutritional needs.

4) Households received food rations from central administrations in exchange for

full-time or part-time labour. In this case, domestic storage facilities were limited

(Smyth 1989: 98). Mesopotamian and Mycenaean archives document a fairly

complex system of the rationing of unprepared and cooked food based on the

subject's sex, age, labour, and position in the hierarchy (Gelb 1965; Milano 1989;

Killen 1985; Palmer 1989; Aloni and Negri 1996). Rations of prepared food were

restricted to a limited number of personnel. We have already argued that this may be

the case in urban elite households (with low storage potential) located close to the

palaces (see pp.236-37; Christakis 1999b, in press). The crucial socio-political

implication of this system is that it allows elites to control the livelihood of a

considerable part of the population and thus to create a group of dependent and easily

controlled individuals (c.f. Gamble 1979; Earle 1997).

VIII. 6. Summary.

We end this chapter with a point by point summary of the main trends in food

storage behaviour during LM IB, at the level of the palaces and the domestic units, as

corresponding to the excavated evidence in existence today.

1) The analysis of the storage facilities (containers and installations) and material

markers related to the economic position of households provides evidence for three

patterns of subsistence potential:

(i) The most frequent pattern (76% of the total) suggests that had in store

a subsistence potential sufficient for no more than one productive season. Thus, risk

of food shortage was very high in periods of poor yield; (ii) Only 17% of households

managed to store a quantity of foodstuffs sufficient for a period up to 20 months; and

(iii) Seven domestic units, perhaps residencies of secondary elite groups, provided

information suggesting the accumulation of large quantities of surpluses.
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2) The evidence from palatial storage facilities shows that from MM III onwards,

and throughout the Neopalatial period food storage increased. Furthermore, some

cases provided information implying further increase from LM IA to LM 113.

3) The storage potential of second-order centres (Winos') is limited if we wish to

consider these complexes as collecting centres of regional agricultural output, or as

relief centres in periods of food shortage (except the cases of Kannia, Tylissos, and

Nirou Chani). We suggest that food storage in regional elite houses served for the

personal needs of their households and for participation in an ever-increasingly

conspicuous competition with palatial elites.

4) The storage potential of second-order centres (Winos') is too low to attach any

socio-economic significance.

5) There is no evidence for the weakness of the palatial administration after LM I

and the removal of palatial tasks from regional elites.
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CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSIONS

The main research aims of this thesis were to provide a typology and analysis of

Minoan pithoi and, arising out of this, to gain an understanding of the socio-

economic position of households within the framework of Neopalatial state society.

The study of the physical attributes of the most common types of pithoi has

highlighted differences in their mechanical performance characteristics (capacity,

graspability, accessibility, stability, and transportability). We have argued that

differences in these functional attributes may determine the character of storage

adopted by households. For an overall estimate of food storage we also took into

consideration installations used for storage purposes and material markers related to

staple/food processing and food consumption. It is self evident that our data

correspond to the excavated evidence in existence today and thus may not reflect the

full range of food storage activities.

The evaluation of the gathered information through a rigorous methodology and a

series of working hypotheses led to the emergence of an unexpected picture. Our

thesis is that the archaeological evidence for domestic storage suggests a picture very

different from the generally accepted one of prosperity and W8C2a Z. in C_M C Crete.

Most of the households (76% of the total) had a relatively weak subsistence potential.

Householders had in store foodstuffs sufficient for a period of no more than one

productive season. The risk of food shortage would have been high in unproductive

years. 17% had in store commodities sufficient for a period from 12 to 20 months,

while just 7% provided evidence of high self-sufficiency and the accumulation of

large quantities of surpluses. These differences inevitably raise wide variations in the

economic status of LM IB households and may have led to socio-political tensions.

We would suggest that in most cases access to cultivable land and food supplies was

limited or contribution to the state surplus was very high.
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The juxtaposition of this picture to that provided by palatial storage strategies

points to the centralised trend of the subsistence economy within LM IB state society.

Palaces from MM III onwards and through the Neopalatial period emphasised the

accumulation of agricultural wealth. Stored products ensured the viability of the

ruling class and the maintenance of the status quo within a highly stratified socio-

political framework. There are no signs of dislocation of storage activities from the

centre to the periphery. It is argued here that stored surpluses in `second-order'

centres (`Villas') served the needs of secondary elite households and that their storage

potential is too limited to be of any crucial political significance.

A key factor in our understanding of LM I state society is the impact/s of the

volcanic eruption of Thera (ca 1550-1530 BC) on Neopalatial Crete. It is to the merit

of Driessen and Macdonald that they raise seminal discussion and offer a different

cultural horizon. Nevertheless, we would suggest that this event - the effects (extent

and the duration) of which seem not to have substantially affected Crete - may not be

exclusively seen as a cause of socio-economic disintegration. It may equally be

argued that the Thera eruption led to a radical re-organisation of the palatial

institutions. Only palatial authorities had the means, political and economic, to cope

with the short-term instability of the mechanism of agricultural production. What

changed, however, in a central and domestic level, was the fear of subsistence

insecurity. It is because of this fear that palaces and second order centres emphasised

the accumulation of foodstuffs, equal to or greater in excess than that of the LM IA

period. The need for capital was urgent, especially if we take into consideration the

enormous energy expenditure required for the re-organisation of the palatial

mechanism. The architectural modifications which restricted access to stored

surpluses show how important subsistence wealth was. We would suggest that the

attempt of the central authorities to exploit the domestic sector and to control the

economic and political position of elites aspiring to power and status led to strong

socio-political tensions. Increasing food storage centralisation within a hierarchical

context and the gradual decrease of self-sufficiency in the domestic sector will reach

their greatest level during the Mycenaean occupation of Crete.
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Future work.

We are fully aware that more extensive research is needed for the understanding of

the above issues and testing the validity of most of our hypotheses. There are many

questions which beg investigation.

As far as pithoi as pottery is concerned, it is necessary to evaluate our results on

the spatial distribution of morphological and decorative features and construction

techniques with a systematic study of fabric and thin section analysis. This

investigation will substantially increase awareness of the patterns of production and

distribution of pithoi and thus will shed light on the interrelationship between the

demand for storage ware and the subsistence production, and will highlight the

possible patterns of mobilisation of foodstuffs.

For the investigation of domestic economy it is necessary that socio-economic

issues concerning house and household, so superficially touched upon here, receive a

systematic discussion within a theoretical and methodological framework and on the

basis of good empirical evidence. It is our impression that we will arrive at an

understanding of Minoan society only when we move our focus of interest from

palaces to houses. The view from the top may be 'cloudy'.

Secondly, the mechanism of production, distribution and consumptioct oF Food

requires a more rigid discussion. Despite the seminal contxibutions in that direction

(e.g. Hamilakis 1995), there are still many questions to be answered on sound

archaeological grounds. Of critical importance is the discussion of these issues on the

basis of interdisciplinary scientific approaches. For instance, the systematic and

extensive investigation of organic residue analysis may give a direct body of evidence

for Minoan diet and for the patterns of production of subsistence commodities. Our

study in this direction with Dr. R. Evershed has already borne its first fruits.

In conclusion, we are fully aware that this study has raised more questions than

answers. Even so, we would suggest that it may be useful to indicate the existence of

a problem without attempting to solve it.
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APPENDIX I

PITHOS FORMS: TYPOLOGY, CHRONOLOGY
AND DISTRIBUTION

PITHOI OF GROUP I

OVOID SHAPES

OVOID TYPE

OVOID PITHOI WITH WIDE MOUTH AND LOW/WITHOUT COLLAR (Aa).

Form 1 (Fig. 1).

This Form is reported from Phaistos (MM I-MM II). Its distinguishing features are

the plain rim, the knob-horns just below the rim and a second row of handles in the

middle. A series of ropes is placed on the shoulder. The presence of a hole near the

base may imply the storage of liquids. Many morphological features (rim, shape, rope

decoration, handles in the middle of the body) of Form 1 are frequently present in

EM pithoi. They were produced by a Phaistian potting group/s.

70 1. <Capacity<100 I.

Form 2 (Fig. 2).

This Form is very frequent at Phaistos and Apodoulou during MM II and MM

III. One specimen comes from Ailias. The pithoi from Phaistos are distinctive because

of the many handles on the shoulder, the thick overlapping rim, the narrow base

decorated with rope patterns (Arrangement 15) and incised X or zigzag lines and the

painted patterns. The standardisation observed in morphological and construction

features and in fabric in Phaistian specimens suggests the presence of local potting

group/s active during MM II and MM III. Similar to these pithoi is a pithos from the

cemetery of Ailias. Because its morphological features are not common in the
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Knossian area, it seems that this pithos was made by a local potter imitating MM III

pithoi from Phaistos (cf. Levi 1976: Pl. 183c).

160 1. <Capacity<2101.

Form 3 (Fig. 3).

This Form is reported exclusively from West Crete (Nerokourou and Vrises). The

peculiar features are the second row of horizontal handles at the maximum diameter

and the decoration with closely spaced ropes (Arrangement 16). The morphological

features, construction techniques and the rope patterns (Ropes 14-15) which are

frequent in West Crete suggest the activity of a potting group/s during LM I.

280 1. <Capacity<320 I.

OVOID PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND LOW/WITHOUT COLLAR
(Ac).

Form 4 (Fig. 4).

It is the typical Form in the Mesara plain and Amari valley. It has been reported

from Phaistos, Monastiraki, and Apodoulou. The Form is distinguished by the thick

rim, which is directly joined to the body, the number of handles on the upper part and

the narrow base with rope and incised patterns. The pithoi from Phaistos are

decorated with painted motifs found exclusively on pithoi (e.g. Pl. 88) while those

from Monastiraki and Apodoulou have trickle decoration. Rope patterns occur only

around the base (Arrangement 15) and very seldom as main decorative patterns on

the body. The standardisation in morphological and decorative features as in the

manufacturing techniques in pithoi found at distant sites could be explained,

according to our view, as the presence of itinerant pithos makers (Christalcis 1999a, in

press).

150 1.<Capacity<2001
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Form 5 (Fig. 5).

This Form is very frequent at Phaistos. It was produced by a Phaistian potting

group active during MM II (or MM I). Similar pithoi are found in Monastiraki (MM

II).

1701.<Capacity<2001.

Form 6 (Fig. 6).

Although many morphological features are similar to Forms 4 and 5, the vessels

under Form 6 have only a series of four handles on the shoulder. They were

produced by a potting group/s active in the Mesara plain. The only specimens outside

the area under the influence of the palace of Phaistos come from Knossos and Poros.

They are dated to MM II-MM III.

701.<Capacity<1001.

Form 7 (Fig. 7).

This Form is reported from Kannia (MM III; LM I context), Phaistos-Chalara (MM

III; LM I context), and Ailias (MM). In most cases pithoi are decorated with rope

patterns (Arrangements 8, 9). The specimens from Phaistos-Chalara and Kannia are

very similar in their morphological features and manufacturing techniques.

2151.<Capacity<2871.

Form 8 (Fig. 8).

The peculiar features are the rim with squared section and the two series of

vertical handles, three on the shoulder and two/three near the base. The upper series

of handles starts from the rope, which is placed on the base of the collar. This
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of handles starts from the rope, which is placed on the base of the collar. This

arrangement was typical in LM III. Raised bands divided the body into equal spaces

(Arrangement 17). They are frequent at Knossos during LM IIIA and during LM

IIIB at Gouves, Hagia Triada, Symi and Olous. One pithos comes from Archanes and

it is said to have been found in a MlIVI III context (CN 101).

286 1. <Capacity<3301.

OVOID PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND HIGH COLLAR (Ad).

Form 9 (Fig. 9).

This Form has so far been found at Knossos and Zakros. The peculiar features are

the high collar with a vertical profile and the rim with a squared section. Form 9 is

decorated with raised bands/rope patterns and rarely with painted motifs. It is

frequent during LM I and occasionally during LM III.

1001.<Capacity<2501.

OVOID DEPRESSED TYPE

OVOID DEPRESSED PITHOI WITH WIDE MOUTH AND LOW/WITHOUT
COLLAR ( Ba).

Form 10 (Fig. 10).

Form 10 is reported from Myrtos during EM II. It is distinctive the series of

handles on the maximum expansion of the body and the rope on the shoulder. Both

features are frequently present in EM pithoi.

130 1.<Capacity<1381.

Form 11 (Fig. 11).

This Form has been found at Knossos during LM III. It is distinguished by the two

series of vertical handles, four on the upper part and two on the lower, and the thick

rounded rim directly joined to the body. The decoration consists of raised bands with

incised and impressed patterns arrange in horizontal and wavy rows (Arrangements
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22, 23). The similarity in morphological and decorative features as well as in

manufacturing procedures cause us to consider these pithoi a product of a potting

group active at Knossos in LM III.

562 1. <Capacity<580 1.

OVOID DEPRESSED PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND LOW/WITHOUT
COLLAR ( Bc).

Form 12 (Fig. 12).

It is reported from Phaistos and Kommos during MM II and MM III.

1151. <Capacity<129 1.

Form 13 (Fig 13).

It is reported from Knossos during LM III. The peculiar features are the

arrangement of handles, three on the shoulder and two just below the maximum

diameter, and the decoration of equally spaced raised bands (Arrangement 17).

160 1.<Capacity<167 1.

OVOID DEPRESSED PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND HIGH COLLAR
(Bd).

Form 14 (Fig. 14).

Form 14 is frequent at Myrtos (EM II). Typical features are the two series of

handles, one at the base of the collar and the second at the level of maximum diameter

or just below it. Three specimens are found at Myrtos and they are very close in

morphological features, construction techniques and fabric. One similar specimen

comes from Malia (EM II). This pithos is an exact copy of the pithoi from Myrtos

(cf. Warren 1972: P1 38a).

160 1.<Capacity<167 1.

Form 15 ( Fig. 15).

Three specimens are reported from the palace of Phaistos. They are distinguished by

the excessive depression of the body, the multi-rows of handles and the relief
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decoration of knob, medallion, and rope patterns. The morphological and decorative

features, the construction and finishing techniques and the fabric suggest production

by the same potting group. A debate has arisen about the date of these pithoi l . The

pithoi were in Room XXI, a magazine of the 'First palace' of Phaistos. This context

was MM IIA and the room was used until MM JIB. Only the south and west walls

are preserved while the north part of the room was destroyed by the foundations of

Magazines 28 and 29 of the 'Second palace'. The room had an earthen floor but the

pithoi were placed on slabs. About nine decorated vases were found with the three

large pithoi. Their stratigraphical position, however, is unknown. Most of the pottery

is dated to MM IIB/MM IIIA (Pernier 1935: figs. 163 right, 164 left, 165, 166), while

some pots are dated to MM IB/MM IIA (ibid.: figs. 163 left, centre, 164 right), MM

IIIB/LM IA (ibid.: fig. 164 centre). In reality, the deposit seems to have been

disturbed. Pernier dated the pithoi to MM IIB. This date was questioned by Levi who

dated them to the period of the last remodelling of the façade of the 'First palace',

which took place during the MM III (1981: 42-43; Levi and Carinci 1988: 11). The

question, however, which has arisen is that Levi's 'third phase' was poorly

represented in the palace area and only one vase from that phase was found in Room

XXI (for Levi's 'third phase' see Carinci 1989). The context of the pithoi seems to

be in favour of a date in MM IIB. A MM II date, however, is not in concordance

with the morphological and decorative features of those pithoi. In fact, they are

closer to the MM III pithoi than to those of MM II. Rope decoration is very rare on

MM II pithoi at Phaistos. Only one such pithos is dated to MM II (Levi 1976:

P1.167d). Rope patterns as those on the pithoi from Room XXI are found on a pithos

dated to the 'third phase' (Levi 1976: P1.169b). Moreover, the style of decoration is

similar to the Giant Pithoi from Knossos, which are now dated to MM III. The

discontinuity between context and morphological features is very difficult to explain.

A full and detailed publication of the material from Room XXI would be helpful for

our purposes.

895 1.<Capacity<940 I.

I am deeply grateful to Prof. F. Carinci for all the information provided and the discussion.
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Form 16 (Fig. 16).

Four specimens are found at Knossos (Room of the Giant Pithoi). They are

preserved only in the lower part, while the upper part has undergone extensive

restoration. These pithoi are distinguished by excessive dimensions, the rows of

handles and the knobbed and rope decoration In addition, fragments of pithoi which

seem to belong to pots of this class are found in the palace area. The uniformity of

morphological and decorative features suggest the presence of a Knossian potting

group. The pithoi are dated to MM III (see p.361).

3,000 1.<Capacity< 3,200.

OVOID ELONGATED TYPE

OVOID ELONGATED PITHOI WITH WIDE MOUTH AND LOW/WITHOUT
COLLAR (Ca).

Form 17 (Fig. 17).

This Form comes from Phaistos. Three identical specimens were produced by the

same workshop and probably by the same potter. They are dated to MIVI III.

400 1.<Capacity<4201.

Form 18 (Fig. 18).

This Form is represented by four pithoi. The peculiar construction of these pithoi is

that they are made with two different joined parts. They are very similar in

morphological, decorative and manufacturing features as well as construction

techniques and fabric. It seems very probable that they were produced by a potting

group active in the Zakros during MM (MM III).

330 1. <Capacity<345 1.

Form 19 (Fig. 19).

The most typical Form during LM. It is distinguished by the thick rim with squared

section and occasionally with rounded section directly joined to the rest of the body,
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to biconical. All specimens are decorated with raised bands patterns in horizontal

and wavy rows (Arrangements 22, 23). They were produced by a local potting

group active during LM III. Some pithoi were probably produced by the same potter.

460 1.<Capacity<516 1.

Form 23 (Fig. 23).

Form 23 is reported from Knossos (MM III) and Tylissos (MM III; LM I context).

A distinctive feature is the high collar. It should be noted that the rope pattern in

pithoi from Knossos and Tylissos (Rope 16) is typical of the Knossian area during

MM III.

Capacity 500 1. (?)

OVOID ELONGATED PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND HIGH COLLAR
(Cd).

Form 24 (Fig. 24).

Form 24 comes from the palace of Zalcros. It was produced by a local potting

group active during LM I. These pithoi are distinguished by the accentuated shoulder

and the high collar. The decoration consist of rope patterns. The standardisation in

morphological and decorative features and fabric suggest the presence of a local

potting group/s.

560 1.<Capacity<578 1.

Form 25 (Fig. 25).

Three specimens are reported from Knossos. They are distinguished by the large

maximum diameter not typical of Ovoid Elongated shapes. Therefore they are

classified under this heading as the profile of the body is still elongated. The base is

very narrow and the collar high. The decoration in all specimens consists of closely

spaced rope patterns. Such morphological features are quite unusual on Minoan pithoi

apart from the arrangement of rope patterns frequent in pithoi from West Crete

(Arrangement 16). Form 25 is in fact similar to a well known type of Mycenaean

pithos (Blegen and Rawson 1966: fig. 381; Niemeier 1982: 232, P1.4c). 2 The

2 The LM IIIB date proposed for the Knossian pithos by Niemeier is uncertain.
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presence of such pithoi in the Mycenaean palace of Knossos could be explained as

products from a mainland workshop transported to Knossos by sea, as the activity of

a Mycenaean pithos maker or as a local imitation of Mycenaean pithoi. The answer

could be found in clay analysis.

280 1.<Capacity<320 1.

OVOID LOW-BELLIED TYPE

OVOID LOW-BELLIED PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND
LOW/WITHOUT COLLAR (Dc).

Forms 26 (Fig. 26) and 27 (Fig. 27).

Both Forms are distinguished by the ovoid low-bellied profile. In Form 26,

however, the profile is more elongated than in Form 27, which is more depressed. The

rim is directly join to the rest of the body. The handles are arranged in two rows, one

with four vertical handles below the rim and another with two horizontal handles at

the maximum diameter. Most specimens are decorated with horizontal rows of ropes

or bands very closely spaced (Arrangement 16). The standardisation of

morphological and decorative features such as the choice of fabric is noteworthy. All

these suggest the production by a West Crete potting group active from MM III to

LM III. Two pithoi similar to Form 26 are found at the palace GC KM)SSOS. EMS

includes such pithoi in his wide category of the so-called 'bottle-shaped pithoi' (PM

IV: Sup. Pl. LIXc). 3 It is suggestive that a type of pithos, similar to Form 26, is

produced nowadays in the village of Agii Pantes, West Crete.

Form 26: 270 1. Capacity<2851.

Form 27: 380 1.<Capacity<4001.

3 Note, however that under this heading he included pithoi which do not have a low-bellied profile.
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GLOBULAR TYPE

GLOBULAR PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND HIGH COLLAR (Ed).

Form 28 (Fig. 28).

This Form is distinguished by the globular profile, the high collar and the rim with

a squared section. There are four handles on the shoulder, two vertical and two

horizontal, alternately placed. A rope is usually placed below the collar. Only on a

pithos from Archanes are painted patterns found. This Form is very frequent in the

cemetery of Kria Sitias. The specimens from that area have only two vertical handles.

The standardisation observed in the pithoi from Kria Sitias suggest production by a

local potting group. Form 28 has been reported from Kommos and Krias Sitias. Its

temporal distribution is limited to LM III.

301.<Capacity<501.

Form 29 (Fig. 29).

The body is particularly depressed and a distinctive feature is the series of feet.

The best examples of this Form have been reported from Hagia Triada. The vases are

decorated with elaborately painted patterns typical of LM II1A2. These tripod pithoi

were probably produced by the same potter. This unusual Form is very frequent

during LM IIIC in pitharaki form (e.g. Seiradaki 1960: P1. 2).

Capacity 1401.
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PIRIFORM SHAPES

PIRIFOR1V1 TYPE

PIRIFORM PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND HIGH COLLAR (Fd).

Form 30 ( Fig. 30).

This Form is found in Myrtos (EM II). A peculiar feature is the high collar without

a projecting rim. Similar specimens have been reported from Myrtos-Pyrgos and

Zakros (LM I).

551.<Capacity<70 1.

Form 31 (Fig. 31).

This Form is typical in East Crete, from Malia eastwards. It is distinguished by the

high collar with vertical profile, the thick rim with a rounded section, the two series of

four vertical handles and the projecting base. The decoration consists of plain ropes

which form horizontal ridges below the handles and above the base. In some

specimens arcade patterns formed by ridges are found between the handles. The

major part of the specimens comes from Malia. The standardisation observed in

morphological and decorative features suggests the existence of a local potting group

active during MM. Form 31 occur also in LM I at Myrtos-Pyrgos and Zakros. The

pithoi from Myrtos-Pyrgos have many of the same morphological similarities as 'One

pithoi from Malia. As has been suggested both sites belong to the same 'potting

region' (Knappett 1997).

3501.<Capacity<4261.

Form 32 (Fig. 32).

Form 32 is typical in the Zakros area. The particular feature is the high collar. Only

one series of handles is placed on the shoulder. It seems to have been produced by a

local potting group active during LM I.

661.<Capacity<741.
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Form 33 (Fig. 33).

The distinctive features of this Form are the wide expansion of the upper part, the

high collar with a vertical profile and the rim with a squared section. The handles are

arranged either in two vertical rows or in one on the shoulder. The decoration

consists mostly of horizontal/wavy ropes and rarely of bands. Form 33 so far comes

from Knossos and Palaikastro. It was typical during LM I and was occasionally

present during LM III.

72 1.<Capacity<83 1.

Form 34 (Fig. 34).

This Form is distinguished by the high collar, the narrow projecting base and the

single series of four vertical handles on the shoulder. Most specimens are decorated

with trickle patterns and only occasionally with rope patterns. It is frequent at east

Cretan sites such as Palaikastro, Gournia, Profitis Ilias Tourtoulon and Sphoungaras

and is occasionally found at Knossos. It existed in LM I and LM IIIA.

57 1.<Capacity<62 I.

Form 35 (Fig. 35), Form 36 (Fig. 36).

Forms 35 and 36 are very similar. The difference lies in the profile, which is more

piriform in Form 36 than in 35. The handles are placed on the shoulder, two

horizontal juxtaposed by two vertical. This arrangement is typical in such pithoi. The

collar is high with a plain rope on the base and a small rim. The decoration in most

cases consists of trickle patterns. In some specimens 'disc and loops' motifs are

found. They are reported from east Cretan sites such as Malia Quartier Mu, Gournia,

Pachyammos, Sphoungaras and Myrtos-Pyrgos. One specimen is found at Knossos.

The standardisation observed in all specimens from East Crete suggests the existence

of a regional potting group/s probably in the Isthmus of Ierapetra. Most are found at

Pachyammos; their chronology is questionable because there is no information about

their archaeological context. The excavator gave details about the context of only

one pithos but even in this case the date is not certain (Seager 1916: 17). Pithoi very

similar to these specimens come from the Quartier Mu at Malia and also from Myrtos-

Pyrgos. The first specimens are dated to MM II while the latter are LM I. LM I in
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date are the pithoi from Knossos and Gournia. The full publication of the material

from Malia and Myrtos-Pyrgos will help us to establish a more precise temporal

sequence. It seems probable that such pithoi dated from MM II to LM IA. There is

no evidence for a date in MM I or LM IB.

Form 35: 30 1.<Capacity<42 1.

Form 36: 35 1.<Capacity<47 1.

Forms 37 (Fig. 37), 38 (Fig. 38), 39 (Fig.39), 40 (Fig. 40), 41 (Fig. 41).

The difference between these specimens is the profile of the body. Although all are

piriform Forms 38-41 are more expanded while Form 37 is more elongated. The

other morphological features are common to all the specimens. The collar is high with

a vertical profile and a very small, rounded/squared rim. The handles are placed on the

shoulder, two horizontal juxtaposed with two vertical, and the base is simple. Most

specimens have elaborately painted patterns and the rest trickle decoration. They are

reported from Knossos, Tylissos, Sklavokampos, Poros, Avli, Flega Prinias, Mochlos,

Malia, Rouses, Kannia, Kommos, and Pitsidia. As noted, most of the specimens were

found in Central Crete sites. The standardisation observed in the manufacturing

techniques and the typological evolution shown in Knossian specimens causes us to

presume the existence of a Knossian potting group/s active from LM I to LM II.

They are dated to LM I and LM II.

Form 37: 42 1.<Capacity<48 I.

Form 38: 33 1.<Capacity<40 1

Form 39: 35 1.<Capacity<52 1.

Form 40: 36 1.<Capacity<46 I.

Form 41: 57 1.<Capacity<64 I.

Form 42 (Fig. 42).

It is very similar to Forms 37-41. It is different, however, in the arrangement of the

handles, which are vertically placed on the upper part of the shoulder, joining at the

rim. Form 42 is frequent in the Knossian area and Malia. Its temporal distribution is

LM (LM I-II).
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45 1.<Capacity<57 1.

Forms 43 (Fig. 43), 44 (Fig. 44), 45 (Fig. 45).

The distinctive features in Forms 43-45 are the extreme narrowness of the lower

part of the body and the expansion of the upper. The collar is very narrow and the

rim assumed unique forms. The handles are arranged in two rows, one on the

shoulder and the other near the base. The lower handles are very small. In some

specimens from the Mesara area the lower series is omitted. The base is projecting in

all these pithoi. The decoration consists of elaborately painted patterns, such as net-

spirals, floral motifs and isolated spirals. The standardisation in morphological,

decorative and manufacturing features suggests the existence of at least two

workshops, one in the area of Knossos and the other in the area of Mesara,

specialising in the production of such pithoi. Forms 43-45 are very frequent in the

pitharaki form (especially in Mesara). The temporal distribution of Forms 43-45 is

limited to LM I.

Form 43: 95 1.<Capacity<97 1.

Form 44: 89 1.<Capacity<93 I.

Form 45: 93 1.<Capacity<100 1.

PIRIFORM WITH NARROW MOUTH AND LOW/WITHOUT COLLAR (Fe).

Form 46 (Fig. 46).

The absence of a collar and a distinct rim are distinctive features of this Form. The

handles are placed on the shoulder, two horizontal juxtaposed with two vertical.

These pithoi are decorated with simple painted patterns. Form 46 seem to be typical

in the area of East Crete and has been reported so far from Palaikastro, Zakros, and

Malia. Its temporal distribution is within LM I. For a specimen from Malia, a MM I

date has been proposed (Zois 1969: 72; Chapouthier and Joly 1936: 36). This date,

however, is quite improbable as the find context is uncertain. Based on morphological

features, this pithos seems to be LM I.

321.<Capacity<43 I.



PIREFORM WITH WIDE MOUTH AND HIGH COLLAR (Fb).

Form 47 (Fig. 47), 48 (Fig. 48), 49 (Fig. 49).

The distinctive features in Forms 47-49 are the narrowness of the lower part, the

width of the mouth and the high collar. Four handles are horizontally placed on the

shoulder. The base is projecting and decorated with ridges just above it. They are

painted with patterns typical of East Crete (Betancourt 1984: 109-110; Walberg

1983: 41,59,60,67). The standardisation in morphological, decorative and

manufacturing features suggests the presence of an east Cretan potting group/s

probably in the area of Gournia. Forms 47-49 were produced for burial purposes.

They are found in cemeteries at Pachyammos, Sphoungaras, Mochlos, and in burials

at Zou (CN 755). Only four pithoi of this type have been found in a domestic context,

three from Quartier Mu (MM II) and one from Gournia (CN 753). The majority are

found at the cemetery of Pachyammos. No meticulous recording of the pithoi and

their archaeological context has been offered. The only element for a reliable date is

the painted patterns. Based on style, the period of production and distribution of

Forms 47-49 was during MM III/LM I - LM IB. An earlier date in MM III could not

be excluded for some specimens. There is no evidence, however, for a date in the LM

II period, as has been proposed by Levi and Carinci (1983: 8). The pithoi from Zou,

Gournia and Mochlos are dated to LM I. In conclusion, Forms 47-49 appeared as

early as MM II at Mafia Quartier Mu. They were not frequent, however, before MM

III/LM I and LM I.

Form 47: 33 1.<Capacity<371.

Form 48: 45 1.<Capacity<481.

Form 49: 461.<Capacity<621.

PIRIFORM ELONGATED TYPE

PIRIFORM ELONGATED PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND HIGH
COLLAR (Gd).

Form 50 (Fig. 50).

This Form is typical in the area of Malia. It is distinguished by the elongation of the

profile, the concave collar, the two series of vertical handles, and the projecting base.
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The decoration consists of ridges placed below the handles and above the base. Form

50 is exclusively reported from Quartier Mu at Malia. The similarity in manufacturing

techniques and fabric, and the standardisation in morphological and decorative

features suggest the existence of a local potting group/s active during MM II.

1901.<Capacity<2701.

Form 51 (Fig. 51).

Form 51 is distinguished by the concave collar typical in East Crete. It has so far

been reported from Malia, Gournia, and Profitis Ilias Tourtoulon during LM I.

4891.<Capacity<5561.

BARREL TYPE

BARREL PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND HIGH COLLAR (Hd).

Form 52 (Fig. 52).

This Form has so far been reported from the area of Palaikastro (two specimens).

Distinctive features are the vertical profile, the horizontal handles and the medallion

decoration. The standardisation in morphological features, construction techniques

and fabric as well as the spatial distribution suggest local production. The pithos from

Palaikastro, House N was found in a LM I context. The context of the other is

unknown. A LM I date is possible, based on morphological similarities with the

pithos from House N.

104 VCapacity2261.

BARREL PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND LOW/WITHOUT COLLAR
(He).

Form 53 (Fig. 53).

This Form is distinctive in its shape, which is quite similar to a pyxis' (Kanta 1980:

Pls 51.8, 54.4-5, 68.1-2), and the arrangement of handles (two horizontal juxtaposed

with two vertical, the second very small). It was found in Phourni during MM I-II

and in East Crete (Palaikastro) and occasionally in Central Crete (Tylissos) during LM

III. LM specimens are decorated with elaborately painted patterns typical of this
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period. The presence of a local potting group in the area of Palaikastro active during

LM III is probable. Form 53 is also frequent in the pitharaki form.

691.<Capacity<77 1.

PITHOI OF GROUP II

CONICAL SHAPES

CONICAL TYPE ( I )

Form 54 (Fig. 54).

A peculiar feature is the elongation of the body and the squared rim. Two handles

are horizontally placed just below the rim. In pithoi from Ailias, four handles are

vertically placed below the rim. Most specimens have trickle decoration. They are

reported from Ailias, Knossos, Malia, Archanes and Hagia Triada. This pithos first

appeared during MM II but was frequent during MiN.4 III and LM I.

1401.<Capacity<157 1.

Form 55 (Fig. 55).

It is distinguished by the squared rim and by two to four horizontal handles. Only

one specimen has painted decoration and the rest are decorated with trickle patterns.

Most of them come from Sphoungaras and Pachyammos. Similar pithoi are found at

Malia, Zakros and Mochlos. The context of the pithoi found in the cemetery of

Pachyammos and Sphoungaras is uncertain. The other pithoi are dated to LM I. The

temporal distribution is in IVIM III and LM I.

1401.<Capacity<152 1.

Form 56 (Fig. 56).

The profile is faintly Conical. 4 Its rim is thickened and flattened and occasionally a

spout is placed on it. The handles are arranged either two horizontally or two/four

vertically, below the rim. In most specimens ropes are placed below the rim and

occasionally around the base. Another typical feature are the incised diagonal criss-

4 This Form was also called as lekane (Knappett 1997: 171).
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cross lines found on the inner surface of the pot and the deep thump impressions at

interior base. This pithos is very frequent in the pitharaki form (e.g Poursat 1996:

P1.26a; Seager 1916: PI.XIX; Sackett and Popham 1970: fig.19). It first appeared

during EM at Galana Charakia. The four pithoi from Galana Charakia are so similar

in morphological features and construction techniques that they seem to have been

produced by the same potting group. Form 56 was very frequent during MM II

especially in the area of Malia. It should be noted, however, that only a few pithoi are

over 50 cm. The most common height is between 40-50 cm. The standardisation

observed in such pithoi suggests the activity of a potting group.' Form 56 continue

into MM III and LM I. There is no evidence, so far, to support a later date. A local

centre of production has been suggested for specimens at Myrtos-Pyrgos (Knappett

1997: 221).

48 I. Capacity<53 1.

CONICAL TYPE WITH VERTICAL UPPER/MIDDLE PROFILE (J).

Forms 57 (Fig. 57), Form 58 (Fig. 58).

Forms 57 and 58 differ in the profile. In the first it is squared in the middle and

upper part while Form 58 it is squared in the upper part. The rim is rounded or

squared and does not project very much. The handles are placed vertically just below

the rim. In two pithoi a second row of two horizontal handles is placed on the middle

of the body. It is quite an unusual arrangement for pithoi of Group II. The decoration

consists of large horizontal bands and trickle patterns. In some pithoi spiral and axe

motifs are found. They majority of specimens come from the cemetery of Ailias

while two similar pithoi were found at the palace of Knossos and at Chania. They also

occur at Archanes Phourni. The standardisation in morphological and decorative

features, in clay composition, manufacturing steps and surface treatments suggests the

activity of a local potting group/s in the area of Knossos during MM II and MM III

(see p.40).

5 This potting group is located on petrographic arguments in the Mirabello area and the South
Coast (Knappett 1997: 221).
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Form 57: 1301.<Capacity<146 1.

Form 58: 130 1.<Capacity<143 I.

Form 59 (Fig. 59).

It is the most frequent Form of this type. The profile is vertical in the upper and

middle parts. The lower part is either conical or slightly concave. The rim is thick and

triangular, occasionally squared. In most specimens a spout is placed on the rim. In

many cases the spout played only a decorative role as it was false. Two horizontal

handles are placed below the rim and another vertically opposite the spout. Most

specimens have painted patterns. Form 59 is reported from east and central Cretan

sites such as Phaistos, Knossos, Ailias, Archanes, Kastelli (Pediados), Gouves, Malia,

Pachyammos, Mochlos, Palaikastro, Zakros. They occur from M1\4 II onwards. Their

major distribution is during MM III and LM I. There is no evidence of a further

distribution during LM III. Only one pithos is LM III CN 645.

701.<Capacity<1771.

Form 60 (Fig. 60).

The lower part, the rim, the arrangement of handles, the decoration, the

manufacturing techniques and the fabric of Form 60 resembles Forms 19-21. The

mouth, however, is unrestricted and the upper profile vertical. Form 60 has so far

been reported from Knossos. It is dated LM I of LM III (LM IIIA).

4471.<Capacity<4601.

Form 61 (Fig. 61).

A typical feature of this Form is the flat horizontally projecting rim and the two

horizontal handles placed just below it. The lower part is very narrow and the base is

projecting. Some specimens have painted patterns. Exclusively found on such pithoi

is the octopus pattern which is typical of LM IIIB (Pl. 106). The Form has been

reported from Knossos, Gouves, Hagia Triada, Phaistos, and Kria Sitias. It is

occurred only during LM IIIB and LM IIIC.
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1301.<Capacity<1461.

PIRIFORM TYPE ( of Group II) (K).

Form 62 (Fig. 62).

A peculiar feature of this Form is the convex wall in the upper part while the lower

part is straight. The handles are placed vertically below the rim or at the maximum

diameter. The latter arrangement is typical in EM II. Rope patterns are found below

the rim. Form 62 is first reported during EM II at Myrtos. It also occurred at Phaistos

and Pachyammos during MM.

341.<Capacity<98 1.

Form 63 (Fig. 63).

The upper profile of this Form is convex, with the maximum diameter below the

rim. The whole profile, however, is still conical. The rim is slightly thickened. Two

handles are placed below the rim. They are decorated with trickle patterns. This

pithos is very frequent in pitharaki form. Form 63 first appeared during MM II at

Malia (Quartier Mu) where it was very frequent. All specimens from Malia are

distinguished by the standardisation in morphological features and techniques of

construction. It continues during LM but is not as frequent as in MM. It has been

reported from many sites (e.g. Knossos, Archanes, Gazi, Malia, Pachyammos,

Mochlos, Pseira, Pachyammos, Makrygialos, Petras, Palaikastro, and Zakros).

371.<Capacity<40 1.

Form 64 (Fig. 64).

Distinctive features are the convexity of the profile just below rim and the series of

four horizontal/vertical handles on the shoulder. The decoration is simple trickle

patterns although in some specimens there are elaborately painted compositions. Form

64 has so far been reported from Ailias, Archanes, Aitania, and Malia. This pithos is

very frequent in the cemeteries of Ailias and Archanes (Sakellarakis and Sapouna-

Sakellaraki 1997: 467). The standardisation in morphological and manufacturing

features as in fabric suggest the presence of local potting group/s specialising in the
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production of such specimens used exclusively for burial purposes (see p.40). The

temporal distribution of Form 64 is limited to MM.

1581.<Capacity<1661.

TUB TYPE (L).

Form 65 (Fig. 65).

This Form is distinguished by the vertical profile of the body. The rim and base

diameter are equal. The rim is small thin and directly joined to the body. Occasionally

a spout is placed on the rim. The handles, either two horizontal or two vertical, are

placed just below the rim. The second arrangement is the most frequent. It is reported

from Phaistos, Knossos (North House), Kastelli (Pediados), Kavousi, Makrygialos,

Kria, Zakros. Form 65 appeared no earlier than LM I. It was very frequent,

however, after LM IIIA and continued into the Protogeometric and Geometric

periods.

43 1.<Capacity<461.
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APPENDIX

DECORATIVE PATTERNS AND STYLE

II. 1. Introduction.

The scope of this appendix is to present the most frequent patterns and

decorative methods used on pithoi. The objective is to create a practical tool for

recognition, classification and interpretation of the data. When we approach the

archaeological evidence, the principal shortcoming we face is that decorative designs

can vary in an almost infinite number of forms. Taking into consideration the large

collection of material, we are forced to make rigid selections based only on the most

representative motifs. This selection, however, respects the polymorphism of the

archaeological evidence in time and space. We have isolated six decorative methods:

rope, raised band, impressed, painted, incised, and appliqué decorations. The last two

are less frequent than the others.

II. 2. Rope decoration.

It has been suggested that clay ropes imitate the real ropes which were put

around the pithos either to assist its transportation (PM I: 232; cf. van Effenterre

1980: fig.34) or to prevent it from warping while drying (Betancourt 1984: 112).

Both hypotheses are fully supported by the ethnographic record. Thus the real ropes

turned into a schematic decorative element. Rope patterns are moulded from braids of

fine clay in circular, oval and occasionally rectangular sections. The potter's finger is

pressed on the clay surface and the knots of real ropes are imitated. The

thumb/index/middle fingers are commonly used.' Occasionally, impressions are made

by stamps, seals and tools. Some ropes are plain. The final decorative effect is

determined by the quality and humidity of the clay, the size of the potter's finger, the

strength of the pressure against the soft clay and the attention and skill of the potter.

Therefore, rope patterns present great variety.

The identification of the fingers is based on personal observations and on information provided by
the pithos maker Mr. K.Ploumalcis.
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Two techniques have been isolated for the affixing of clay ropes to the pithos

surface. In the first the potter stuck a plain rope on the pithos body using the thumb

or index finger. In some cases, especially on pithoi from Mesara and Amari, the braid

is affixed on the pithos surface after the latter has been covered with a pigment and

smoothed. After affixing the rope and smoothing the edges formed between the rope

and the pithos surface, the potter proceeds with the impressions. In the second

technique the potter first makes an incised guideline onto which he affixes the rope.

There is no evidence for pithoi in Crete during the Neolithic period and the storage

containers bear only burnished and incised decorations (cf. PM II: fig. 3r; Evans 1964:

178 no.2, 201, fig.42 no. 2 and Pl. 44 no.2). On the Mainland, however, Neolithic

pithoi are decorated with ropes in quite elaborate arrangements (Papathanasopoulos

1996: Pls 27, 28, 140). The oldest pithos fragments known from Crete were

excavated by Hood in an EM I well at Knossos. From 55 sherds only 14 are

decorated with plain ropes while the others have incised patterns. The ropes are

arranged in single rows below the rim or at the maximum diameter. Rope patterns are

used during EM II on pithoi from Knossos, Myrtos and Hagia Triada. The ropes are

quite varied but their arrangement on the pithos repeats that of the previous period.

Similar arrangements occur during MM IA. From that period onward, ropes also

occur around the pithos base (Arrangement 15). This arrangement is very frequent

during MM II in the area of Mesara and Amari. Rope patterns become even more

frequent in MM III. From LM onwards the diffusion of rope patterns follows very

strong regional tendencies. In the area of Central Crete they are replaced by raised

band patterns from LM IA. In this region only a few specimens decorated with rope

patterns have been found in LM I contexts, but they are MM survivals (CN 88, 89,

107, 108, 133, 735). In East and West Crete, however, rope patterns continue to be

used until LM III, while the raised band patterns are not frequent before that period.

From LM III onwards rope patterns are replaced by raised band patterns all over

Crete. They occur only below the rim and above the base as secondary decorative

elements and occasionally as main ones, combined with raised bands.
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H. 2. 1. Catalogue of the rope groups (Map I).

The present grouping is based on the way in which the finger/tool is pressed

against the rope surface. The similarity between members of each type is not specific

but general. Only ropes with stamps, tools and seal impressions are similar.

GROUP I (Pls 1-2).

The impressions are formed by pressing the outside of the thumb/index finger

against the rope diagonally. The raised portions are thin and oblique. The most

frequent types are: Rope 1 (Pl. 1) and Rope 2 (Pl. 2). In Rope 1, the outline of the

impression is oval while in Rope 2 it is oval elongated. They occur on Ovoid (1, 2),2

Ovoid Elongated (1), Piriform and Globular (2) and Conical: Form 56 (1) shapes. In

most cases they are placed below the rim and occasionally on the body.

Chronology: From MM I (1); frequent in MM III (1,2); Occasionally in LM I (2)

and LM III (1).

Distribution: Central and East Crete. Rope 1 is frequent during MM III in the

Mesara and Amari areas (Phaistos, Kommos, Apodoulou, Monastiraki) and Zalcros.

We would suggest the activity of potters group/s in both cases.

Examples: (1): CN 88; 207-210; 211-214; 592-595; Hutchinson 1956: P1.11d; (2):

CN 332; 354-356; Knossos: Palace: West Magazine IX: Pithos 11; Knossos: Palace:

West Magazine X: Pithos 1.

GROUP II (Pls 3-4).

The impressions are made by pressing the tip a the inclexhinad1e imger agthns't 'tne

rope causing a circular design to almost overlap each time. Their size and plasticity

vary from very small and symmetric, Rope 3 (Pl. 3) to big and plastic, Rope 4 (Pl. 4).

They are found on Ovoid shapes.

Chronology and Distribution: Rope 3 is frequent during MM in Central and East

Crete and continues into LM T in East Crete (especially in the area of Zakros (potting

group/s)). It occurs occasionally during LM III in West Crete. Rope 4 is dated MM

III. It has been reported from the North Central Crete area.

2 The numbers in ( ) from this point are referring to types of rope patterns.
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Examples: (3) CN 193-196; 300; 314-316; Knossos: Palace: Magazine of the Giant

Pithoi: Magazine A: Pithos 1; Tsipopoulou and Vagnetti 1995: figs 44 n.221, 41 n.

70; (4) Unpublished.

GROUP HI (Pls 5-8).

The impressions are made by pressing the tip of the index/middle finger on the

rope without an overlapping effect. Their outline is oval and the raised middle parts

are punctuated. Group III is divided into two sub-groups. In the first, Ropes 5 (Pl.

5) and 6 (Pl. 6), the impressions are horizontal while in the second, Ropes 7 (Pl. 7)

and 8 (Pl. 8) are vertical. They occur on Ovoid and Piriform shapes and occasionally

on Globular (5).

Chronology: As early as EM 11 (5); maximum frequency during MIVI III and LM I; it

occurs during LM III (5,7,8) usually combined with raised band patterns. It has

been observed that the versions dated MM III and LM I are more carefully executed

than those of LM III. Only ropes dated LM III from Knossos are carefully executed.

Distribution: Central and East Crete. Rope 8 shown in Pl. 8 is very frequent at

Knossos (potting group/s).

Examples: (5): CN 36; 312; 333; 353; 386; 709; Kavousi: K. 16.100 (locus 16.115);

(6): 321; 333; 334; 367; 368; 552; (7) CN 161; 312; 379; 438; (8) CN 33-35; 41-43;

91; 95; 101; 173; 175; 232-233; 295; 298.

GROUP IV (Pls 9-12).

The impressions, which are made by pressing the tip of the thumb/index/middle

fingers against the rope, are circular and regularly spaced. 'Thew stze depends on the

size of the finger. The bigger ones are those produced by the tip of the thumb,

Ropes 11 (Pl. 11) and 12 (Pl. 12) while the smaller ones are produced by the

index/middle fingers, Ropes 9 (Pl. 9) and 10 (Pl. 10). In some ropes the edges of the

impressions are particularly accentuated and deep while in others they are not. They

are arranged on Ovoid (9, 10, 11, 12), Barrel (10) and occasionally on Piriform (12)

pithoi.

Chronology: From EM 11 (11); frequent in MM 1-MM 11 (9, 10, 11), MM III (12);

occasionally in LM I (9); frequent in LM III (12).
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Distribution: Central, East and West Crete. Rope 11 is typical in EM Myrtos. Rope

12 is frequent during LM III in West Crete. It is made by a local potting group/s. The

limited spatial distribution of Rope 10 in the Mesara plain and Amari valley and the

similarities in execution indicate the presence of a local potting group/s active during

MM.

Examples: (9): CN 1; 318; Andrikou 1991: Pl. 18; Nowicki 1994: figs 15 n.57, 18 n.

9; (10): Levi 1976: Pl. 52b; Borda 1946: Pl. XXV; Banou 1992b: Fig. 11; Banti

1930-31: fig. 34; (11): CN 57; 145; Hood and Warren 1966: Pl. 40b; (12): CN 168;

169; 197; 202; 203; 339; 348; Chania-Kastelli GSE 77 P1649; GSE 82 P313; GSE 71

P520; GSE 70 P690B; GSE 77 P2077; Tzedakis and Godart 1994: Pl. )0CIII1.

GROUP V (Pls 13-15).

The impressions are formed by pressing the outside of the thumb/index/middle

fingers against the rope vertically and then moving it in one direction. The raised

portion has a semicircular outline and the decorative effect is similar to overlapping

scales. The use of a flat tool which has been suggested (PM II: 418) is improbable as

fingerprints are evident on the surface of the impression. In Rope 13 (Pl. 13) the

outline of the impression is circular and very overlapping. In Ropes 14 (P1.14), 15

(P1.14), 16 (P1.15) the impressions are elongated and more closely spaced.

Moreover, in Rope 15 three impressions are made by pressing the tips of the index,

middle and ring finger together on the edge of each scale. Ropes of Group V are

arranged on Ovoid Elongated pithoi (13,16) and on Form 3 (14, 15). On Form 3

always follows Arrangement 16.

Chronology: Frequent during MM III (13,15) and LM 1(14,16).

Distribution: Central, East and West Crete. The frequency of Ropes 13 and 16 in

the Knossos area and the similarity in morphology and execution suggest the

production of a local potting group. Local potting groups are responsible for the

production of Ropes 14-15 in West Crete.

Examples: (13): CN 153; 241; 319; 553; PM II: fig. 241a, b; KSM A 112, Box 74;

KSM L 11114, Box 1065; KSM R IV!, Box 1525; Galatas (unpublished); Galeni (Dr.

E. Banou and Mrs I. Serpetsidaki pers.comm. 1996); Sakellarakis and Sapouna-

Sakellaraki 1997: figs 229, 251; Chania-Kastelli: GSE 84, P1937a; Nowicki 1994: fig.
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17 M22; (14) CN 16-23; (15): CN 18; Betancourt 1990: Pl. 44 n.759; (c.f Tzedakis

and Sacconi 1989: Fig.71 n.536; Hood 1967: P1.4 ns 15, 19); (16): CN 240-242;

Galeni (Dr. E. Banou and Mrs I. Serpetsidaki pers.comm. 1996).

GROUP VI (Pls 16-20).

The ropes of this group bear incisions/impressions made by a thin-edged tool

pressed/incised against the rope diagonally. The decorative effect is determined by

the thickness of the tool, its oblique position, and the width of the space between

impressions/incisions. In some cases, incisions/impressions are made in two opposite

directions on the same rope imitating the herringbone pattern (Pl. 17). In other cases,

ropes with opposite impressions/incisions are arranged in pairs so a herringbone effect

is created (Pls 19, 20). In Ropes 17 (Pl. 16) and 19 (Pl. 18) the impressions are

linear, almost regularly spaced. In Rope 18 (P1.17) the impressions are very thin and

closely spaced. In Rope 20 (Pls 19-20) the oblique impressions are wide and almost

raised so that the general effect is very plastic. They occur on the body and below the

rim in Ovoid (17, 19, 20) and Piriform (18) shapes.

Chronology: Frequent during MM (17,19,20) and LM (18,19,20).

Distribution: Central and East Crete. Rope 18 is so far reported from Knossos.

Rope 19 is frequent at Phaistos and is produced by a local potting group.

Examples: (17) CN 1; 318; 442; KSM B 112, Box 381; KSM L 16, Box 978; (18):

CN 39; (19): CN 38; 190; 436; Levi 1976: PI.169b; KSM LI 7, Box 982; Chania-

Kastelli: GSE 71 P157; (20): CN 88; Hagios Miron (unpublished); Galatas

(unpublished); Zois 1974: Pl. 20a; Borda 1946: Pl. XL.

GROUP VII (Pls 21-24).

The impressions are made by thin-edged tools pressed against the rope surface

vertically. They are regularly spaced such as Ropes 21 (P1.21), Rope 22 (P1.22),

Rope 23 (P1.23), or irregular Rope 24 (Pls 24, 27). The width varies according to the

tool edge. Rope 21 is produced by a very sharp-edged tool probably of metal.

Sometimes the tool leaves its traces on the pithos surface (Pl. 23). They occur

around the body of Ovoid shapes.
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Chronology and Distribution: From MM II at Phaistos (21) and MM III at Galatas

(21). Frequent during LM at Knossos (combined with raised band patterns). Rope

24 is frequent at Zakros during LM I.

Examples: (21): CN 96; 301; Galatas (unpublished); Christakis and Panagiotaki, in

preparation GPR 9, 33, 66; (c.f Tsipopoulou and Vagnetti 1995: fig. 41 n. 103); (22):

KSM, Box 1838; (23) KSM LI6, Box 978; (24) CN 286; 312; Galatas (unpublished);

Zakros ANM 6888.

GROUP VIII (Pls 25-28).

The impressions are produced by pressing stamps, seals, punctuated tools and bones

against the rope surface. Only a rope from Hagia Triada has impressions made by a

seal CN 197. Stamp impressions on ropes have been found, so far, in three cases,

Rope 25 (P1.25), Rope 26 (Pl. 26), Rope 27 (P1.27). The impressions on Rope 28

(P1.28) are made by a animal bone (c.f Hood eta!. 1966: Pl. 40f and CN 63). Ropes

of this group occur on Ovoid shapes. In most cases they are found only once and

seem to be creations of individual potters.

Chronology: As early as EM II; Frequent in MM; Occasionally in LM I.

Distribution: Central Crete and occasionally in East Crete. Rope 28 is frequent in

the Mesara plain and Amari valley and seems to have been produced by local or

itinerant potting groups (Christakis 1999 a).

Examples: (25): CN 117; Levi 1957-58: fig. 29; Monastiraki (unpublished); (26):

KSM, Box 1838; Galatas (unpublished); (27): Galatas (unpublished); Tsipopoulou

and Vagnetti 1995: fig. 42 n. 42; (28) Phaistos e.g. F.1578; Monastiraki

(unpublished); Apodoulou (unpublished) (c.f. Betancourt 1990: Pl. 76 n.1512; Matz

1951: Pl. 43 n.2).

GROUP IX (Pls 29-30).

The ropes of this group are plain. Two types have been found. The first Rope 29

(P1.29) is considerably thick and projecting from the pithos surface in contrast to

Rope 30 ( P1.30) which is very thin. Rope 29 is the most frequent rope pattern of all

the aforementioned ones. It is usually placed below the rim or the collar. It is

frequent on Ovoid shapes (especially Type Ca). In some Piriform pithoi, Rope 29 is
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so thick and projecting that a big slope is formed around the collar (e.g CN 386). This

feature has the practical function of collecting liquids dropping from the pithos. In

other cases Rope 29 is used for the formation of medallions (e.g CN 227-229;

P1.29). In Rope 30 the braid of clay is very thin. In some cases it is produced not as

a separate braid stuck on, but by the strong pressure of the potter's fingers on the

pithos surface. Ropes of this type form grooves arranged horizontally around the

base and below the series of handles and occasionally have arch-shaped motifs.

Chronology: From EM 11 (29); Frequent in MM (30) and in LM (29).

Distribution: In all sites (29). Grooves formed by Rope 30 occur during MM in East

Crete. They are rare outside that area. The existence of a potting tradition could be

suggested.

Examples: (29): CN 227; (30): CN 147, 329, 364, 543.

II. 3. Raised band decoration.

Raised band patterns have a rectangular section and projecting edges (e.g. Pls 33,

36, 40). In some versions it has been observed that the edges are not very distinct

from the pithos surface (e.g. Pls 44, 53). The width of the bands varies from 2 cm to 7

cm . The most frequent is about 3 cm. to 5 cm. The band surface is either flat or

almost concave. The concave profile is created by the attempt of the potter to stick

the band on the pithos. It seems to be a finishing feature peculiar at Knossos, Galatas,

Nipiditos and Phaistos. Raised bands have incised and occasionally impressed

patterns. The decorative effect is determined by the quality of the clay, the tools, and

the skill and attention of the potter. Raised bands are arranged on pithoi in horizontal

and wavy row.

Two techniques have been isolated for the affixing of raised bands. In the first the

potter pastes the plain raised band directly on the pithos body and then proceeds with

the incision/impression of the patterns. In many cases, the tool leaves its traces on the

pithos surface (P1.35). In the second technique, which is very frequent, the band is

affixed on incised guidelines (Pl. 117). In many cases the edges of the raised band are

carefully smoothed. On modern pithoi horizontal raised bands are usually placed at

the conjunction of the coils to strengthen the pithos walls at this point (Vallianos and

Padouva 1986: 97). It seems that the horizontal raised bands on Minoan pithoi had
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the same function (already noted by Bosanquet and Dawkins 1923: 55). The height

of the space between the horizontal bands corresponds to the height of the coils in

modern Cretan pithoi. The reliability of such a manufacturing step is fully supported

by a meticulous observation of the manufacturing steps on the pithos surface. In many

pithoi the conjunction of the coils, well-evident on the inner surface of the pithos, is at

the height of the raised horizontal bands. This is also evident in the section of many

fragments as is shown in P1.118 where the raised band is placed between two coils.

Note the diagonally incised lines on the horizontal surface of the coil which

strengthen the affixing of the parts.

The spatial and temporal distribution of raised band decorations follows strong

regional paths. Horizontal raised bands with incised motifs appears as early as MM

(Knossos: CN 195; Monastiraki: Matz 1951: P1.41 n.2). Their occurrence however is

exceptional. The occurrence of raised bands with vertical incisions (Band 1) in MM

III is rather ambiguous. It has been suggested by Marinatos that this band occur from

MM IIIB at Kouses (1924-25:61,67, fig.8). The MM III date, however, is very

doubtful. The pithos in question has purely LM morphological features CN 252.

Moreover, its context is LM I with evidence for a later reoccupation of the area in

LM III not mentioned by the excavator. In her study on LM III pottery from

Archanes Andrikou argues that raised band patterns with circular impressions and

herringbone incisions appeared in an early phase of the Neopalatial period (1991:109).

As we have not studied the evidence from Archanes, it is impossible to advance any

definitive opinion. Nevertheless, the parallels that Andrikou used for this

chronological classification are quite questionable.3

At Knossos pithos fragments with raised band decorations - incised herringbone

patterns and impressed circular stamps - were found in the cists of the Long Corridor

(West Magazines) (e.g. KSM D IV2, Box 513; D IV7, Box 523; D IV7, Box 524).

The cists were covered by a slab pavement, which according to Evans, was laid

during MM IIIB and according to Mackenzie's view during LM IA (PM I: 458-9).

Nevertheless, as Hallager shows, the final layout of the pavement in the area of the

Long Corridor took place in an early phase of LM IIIA (1977: 44-5). Consequently,

the pithos fragments with raised band decorations could be rather LM than MM III.

3 She makes reference to pithos fragments from Vrises dated LM I (Zois 1974: PI.20a). The pithoi
from the West Magazines, which she uses as possible parallels, are LM.
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Pithos fragments with impressed circular and concentric circular stamps are found in

the West Facade, under the Southwest Threshold, the School Room, in the area of the

room of the Double Axes and in the Long Corridor Cist 2. For these deposits a LM

date is suggested (see pp.344-45). In general, raised band patterns at Knossos were

used from LM I and continued into LM III. The only exception is a raised band with

a herringbone pattern on a pithos dated MM III CN 195. Nevertheless, the pattern is

quite different from the LM versions. The occurrence of raised band patterns such as

Band 1 in LM IA is reconfirmed by pithos fragments from the Galatas palace where

they occur in LM IA levels but not in MM III. In conclusion, in Central Crete there is

a clearly stratified MM III or MM IIIB/LM IA context with pithoi or fragments

decorated with raised bands with incised or impressed patterns.

Raised band patterns are very rare during LM I in East and West Crete. In East

Crete Band 14 (Pl. 47) occurs on some pithoi from Zakros but it is placed at a

subordinate level in the decorative composition and is always combined with rope

patterns (e.g CN 312). Few fragments of pithoi with raised bands with herringbone

patterns were reported from Zakros (Platon 1968: 168; 1980: 323; 1986: 294). They

were found in LM IA and LM IB levels. Bands such as Bands 1-12 are rare in the

Zakros area (Dr. L. Platon, pers.comm. 1996). At Profitis Ilias Tourtoulon and

Achladia raised bands with criss-cross and herringbone patterns have been found

during LM I but this seems a rather exceptional case. At Palaikastro and Petras

raised bands occur only during LM III (Tsipopoulou 1997: figs 6-10, 13; Prof.A.

MacGillivray, pers.comm. 1996). In the Malia area we have not seen pithoi or pithos

fragments from well-stratified LM I contexts with raised band patterns. The pithos

found in Room XXVIII of the Palace CN 549 seems to be LM III rather than LM I

(Pelon 1997). All the specimens from the Malia area with raised band patterns are

found in LM III contexts (e.g. Pelon 1970: Pls XXII 3, XXV6).

The same situation is observed in West Crete, where rope patterns are not frequent

until an early phase of LM III. Only Band 31 appears during LM I. Bands with

incised criss-cross and herringbone patterns have been found only at a LM I House at

Vrises (Zois 1974: Pl. 20a). The date of the sherds, however, is quite uncertain as

they were found at the surface level (Zois 1974: 29). Only one pithos with

herringbone decoration, was found in the destruction deposit dated LM I. A
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fragmentary pithos with herringbone raised bands was found in a LM I building at

Kavousi-Charkia in Rethimnon district (Banou 1992b: 594). Bands with incised

patterns are rare from the Chania-Kastelli excavation. They occur mainly at LM III

levels but even then they are less frequent than those with Band 31.

In conclusion, raised band patterns are not frequent in the areas of East and West

Crete during LM I and occur from LM IIIA onwards. The LM I pithoi from these

areas are still decorated with rope patterns, a 'vogue' which had already ended in

Central Crete.

11.3.1. Catalogue of the raised band groups (Map II).

GROUP I (Pls 31-38).

The incisions are vertical. They vary according to the edges of the tool used in

each case, and the space between the incisions. In Band 1 (Pls 31-32), 2 (Pl. 34-35),

3 (P1.36) the incisions are made by a sharp-edged tool while Bands 4 (P1.37), 5

(P1.38) are made by a thick-edged tool. Incisions are regularly spaced (1, 3, 4, 5) or

irregularly (2). They occur on Ovoid and occasionally on Piriform shapes following

Arrangement 22, 23 mostly alone or combined with bands having impressed motifs

and herringbone incisions. The version of Band 1 illustrated in Pls 31-33 is produced

by potting group/s active in the Knossos and Phaistos-Hagia Triada. Band 4 is

typical in Tylissos. Bands 3 and 5 are produced by a potting group/s active in LM III

at Knossos. It has been observed that the LM I versions are less carefully executed

than those dated LM III. Only bands on palatial pithoi show a considerable level of

accuracy in LM I.

Chronology: From LM I onwards; very frequent in LM I (1,2,4); very frequent in

LM III (3, 5).

Distribution: In Central Crete from LM I; rare in East and West Crete during LM I

and frequent during LM III.

Examples: (1): CN 40; 41; 185; 216-220; 298; (2) CN 144, 290; 305, 306, 308; (3):

CN 45; 55; Christakis and Panagiotaki, in preparation GPR 40-43; Pelon 1970: Pl.

VGI3; (4): CN 27; (5): CN 170, 235, 315, 385.
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GROUP II (Pls 39-41).

The incisions are made by an arc-shaped tool with sharp Bands 7 (P1.40) or more

thick Bands 6 (P1.39), 8 (P1.41) edges. They occur alone or combined with stamped

and herringbone bands. They are arranged on Ovoid Elongated pithoi. The activity of

a Knossian potting group during LM is suggested for the production of Band 8.

Chronology: From LM I onwards.

Distribution: In LM North Central Crete sites.

Examples: (6): CN 45; 94; 224; 231; (7): CN 291; 292; (8): CN 170; 171; 237.

GROUP III (Pls 42-44).

The incisions are arranged obliquely on regular/irregular spaces. The edge of the

tools is either very sharp, Band 9 (P1.42) or wide, Bands 10 (PI.43), 11 (P1.44). In

some versions the execution is not very careful and the tool leaves its imprints on the

pithos surface (P1.44). They occur on Ovoid shapes always arranged in horizontal

rows and combined with bands from Group I and bands with stamp impressions and

rope patterns. When arranged in pairs a herringbone effect is created (P1.44). The

activity of a potting group at Hagia Triada in LM I is suggested for the production of

Band 9. Band 10 is produced exclusively by a Knossian potting group. The isolation

of an identical version at Galatas may suggests the presence of a Knossian potter.

Chronology: From LM I onwards.

Distribution: Central Crete.

Examples: (9): CN 245; 246; 248; 249; (10) KSM MI2, Box 1108; (11) KSM M112,

Box 1139.

GROUP IV (Pls 45-46).

The width in bands of this group varies from 3 cm to 3.5 cm instead of 4 cm to 5

cm which is the width of the bands of the other groups. The incisions are very

closely spaced, Band 13 (P1.46) or the space between the incisions are wide and

irregular, Band 12 (P1.45). They occur on Ovoid and Piriform shapes. They are

arranged in horizontal and wavy rows or they form quite elaborate spiral and foliated

patterns (CN 317, 549). The wavy arrangement is frequent in LM IIIB and LM IIIC

and continues into the Protogeometric period (especially Wave 6).
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Chronology: From LM I onwards; typical in LM III (13).

Distribution: Central, East and West Crete.

Examples: (12): CN 314; 382; 560; (13) CN 148; 317; 549.

GROUP V (Pls 47-48).

The incised lines form criss-cross patterns. The tool has sharp edges. The incisions

are usually regularly spaced, Band 14 (P1.47) and only occasionally irregular. In

Band 15 the criss-cross pattern is formed by the combination of herringbone

incisions over incised oblique lines (P1.48). There are many versions which differ in

the size and width of the incised lines, in the space between the criss-cross patterns

and in the quality of execution. They occur on Ovoid shapes in horizontal rows. In

many cases they are combined with herringbone bands. It has been observed that on

some pithoi from Knossos there is the tendency to divide the body into horizontal

herringbone bands but on the lower band near the base to use criss-cross incisions.

On a pithos from Zakros a criss-cross band formed an arc-shaped pattern CN 152.

Chronology: From LM I onwards.

Distribution: Central and East Crete; occasionally in West Crete.

Example: (14): CN: 95; 152; 312; 313; Zois 1974: P1.20a; Nowicki 1994: fig.13

n.38; Andrikou 1991: Pl. 9 n. Al; Tsipopoulou 1997: figs 8-10; (15): Christakis and

Panagiotaki, in preparation GPR/6.

GROUP VI (Pls 49-58).

Bands with herringbone incisions are the most widespread raised band pattern on

pithoi. From the plethora we have isolated four different types. In Band 16 (P1.49)

the incisions are made by a sharp edged tool in almost regular spaces. Sometimes the

effect is quite plastic. In Band 17 (P1.50) the incisions are irregularly spaced and in

many versions the oblique lines cross each other. In Band 18 (P1.51) the opposite

series of incisions are not joined. In Band 19 (P1.52) a series of oblique incised lines

was added to the herringbone pattern. They occur on Ovoid and occasionally on

Piriform shapes. They are placed in horizontal rows but occasionally in wavy rows

(16).
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Chronology: Exceptional appearance during MM (Knossos: CN 195; Galatas: CN

56; Monastiraki: Matz 1951: P1.41 n.2); From LM I onwards; very frequent in LM

Distribution: In all LM sites.

Examples: (16): CN 43; Bosanquet and Dawkins 1925: Pl. XXIIb; Hood et al. 1964:

Pl. 17a; Hood and Warren 1966: P1.40c; Lembesi 1971:P1. 373b; (17): CN 549;

Nowicki 1994: fig.17 n.11; (18): CN 594; (19): CN 55; Hood and Warren 1996: Pl.

40e; Hood et a/. 1964: Pl. 17a

HERRINGBONE PATTERNS FROM THE KNOSSOS PALACE

Bands 16-19 are the most typical and most frequently found. In the area of Knossos,

however, some other versions of herringbone patterns have been distinguished,

Bands 20 (P1.53), 21 (P1.54), 22 (P1.55), 23 (P1.56), 24 (P1.57), 25 (P1.58). Bands

21, 22 and 24 always occur on pithoi which present similar morphological and

decorative features. In many specimens similar manufacturing and finishing techniques

are also isolated. Bands 20-25 are produced by Knossian workshop/s active during

LM (LM I, LM II, LM IIIA). Most are LM IIIA. Similar bands have been found

occasionally at other sites on pithoi dated LM III. There is no evidence, however, for

a connection.

Examples: (20): Christakis and Panagiotaki, in preparation GPR/46; (21): CN 314;

(22): CN 316; (23): CN 292; (24): CN 231; (25): CN 47.

GROUP VII (Pls 59-60).

The raised bands have circular impressions made either by the finger, Band 26

(P1.59) or by a tool with a raised surface, Band 27 (P1.60). Some of the impressions,

especially those made by tools with a raised surface resemble the impressions made by

reeds. Band 26 is quite rare. The finger impressions occur either in a single row or

in a double row. It is found at Knossos and occasionally at Karphi. More frequent is

Band 27. Both are arranged in horizontal rows on Ovoid Shapes.

Chronology: LM III.

Distribution: In Central and occasionally in the rest of Crete.
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Examples: (26): CN 136; Seiradaki 1960: Pl. 12a; (27): CN 37; Chania-Kasteli GSE

73 P899; GSE 80 P 1637; Hood 1967: Pl. 4c.

GROUP VIII (Pls 61-63).

Bands in this group have incised adder-mark patterns. These patterns appear on the

Minoan decorative repertoire not earlier than LM II-LM III (Furumark 1941: 405).

On pithoi adder-mark patterns are usually painted on the horizontal surface of the

rim. On raised bands, however, these motifs are extremely rare. Bands 28, 29, 30

have been found only at Knossos (Pis 61-63). They are arranged on Ovoid shapes

combined with horizontal herringbone bands and wavy bands/ropes.

Chronology: LM IIIA.

Distribution: Knossos.

Examples: (61): CN 55; (62): CN 39; (63): CN 299.

GROUP IX (Pls 64-66)

The width in the bands of this group varies from 2 cm. to 3cm. They bear closely

spaced impressions made by an arc sharp-edged tool. The effect is similar to the

ropes of Group VI. The most frequent version is Band 31 (Pis 64, 65). Band 32 is a

variant of Band 31 (Pls 66). The raised parts are moulded into very thin scales. The

execution is very careful and the effect is plastic. It occurs on Ovoid and occasionally

on Piriform shapes.

Chronology: LM I - LM III; frequent in LM III.

Distribution: It is found exclusively in West Crete. The only known examples outside

that area are on three pithoi from Knossos (Pls 64-66). One of them is probably

produced in a western Crete workshop CN 462. The other examples are found on

specimens probably produced by the same potter CN 288, 289. The execution of the

band in this case is, however, quite rough.

Examples: (31): CN 733; 462; 289; Chania-Kastelli (unpublished); (32): CN 288.
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114. Arrangement and undulation of rope/raised bands patterns.

The aim of this section is to discuss the most frequent ways of arranging rope and

raised band patterns on a pithos surface. Arrangements 1 to 24 are the most

frequent whereas Arrangements 25 to 30 were rare (some seem to be original

creations of individual potters).

Arrangement 1

Diagonal ropes, medallions, arched rope patterns and appliqué patterns (bull heads)

are arranged on the shoulder between the handles.

Shapes: Piriform and Barrel.

Chronology: MM II-LM I (very frequent in LM I).

Distribution: Central and especially in East Crete.

Arrangement 2

Rows of horizontal ropes/bands or wavy ropes/bands are arranged on the

shoulder middle of the body. The rope patterns are closely spaced and occasionally

arranged far apart.

Shapes: Ovoid and Piriform.

Chronology: MM II-LM I.

Distribution: Central Crete and especially in East Crete.

Arrangement 3

A single/double rope is arranged below (i) the rim/base of the neck (very frequent);

or (ii) below the upper row of handles. It has been observed that the rope below the

rim/at the base of the neck coincided with the joint between the coil of the shoulder

and the coil of the neck/rim. In EM pithoi the rope pattern may be arranged above

the base of the neck or in the very top part of the shoulder.

Shapes: Ovoid, Piriform, Conical and Tub.

Chronology: EM II-LM III.

Distribution: West Crete (occasionally), Central and East Crete.
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Arrangement 4

A rope/ raised band is arranged at the middle height of the body or just below it. It

may be combined with a rope below the rim or/at the base of the neck and another

above the base.

Shapes: Ovoid, Piriform, Globular and Tub.

Chronology: EM II-LM III.

Distribution: Central and East Crete.

Arrangement 5

Two horizontal ropes/bands are arranged at the middle height of the body while

wavy ropes occur around the shoulder.

Shapes: Ovoid, Piriform.

Chronology: MM III, LM I.

Distribution: East Crete.

Arrangement 6

Bands/ ropes (more frequently) are arranged below the upper row of handles and

above the lower.

Shapes: Ovoid, Piriform.

Chronology: MM I-LM I.

Distribution: Central Crete (rare); East Crete (very frequent; very frequent at Malia).

Arrangement 7

Similar to Arrangement 6 except that decorative patterns (diagonal ropes, wavy

ropes, medallions) are placed on the shoulder.

Shapes: Piriform.

Chronology: LM I.

Distribution: East Crete.
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Arrangement 8

Horizontal ropes are arranged below the upper row of handles and above the

lower while diagonal ropes are placed on the middle field between the handles. The

number of ropes varies from one to six. Rope patterns may be combined with knobs.

Shapes: Ovoid and occasionally in Piriform.

Chronology: MM III; LM I (occasionally).

Distribution: Central Crete; East Crete (occasionally).

Arrangement 9

A row of ropes occurs below the upper row of handles while diagonal ropes are

placed between the handles.

Shapes: Ovoid, Piriform.

Chronology: MM II (occasionally); MM III (very frequent); LM I (occasionally).

Distribution: Central Crete; East Crete (occasionally).

Arrangement 10

A row of horizontal ropes divides the body into two fields where diagonal ropes

and other decorative motifs (e.g. double axes in relief) are placed.

Shapes: Ovoid, Piriform.

Chronology: LM I

Distribution: Central and East Crete.

Arrangement 11

Rows of ropes (Rope 30) occur below the upper handles and above the lower ones.

Double arched patterns formed by ropes are placed on the shoulder.

Shapes: Ovoid, Piriform.

Chronology: MM I-LM I.

Distribution: East Crete.
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Arrangement 12

Rows of ropes (very frequently Rope 30) occur below the upper row of handles

and above the lower ones. Medallions, rows of wavy ropes, arched ropes, oblique

ropes and floral motifs in relief are placed on the shoulder.

Shapes: Piriform.

Chronology: MM III-LM I.

Distribution: East Crete.

Arrangement 13

Horizontal rows of ropes occur below the upper and above the lower row of

handles. In the field between the handles rope patterns (arched ropes, medallions,

diagonal ropes) are placed.

Shapes: Ovoid, Piriform.

Chronology: MM III.

Distribution: Central Crete, East Crete (occasionally).

Arrangement 14

Rows of horizontal ropes/bands occur around the pithos body. Oblique ropes are

placed on the shoulder between the handles. In some versions the field was left

vacant.

Shapes: Ovoid, Piriform.

Chronology: LM I

Distribution: East Crete (Zakros).

Arrangement 15

Ropes occur only on the lower part of the pithos around the base close together.

This arrangement is usually combined with painted decoration.

Shapes: Ovoid (especially Forms 2, 4, 5).

Chronology: MM.

Distribution: Mesara and Amari.
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Arrangement 16

Ropes/bands are horizontally and closely spaced, covering the whole pithos surface.

In one case a spiral pattern was placed on the shoulder.

Shapes: exclusively on Forms 3, 25, 26, 27.

Chronology: LM I, LM III.

Distribution: West Crete; Central Crete (on three pithoi from Knossos Form 25).

Arrangement 17

The pithos' body is divided by horizontal bands/ropes into almost equal fields (three

to six fields) which are vacant.

Shapes: Ovoid (very frequent), Piriform.

Chronology: LM I (occasionally); LM III (very frequent).

Distribution: Central Crete; East Crete (occasionally).

Arrangement 18

It is a variant of Arrangement 17. The body is divided into fields by horizontal

bands/ropes. On the upper field, between the handles, decorative motifs (arched

bands, button, medallions) are arranged.

Shapes: Ovoid.

Chronology: MM JIB (Phaistos); LM III.

Distribution: Central and East Crete.

Arrangement 19

The pithos is divided by horizontal rows of bands/ropes. Wavy ropes/bands are

arranged on the shoulder.

Shapes: Piriform.

Chronology: LM

Distribution: Central and East Crete.
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Arrangement 20

It is similar to Arrangement 19. The wavy ropes/bands are placed on the middle

part of the body. In one case medallions are arranged on the shoulder.

Shapes: Ovoid.

Chronology: LM III.

Distribution: Central Crete.

Arrangement 21

The pithos surface is divided by horizontal ropes/bands into fields where

decorative patterns (knobs, medallions, diagonal ropes or X ropes) are placed.

Shapes: Ovoid.

Chronology: MM IIB; LM.

Distribution: Central Crete (Knossos and Phaistos).

Arrangement 22

The pithos surface is divided by rows of horizontal bands into two, three and

occasionally four fields. Wavy raised bands and occasionally wavy ropes are arranged

on the fields.

Shapes: Ovoid Elongated.

Chronology: LM.

Distribution: West Crete (occasionally); Central Crete (very frequent); East Crete

(rare).

Arrangement 23

The pithos surface is divided into horizontal fields by rows of ropes/bands.

Ropes/bands of Waves 3 and 6 are placed between the rows of ropes/bands. In some

cases the field between the upper handles is either vacant or filled with decorative

motifs.

Shapes: Ovoid; Piriform (occasionally).

Chronology: LM III; continue in Protogeometric and Archaic period.

Distribution: All Crete. Very frequent at Knossos.
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Arrangement 24

In Arrangement 24 the horizontal and wavy bands are arranged below the shoulder.

Various motifs (medallions, diagonal ropes, and palms like motifs) are placed on the

shoulder. It is rare.

Shapes: Ovoid.

Chronology: LM.

Distribution: Central Crete.

Arrangement 25

Two horizontal ropes are placed at the height of the upper handles. It is not very

frequent.

Shapes: Conical.

Chronology: MM; LM III

Distribution: Central and East Crete.

Arrangement 26

The pithos surface is divided by horizontal bands and the middle space is filled by

groups of oblique ropes. The upper field is left vacant.

Shapes: Ovoid.

Chronology: LM III.

Distribution: Knossos.

Arrangement 27

The pithos body is divided into horizontal fields by rows of ropes. X ropes or ropes

in oblique rows are arranged in the middle space. Both resemble the way in which

pithoi were tied by real ropes. Knobs/other motifs are placed between rope patterns.

Very rare.

Shapes: Ovoid.

Chronology: (MM II) MM III.

Distribution: Central and East Crete (Phaistos, Knossos, Malia).
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Arrangement 28

Rope patterns are arranged around the pithos body forming a star-like motif

Shape: Ovoid.

Chronology: LM I.

Distribution: Zakros.

Arrangement 29

Ropes divide the body into fields. Groups of diagonal ropes are placed in the fields

in opposite directions. The decorative effect is similar to a herringbone pattern.

Shape: Ovoid.

Chronology: MM III.

Distribution: Knossos.

Arrangement 30

The pithos body is tied by an X-like net.

Shape: Ovoid.

Chronology: MM II.

Distribution: Phaistos.

11.4.1 Undulation of wavy ropes/bands in Arrangements 5, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24.

The wavy ropes/bands are arranged on the pithos body in six different forms of

undulation. The more frequent undulations are Waves 1 (P1.119), 2 (P1.120),

followed by Waves 3 (P1.121) and 4 (P1.122). Wave 6 (P1.124) is very rare while

Wave 5 (Pl. 123), in most cases, is combined with Waves 1, 2 and 3.

Chronology: From MM III (rope patterns) (Wave 2); very frequent in LM I

(Waves 1, 2, 3, 4, 5); very frequent in LM III (Waves 2, 3, 4, 5, 6); typical of LM I

(Wave 2); typical of LM III (Waves 1, 6). It may be noted that it is not always

possible to establish a reliable temporal sequence as the major part of our evidence

comes from the West Magazines of Knossos.
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Distribution: Very frequent in Central Crete (Waves 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6); occasionally in

East Crete (Waves 1, 4); extremely rare in West Crete (Wave 4).

Wave 1 (P1119).

It usually occurs on Arrangement 24 and occasionally on 23. When it occurs on

Arrangement 23 it is combined with Waves 2 and 3.

Wave 2 (PI.120).

It is frequently found on Arrangement 22. In some cases it is combined with

Waves 1 and 3 and occasionally with Waves 5 and 6.

Wave 3 (PI.121).

It occurs with Arrangement 23 either by itself or combined with Waves 1 and 2.

Wave 4 (P1.122).

In most cases it is arranged in the lower zone and in some specimens occurs by

itself. In Arrangement 22 it is isolated or more frequently combined with Wave 2 and

occasionally with Waves 1 and 3.

Wave 5 (P1.123).

It occurs with Arrangement 22 and in most cases, combined with Waves I, 2, 3

and occasionally with 5.

Wave 6 (PI.124).

It is similar to the undulation of the tentacles of the octopus on painted pottery

(P1.106). A possible influence from painted motifs is suggested. It occurs by itself or

combined with Waves 2 in Arrangement 23.

11.5. Impressed decoration.

Impressed decorations are not as frequent as painted and relief ones. They are

produced by the pressure of tools on a soft clay surface before the firing process. The
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imprints are almost identical. The patterns are impressed either directly on the pithos

surface (rim, handles, collar, base) or on ropes/bands, knobs and medallions. The

tools used are stamps, seals and reed shoots. In many cases, impressions made by

different tools are combined on the same pithos. Impressed patterns are classified in

three groups according to the tool used in each case. The groups are: Stamp

impressions, Reed impressions, and Seal impressions.

II. 5. 1. Stamps (Pls 67-77).

Stamp impressions are produced by stamps of perishable material, probably of

wood. The imprints form circular and concentric circle patterns, raised circular

patterns, flower-like patterns, spiral patterns and occasionally double axe patterns.

Some of those patterns are engraved on seals. The use of seals, however, is unlikely

as the imprint is quite different.

Circle and Concentric circle stamps (Pls 67-71; Map III): 	 The impressions

vary from thin and shallow (Pls 68, 70, 71) to more wide and plastic (Pls 67, 69).

Circle impressions', (Pls 67, 68) are usually impressed on horizontal bands of pithoi

from Knossos (CN 92; 227-229; 291; 300), Kavousi (K. 1302.4; K. 708.6; K. 752.2

III), Karphi (Seiradaki 1960: P1.12), and Malia (CN 549). Most of our evidence

comes from Knossos. Circle diameters at Knossos vary from 3 cm. to 5.5 cm. From

a total of 14 impressions only in two cases is the same stamp used (pithos of unknown

provenience (Knossos) 1-11M 24889 and CN 227; KSM M IV, Box 1232 and KSM N

IV 2, Box 1299). The impressions at Karphi and Kavousi vary from 1.2 cm. to 1.8

cm. while the one from Malia is 3.3 cm.

There are two versions with concentric circle impressions. In the first the profile

of the concentric circles is rounded (Version A: P1.69) while in the second the profile

is more squared (Version B: Pls 70, 71). Most of them come from Knossos (CN 36;

223; 225; 286; 287; 292; 296). They also occur at Hagia Triada (Prof V. La Rosa

pers.comm. 1996), Kavousi (K.16.100 (locus 16.115)), Palaikastro (CN 740), Avli

(CN 307), Psari Forada (Banou and Rethemiotakis 1997: fig.27), Archanes (ibid.:

46), Galeni (Dr. E. Banou and Mrs I. Serpetsidaki pers.comm. 1996), the Dictaean

Cave (Watrous 1996: PLXVIIa) and Kefali Chondrou (Dr. L. Platon pers.comm.
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1996). Stamp diameters vary from 2.9 cm. to 5.6 cm.. Only on two pithoi from

Knossos does the same seal seem to have been used (CN 287 and 296).

The temporal distribution of circle and concentric circle impressions is problematic

as most of them come from Knossian contexts, which are not well-stratified. Evans

supposed that impressions such as those shown in Pls 67, 68 were used as early as

MM IIIB (PM I: 621). A fragment of a medallion pithos with part of a horizontal

band with circular impressions was found in the wall of the West Facade (Hallager

1977: fig. 26). The level contained fragments from MM III conical cups, decorated

fragments dated MM III and LM I, some Neolithic ones and one EM II fragment

(KSM D III, Box 497). Evans had originally suggested that the West Facade was

built in MM III (1904-05: 21). Later he proposed a MM TB date for its construction

with alterations during MM III (PM I: 128-31; Overbeck and McDonald 1976: 157-

8). According to Hood's re-examination of the area the construction of the West

Facade could be placed at the very end of MM III (Catling 1973-74: 34). However,

it is more probable that the pithos fragment was built into the wall during a possible

restoration taking place after the destruction at the end of LM IA or even later in LM

III (Hallager 1977: 44). The latter is more likely. LM I is the terminus post pent for

the formation of this deposit. Another fragment with circular impressions was found

in the area south of the West Magazines under the Southwest Threshold (KSM

DXXIII1, Box 566). Most of the pottery of this level is not decorated and not easily

dated. The few decorated fragments are LM I with some MM III, EM II and

Neolithic. A pithos fragment found in the area of the School Room north of the East

stairway is similar (KSM MIV7, Box 1232). The pottery (most not decorated) is MM

IIIB/LM IA and LM I. A pithos fragment with circular impressions was found in the

area of the Room of the Double Axes (KSM NIV2, Box 1299) . The pottery is mixed

from Neolithic to LM I. There are many MM IIIB/LM IA and LM I sherds while one

sherd, possibly an intrusion, is LM III. A pithos fragment with circular impressions

was found in the room just left of the modern staircase at the end of the Corridor of

the Procession during the restoration undertaken by Platon in 1956.4

The deposit was mixed with pottery fragments from FN to LM III. All these

deposits were formed at the end of LM IA, possibly during the extensive

4 KSM.K.	 5-4-56. Arai TO 66)1a.-n0 aptimpa riic Katvoipytag ok-eaag TOD Ata6pC.q.tou Trig

Flopicijc.fC III 3].
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reconstruction of the Palace after the destruction of LM IA, while those from the area

of the West Magazines could be later during the reconstruction which took place in an

early phase of LM IIIA. Therefore, the pithos fragments are dated LM I onwards.

Entirely preserved pithoi with horizontal bands and circle impressions were found

in the Magazine of the Medallion pithoi, West Magazines and the Room of the Giant

Pithos. The MM IIIB date proposed by Evans, based on a stratigraphical section in

the Magazine of the Medallion pithoi is not reliable. All specimens are dated LM I

either for morphological or contextual reasons. The pithos from Malia with circle

impressions is dated in LM III (Pelon 1997). The fragments from Karphi and Kavousi

are LM IIIC and LM IIIB respectively.

Concentric circle stamps were also used from an early phase of LM I. An early

version is found on pithos fragments from the Northeast House at Knossos (KSM,

PP5). The pithoi were dated by Evans in MM III (PM II: 418). However, their

context and morphological features are LM IA. In cist 2 (KSM D 1V3, Boxes 515-

516) and cist 6 (KSM D 1V7, Box 523) of the Long Corridor pithos fragments with

concentric impressions are found. The date is uncertain for most of the pottery (body

sherds from close shapes and conical cups). The datable fragments are MM and LM

III. The entirely preserved pithoi with concentric impressions from Knossos come

from the area of the West Magazines. Based on morphological features and style they

are dated LM I (CN 286; 223; 36; 292) and LM III (CN 92; 225). The concentric

circle impressions from the rest of Crete are confined to LM. The pithoi from Avli

and the fragments from Palaikastro have been found in a LM I level while those from

Psari Forada and Kavousi are LM IIIA and LM IIIB respectively. The fragments from

the Dictaean Cave are LM I or more probably LM III and not MM III as suggested

by Watrous (1996: 33-42).

In conclusion, circular and concentric circle impressions do not appear earlier than

LM I and are very frequent during LM III. Knossos seems to be the centre of

production and diffusion of such decorations. This is suggested not only because of

the spatial distribution but also because only at Knossos do such decorative patterns

have a morphological evolution.
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Raised circular impressions (P1.72): They are produced by circular wooden

stamps (P1.72) or shoots with raised imprinted surfaces. Stamp diameters vary from

5 mm. to 4.9 cm. The largest is imprinted on the knobs of a pithos from Phaistos CN

190 (P1.72). About 50 raised circular impressions produced probably by a shoot are

placed on the horizontal rim surface on a pithos from Chania-Kastelli (GSE 80-

P1495; see also 80-P206; 77-P41; 77-P41a). The diameter is 5 mm. The circular

impressions around the base of pithoi from the Phaistian area are more or less of the

same diameter (e.g. Levi 1976: fig. 707). The tool is strongly impressed on the soft

clay and the imprints are very deep. They are usually associated with incised lines.

This type of decoration was produced by a Phaistian workshop and its distribution is

limited to the Southwest Mesara. Raised circular impressions are very frequent in EM

II at Myrtos (CN 690; 697). The impressions, small in diameter, occur below the

pithos rim. The rest is dated MM II to LM III.

Circular stamps with flower-like motifs (Pls 73-76): Stamps with flower

imprints are very common in Geometric and Archaic pithoi. They are rare during the

Minoan era. The stamps create impressions imitating isolated flowers. The petals are

of various shapes such as petaloid loops (P1.76), discs (Pl. 74) and triangles (P1.73,

75). Those shown in Pls 73-76 are impressed on Knossian pithoi. The first, is

impressed on a horizontal band intermittently between impressions made by a

concentric circle stamp (CN 291). A similar stamp comes from Karphi (Seiradaki

1960: P1.12). The impressions in P1.74 are arranged consecutively. The version in

P1.75 is executed on relief medallions CN 645. The version in P1.76 is the most

naturalistic. Eighteen leaves form a big 'margarita', about 5.5 cm. in diameter.

Similar to this version is another one pressed on a pithos fragment from the

Unexplored Mansion (Popham 1984: Pl. 106a). There is possibly an influence from

the painted repertoire for these specimens. Most of the flower-like stamps come from

Knossos, which seems to have been their centre of production and diffusion. They are

LM I and LM III.

Stamps with spiral impressions (Pls 26, 27, 77): These are rare. The spiral

patterns vary from circular and symmetric (P1.77) to more rough with an almost oval

outline (P1.27). They are impressed either on raised bands or more frequently on

ropes. The stamp in P1.77 occurs on the raised bands of a medallion pithos from
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Hagia Triada CN 247. The stamp impressions on Ropes 26, 27 (Pls 26, 27) have so

far been found only on pithoi from Knossos and Galatas respectively. They are

produced by a small, oval stamp. Similar to the Galatas impressions is another on a

pithos from Achladia. The temporal distribution of such stamps is limited to LM I.

Double axe stamps: Double axes are par excellence the sacral symbol in

Minoan religion (Nikolaidou 1994). They appear in painted and rope versions on

pithoi. They are arranged in pairs between the handles of a Piriform pithos from

Mochlos by means of the stamped technique CN 529. The excavator originally

thought that the motif was executed by the incised technique. A detailed study,

however, has proved that the double axes are reproduced by a stamp because the

dimensions of the eight impressions are identical and constant. The pithos is MM

IIIB/LM IA.

II. 5.2. Reed impressions.

Imprints are produced by reed shoots. Their cut section is well-evident on the soft

clay surface (P1.78). Reed diameters vary from 0.5 cm. to 1.8 cm. The diameter range

depends on the part of the shoot used for the imprint production. The smallest are

those made by the uppermost part of the reed. These in P1.78 are made with a part

near the base. They are impressed either directly on the pithos surface (on handles,

below the rim) or on relief bands (horizontal and occasionally wavy) in single/double

rows. Quite peculiar and decorative are the reed impressions on two pithos fragments

where reed impressions are combined with angular and X incised lines (Chania-

Kastelli GSE 70, P539 and Karphi (unpublished)).

Reed impressions, made by the uppermost part of the shoot, occur on the

horizontal rim surface of a pithos from Ailias (CN 620). About 88 impressions are

executed on the whole rim surface. Similar patterns are engraved on seals and

impressed on fine pottery (e.g. PM I: fig. 182). In this case the reed impressions do not

seem to have a purely decorative character, but probably are a potter's marks. There

are similar impressions on horizontal bands on pithos fragments from Juktas and

Knossos.

The reed impressions as those shown on P1.78 are limited to LM III. The

specimens from Chania are LM IIIB while those from Karphi LM IIIC. Similar reed
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impressions have been found in the LM III levels from Juktas (Mrs A. Karetsou

pers.comm. 1996) and Kavousi. The reed impressions of smaller diameter such as

those from Ailias are MM.

II. 5.3. Seal impressions.

Seals were frequently impressed on Early Helladic (Wiencke 1970) and Late

Cypriot (Webb and Frankel 1996: 17-20) pithoi. Nevertheless, on Minoan pithoi were

rare. Only a very limited number of specimens from the excavated material have seal

impressions. Seals were impressed either directly on the pithos body or on

ropes/bands. Three different seals are known. The first, is impressed 58 times on a

rope around the collar of a pithos from the EM II settlement of Hagia Triada CN

197. Seals with cross-hatching patterns appear three times on two pithoi, the first

from Malia (CN 545) and the second from Palaikastro (Pini 1993: no 339-40). The

seal from Mafia is impressed on the rim surface near the handle. The seal from

Palaikastro is also impressed on the rim. In this case two different seals with similar

patterns are impressed two times on the horizontal and vertical rim surface. A similar

impression also occurred near the handle of a pithos from Petras (Dr. M.

Tsipopoulou, pers.comm.1992). Seals of this type are dated from EM II to MM III

(Yule 1981: 147). In both cases the seal could be either contemporary to the pithos

or a heirloom. A broken seal with a tectonic ornament is impressed on the centre of

circle stamps on a medallion pithos from Knossos (P1.43). The seal is NfM II-MM III

(Yule 1981: 145) and is used for the decoration of a LM I pithos.

The seal impressions on pithoi have been identified either as purely decorative (e.g.

Porada 1988: 303-304; Wiencke 1970) or as markers of socio-economic complexity

(Webb and Frankel 1996:18-19). It may be noted that both functions are not mutually

exclusive. In our case the rarity of the impressions and their execution lead us to

assume that they functioned as a mark of ownership. Only the impressions on the

medallion pithos from Knossos are decorative. In this case Evans suggested that the

seal was used as a potter's mark from a palatial workshop (PM I: 565). Although

there is no doubt about the existence of a workshop for the manufacture of medallion

pithoi the uniqueness of this impression weakened Evans' suggestion.
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II. 6. Painted decoration.

The artists take their motifs from the general artistic repertoire. Only occasionally

do motifs occur exclusively on pithoi. For some compositions, a possible relationship

to mural decorations has been suggested (PM I: 265; Seager 1916: 24; Furumark

1941: 130,131,141,150; Hood 1978a: 36). The question is fully examined by Walberg

who arrived at the conclusion that, even if such a possibility could not be excluded,

there is no direct evidence to support it (1986: 57-79). Painted motifs are described

as main and secondary. Main motifs constitute the principal components of the

decorative composition. Secondary motifs are used for filling up the smaller parts of

the pot or between the main motifs. Decorative patterns are arranged following two

principal syntaxes: the structural, where the whole/lower pithos is divided in fields by

horizontal bands, and the unitary, where motifs cover the whole pithos surface.

Structural syntax: Two versions have been distinguished. In the first the body is

divided by rows of horizontal painted bands. The fields are usually of almost equal

width ( e.g. Pls 81, 82, 101,102) or occasionally the upper is larger than the lower.

The fields are: (i) decorated ; (ii) only the upper field decorated; (iii) only the middle

field decorated; (iv) not decorated . The most widespread are i and ii. They occur

on Ovoid, Piriform (frequent), Barrel and Conical shapes. In the second variant the

division bands are restricted to the lowest part of the pot. The fields between the

bands are filled with secondary motifs (e.g. Pls 86, 96) or undecorated. It occurs on

Ovoid (frequent), Globular, Piriform and Conical shapes. Structural syntax occurs in

LM and occasionally in MM II and MM III.

Unitary syntax: This is the predominant trait in the Minoan decorative repertoire

(Walberg 1976: 83-85). On pithoi, however, it is rare. The patterns are arranged: (i)

on the maximum diameter of the body in series or in frontal view (e.g. P1.100) and

(ii) on the entire pithos surface (e.g. P1.103). They are placed either in

horizontal/vertical series, separated (e.g. P1.104) or joined together either as large

isolated motifs between and below the handles or as a single decoration over the

whole body (e.g. P1.98). The isolated disposition predominates. It occurs on Ovoid,

Piriform, Barrel, and Conical shapes during MM II and MM III.

Painted pithoi are found in Central and East Crete while in West Crete such

decoration seems to be rare. The most important groups come from Knossos (LM),
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Phaistos (MM) and the Pachyammos and Sphoungaras cemeteries (MM-LM I).

Painted pithoi represent only 30% of the total number of specimens recovered in

Crete.' The quantitative difference may be due to the function of painted pithoi as

'high status' and sumptuary artefacts. This is supported by their contextual

associations. It has been noted that 60% were found in 'high status' complexes (45%

from Palaces and 15% from 'Villas'), 30% in burials contexts and 10% in ordinary

residences. Moreover, 95% of pithoi with complex painted decorations have been

derived from 'high status' complexes/burials and 5% from 'ordinary' residencies,

while 90% of pithoi with less-complex decorative compositions come from 'ordinary'

residences and 10% from 'high status' complexes /burials. If we combine these

results with (i) the high level of standardisation in morphological and decorative

features, and finishing techniques of pithoi recovered within 'high status' residences;

(ii) the placement of many painted pithoi in areas where they were easily displayed;

and (iii) the high labour investment for the painted decoration of a pithos, we may

suggest that (i) painted pithoi were sumptuary and/or 'status' items; (ii) they were

produced or ordered by 'high status clientele', (iii) there is evidence for the presence

of pithos workshops which specialised in the production of certain types of pithoi

exclusively used in palaces.

11.6.1. Catalogue of the painted patterns.

Spirals

There are several varieties, classified according to their form (Furumark 1941: 352-

358,367-370; Walberg 1976: 48-53; 1983: 38-44). They are used as main decorative

patterns and occasionally as secondary ones on the rim, collar and handles. We have

two large classes, running and isolated spirals. Running spirals (e.g. Pls 79-83,

96,101) are usually painted on the maximum diameter or in repeating rows covering

the whole pithos surface. They constitute the main decorative patterns, alone or in

association with others such as reeds and foliate bands. Occasionally they are painted

on the rim, collar and handles.

Chronology: Rare in MM II; Frequent in MM III-LM III.

5 We do not include pithoi with 'trickle patterns'.
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Distribution: Central and East Crete.

Running spirals are formed by various types of spiral patterns. We have

distinguished the following categories.

Running spirals formed by a continuous line (e.g. Pls 79-83): They are

arranged either at the height of the maximum diameter or by filling the fields

created by the division of the body with horizontal bands. They occur on Piriform

and Conical shapes. The versions shown in Pls 79, 80 are always found on Conical

pithoi. The spiral in P1.80 in all cases occurs on the pithos rim.

Running spirals formed by discs: They are used as main decorative patterns in

zonal dispositions and as secondary ones on the pithos rim. They occur on Ovoid and

Conical shapes.

Running spirals formed by joined spirals ( e.g. Pls 96, 101): They occur

usually as main decorative patterns on the whole pithos surface in horizontal series

and in some cases as an accessory on the collar, in the area of the handles, and in the

lower part of the pithos. They are associated with Ovoid, Barrel and Piriform shapes.

They date from MM III onwards.

Net-forming spirals (Pls 84-85): These appear on a pithos from Knossos and

two others from Pseira. The similarities in morphology, decorative features and

finishing techniques suggest the activity of the same workshop and/or the presence

of the same artist (Banou 1992a: 141).

Isolated spirals (e.g. Pls 81, 86): They are formed by a single spiralform pattern

from which other spirals or abstract motifs are detached, creating very decorative

effects. Some are reminiscent of floral motifs. They are main motifs, single or

combined with others. Only in one case is it used as a secondary motif (Levi 1976:

168b). All the motifs occur only once apart from the spiral motif on CN 636.

Isolated spirals, usually occur between the handles or at the level of the maximum

diameter. Only on one pithos from Knossos are spirals placed in a torsional

movement around a central decorative pattern (PM II: KIX). They occur on Piriform

and Conical shapes.
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Petaloid loops

Petaloid loops are classified according to their arrangement on the pithos body

vertically and horizontally. Four variants of vertical petaloid loops have been

distinguished. The petalid loop on CN 84, 85 is the most frequent design, followed by

the version on CN 74-75 and that on P1.88. They are placed on the pithos body,

isolated between the upper handles or more frequently in groups of three, two

between the handles and the other in the middle. Similar to those, but rough, is a

version present on two pithoi from Knossos CN 86 and Poros CN 87. The pattern

in P1.89 is similar to the previous ones as far as the profile is concerned but the inner

part is different. Such a pattern was used as a main decorative element for the

decoration of a pithos from Kommos and as a secondary one between the handles of a

pithos from Phaistos (Pernier 1935: fig.154). Horizontal Petaloid loops are not very

frequent. The two isolated versions (are similar in outline but differ in the interior.

They are placed at the level of the maximum diameter on Ovoid pithoi (Levi 1976:

Pls. 48a, 50d).

Chronology: MM.

Distribution: Petaloid loops are strictly limited to the area of the Phaistos Palace.

The centre of their production must have been Phaistos, not only because 98% of the

specimens come from that site but also because only at Phaistos do such patterns

show a decorative evolution. They are associated with Forms 4-6. The

standardisation in morphological and finishing details suggest production from

specialised Phaistian workshop/s (Christakis 1999a, in press). Very rarely they have

been found at Knossos, Poros, Kommos.

Circular designs

Circular motifs are grouped in three classes: circular motifs with patterns in the

interior (e.g. P1.91), with solid circumferences (e.g. P1.90), and solid discs (e.g.

P1.92). They are painted on the maximum circumference, on the shoulder between

the handles, around the body in two series, and on the handles. Two variants are

observed in the last case; the first with a solid disc extended over the whole handle

(e.g. Pls 88, 89) and the second with two discs painted beneath the upper and lower
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parts of the handle, forming an eight-like motif (e.g. Pls 90, 91). Circular patterns are

used as main decorative motifs, alone or combined with other patterns. Only solid

discs, arranged on handles, are used as secondary motifs. They occur on Ovoid and

occasionally on Piriform shapes. They are very rare in pithoi of Group II.

Chronology: MM; occasionally in LM II.

Distribution: Central and East Crete. Extremely frequent in the area of Mesara

(especially solid discs on handles).

Linked disc and Discs loops.

These motifs consist of solid discs linked together by curved lines. They have been

fully discussed by Betancourt, who distinguished two variants (Betancourt 1977:

341-353; Walberg 1983: 42). In the first, called Linked discs, two rows of disks are

linked together by a single or double curved line (e.g. P1.93) while in the second,

called Disc and Loops, the lower series of discs is omitted (e.g. P1.94). They occur

on Piriform and occasionally on Ovoid shapes.

Chronology: MM I-LM I (Linked discs); MM III-LM I (Discs and loops). Note,

however, that most of the published evidence has been found at Pachyammos in

deposits not clearly stratified. The full publication of pithoi decorated with such motifs

from Malia and Myrtos-Pyrgos will help us to establish a reliable temporal sequence.

Distribution: Exclusively in East Crete. It is certain there was a potting group/s in

the Gournia area.

Horizontal bands.

The popularity of such a decorative motif is due to its morphological similarity

with the structural division of the pithos body by relief bands/ropes. The width of the

painted bands vary from 1 cm. to 6 cm. Some are painted solid while others have

White on Dark decoration. They are placed in single, double or triple rows, the last

being the most frequent. Horizontal bands divide the pithos body (i) into equal

parts; (ii) are used as a frame for the decorative composition; (iii) are simply painted

on the rim and above the base. In the first case the pithos body is divided by a single

or a maximum of three rows into two to four fields (e.g. Pls 81-83). Occasionally

there are five fields, although the division into three fields is the most frequent. They
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are either decorated (upper/middle field) or not decorated. They occur on Piriform,

and occasionally on Ovoid shapes and are rare on Conical shapes. In the second case,

horizontal bands are used as a frame for the main decorative composition (in the

upper/middle field). Two versions are present. In the first, horizontal bands are

drawn on the lower part of the body at equal or almost equal distances (e.g. Pls 84,

89,96). In the second, which is more frequent, horizontal bands are drawn close

together on the lower part of the body or on the area below the maximum diameter

(e.g. P1.85). They occur on Piriform, Ovoid, Barrel and Conical shapes. In the third

two large horizontal bands are painted on the rim, collar and upper shoulder area and

on the lower part above the base. This arrangement is found only on some Conical,

Ovoid and Piriform shapes.

Chronology: From MM I; frequent in MM III; very frequent in LM.

Distribution: Central and East Crete.

Wavy bands.

They are used either as a main decorative motif placed between the handles or as

accessories on the lower part (e.g. P1.107). In both cases, they are framed by

horizontal bands.

Chronology: The motif appears from MM II but is frequent during LM.

Distribution: Central and East Crete.

Geometric motifs.

Under this heading we classify such patterns as vertical, zigzag, S and arched lines,

hatched triangles, dado patterns, adder-mark, triangular and solid painted arcade

motifs. In most cases they are used as secondary decorative patterns on the rim,

handles and lower part of the pithos. Only occasionally are they used as main

decorative patterns. Vertical and oblique lines are placed on the shoulder of the

handles (e.g. Pls 79, 91, 96, 102, 104-107) and more frequently on the rim (e.g. Pls

82, 99). Vertical lines are used on a specimen from Pachyammos as a divider between

solid discs CN 754. In finds up to now, zigzag lines appear, so far, on the rims of

pithoi from Phaistos. S lines are usually arranged in rows on the lower part of a

pithos as a framing band for the main decorative composition or on the collar (e.g. Pis
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87, 102, 105). Arcade patterns are used as accessories on the maximum diameter or

on the rim surface (e.g. Pls 102,105). Adder-mark patterns are very frequent on the

rim of a special type of pithos usually called 'Palace Style Amphora or Jar' (Neimeier

1985: 109-111). Triangular patterns appear on four versions. In the first two,

triangles are filled by other smaller triangles or hatched lines. In the third, elaborate

patterns fill the inner part and in the fourth, they are painted solid. The first three are

main motifs painted on the shoulder or on the maximum diameter. Solid triangles are

used as secondary motifs on the lower part or on the rim. Arcade solid painted

motifs are used as secondary motifs in rows on the lower part of the pithos, as a

frame for the decorative composition or on the rim (e.g. Pls 81, 83, 102, 105). On a

pithos from Pachyammos they are used as main motifs on the maximum diameter

(Seager 1916: PI.XIII (XII-a)). Their edges are framed by dots. Geometric motifs

occur on most of the shapes. Note, however, that vertical lines on the rim are

frequently used on Conical shapes.

Chronology: MM; LM.

Distribution: Central and East Crete.

Axe-like motifs.

Axe-like motifs are classified into two groups. The first includes motifs formed by J

lines antithetically arranged with small discs or a triangle between the coils and the

lower part is convex like the blade of an axe (e.g. P1.95). They are hanging from a

horizontal band placed just below the rim. They are isolated as main motifs and only

in one case are combined with petaloid loops and circular patterns. All the versions

are original artistic creations and occurred only once. The second class includes the

motif of Double axes (P1.96). They are used as main decorative patterns, isolated or

combined with reeds, rosettes and `bucranium'. Painted double axes copied real

metallic specimens. The religious background of such representation is self-evident

(Nikolaidou 1994).

Chronology: MM (for axe-like motifs formed by J lines antithetically arranged); LM

(double axe).

Distribution: Central and East Crete.
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Floral motifs.

Floral motifs are formed by an ingenious combination of abstract geometric

patterns (Walberg 1986: 6-19). Identification with a botanical species is problematic

(Cerceau 1985: 181-184). The individual artistic personality and skill as well the

trends of each period determine their execution. For some motifs an influence from

mural compositions has been proposed, although without clear proof We classify

floral motifs in four groups: Branches, Stemmed plants, Isolated flowers, and

Foliate bands.

Branches: Various species have been identified, such as reeds (e.g. P1 97),

palms, olives (Pl. 96) and pea-plants. Free-standing branches are painted on the

shoulder, on the upper/middle parts , and as main motifs on the fields, framed by

horizontal bands. They frequently occur alone or are combined with other decorative

patterns. Only one example has been found with branches used as a secondary motif

(P1.96). They occur on Piriform, Conical and occasionally on Globular shapes. The

oblique scheme, which is the most frequent, is accentuated on Piriform shapes with

the greatest diameter near the top of the body. The same expansion effect is created

on Conical pithoi.

Stemmed plants: Palms, papyri (P1.98) and lilies are species from the floral world

associated with pithoi. For other motifs, identification with a botanical species is not

possible. They spring up from the ground, usually represented by wavy lines, and

expand their rich foliage on the upper part of the pithos. They appear either with

single stems or, more frequently, with groups of stems starting from a central point.

Only in one case is the motif arranged in a =topic syntax CN 575. The outline of

such decorative compositions is close to an inverted cone. This explains why they

usually occur on Conical pithoi. The most frequent motif is the papyrus followed by

the palm.

Isolated flowers: These are usually formed from abstract geometric patterns

drawn at equal distances from a central point resembling the bulb of a flower (e.g. Pls

99-101). They are painted opposite each other on the two or four sides. Isolated

flowers are used as main motifs in the decorative syntax. Seldom are they used as

accessory motifs (e.g. P1.87). Every version is unique and not repeated except those

in P1.100. The motif in Pl. 100, usually called 'chrysanthemums', is painted on a
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pithos from Phaistos CN 679 and in a more stylised version on a pithos from Malia

CN 654. The Phaistian version was found on other pottery forms. The presence of the

same artistic personality has been suggested (Pelagatti 1961-62: 99-111; for a

different view see Walberg 1981).

Foliate hands': Foliate bands consist of a single or double row of petaloid

loops imitating foliage, detached or springing from a band (e.g. Pls 83-85,102). They

are painted in horizontal series and are usually secondary motifs, and only

occasionally as the main one. When used as a main motif they are placed on the

maximum diameter, as a secondary one, on the collar, shoulder or between the

handles. They occur on Piriform and occasionally on Conical shapes.

Chronology: From MM I-MM II; frequent in MM III and LM.

Distribution: Central and East Crete; occasionally in West Crete.

Stone and Ripple patterns.

Stone patterns are not frequently painted on pithoi. Three variants have been

isolated. The first two (Pls 83, 105) are formed by white dots on a black background,

repeated at equal distances and the third, P1.103, imitated stones with inclusions,

i.e.conglomerates. Ripple patterns arranged between horizontal bands are more

frequent than stone ones (P1.86). Both patterns are usually used as secondary

motifs. They form the background on which the main motifs are painted. In some

cases they cover the whole pithos surface, while in others they are limited to the

upper or lower part of the pithos body. They occur on Piriform, Ovoid, Conical and

occasionally on Barrel shapes.

Chronology: MM II (white dots); MM III-LM I; LM I.

Distribution: Most have been found in East Crete, occasionally in Central Crete.

Zoomorphic motifs.

Under this heading we classify patterns representing marine, animal and human

creatures. Zoomorphic motifs seldom appear on pithoi. Only 13 instances have been

found so far with such representations. They are always used as main motifs and

painted en face, usually isolated, on the maximum diameter of the body. Only

occasionally are they arranged in two rows. They are combined with other motifs
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such as double axes, spirals, stone patterns and olive sprays. Their decorative effect is

very pictorial and an influence from mural compositions has been proposed.

Human motifs: These appear on two pithoi. In the first a painted teratomorphic

human face (gorgoneion) is placed on a pithos from Malia (Poursat 1985). An

apotropaic character for such decoration has been suggested (ibid.). The second

appears on a pithos fragment from Knossos, representing part of a female head in the

style of LM II (Niemeier 1985: 115, 250; Crouwel and Morris 1995: 164).

Marine animals: Two marine species have been noted, octopus and dolphins. The

first appears on two pithoi. That shown on CN 540 comes from Pachyammos. It is

the more naturalistic version of the two, although in comparison to the creatures

painted by the 'Octopus painter', our motif seems very schematic (Betancourt 1973:

333-334). On pithos in P1.106 the natural parts are transformed into geometric

elements while the tentacles are arranged in two symmetrical rows. Dolphins appear

on three pithoi, two from Pachyammos and another from Phaistos. The Phaistian

version (P1.107) is so schematic that an identification with a real marine species is

purely conjectural. The dolphins in Pls 104-105 are painted on two Piriform pithoi

from Pachyammos. The first version in the White on Dark style is dated MM IIIB/LM

IA on stylistic bases while the other, in Dark on Light style, is LM I. Stylistically they

are quite similar, although some differences exist. Marine animals occur on Piriform

(dolphins, octopus) on Barrel (octopus of PI.106) and on Conical pithoi (octopus).

Note that the octopus of P1.106 is closely associated with Form 61. It is not

fortuitous, considering the symbolic value of such representation at a religious level,

that many of these pithoi have come from burial and religious contexts (Mountjoy

1985; Marinatos 1994: 229-241).

Animal motifs.: Painted animals on pithoi are rare. Only on a pithos from Pseira

is the head of a sacrificed bull arranged between double axes and olive branches

(P1.96).

Chronology: MM II; LM I; LM II.

Distribution: Central Crete (The pithos from Pseira was produced by a Knossian

workshop).
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Trickle patterns.

Trickles are the most frequent decorative pattern on pithoi. They are inspired by

liquids dripping from the pithoi. Traditional pithos makers in Crete drip oil/wine on

the new pithoi wishing them to be always full (S.Spanakis, pers.comm. 1991). They

are formed by placing a dab of colour in spots on the surface and letting it run. Each

pattern is unique. They start (i) from the rim; (ii) from the collar; (iii) from the rim at

the axis of the handles; (iv) from the handles; (v) from the shoulder; (vi) very

randomly from the body; and (vii) in the inner part of the pot. They are either very

closely spaced or far apart. The most frequent versions are i, iv, and v; vi is quite rare

and is frequent on the pithoi from the Mesara and Amari.

Trickles are usually made when the pithos is in the normal position. In a pithos

from Rousses Chondrou trickle patterns were made with the pot placed on its side

and in three pithoi from Myrtos when the pots were placed upside down. Trickle

motifs occur in all shapes alone or combined with rope/ band/ impressed/ incised/

appliqué decorations but never with painted decoration.

Chronology and Distribution: They are reported with the same frequency all over

Crete from EM Ito LM III.

II. 7. Special techniques.

Under this heading we have grouped decorations made on the pithos surface with

incised and appliqué techniques. Neither is very frequent and they always occur

combined with rope/band/painted patterns.

II. 7.1. Incised decoration.

The patterns were usually incised directly on the pithos surface before the firing

process but sometimes afterwards, albeit infrequently. The width of incised lines is

related to the edges of the tool. The incisions vary from wide to extremely thin. Under

this heading we have also classified 'incisions' made by the tip of the finger (e.g. Pls

110, 112). Incised patterns vary from geometric motifs to pictorial compositions.

The most frequent versions are zigzag and X lines around the pithos base. This
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decorative manner is typical in the Mesara and Amari and was made as part of a local

potting tradition. The similarity in patterns and their execution suggest the activity of

itinerant potters (Christakis 1999a, in press). A similar decorative manner, although

not as frequent as in the Mesara and Amari, was found in the area of Knossos (e.g. Pl.

111). Note, however, that the technique is quite different. The incisions from

Knossos are much deeper than those from the Mesara and Amari. Typical at Knossos

is the decorative manner in which incised lines are made by a wide edged tool or the

tip of the finger (P1.110). They form herringbone patterns, arched/ oblique/zigzag

lines or foliate bands. In many cases they are combined with rows of circular raised

impressions. They are frequent at Knossos during MM III and LM I. They are also

reported from Archanes, Galatas (P1.109) and Vorizia. Flower and reed-like

incisions, made with a thick/thin-edged tool occurred at Knossos, Palaikastro and

Dictaean cave during LM. The flower motives were incised in the field of medallions

made of rope patterns. Incisions with thin-edged tools are quite rare. The only known

versions are on a pithos from Archanes, where incised floral motifs are combined with

applique and painted decorations in the Kamares style CN 636 and on a pithos from

Knossos where a net of zigzag lines incised on its shoulder (Knossos. Palace: West

Magazine XIII, Pithos 5).

11.7.2. Appliqué decoration.

Knobs are the most common appliqué pattern (Pl. 115). They were formed by balls

of clay. Their section is angular and the size varied. They are applied (i) in

single/parallel rows on the neck and/or the body; (ii) isolated close to the handles; and

(iii) in groups of two/three which form quite decorative patterns on the body. In

conical pithoi knobs may be applied below the rim opposite the spout. In other cases,

knobs served as handles and/or to bind tightly the cover of the pithos (Form 1).

Knobs on pithoi appeared from EM onwards (CN 197). They are very frequent

during MM. In LM they are very rare and occurred below the rim of pithoi of Group

II. The best versions of knob decoration are these on the group of knobbed pithoi

from the palace of Knossos (Pl. 115) and the knobbed pithos from the palace of

Phaistos (CN 190-192). The date of both groups is controversial. The pithos from
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Phaistos is dated MM II but for reasons discussed elsewhere, this date is quite

uncertain (see p.302).

In Evans' preliminary reports the Knossian pithoi were dated to MM III (1902-03:

25-28; 1903-04: 11). In PM, however, influenced by the MM II date of the Phaistos

pithos he changed his mind and dated the knobbed pithoi from Knossos to IVIM II

(PM I: 231-235). It may noted that the Phaistian and Knossian knobbed pithoi present

distinct morphological differences and are not comparable entities. Moreover, the

results of our study of the pottery from the Room of the Knobbed Pithos (KSM E

1114, Boxes 666 and 667; E 11113, Boxes 689, 690, 691) and the Magazine of the

Giant Pithoi (KSM L 113, Box 991; L 114, Boxes 992-994) are in favour of a MM III

date. Pithoi with knob decorations were found at Archanes (Sakellarakis and

Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: fig.171), Vorizia (CN 140), Prophitis Ilias Tourtoulon

(CN 551), and Simi (CN 310).

Similar to knob patterns are the button-like appliqué decorations (e.g. P1.116). This

decorative pattern is associated with the pithoi of the medallion class. It is also

occurred on a pithos from Galatas (CN 56). In this specimen the buttons bear cross

incisions. Occasionally buttons were applied on barrel/conical pithoi, usually near the

rim.

Appliqué pictorial patterns were formed by moulds and then stuck on the pithos

surface (Foster 1982). These are pictorial patterns such as a bull (P1.87), a bull's head

(P1.113), zoomorphic figures, agrimia, rosettes (P1.87), and papyrus flowers (Pl. 114).

They have been found on Conical shapes, especially Form 59, usually placed on the

opposite side of the spout and occasionally on Piriform shapes. They appeared as

early as EM but are very frequent during MM and occurred occasionally in LM. A

large number of pithos' fragments with applique decorations of agrimi, bucrania,

horns of consecration, altars and double axes combined with raised band patterns with

circle impressions come from the Dictaean cave (Hogarth 1899-1900b: fig.34;

Watrous 1996: Pls. XVe, XVI d,f,g, XIX i, j, XXC). A MM III-LM I date has been

proposed (Watrous 1996: 33-40). Taking into consideration that (i) similar

decorations are unknown during MM III and LM I; (ii) raised bands with circular

impressions are not earlier than LM I; and (iii) the contextual framework is quite

unclear, we suggest that these fragments were LM (perhaps LM III).
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APPENDIX III

CATALOGUE OF COMPLETE AND PARTLY PRESERVED
P1THOI AND PITHARAKIA

This catalogue includes a very selective number of entirely and partly preserved

pithoi and pitharakia relevant in our discussion (38% of the data base). The aim is to

provide a bibliographic reference. Dimensions, description (of shape, decoration, and

fabric) are cited in the publications where reference is made. We preferred to focus on

issues concerning the find context, the date of pithos and the date of the context (the

latter is put in [ ]), and the state of preservation. Finally, we reported the

museum/apothiki/archaeological site where the pithos is kept. Museum numbers

occurred when available. No detailed information is given for most of the

unpublished pithoi. 1 The discussion follows the typological seriation in Chapter II and

Appendix I.

COMPLETE PITHOI, AND PARTLY PRESERVED PITHOI WITH
COMPLETE PROFILE.

PITHOI OF GROUP II.

OVOID TYPE.
OVOID PITHOI WITH WIDE MOUTH AND LOW/WITHOUT COLLAR (Aa).

Form 1

1: Phaistos. Palace, Magazines 'MTV. MM I-II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Pernier 1905: fig. 36. HM.

2: Phaistos. Palace, Magazines XXXIV.	 I-II [MM JIB]. Large parts missing
(complete profile). Very restored. Unpublished. In situ.

3: Phaistos. Palace, Magazines XXXIV. MM I-II [MM IIB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

4: Phaistos. Palace, Magazines XXXIV. MM I- II [MM JIB]. Complete
Unpublished. In situ.

I Following the wish of most of the excavators.
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5: Phaistos. Palace, Magazines XXXIV. MM I- II [MM JIB]. Complete
Unpublished. In situ.

Form 2

6: Apodoulou. Settlement, Room 6, Pithos 2. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Unpublished. RM.

7: Phaistos. Palace, Magazines XXXIV. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Pernier 1935: Pls. XXXVII. HM .

8: Phaistos. Palace, Magazines XXXIV. MM II [MM BE]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

9: Phaistos. Palace, Magazines XXXIV. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

10: Phaistos. Palace, Magazines VOCIV. MM  II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

11: Phaistos. Settlement, Grande Frana, Pithos F.5231. MM II [MM III].
Complete. Levi 1976: P1.183c. HM.

12: Phaistos. Palace, Magazine =ay. mm II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Pernier 1935: Pl. VONI. HM.

13: Phaistos. Palace, Room LXVII, Pithos F.1732. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Levi 1976: Pl. 47c. PSM.

14: Phaistos. Palace, Room LXVII, Pithos F.2492. MM II [MM BB]. Complete.
Levi 1976: P1.47b. PSM.

15: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias). MM III [MM III]. Complete. Unpublished. I-1M
(SMP 4145).

Form 3

16: Vrises. Settlement, House, Room 1. LM I [LM II3]. Upper part missing; rim
sherd preserved. Zois 1974: P1.18 a-13. CHM 4020.

17: Vrises. Settlement, House, Room 1. LM I [LM D3]. Upper part missing.
Zois 1974: Pl. 16 p-y. CHM 4021.

18: Vrises. Settlement, House, Room 1. LM I [LM B3]. Upper part missing; rim
sherd preserved. Zois 1974: Pl. 17 a-y. CHM 4019.
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19: Nerokourou. House, Room (AT. 5, level 1), Pithos n.586. LM I [LM TB].
Upper part preserved. Tzedakis and Sacconi 1989: fig.71. CHM 5632.

20: Nerokourou. House, Ripostiglio D, Pithos n. 542. LM I [LMILB]. Upper part
preserved. Tzedakis and Sacconi 1989: fig.73. CHLM.

21: Nerokourou. House, Ripostiglio B, Pithos n.540. LM I [LM TB]. Upper part
missing. Tzedakis and Sacconi 1989: fig.72. CI-IM 5624.

22: Nerokourou. House. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Unpublished. CHM 5365.

23: Nerokourou. House. LM I [LM I13]. Upper part missing. Unpublished.
CI-IM 5835.

General

24: Chania-Kastelli. Settlement, House A. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Levi 1969:
Pl. KM. CHM 1994.

25: Platyvola. Cave. EM (or MM [Neolithic-MM]. Complete. Unpublished.
CM: 2055.

26: Sklavokambos. Settlement, House (the `Villa'), Room 12. LM I ELM TB].
Complete. Marinatos 1939-41: P1.11. HM.

27: Tylissos. Settlement, House C, Magazine 9. LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Hazzidakis 1934: Pl. XXIII 1. HJVI 7304.

28: Von. Tomb A. MM I-II [MM II]. Complete. Marinatos 1930-31: fig. 11
(centre). HM.

29: Von. Tomb A. MM I-II [MM II]. Complete. Mafinatos 1930- 31: fig. 11
(left). HM.

30: Choumeri. MM [unknown]. Complete. Alexiou et al. 1968: fig.47.
Metaxas Collection.

31: Archanes. Burial Building 18. MM II [MM II]. Complete. Sakellarakis and
Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: figs 171, 447. HM.

32: Knossos. Settlement, House under Kouloura A. EM (or MM I) [MM I].
Complete. PM IV: Supl. Pl. XLV. Momigliano 1991: 234. HM 8822.

33: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine III. LM III [LIVIIIIA]. Complete.
Fordsdyke 1925: fig.165. BM A739. (Kalokerinos excavation).

34: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine III. LM III [LM IIIA]. Complete.
Collignon 1902: no.19. NMA 1160. (Kalokerinos excavation).
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35: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine III. LM III [LM MA]. Complete.
Pottier 1923: Pl. 1 1,2. LVM CA924. (Kalokerinos excavation).

36: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine V, Pithos 9. LM I [LM MA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ. (compare to Form 21).

37: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine VI, Pithos 1. LM III ELM MA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

38: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine W, Pithos 2. LM III [LM	 Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

39: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine VI, Pithos 3. LM III [LM NIA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

40: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine VII, Pithos 1. LM III [LM MA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

41: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IX, Pithos 13. LM III [LM MA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

42: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IX, Pithos 14. LM III [LM MA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

43: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IX, Pithos 18. LM III ELM MA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

44: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XI, Pithos 3. LM III [LM MA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

45: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XI, Pithos 6. LM 111ILM MA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

46: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XI, Pithos 7. LM III [LM MA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

47: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XI, Pithos 8. LM III [LM MA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

48: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XII, Pithos 1. LM III [LM MA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

49: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XII, Pithos 2. LM III [LM MA]. Complete,
Unpublished. In situ.

50: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XII, Pithos 4. LM III [LM MA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.
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51: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XII, Pithos 9. LM III [LM IIIA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

52: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XII, Pithos 11. LM III [LM IIIA].Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

53: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XII, Pithos 15. LM III [LM IIIA].Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

54: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XIII, Pithos 1. LM III [LM IIIA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

55: Knossos. Palace, South Propylaeum, Pithos 3. LM IIIA [LM IIIB]. Complete.
Alexiou et al. 1968: P1.90 (second from left). In situ.

56: Galatas. Palace, East Magazines. MM III [MM III-LM IA]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM.

57: Myrtos. Settlement, Room 82, Pithos P 616. EM II [EM IIB]. Complete.
Warren 1972: fig. 81. ANM. (compare to Form 1).

OVOID PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND LOW/WITHOUT COLLAR
(Ac)

Form 4

58: Apodoulou. Settlement, Room 6, Pithos 4. MM II [MM IIB]. Complete.
Unpublished. RM.

59: Monastiraki. Settlement. MM II [MM 1113]. Complete. Unpublished. RM.

60: Monastiraki. Settlement. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete Unpublished. RM.

61: Monastiraki. Settlement, Room 67, Pithos 1. MM II [MM IIB].Complete.
Unpublished. RM.

62: Monastiraki. Settlement, Room 38, Pithos 12. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Unpublished. RM 15550.

63: Monastiraki. Settlement. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete. Unpublished. RM.

64: Monastiraki. Settlement, Room 35A. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.Unpublished.
RM.

65: Monastiraki. Settlement, Room 35. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete. Unpublished.
RM 4759.
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66: Monastiraki. Settlement, Room 3, Pithos 10. MM II [MNI JIB]. Complete.
Unpublished. RM.

67: Phaistos. Palace, Magazine XXXIV. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete. Pernier 1935:
Pl. XXXVIII. HM .

68: Phaistos. Palace, Magazine XXXIV. MM II [MNI I[B]. Complete. Unpublished.
In situ.

69: Phaistos. Palace, Room LI, Pithos F.241. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete. Levi
1976: Pl. 48a. HM.

70: Phaistos. Palace, Room LXIV, Pithos F.1972. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Levi 1976: P1.167c. HM.

Form 5

71: Monastiraki. Settlement, Room 35A, Pithos 9. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Unpublished. RM 16665.

72: Phaistos. Palace, Room XCII, Pithos F.5234. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Levi 1976: P1.183b. PSM.

73: Phaistos. Palace, Room LVIIIc, Pithos F.1734. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Levi 1976: Pl. 47a. PSM.

74: Phaistos. Palace, Room LVIIIc, Pithos F.1738. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Levi 1976: Pl. 48c. PSM

75: Phaistos. Palace, Room XCIII, Pithos F.5232. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Levi 1976: P1.183a. PSM.

76: Phaistos. Palace, Magazines XXXIV. MM H [MM JIB]. Complete. Unpublished.
In situ.

77: Phaistos. Palace, Magazines XXXIV. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete. Unpublished.
In situ.

78: Phaistos. Palace, Magazines XXXIV. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete. Unpublished.
In situ.

Form 6

79: Monastiraki. Settlement, Room 35A, Pithos 11. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Unpublished. RM 16666.
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80: Monastiraki. Settlement, Room 4. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.Unpublished.
RM 3703.

81: Kommos. Settlement, Central Hillside, Spaces 25, The Pithos Room, Pithos
n.607 (C 2199). MM III [MM III]. Base and low part missing. Betancourt
1990: fig. 28. PSTM. Non vidi.

82: Phaistos. Palace, Magazines XXXIV. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete. Pernier
1905: fig. 64. 1-1M 2517.

83: Phaistos. Palace, Room XXVII-XXVIII, Pithos F.580. MM II [MM BB].
Complete Levi 1976: Pl.LXXIIa. HM.

84: Phaistos. Palace, Room LXIV, Pithos F.1893. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Levi 1976: P1.166b. HM.

85: Phaistos. Palace, Room LXIV, Pithos F.1973. MM II [MM II]. Complete.
Levi 1976: P1.166a. UM.

86: Knossos. Settlement, Royal Road Excavation. MM II-MM III [MM].
Complete. Unpublished. 1-1M (SMP 4181).

87: Poros. Settlement, Psychoyoudakis plot, Trench XIV. MM II-MM III
[LM filling deposit]. Unpublished. HM.

Form 7

88: Phaistos. Settlement, Chalara House, Room s. MM III [LM IB]. Complete.
Levi 1967-68: fig. 68b. PSM

89: Kannia. Settlement, House (the `Villa'). MM III [LM 113]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

90: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias), Tomb XXXIV. MM  III [MM III]. Complete.
Unpublished. BM.

Form 8

91: Archanes. Anemospilia, Sacral Building. LM III [MM III]. Complete.
Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: fig.450. ARM. Non vidi.

92: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IV, Pithos 4. LM III [LM IIIA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.
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93: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IV, Pithos 6. LM III [LM MA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

94: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine V, Pithos 4. LM III [LM MA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

95: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine VIII, Pithos 3. LM III [LM MA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

96: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IX, Pithos 16. LM III [LM MA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

97: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XI, Pithos 16. LM III [LM MA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

98: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XII, Pithos 6. LM III [LM MA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

99: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XII, Pithos 10. LM III [LM MA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

100: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XII, Pithos 14. LM III [LM MA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

101: Gouves. Settlement, Koukouvitaki plot, Room Xt. LM III [LM MB].
Complete. Vallianou 1995: PI.12. 1-1M.

General

102: Nerokourou. House. LM I [LM 113]. Complete. Unpublished. CHIVI 5364.

103: Monastiraki. Settlement, Room 35. MM II [MM	 Complete. Tzedakis and
Godart 1992: Pl. LXXIII. RM 3704.

104: Monastiraki. Settlement MM II [MM	 Complete. Tzedakis and Godart
1992: Pl. LXXIII. RIM 6616.

105: Monastiraki. Settlement, Room 38, Pithos 1. MM II [MM ILE1]. Complete.
Unpublished. RM.

106: Monastiraki. Settlement, Room 35. MM II [MM	 Complete.Tzedakis and
Godart 1992: Pl. LXXIII. RM.

107: Tylissos. Settlement, House A, MM III [LMIB]. Complete (very restored).
Hazzidakis 1912: fig.5. RM.
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108: Tylissos. Settlement, House A, MM III [LM IB]. Complete. Hazzidakis
1912: fig.37. 1-IM.

109: Kommos. Settlement, Central Hillside, The Pithos Room, Space 25, Pithos
n.602 (C2210). Complete. Betancourt 1990: fig. 28. PSTM. Non vidi.

110: Kommos. Settlement, Central Hillside, The Pithos Room, Space 25, Pithos
n.603 (C2218), MM II-MM III [MM III]. Complete. Betancourt 1990: 109.
PSTM. Non vidi.

111: Kommos. Settlement, Central Hillside, The Pithos Room, Space 25, Pithos
n.604 (C2219), MM II-MM III [MM III] Complete. Betancourt 1990: 109.
PSTM. Non vidi.

112: Kommos. Settlement, Central Hillside, The Pithos Room, Space 25, Pithos
n.605 (C3858), MM II-MM III [MM III] Complete. Betancourt 1990: 109.
PSTM. Non vidi.

113: Kommos Settlement, Central Hillside, The Pithos Room, Space 25, Pithos
n.606 (C2218), MM II-MM III [MM III]. Complete. Betancourt 1990: 109.
PSTM. Non vidi.

114: Kommos. Settlement, Central Hillside, The Pithos Room, Space 25, Pithos
n.607 (C2199), MM II-MM III [MM III]. Complete. Betancourt 1990: 109.
PSTM. Non vidi.

115: Kommos. Settlement, The MM rooms west of the North House, Spaces
NI-IT 14 and 15, Pithos n. 757 (C414). MM II-III [MM III]. Complete.
Betancourt 1990: fig. 36. PTSM. Non vidi.

116: Phaistos. Palace, Room LVIIIc, Pithos F.1736. MM II [MM ID3].
Complete. Levi 1976: P1.49a. PSM

117: Phaistos. Palace, Room 25, Pithos F.6116. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Levi 1976: P1.167d. PSM.

118: Phaistos. Palace, Room XXVII-XXVIII, Pithos F.520. MM II [MM JIB].
Complete. Levi 1976: Pl. LXXIa. PSM

119: Phaistos. Palace, Room LVIIIc, Pithos F.1736. MM II [MM JIB].
Complete. Levi 1976: P1.49a. PSM.

120: Phaistos. Palace, Room XCII, Pithos F.5233. MM III [MM III]. Complete.
Levi 1976: P1.183d. PSM.

121: Phaistos. Palace, Room XCVI, Pithos F.5244. NW III [MM III]. Lower
part missing. Levi 1976: Pl. LXXVI. PSM.
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122: Phaistos. Palace, Room LVIII, Pithos F.1737. MM III [MM III]. Complete.
Levi 1976: Pl.XXVb. PSM.

123: Phaistos. Palace, Room LXIII, Pithos F.1901. MM III [MM III].Complete.
Levi 1976: P1.17c. PSM.

124: Phaistos. Palace, Magazine XXXIV. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete. Unpublished.
In situ.

125: Phaistos. Palace, Magazine XXXIV. MM II [MM IIB]. Complete. Unpublished.
In situ.

126: Phaistos. Palace, Magazine XXXIV. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete. Unpublished.
In situ.

127: Phaistos. Palace, Magazine XXXIV. MM  II [MM JIB]. Complete. Unpublished.
In situ.

128: Phaistos. Settlement, Hagia Fotini House, Room y, Pithos F.904. MM II
[MM IIB]. Unpublished. Levi 1976: Pl. 50d. HM

129: Phaistos. Settlement, Hagia Fotini House, Room a, Pithos F.887. MM
[MM IIB].Unpublished. Levi 1976: Pl. 51a. HM.

130: Kamares. Cave. MM II [Neolithic-MM II]. Low part missing. Dawkins and
Laistner 1912-13: Pl. Villa. Non vidi.

131: Von. Tomb A. MM I-II [MM II]. Complete. Unpublished. HM 8795.

132: Kouses. House. Room A. MM III [LM I B]. Complete. Marinatos 1924-
1926: fig. 7. Non vidi.

133: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 'Villa). MM III [LM LB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

134: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine III. LM III [LM IIIA]. Complete.
Di Vita et al. 1984: fig. 374; Hood 1987: 91. PGM R.65507.
(compare to Form 8).

135: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IV, Pithos 7. LM III [LM IIIA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

136: Knossos. Palace, South Propylaeum, Pithos 5. LM I or LM III [LM IIIB].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

137: Knossos. Settlement, North House. MM III [LM 11B]. Complete. Warren
1980-81: Fig. 21. KSM.
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138: Knossos. Settlement, Makritikhos House, Kitchen. LM III [LM IIIA].
Large part missing. Hood and de Jong 1958-59: fig.7. Non vidi.

139: Galatas. Settlement, House B, Room 8. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Unpublished.
HM.

140: Vorizia Pediados. MM III [unknown]. Complete. Unpublished. HM 19493.

141: Malia. Settlement, Hagia Varvara House, Room 5, Pithos n.10 (HV 65/3).
MM III or LM I [LM TB]. Complete. PeIon 1966: fig. 24. MSM.

142: Malia. Palace, Magazine XI. MM III [LM TB]. Partly preserved (very
restored). MSM. Chapouthier and Joly 1936: Pl. XXXIII. MSM.

143: Symi. Sanctuary, Building S, Magazine R. LM IIIB [LM IIIB-LM IIIC].
Complete. Lembesi 1985: Pl. 12913. HM. (compare to Form 8).

144: Symi. Sanctuary, Building S, Magazine R. LM IIIB [LM 	 IIIC].
Complete. Lembesi 1985: P1.129a. HM. (compare to Form 8).

145: Myrtos. Settlement, Room 80, Pithos P 78. EM II [EM IIB]. Complete.
Warren 1972: P1.38c. ANM.

146: Olous. LM III [unknown]. Complete. Unpublished. ANM. (compare to
Form 8).

147: Pachyammos. Cemetery. MM [uncertain]. Complete. Seager 1916: PI.V
(second from right). HM.

148: Kavousi Vrondas. Settlement, Building B, Room 7. LM 11113 or LM IIIC
[LM IIIC]. Complete (no restored). Gesell eta!. 1988: Pl. 73a.
PAHM.

149: Profitis Ilias. House, niOog B zcsovig NA X11Yro1i) SavotTiou. MiN4 III or
LM I [MM III-LM IA]. Low part missing. Unpublished. HM 12336.

150: Zou. Tomb. MM III or LMT [LM I]. Complete. Unpublished. HIM 10942.

OVOID PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND HIGH COLLAR (Ad)

Form 9

151: Knossos. Settlement, Northeast House. LM I [LM TB]. Large parts missing
(very restored). PM II: fig. 244. ASM.
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152: Zakros. Settlement, Building B, Room B. LM III [LM III]. Complete.
Unpublished. SM 14422.

153: Zakros. Settlement, IaxupO Ktiiptov, Room N. MM III or LM I [LM IB].
Complete. Platon 1969: Pl. 260y. SM.

General

154: Phaistos. Palace, Room LXV, Pithos F.2282. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Levi 1976: P1.166c. PSM.

155: Phaistos. Palace, Central Court, Pithos 1. LM III [LM IIIB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

156: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XII, Pithos 13. LM III [LM IIIA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

157: Knossos. Settlement, House N-W of the palace (Bronze Deposit House).
MM III [LM I]. Complete. PM II: fig. 392. HM (SMP 1591).

158: Knossos. Settlement, Hood's House. MM III [LM IA]. Complete.
Hood 1958: fig.28. HM.

159: Unknown Provenance (Knossos ?). LM III [unknown]. Complete.
Unpublished. RM. (Kalokerinos excavation ?).

160: Poros. Settlement, LM 'Sanctuary House'. LM III [LM III]. Complete.
Alexiou 1955: Pl. 118a. HM 11146.

161: Malia. Palace, Magazine F, Pithos 10. MM III or LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Chapouthier and Charbonneaux 1928: PI. XXX4. MSM.

162: Kria. Cemetery. Tomb III. LM III [LM IIIC-PG]. Complete. Unpublished.
ANM 6892.

163: Palaikastro. Settlement, House N, Room 10, Pithos NP 83. LM I [LM TB].
Large parts missing. Sackett and Popham 1970: fig. 16 (NP83). KSM.

164: Palaikastro. Settlement, House N: Room 9, Pithos NP64. LM I [LM TB].
Complete. Sackett and Popham 1970: fig.19. KSM.

165: Zakros. Palace, Magazine of the pithoi, Pithos B. LM I [LM
Complete. Platon 1961: P1.44. I-11V1.

166: Zakros. Palace, LM I [LM IB]. Complete. Unpublished. SM.

167: Zalcros. Palace. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Unpublished. ANM 6889.
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OVOID DEPRESSED TYPE
OVOID DEPRESSED PITHOI WITH WIDE MOUTH AND LOW/WITHOUT
COLLAR (Ba)

Form 10

168: Myrtos. Settlement, Room 54, Pithos P607. EM II [EM JIB]. Complete.
Warren 1972: fig. 80. ANM.

169: Myrtos. Settlement, Room 71, Pithos P608. EM II [EM JIB]. Complete.
Warren 1972: Pl. 59c. ANM.

Form 11

170: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IX, Pithos 3. LM III [LM IIIA]. Complete.
PM IV: Supl. Pl. LVIIb. In situ.

171: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IX, Pithos 5. LM III [LM IIIA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

172: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IX, Pithos 9. LM III [LM IIIA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

173: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IX, Pithos 12. LM III [LM IIIA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

General

174: Hagios Miron. MM [MM]. Complete. Unpublished. 1-1A4 18835.

175: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XII, Pithos 5. LM III [LM IIIA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

176: Knossos. Palace, Magazines of the Giant Pithoi, Magazine A, Pithos 4.
MM II or MMIII [MM III]. Complete. PM III: fig.179 (first). In situ.

177: Unknown Provenance (Knossos ?). LM III [unknown]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM.

178: Gournia. Settlement, House E 54. LM IIIB [LM IILB]. Lower part missing.
Boyd Hawes et a 1908: Pl. X 12. HM.

179: Gournia. Settlement, House D 34. LM I [LM TB]. Unknown. Boyd Hawes
et cii. 1908: Pl. I 29. Non vidi.
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180: Palaikastro. Settlement. LM III [LM IIIA]. Complete. Bosanquet and
Dawkins 1923: fig. 43a. Non vidi.

181: Palaikastro. Settlement. LM I [LM IIIA]. Unknown. Bosanquet and
Dawkins 1923: fig.34a. Non vidi.

OVOID DEPRESSED PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND LOW/WITHOUT
COLLAR (Bc)

Form 12

182: Kommos. Settlement, The MM rooms west of the North House, Spaces
NT-IT 14 and 15, Pithos n. 608 (C2379). MM II-III [MM III]. Complete.
Betancourt 1990: fig. 36. PSTM. Non vidi.

183: Phaistos. Palace, Magazines XXXIV. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Pernier 1935: Pl. XXXIX. HM .

Form 13

184: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IX, Pithos 20. LM III [LM IIIA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

185: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XI, Pithos 2. LM III [LM IIIA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

OVOID DEPRESSED PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND HIGH COLLAR
(Bd)

Form 14

186: Myrtos. Settlement, Shrine 92, Pithos P 77. EM II [EM IIB]. Complete.
Warren 1972: fig. 44. ANM.

187: Myrtos. Settlement, Room 80, Pithos P 78. EM II [EM JIB]. Complete.
Warren 1972: fig. 43. HNM.

188: Myrtos. Settlement, Room 82, Pithos P 73. EM II [EM IIB]. Complete.
Warren 1972: P1.38 A. ANM.

189: Malia. Palace. EM II [EM JIB]. Complete. Unpublished. MSM.
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Form 15

190: Phaistos. Palace, Room XXI. MM II or MM III [MM II or MM III].
Complete. Pernier 1935: fig.159. In situ.

191: Phaistos. Palace, Room XXI. MM II or MM III [MM II or MM III].
Complete. Pernier 1935: fig.160. In situ.

192: Phaistos. Palace, Room XXI. MM II or MM III [MM II or MM III].
Complete. Pernier 1935: fig.161. In situ.

Form 16

193: Knossos. Palace, Magazines of the Giant pithoi, Magazine A, Pithos 2.
MM III [MM III]. Large parts missing (very restored). Unpublished. In situ.

194: Knossos. Palace, Magazines of the Giant pithoi, Magazine A, Pithos 3.
MM III [MM III]. Large parts missing (very restored). PM III: fig. 179
(second). In situ.

195: Knossos. Palace, Magazines of the Giant pithoi, Magazine B, Pithos 5.
MM III [MM III]. Large parts missing (very restored). PM I: fig.175 (left).
In situ.

196: Knossos. Palace, Magazines of the Giant pithoi, Magazine B, Pithos 6.
MM III [MM III]. Large parts missing (very restored). Evans 1903-04: fig.3.
In situ.

General

197: Hagia Triada. Settlement, EM House, Room y, Pithos HTR 9. EM II
[EM IA]. Complete. Laviosa 1969-1970: fig. 6. PSM.

198: Knossos. Palace, Loomweight Basement. MM III [MM IIIB/LM IA].
Complete (One part in HM and the other in AM 1654). PM I: fig. 190.
1-IM and AM.

199: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XII, Pithos 8. LM I or LM III [LM IIIA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

200: Unknown Provenience (Central Crete). LM III [unknown]. Complete.
Levi 1969: Pl. K 1. HM.

201: Malia. Settlement, House 0, Room of the Pithoi, Pithos no.194. IVIM I
[MM TB]. Complete. van Effenterre 1976: PLXV. MSM.
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202: Myrtos. Settlement, Room 75, Pithos P 606. EM II [EM JIB]. Complete.
Warren 1972: fig. 79. ANM.

203: Myrtos. Settlement, Room 22, Pithos P 599. EM II [EM JIB]. Complete.
Warren 1972: fig. 79. ANM.

204: Myrtos. Settlement, Room 17, Pithos P 609. EM II [EM JIB]. Rim and neck
missing. Warren 1972: P1.59D. ANM.

205: Kria. Cemetery, Tomb II. LM III [LM MC]. Complete. Unpublished.
ANM 6893.

206: Zakros. Palace, Magazine of the pithoi, Pithos A. LM I [LM IB]. Complete.
Platon 1961: fig.242. RM.

OVOID ELONGATED TYPE

OVOID ELONGATED PITHOI WITH WIDE MOUTH AND LOW NECK (Ca)

Form 17

207: Phaistos. Settlement, Room LXXXIX, Pithos F.6726. MM III [MM
Complete. Levi 1976: fig.736. In situ.

208: Phaistos. Settlement, Room LXXXIX, Pithos F.6727. MM III [MNI III].
Complete. Levi 1976: fig.736. In situ.

209: Phaistos. Settlement, Room LXXXIX, Pithos 1. MM III [MM III]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

210: Phaistos. Palace, Room XLIV. MM III [MM III]. Complete (very restored).
Pernier 1935: fig.197. In situ.

Form 18

211: Zakros. Settlement, Building A, Room A. MM III [LM IB].Complete.
Unpublished. RM.

212: Zakros. Settlement, NA Iox-npoO Ktripiou, Room of the pithoi. MM III
[LM IB]. Complete Unbuplished. RM.

213: Zakros. BopEiwc	 o8o6 AiOvog oborwt, AWIAATLO tuw lictXatavaictopuccbv
fliOcov. NIM III [MM]. Complete. Platon 1969: Pl. 258 p. sm.
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214: Zakros. Bopgiwc Trig ()Sof) /141.6/og otimunt, AuvAno VAN FlaValayco<Toptx6v
F1i0cov. MM III [MM]. Complete. Platon 1969: Pl. 258y. SM.

Form 19

215: Tylissos. Settlement, House A. LM I [LM IB]. Complete (now in fragments).
Hazzidakis 1934: Pl. XXII b. HM.

216: Hagia Triada. Palatial complex, Magazine 5. LM I [LM IB]. Complete. Halbherr
eta!. 1977: fig. 92. HM 3915.

217: Hagia Triada. Palatial complex, Magazine 5. LM I [LM [B]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

218: Hagia Triada. LM I [LM IB]. Complete. Di Vita eta!. 1984: fig.373. FMA.

219: Phaistos, Palace, Magazine 37, Pithos 1. LM I [LM [B]. Complete.
Pernier and Banti 1951: fig.47. In situ (in Magazine 33).

220: Phaistos. Palace, Magazine 33, Pithos 2. LM I [LM IB]. Complete. Pernier
and Banti 1951: fig.46. In situ.

221: Phaistos. Palace, Magazine 33, Pithos 2. LM I [LM JIB]. Complete. Pernier
and Banti 1951: fig.45. In situ.

222: Phaistos. Palace, Corridoio 43. LM I [LM [B]. Complete. Pernier and Banti
1951: fig.151. In situ.

223: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine V, Pithos 2. LM I [LM IIIA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

Form 20

224: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine VIII, Pithos 2. LM I or LMIII [LM IIIA].
Part of rim and body missing. Unpublished. In situ.

225: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine X, Pithos 1. LM I or LMIII [LM IIIA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

226: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XIII, Pithos 2. LM I or LMIII [LM IIIA].
Complete (badly preserved). Unpublished. In situ.
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227: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine X. LM I [LM MA]. Complete. PM I:
Fig.409; Pope and Raison 1975: Pl. I-II. In situ (now in Magazine of the
Medallion Pithoi, Pithos 1)

228: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine X. LM I [ LM 1B]. Complete. Brown
1983: fig. 34a. AM AE1126.

229: Knossos. Palace, Magazine of the Medallion Pithoi ( ? ). LM I [ LM IB].
Upper and low parts missing. Forsdyke 1925: fig. 161. BM A735.

Form 22

230: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IX, Pithos 4. LM III [LM IIIA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

231: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IX, Pithos 8. LM III [LM IIIA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

232: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XI, Pithos 5. LM III [LM IIIA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

233: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XI, Pithos 10. LM III [LM IIIA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

234: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XI, Pithos 11. LM III [LM IIIA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

235: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XI, Pithos 12. LM III [LM IIIA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

236: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XI, Pithos 13. LM III [LM MA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

237: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XI, Pithos 14. LM III [LM IIIA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

238: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XII, Pithos 3. LM III [LM
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

239: Katsabas. FlaphSocrig E. Acitaxakhicn (10 IouXiou 1979). LM III [unknown].
Complete. Unpublished. HIVI 25725.
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240: Tylissos. Settlement, House A, Room 6. MM III ELM TB]. Complete (now in
fragments). Hazzidakis 1912: fig. 4. HIM.

241: Tylissos. Settlement, House A, Room 3 MM III [LM LB]. Complete
(now in fragments). Hazzidakis 1912: fig. 3 centre. HM 6519.

242: Knossos. Settlement, Northeast House. MM III [LM IA]. Large fragments.
Unpublished. KSM (Lapidarium), Boxes PP 7-12, 18.

General

243: Tylissos. Settlement, House ( ?). LM III [LM III]. Middle and low parts missing.
Hazzidakis 1934: Pl. XXV lc. HM 7301.

244: Tylissos. Settlement, House (?). LM III [LM III]. Complete (now in fragments).
Hazzidakis 1934: Pl. XXIIa. HM.

245: Hagia Triada. Palatial complex, Magazine 5, Pithos 1. LM I ELM 1B].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

246: Hagia Triada. Palatial complex, Magazine 5, Pithos 2. LM I [LM LB].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

247: Hagia Triada. Palatial complex, Magazine 5, Pithos 3. LM I [LM TB].
Complete (restored). Schachermeyr 1964: Pl. 58 (left). (compare to
Form 21).

248: Hagia Triada. Palatial complex, Magazine 5, Pithos 4. LM I [LM TB].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

249: Hagia Triada. Palatial complex, Magazine 5, Pithos 5. LM I [LM TB].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

250: Phaistos. Settlement, Chalara House, Room e . LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Levi 1967-68: fig. 68a. PSM.

251: Phaistos. Settlement, Chalara House, Room LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Levi 1967-68: fig. 68c. PSM.

252: Kouses. Settlement, House, Room E. LM I [LM IA]. Lower part missing.
Marinatos 1924-1926: fig.8. HM.

253: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 'Villa'). LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Levi 1959: fig. 29d. In situ.
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254: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 'Villa'). LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Levi 1959: fig. 29e. In situ.

255: Kannia. Settlement, House (the `Villa'). LM I [LM 113]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ. (compare to CN 254).

256: Kannia. Settlement, House (the	 LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

257: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 	 LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

258: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 'Villa'). LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

259: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 'Villa'). LM I [LM LB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

260: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 	 LM I [LM 1B]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

261: Kannia. Settlement, House (the `Villa'). LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

262: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 	 LM I [LM 1B]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

263: Kannia. Settlement, House (the `Villa'). LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

264: Kannia. Settlement, House (the `Villa'). LM I [LM 113]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

265: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 'Villa'). LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

266: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 	 LM I [LM 113]. Complete.
Levi 1959: fig.29b. In situ.

267: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 	 LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ. (compare to CN 266).

268: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 'Villa'). LM I [LM 113]. Complete.
Unpublished, In situ. (compare to CN 266).
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269: Kannia. Settlement, House (the	 LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ. (compare to CN 266).

270: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 'Villa'). LM I [LM I13]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ. (compare to CN 266).

271: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 'Villa'). LM I [LM B3]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ. (compare to CN 266).

272: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 	 LM I [LM II3]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ. (compare to CN 266).

273: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 'Villa'). LM I [LM 11B]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ. (compare to CN 266).

274: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 'Villa'). LM I [LM 113]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ. (compare to CN 266).

275: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 'Villa'). LM I [LM EB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

276: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 	 LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ. (compare to CN 264).

277: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 	 LM I [LM I13]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ. (compare to CN 264).

278: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 'Villa'). LM I ELM I13]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ. (compare to CN 264).

279: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 	 LM I [LM D3]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ. (compare to CN 264).

280: Kannia. Settlement, House (the `Villa'). LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ. (compare to CN 264).

281: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 'Villa'). LM I [LM I% Complete.
Unpublished. In situ. (compare to CN 264).

282: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 	 LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ. (compare to CN 264).

283: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 	 LM I [LM I% Complete.
Unpublished. In situ. (compare to CN 264).
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284: Kannia. Settlement, House (the 'Villa'). LM I ELM TB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ. (compare to CN 264).

285: Archanes. Settlement, Kalpadaki plot. LM III [LM MB]. Complete
Lembesi 1970: Pl. 360f3. HM 19214.

286: Knossos. Palace: West Magazine IV, Pithos 1. LM I [LM HIM. Complete.
In situ.

287: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IV, Pithos 3. LM I ELM MA]. Complete.
In situ.

288: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine V, Pithos 5. LM I or LMIII [LM MA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

289: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine V, Pithos 6. LM I or LMIII [LM MA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

290: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine V, Pithos 7. LM I [LM MA]. Complete.
In situ.

291: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine V, Pithos 8. LM I [LM MA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

292: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine V, Pithos 10. LM I [LM MA]. Complete.
In situ.

293: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine VI, Pithos 5. LM I [LM MA]. Complete.
In situ.

294: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine VIII, Pithos 5. LM III [LM MA]. Complete.
In situ.

295: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IX, Pithos 17. LM I [LM MA]. Complete.
In situ.

296: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XI, Pithos 1. LM I [LM MA]. Complete.
In situ.

297: Knossos. Palace, Long Corridor, Pithos 3. LM I [LM MA]. Complete.
(very restored). In situ.

298: Knossos. Palace, Long Corridor, Pithos 4. LM III [LM MA]. Complete.
(very restored). In situ.

299: Knossos. Palace, Long Corridor, Pithos 5. LM III [LM MA]. Complete.
(very restored). In situ.
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300: Knossos. Palace, Room of the Giant Pithos. LM I [LM IIIA]. Complete.
PM IV: fig.622. In situ.

301: Knossos. Palace, South Propylaeum, Pithos 2. LM I or LMIII
Complete. In situ.

302: Unknown Provenance (from Knossos). LM I [LM IIIA]. Base missing.
Unpublished. HM. (Kalokerinos excavation ?).

303: Unknown Provenance (Knossos ?). LM III [unknown]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM.

304: Poros.	 III [ ? ]. Middle and low parts missing. Unpublished. HM.

305: Nipiditos. Settlement, House, Room 1 (Corridor), Pithos 4. LM I [LM IA].
Complete. Unpublished. HM.

306: Nipiditos. Settlement, House, Room 1 (Corridor), Pithos 2. LM I [LM IA].
Upper part missing. Unpublished. HM.

307: Avli. Settlement, House. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Unpublished. HM.

308: Avli. Settlement, House. LM I [LM IA].Complete. Alexiou 1972: P1.580a-c.
1-IM 19497.

309: Unknown Provenance (Pediada District ?). 	 III [unknown]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM.

310: Symi. Sanctuary, H 51, level 3a. MM II [MM IIB]. Middle and low parts
missing. Lembesi 1985: Pl. 1336.

OVOID ELONGATED PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND HIGH COLLAR
(Cd)

Form 24

311: Epano Zakros. House (the `Villa'), Room 0. LM I [LM [B]. Complete.
Platon and Brice 1975: Fig. 16. HM.

312: Zakros. Palace. LM I [LM [B]. Complete. ANM 6886. Davaras 1976: Pl. 294.

313: Zakros. Palace. Magazine 0, Pithos A. LM I [LM IB]. Complete. Unpublished.
ANM 6889.
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314: Knossos: Palace, West Magazine IX, Pithos 1. LM I [LM IIIA]. Complete.
PM IV: fig.633. In situ.

315: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IX, Pithos 2. LM III [LM IIIA]. Complete.
PM IV: fig.633. In situ.

316: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IX, Pithos 7. LM III [LM IIIA]. Complete.
PM IV: Supl. Pls LVIIa, LIX d 2. In situ.

General

317: Archanes. Kambariani House, Room 1. LM III [LMIIIB]. Complete. Sapouna-
Sakellaraki 1990: fig.9. ARM.

318: Archanes. Settlement, Kalpadaki plot. LM I [LM IA]. Complete. Lembesi 1970:
P1.372a. HM 19227.

319: Knossos. Palace, Northeast Magazines. MM III [MM IIIB-LMIA]. Complete
(very badly preserved). PM I: fig.241B; PM IV: fig.626. In situ.

320: Knossos. Settlement, Hood's House. MM III or LMT [LMIB]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM (SMP 4604).

321: Malia. Palace, Esplande Nord. MM III [LM IA]. Complete. Chapouthier and
Demargne 1942: Pl. XIV. In situ.

322: Karphi. Settlement (Mikra Koprana), House, Room 147. LM III [LM IIIC-SM].
Large part missing. Seiradaki 1960: P1. lb. Non vidi.

323: Psari Phorada (Viannos). Cemetery. LM II-LM IIIA [LM II-LMIIIA].
Complete. Banou and Rethemiotakis 1997: fig. 23. HM.

324: Psari Phorada (Viannos). Cemetery. LM II-LM IIIA [LM II-LM IIIA].
Middle and low parts missing. Banou and Rethemiotakis 1997: fig.24. HM.

325: Kera Limaniotisa (Viannos). Cemetery. LM II-LMIIIA [LM II-LM IIIA].
Complete. Banou and Rethemiotakis 1997: fig. 25. HM.

326: Kera Limaniotisa (Viannos). Cemetery. LM II-LM IIIA [LM II-LM IIIA].
Complete. Banou and Rethemiotakis 1997: fig. 26. RM.

327: Olous. Cemetery, Tomb 27. LM IIIB or C [Sub-Minoan]. Complete.
van Effenterre 1948: Pl. VI, XXVIII. Non vidi.
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328: Gournia. Settlement, House Ac, Room 16. LMI [LM TB]. Complete.
Boyd Hawes eta!. 1908: Pl. I 30; Betancourt and Silverman 1991: P1.32,
n.663. PNM MS 5768.

329: Pahyammos. Cemetery. MM [MM]. Complete. Seager 1916: Pl.V
(forth from right). HM 7338.

330: Pahyammos. Cemetery. MM [MM]. Complete. Unpublished. HIM 7340.

331: Mochlos. Cemetery. MM III - LM IA [Unknown]. Complete. Betancourt
1983: fig. 5 n.8. PNIVI MS 4911.

332: Zakros. Palace, Magazine 0, Pithos A. LM I [LM IB]. Complete. Unpublished.
ANM 6890.

333: Zakros. Palace, Magazine H, Pithos B. LM I [LM IB].Complete. Unpublished.
ANM 6887. (compare to CN 334).

334: Zakros. Palace. LM I [LM IB]. Complete Unpublished. ANM 6891.
(compare to CN 333).

335: Zakros. Palace. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Unpublished. HM.

336: Zakros. House Z, Room F. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Platon 1991: fig. 173.

OVOID LOW-BELLIED TYPE

OVOID LOW-BELLIED PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND
LOW/WITHOUT COLLAR (Dc)

Form 26

337: Chania-Kastelli. Settlement, House A (GSE 1977/ 14-7-77/ Trench 11).
LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Unpublished. CHM 4575.

338: Samonas. Settlement. LM III [LM IIIB]. Complete. Levi 1969: Pl. KA2.
CI-IM 1992.

339: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IX, Pithos 19. LM III [LM IIIA]. Complete.
PM IV: fig.633 n.6; Supl. Pl. LIX n.2. In situ.

340: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IX, Pithos 2. LM III [LM IIIA]. Complete.
PM IV: fig.633. In situ.
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341: Sternes. Settlement. LM III [LM IIIB]. Complete. Tzedakis 1973: P1.550GT.
CHM 3674.

342: Sternes. Settlement. LM III [LM BIB]. Complete. Tzedakis 1973: Pl. 550s.
CHM 3675.

343: Lidia Koumares. Settlement, MM III [MM IIII]. Complete. Unpublished.
CHM 3464.

344: Lidia Koumares. Settlement, MM III [MM 	 Complete. Unpublished.
CHM 3465.

345: Samonas. Settlement, Room 3, Pithos 2. LM III [LM IIB3]. Complete.
Unpublished. CHIVI 5032.

346: Samonas. Settlement, LM III [LM IIIB]. Complete. Unpublished. CHM.

347: Chania. Cemetery. MM III [MM]. Complete. Unpublished. CHM.

General

348: Lidia Koumares. Settlement. MM III [MM III]. Complete. Tzedakis 1973:
Pl. 553 CHM.

349: Chania-Kastelli. Settlement. House ?. GSE 70-1080. LM I [LM IB]. Complete.
Unpublished. CHM.

350: Chania. Cemetery. MM III [MM]. Complete. Theophanides 1948-49: fig. 266.
CHM.

351: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XII, Pithos 7. LM III [LM IIIA]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

GLOBULAR TYPE

GLOBULAR PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND HIGH COLLAR(Ed)

Form 28

352: Kommos. Settlement, House of the Press, Room 5, Pithos n.830 (C775).
LM III [LMIII-LM IIIA1/2]. Lower part missing. Watrous 1992: fig.33. PSTM.
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353: Kria. Cemetery. LM III [LM IIIC-PG]. Complete. Unpublished.ANM 7455.

354: Kria. Cemetery. LM III [LMIIIC-PG]. Complete. Unpublished. ANM 7456.

355: Kria. Cemetery. LM III [LMIIIC-PG]. Complete. Unpublished. ANM 8958.

356: Kria. Cemetery, Tomb 12. LM III [LMIIIC-PG ]. Complete. Davaras 1976:
P1.302. ANM.

Form 29

357: Hagia Triada. Settlement. LM IIIB [Unknown]. Complete. La Rosa 1987:
Pl. I. 1-IM 6768.

358: Hagia Triada. Settlement. LM IIIB [Unknown]. Complete. Preserved.
La Rosa 1987: Pl. I. 1-1M 6769.

359: Karphi. Settlement, Southern House 42-51, Room 43. LM IIIB [LM IIIC-SM].
Complete. Seiradaki 1960: P1.2c.Non vidi.

General

360: Archanes. Settlement, Kalpadaki plot. LM I [LM IA]. Complete. Lembesi
1970: P1. 36613. HM 19220.

PIRIFORM SHAPES

PIRIFORM TYPE

PIRIFORM PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND HIGH COLLAR (Fd)

Form 30

361: Myrtos. Settlement, Room 89, Pithos P 620. EM II [EM BIB]. Complete.
Warren 1972: fig. 81. ANM.

362: Myrtos-Pyrgos. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Cadogan 1977-78: fig. 30
(second row). KSM. Non vidi.

363: Zakros. Palace, LM I [LM IB]. Complete. Unpublished. SM 6203.
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364: Malia. Settlement, Centre Politique, Magazine 5, Pithos K 61.170. MM I or
MM II [MM JIB]. Complete. Amouretti 1970: Pl. XX. In situ.

365: Malia. Settlement, House 0, Room of the pithoi, Pithos n.146. MIM I
[MM 113]. Complete. van Effenterre 1976: Pl. XV. MSM.

366: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu, Atelier de Fondeur, Room X3. MM I or
MM II [NM JIB]. Complete. Poursat 1966: Pl. 32e. MSM.

367: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu (M671256). MM I or MM II [MM JIB].
Complete. Unpublished. MSM.

368: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu (M67/261). MM I or MM II [IVEM JIB].
Complete. Unpublished. MSM.

369: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu (M67/263). MM I or MM II [MM JIB].
Complete. Unpublished. MSM.

370: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu (M67 F/G2). MM I or MM II [MM IIB].
Complete. Unpublished. MSM.

371: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu ( M70/9165). MM I or MM II [MM JIB].
Complete. Unpublished. MSM.

372: Myrtos-Pyrgos. Settlement, House (the `Villa'). LM I [LM EB]. Complete.
Cadogan 1977-78: fig. 30 (first row, second from left). KSM. Non vidi.

373: Myrtos-Pyrgos. LM I [LM [B]. Complete. Cadogan 1977-78: fig. 30 (first
row, third from left). KSM. Non vidi.

374: Myrtos-Pyrgos. Settlement, House (the 	 LM I [LM IB]. Parts
missing (complet profile).Cadogan 1977-78: fig. 30 (first row, third from
left). KSM. Non vidi.

375: Myrtos-Pyrgos. Settlement, House (the `Villa'). LM I [LM IB]. Complete.
Cadogan 1977-78: fig. 30 (second row, first from left). KSM. Non vidi.

376: Myrtos-Pyrgos. Settlement, House (the `Villa'). LM I [LM mi. Parts missing
(complete profile). Cadogan 1977-78: fig. 30 (second row, first from left).
KSM. Non vidi.

377: Pahyammos. Cemetery. MM [unknown]. Complete. Unpublished.
HM.

378: Pahyammos. Cemetery, Group XII. MM [uncertain (MM or LMT)].
Complete. Seager 1916: Pl. XVI (second from left). HM 7339.
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379: Pahyammos. Cemetery. MM [unknown]. Complete. Unpublished.
BM 7320.

380: Zakros. Palace. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Unpublished. SM 6878.

381: Zakros. Palace. LM I [LM IB]. Complete. Unpublished. SM 6879.

Form 32

382: Zakros. Settlement, IaxupO Ktilpto, Room Y. LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Platon 1969: Pl. 264y SM 930.

383: Zakros. Settlement, Building Z. LM I [LM LB]. Complete. L. Platon 1997:
fig. 29. SM.

Form 33

384: Knossos. Palace, Deposit above Early Monolithic Crypt. MM III [MM
IIIB/LM IA]. Complete. PM IV: Pl. XLVI. Non vidi.

385: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IX, Pithos 6. LM I [LM	 Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

386: Palaikastro. Settlement, House a 5. LM I [LM IIIA]. Complete. Bosanquet
and Dawkins 1923: Pl. XXIIe. RM.

Form 34

387: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IV, Pithos 5. LM I or LMIII [LM
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

388: Gournia. Settlement, Hill House, Room 13. LMI [LM IB]. Complete.
Boyd Hawes eta!. 1908: Pl. VI:43. Non vidi.

389: Profitis Ilias Tourtoulon. Settlement, House, Room B1. LM I [LM 1B].
Complete. Unpublished. I-1M 12337.

390: Palaikastro. Settlement, House £, Room 38. LM I ELM IIIA]. Complete.
Bosanquet and Dawkins 1923: Pl. XXIIf; Forsdyke 1925: fig. 164.
BM A738.

391: Palaikastro. Settlement, House e 36-43. LMT or LMIII [LM	 Complete.
Bosanquet and Dawkins 1923: fig.43b. Non vidi.
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392: Palaikastro. Settlement, Building 7, Room 12, Pithos n.3426. LMIII
[LM III A2-B]. Part of the body missing. MacGillivray, Sackett et al. 1992:
fig. 21, 5. ANSM

Form 35

393: Myrtos-Pyrgos. Settlement, House (the `Villa'). IVIM III or LMI [LMIB].
Complete. Cadogan 1977-78: fig.30 (first row, first from left). KSM. Non
vidi.

394: Pachyammos. Cemetery. MM or LM I [MM-LM I]. Complete. Seager
1916: Pl.V (first from right). Non vidi.

395: Pachyammos. Cemetery. MM or LM I [MM - LM I]. Complete. Seager
1916: Pl.V (third from right). BM 7853.

396: Pachyammos. Cemetery. MM [MM-LM I]. Complete. Seager 1916: Pl.XE
(upper row, right). HM 7355.

Form 36

397: Pachyammos. Cemetery. MM or LMI [MM-LM I]. Complete. Seager 1916:
Pl.V (first from left). FM 7351.

398: Pachyammos. Cemetery. MM or LMI [MM-LM I]. Complete. Seager 1916:
Pl.XVI (first from right). Non vidi.

399: Pachyammos. Cemetery. MM or LMI [MM-LM I]. Complete. Seager 1916:
PLXVI (first from left). HM 7337.

Form 37

400: Knossos. Settlement, Unexplored Mansion, Room P, Pithos n. 60. LM I or
LM II [LM II]. Complete. Popham 1984: Pl. 76d. RM.

401: Knossos. Settlement, Unexplored Mansion, Room P, Pithos n. 51. LM I or
LM II [LM II]. Complete. Popham 1984: Pl. 76c. HM.

402: Knossos. Settlement, Acropolis House, Deposit H, Pithos n. 273. LM I
[LM I A]. Sherds of the lower part missing. Catling et al. 1979: fig.40.
KSM.

403: Knossos. Settlement, Hood's House (HH/58/P.4). LM I [LM IB]. Complete.
Unpublished. I-fM (SMP 4600).
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404: Knossos. Settlement, Hood's House (1111158/P.2). LM I [LM IB]. Complete.
Unpublished. MI (SMP 4602).

405: Avli. Settlement, House, LM I [LM IB].Complete. Unpublished. HIM 19495.

Form 38

406: Sklavokambos. Settlement, House (the 'Villa'). LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
HIVI 8938.

407: Knossos. Settlement, Unexplored Mansion, Room P, Pithos n. 57. LM I or
LM II [LM II]. Complete. Popham 1984: Pl. 75c. HM.

408: Knossos. Settlement, Unexplored Mansion, Room P, Pithos n. 75. LM I or
LM II [LM II]. Complete. Popham 1984: Pl. 78b. HM.

409: Knossos. Settlement, North House. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Warren
1980-81: fig.23. KSM.

410: Knossos. Settlement, North House. LM I [LM [B]. Complete. Warren
1980-81: fig.22. KSM.

411: Knossos. Settlement, North House. LM I [LM TB]. Part of the upper body
preserved. Unpublished. KSM (SEX 2051).

412: Knossos. Settlement, Acropolis House, Deposit F, Pithos n. 230. LM I
[LM IA (or LM TB)]. Complete. Catling eta!. 1979: fig 34. KSM.

413: Malia. Palace, Magazine XI 6-13. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Unpublished.
MSM.

414: Malia. Palace, Magazine XI 6-13. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Unpublished.
MSM.

Form 39

415: Kommos. Settlement, Central Hill side, Space over Rooms 35, 38-39, Pithos
n.924 (C4634). LM1II [LM III A2 - B1]. Complete. Watrous 1992
fig. 35. PTSM.

416: Archanes. Settlement, Kalpadaki plot. LM I [LM IA] Complete Lembesi 1974
Pl. 39. HM 19221.
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417: Flega-Prinias. Settlement, House, Room A. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Di Vita et
al. 1984: fig. 439. UM.

418: Rouses Chondros, Settlement, Room Az, Pithos N. LM I [LM TB].

Complete. Unpublished. BM.

419: Kannia. Settlement, House (the `Villa'). LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Unpublished.
HM 15200.

Form 41

420: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine V, Pithos 1. LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

421: Hagia Triada. Settlement, Casa dei Fici, Room I, Pithos HTR 223. LM I
[LM TB]. Complete. La Rosa 1978-79: fig. 46m. RM.

Form 42

422: Knossos. Settlement, Unexplored Mansion, Room P, Pithos n.69-70. LM I
or LM II [LM II]. Complete. Popham 1984: Pl. 76a. HM.

423: Knossos. Settlement, Unexplored Mansion, Room P, Pithos n. 125. LM I or
LM II [LM II]. Complete. Popham 1984: Pl. 77c. HM.

424: Knossos. Settlement, Hood's House (1-llH158/P.5). LM I [LM LB].
Complete. Unpublished. 	 (SMP 4601).

425: Malia. Palace, East Magazines. LM I [LM TB]. Complete (very restored).
Unpublished. MSM.

426: Malia. Palace, East Magazines. LMI [LM TB]. Complete (very restored).
Unpublished. MSM.

Form 43

427: Knossos. Settlement, Northeast House. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. PM II:
fig. 245. HM.

428: Pseira. Settlement, House D, Room 5. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Seager
1910: fig. 9; Betancourt and Davaras 1995: fig. 45 (ADN1). HM 5458.

429: Pseira. Settlement, House D, Room 5. LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Betancourt and Davaras 1995: fig. 45 (ADN2). HM 5457.
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Form 44

430: Sklavokambos. Settlement, House (the 'Villa), Corridor 14. LM I [LM TB].
Complete. Marinatos 1939-41: Pl. 12. UM

431: Phaistos. Settlement, H. Fotini House. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Levi 1959:
fig.30a. HM 10778.

432: Archanes. Settlement, Kalpadaki plot. LM IA [LM IA]. Complete. Lembesi
1970: Pl. 367a. HM 19212.

Form 45

433: Tylissos. Settlement, House A. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Hazzidakis 1934:
Pl. XXIV I . HIVI 6524.

434: Knossos. Settlement, Hood's House (1-111158/P.78). LM I [LM 1B]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM (SMP 4605).

435: Knossos. Palace. LM I [unknown]. Large fragments (complete profile, very
restored). Unpublished. HM 9036.

General

436: Monastiraki. Settlement, Room 35A, Pithos 5. MM II [MM TIE]. Complete.
Unpublished. RM.

437: Tylissos. Settlement, House ? LM I [LM 113]. Complete. Unpublished.
HM 6521.

438: Tylissos. Settlement, House A. LM I [LM [B]. Complete. Hazzidakis 1934:
PDOCEIL 1912: fig.3 (right). HM 6522. (compare to Form 41).

439: Kommos. Settlement, Central Hillside, Space over Rooms 35, 38-39, Pithos
n.932 (C4536). LM III [LM III A2-B1 early]. Body sherds missing (Complete
profile). Watrous 1992: fig. 36. PTSM. (compare to CN 506).

440: Pitsidia. Settlement, House, Room VI. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Hazi-
Vallianou 1996: fig.5b. HM.

441: Hagia Triada. Settlement, EM House, Room 5, Pithos HTR 9. EM II
[EMIIB]. Complete. Laviosa 1972-73: fig. 11. PSM.
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442: Hagia Triada. Settlement, EM House, Room 5, Pithos HTR 10. EM II
[EMIIB]. Complete. Laviosa 1972-73: fig. 12. PSM.

443: Hagia Triada. Palatial Complex, Magazine 5. LM IA [LM TB] Complete.
Halbherr eta!. 1977: fig. 93. HM 2969. (compare to Forms 43-44).

444: Hagia Triada. Settlement, Complesso della 'Mazza di Breccia', Magazine h,
Pithos 1. LM I [LM IB]. Complete. Di Vita 1990-91: fig.21. PSM.

445: Hagia Triada. Settlement, Complesso della 'Mazza di Breccia', Magazine h,
Pithos 2. LM I [LM IB]. Complete. Di Vita 1990-91: fig.21. PSM.

446: Hagia Triada. Settlement, Complesso della 'Mazza di Breccia': Magazine
h, Pithos 3. LM I [LM LB]. Complete. Di Vita 1990-91: fig.21. PSM.

447: Phaistos. Palace, Room LXIV, Pithos F1898. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Levi 1976: Pl.LVOIL HM.

448: Phaistos. Palace, Room CIII, Pithos F.5905. MM II [MM JIB]. Large part
missing. Levi 1976: fig. 863. PSM

449: Phaistos. Palace, Room 11. LM I [LM TB]. Unknown state of preservation.
Pernier and Banti 1951: fig.63. Non vidi.

450: Phaistos. Palace, Room 11. LM I [LM LB]. Unknown state of preservation.
Pernier and Banti 1951: fig.63. Non vidi.

451: Phaistos. Palace, Room 11. LM I [LM TB]. Unknown state of preservation.
Pernier and Banti 1951: fig.63. Non vidi.

452: Phaistos. Palace, Room 11. LM I [LM TB]. Unknown state of preservation.
Pernier and Banti 1951: fig.63. Non vidi.

453: Phaistos. Palace, Central Court. LM I [LM IILB]. Unknown state of
preservation. Pernier and Banti 1951: fig.27. Non vidi.

454: Phaistos. Settlement, Chalara House, Room a. LM I [LM IB]. Complete.
Levi 1967-68: Fig. 71h. HM.

455: Phaistos. Settlement, Chalara House, Room E. LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Levi 1967-68: Fig. 69 (left). PSM 3856. (compare to CN 456).

456: Phaistos. Settlement, Chalara House, Room 6. LM I [LM IB]. Complete.
Unpublished. PSM 3857. (compare to CN 455).
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457: Knossos. Palace, Deposit above Early Monolithic Crypt. MM III [MM III-
LMIA]. Complete. PM I: fig.430. In situ (now in Queen's Megaron).

458: Knossos. Palace, South Propylaeum, Pithos 4. LM I or LM III [LM IIIB].
Complete. Alexiou et. al 1968: P1.90 (first from left). In situ.

459: Knossos. Settlement, Unexplored Mansion, Room M, Pithos n.99. LM I or
LM II [LM II]. Complete. Popham 1984: Pl. 75d. HM.

460: Knossos. Settlement, Unexplored Mansion, Room M, Pithos n.50. LM I or
LM II [LM II]. Complete. Popham 1984: Pl. 77d. HM.

461: Knossos. Settlement, Unexplored Mansion, Room P, Pithos n.69-70. LM I
or LM II [LM II]. Complete. Popham 1984: Pl. 76a. HM. (compare to
Form 41).

462: Knossos. Settlement, Unexplored Mansion, Room M, Pithos n.41. LM I or
LM II ELM II]. Complete. Popham 1984: Pl. 78a. HM. (compare to CN 733).

463: Knossos. Settlement, Acropolis House, Deposit H, Pithos n.270. LM I [LM IA].
Complete. Catling et al. 1979: fig.40. KSM.

464: Knossos. Settlement, Hood's House. LM I [LM IA]. Complete. LM I [LM [B].
Unpublished. HM (SNIP 4599). (compare to Form 38).

465: Poros. Settlement, Tomb I (Kepapu.Kg 00t8 gg A 274, A273). LM I [ ? ].
Lower part missing. Unpublished. HM. (compare to Form 41).

466: Malia. Settlement, House 0, Room of the pithoi, Pithos n.147. MM I [MM TB].
Complete. van Effenterre 1976: Pl. XV. MSM.

467: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu, Atelier de Potier, Magazine VIII 4, Pithos
B72 (A 78/5). MM II [MM JIB]. Complete. Poursat 1996: Pl. 26d. MSM.

468: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu, Pithos M 66/80-2. MM II [MM IIB]. Complete.
Unpublished. MSM.

469: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu, Pithos M 67/ibis. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Unpublished. MSM.

470: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu, Pithos M 66/110-1. MM II [MM JIB].
Complete. Unpublished. MSM.

471: Malia. Settlement, Maison Ea, Room III 1. LM I [LM 1113-II]. Complete. Pelon
1970: Pl. XIX, 3. MSM.

472: Malia. Cemetery (ilot du Christ), Pithos E. MM I [MM I]. Complete.
van Effenterre 1963: Pl. XLIII.2 E. MSM.
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473: Kastelos. Settlement, House (Test 9). MM III or LM I [MM III-LM I].
Most of the lower part missing (complete profile). Pendlebury and Money-
Coutts 1937-38: Fig. 17.1-1M.

474: Karphi. Settlement, The Priest's House, Room 80. LM III B or III C [LM
IIIC]. Complete (now in fragments). Seiradaki 1960: Pl. la. KSM.

475: Myrtos. Settlement, Room 20, Pithos P 624. EM II [EM JIB]. Complete.
Warren 1972: fig. 82. ANM.

476: Myrtos. Settlement, Room 20, Pithos P625. EM II [EM JIB]. Complete.
Warren 1972: fig. 82. ANM.

477: Myrtos. Settlement, Room 26, Pithos P618. EM II [EM JIB]. Complete.
Warren 1972: Pl. 60C. ANM.

478: Myrtos. Settlement, Room 80, Pithos P76. EM II [EM JIB]. Complete.
Warren 1972: fig. 43. ANM.

479: Myrtos-Pyrgos. Settlement, House (the `Villa'), Magazines 8-9. LM I
[LM IB]. Complete. Cadogan 1971. ANM 8965. Non vidi.

480: Gournia. Settlement, House Ed, Room 29. LM I [LM Mt Complete.
Boyd Hawes et al. 1908: Pl. VIII n.41. Non vidi.

481: Gournia. Settlement. LM I [LM IB]. Complete. Betancourt and Silverman
1991: Pl. 22, n. 618. PNM M.S 4645.

482: Pachyammos. Cemetery. MM [MM]. Complete. Seager 1916: Pl. VII
(second from left). Non vidi.

483: Pachyammos. Cemetery. MM [MM]. Complete. Seager 1916: Pl. VII
(second from right). Non vidi.

484: Pachyammos. Cemetery. MM [MM]. Complete. Seager 1916: Pl. XI
(upper row, left). HM 7336.

485: Pachyammos. Cemetery. MM [MM]. Complete. Seager 1916: Pl. XI
(low row, left). HM 7357.

486: Pachyammos. Cemetery. MM [MM]. Complete. Seager 1916: Pl. XI
(low row, right). HM 7346.

487: Pachyammos. Cemetery, Group XIX. MM  [MM]. Complete. Seager 1916:
Pl. )0C (upper row, left). Non vidi.
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488: Sphoungaras. Cemetery. MM III or LMT [unknown]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM 7309.

489: Pseira. Settlement, House AB, Room 4, Pithos AB10. LM I [LM TB].
Complete. Seager 1910: Pl. VII; Betancourt and Davaras 1995:fig. 38.
I-1M 5459.

490: Pseira. Settlement, Plateia House (Plateia Road Nort, Context 6), Pithos
PS 1914. LM I [LM IB]. Lower part missing. Floyd 1996: fig. 94. MI-ISM.

491: Mochlos. Settlement, House C3, Room 2, Pithos P139. LM I [LM IB].

Complete. Soles and Davaras 1994: P1 95a. MHSM. (compare to Forms 37,
38).

492: Mochlos. Settlement, House C3, Room 2, Pithos P127. LM I [LM TB].
Complete. Soles and Davaras 1994: P1 95a. MESM. (compare to Forms 37,
38).

493: Mochlos. Settlement, House C3, Room 1, Pithos P125. LM I [LM IB].
Complete. Soles and Davaras 1994: P1 93c. MHSM. (compare to Forms 37,
38)

494: Mochlos. Settlement, House C3, Room 1, Pithos P134. LM I [LM LB].
Complete. Soles and Davaras 1994: P1 93c. MESM. (compare to Forms 37,
38).

495: Mochlos. Settlement, House C3, Room 1, Pithos P759. LM I [LM LB].
Complete. Soles and Davaras 1994: P1 93c. MHSM. (compare to Forms 37,
38).

496: Mochlos. Settlement, House C3, Room 1, Pithos P775. LM I [LM B3].
Complete. Soles and Davaras 1994: P1 93c. MHSM. (compare to Forms 37,
38).

497: Mochlos. Settlement, House C3, Room 1, Pithos P789. LM I [LM IB].
Complete. Soles and Davaras 1994: P1 93c. MHSM. (compare to Forms 37,
38).

498: Mochlos. Settlement (coast), Building B, Room 2. Pithos P372. LM I
ELM B3]. Complete Soles and Davaras 1994: P1 104c. MHSM.

499: Myrsini. Cemetery. EM or MM I [EM-MM I]. Large part missing (complete
profile). Unpublished. HM.

500: Achladia. Settlement, House A, Room E. LM I [LM IA]. Unpublished. HM.
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501: Makrygialos. LM I ELM TB]. Complete. Unpublished. ANM 8945.

502: Zou. Settlement, House, LM I [LM IB]. Middle and lower parts missing.
Unpublished. SM 10939.

503: Palaikastro. Settlement, House a 36-43. LM I or LM III [LM III].
Complete. Bosanquet and Dawkins 1923: fig. 43c. Non vidi.

504: Palaikastro. Settlement, House ?. LM I or LM III [LM III]. Complete.
Bosanquet and Dawkins 1923: Pl. XXIIg. Non vidi.

505: Palaikastro. Settlement, House E. LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Bosanquet and Dawkins 1923: Pl. XXIIc. Non vidi

506: Palaikastro. Settlement, Building 4, West Storeroom. LM III [LM II1A2 or
ealy LM IIIB]. Complete. MacGillivray et al. 1989: P1.66b. ANSM.

(compare to CN 439).

507: Palaikastro. Settlement, House N, Room 9, Pithos NP 70. LM I [LM TB].
Complete. Sackett and Popham 1970: Pl. 65e. KSM.

508: Unknown Provenance (from Palaikastro). LM I or III [uncertain]. Rim and
neck missing. Unpublished. HM. (compare to CN 503).

509: Zakros. Settlement, House A, Room	 LM I [LM LB]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM.

510: Zalcros. Settlement, LM I [LM IB]. Complete. Unpublished. HM.

511: Zakros. Settlement, House Z, Room F. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Kopaka and
Platon 1993: fig. 37. Non vidi.

512: Zakros. Settlement, IarripO Kniptov, Room M. LM I [LM I13]. Complete.
Platon 1969: Pl. 26013. SM.

513: Zakros. Settlement, LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Unpublished. SM.
(compare to CN 503, 508).

514: Zakros. Palace, Room N. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Unpublished. HM.
(compare to Form 32).

515: Zakros. Palace, Room H, Pithos N. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Unpublished.
ANM. (compare to CN 516).ANM.

516: Zakros. Palace. LM I [LM [B]. Complete Unpublished. ANM. (compare
to CN 515).
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PIRIFORM PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND LOW/WITHOUT COLLAR
(Fe)

Form 46

517: Achladia. Settlement, House A, Room B. LM I [LM TB]. Lower part
missing (badly restored).Unpublished. HM.

518: Palaikastro. Settlement, House N, Room 9, Pithos NP65. LM I [LM 1B].
Complete. Sackett and Popham 1970: fig.16. KSM.

519: Zakros. Palace. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Unpublished. SM.

General

520: Vorou. Cemetery, Tomb A. MM I [MM I- MM II]. Complete. Marinatos
1930-31: fig. 12 (right). 	 8796.

521: Malia. Palace, Room XIV2. LM I [LM B3]. Large fragments (complete
profile; very restored). Chapouthier and Joly 1936: Pl. XI. MSM.

522: Malia. Settlement, House Ea, Room 1112, Pithos n. 127. LM I [LM 1B].
Complete. Pelon 1970: Pl. XIX4. MSM.

523: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu, Pithos M66/81. MM I or MM II
[MM BIB]. Complete. Unpublished. MSM.

524: Myrtos. Settlement, Room 91, Pithos P98. EM II [EM JIB]. Complete.
Warren 1972: fig. 44. ANM.

525: Myrtos. Settlement, Room 60, Pithos P622. EM II [EM JIB]. Complete.
Warren 1972: fig. 81. ANM.

526: Achladia. Settlement, House A, outside room A. LM I [LM TB]. Lower
part missing (very restored). Unpublished. HM.

PIRIFORM PITHOI WITH WIDE MOUTH AND HIGH COLLAR (Fb)

Form 47

527: Pachyammos. Cemetery, Group VIII. MM  III [MM]. Complete. Seager
1916: Pl. VIII (first row, left). HIM 7333.

528: Pachyammos. Cemetery, Group XXI. LM I [MM - LM I]. Complete.
Seager 1916: Pl. XX (first row, right). Non vidi.
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529: Mochlos. Cemetery. MM III [MM III -LM I]. Complete.
Seager 1912: fig. 51. HM 5463.

Form 48

530: Pachyammos. Cemetery, Group I. MM IIIB/LM IA [MM-LMI]. Complete.
Seager 1916: Pl. IV. HM 7372.

531: Pachyammos. Cemetery, Group III. MM II1B/LM IA [MM-LM I]. Complete.
Seager 1916: Pl. VI. HM 7324.

532: Pachyammos. Cemetery, Group IV. LM IA [MM-LM I]. Complete.
Seager 1916: Pl. I (second row, left). FIM 7325.

533: Pachyammos. Cemetery, Group XXII. MM IIIB/LM IA [MM-LM I]. Complete.
Seager 1916: PLXXI. HM 7354.

534: Pachyammos. Cemetery, Group IX. LM IA [MM-LM I]. Complete. Seager
1916: Pl.X. HM 7346.

535: Pachyammos. Cemetery, Group XII. LM IA [MM-LM I]. Complete. Seager
1916: Pl. XIII. HM 7331.

536: Pachyammos. Cemetery, Group XVIII. MM  IILB/LM IA [MM-LM I].
Complete. Seager 1916: Pl.XVII (second row, right). HM 7348.

537: Sphoungaras. Cemetery. LM IA [MM-LM I]. Lower part missing. Hall 1912:
fig. 34. Non vidi.

538: Sphoungaras. Cemetery. LM IA [MM-LM I]. Complete. Hall 1912: fig. 35.
Non vidi.

Form 49

539: Pachyammos. Cemetery, Group IX. LM EB [MM-LM I]. Complete. Seager
1916: Pl.VIII. HM 7374.

540: Pachyammos. Cemetery, Group XI. LM 113[MM-LM I]. Complete. Seager
1916: PLXIII. BM 7323.

541: Pachyammos. Cemetery, Group XX. MM  II or MM III [MM]. Complete.
Seager 1916: Pl.XX. HM 7359.

542: Pachyammos. Cemetery, Group XII. MM IIIB/LM IA [MM-LM I]. Complete.
Seager 1916: PLXIV. HM 7373.
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PIRIFORM ELONGATED TYPE

PIRIFORM ELONGATED PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND HIGH
COLLAR (Gd)

Form 50

543: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu, Atelier de Sceaux, Room IX 3, Pithos A3
(S77/45). MM I or MM II [MM BIB]. Complete. Prousat 1996: Pl. 21d.
MSM.

544: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu, Atelier de Potier Magazine VIII 4, Pithos
B73 (A78/3). MM I or MM II [MM IIB]. Complete. Prousat 1996: P1.26c.
MSM.

545: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu, Pithos M67/10. MM I or MM II [MM BIB].
Complete. Unpublished. MSM.

546: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu, Pithos M70. MM I or MM II [MM JIB].
Complete. Unpublished. MSM.

547: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu, Pithos Mu 69/110. MM I or MM II [MM 'LB].
Complete. Unpublished. MSM.

548: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu, Pithos M82/11. MM I or MM II [MM JIB].
Complete. Unpublished. MSM.

Form 51

549: Malia. Palace, Room XXVIII2. LM III [LM MB]. Complete.
Chapouthier and Demargne 1942: Pl. XIII; Pelon 1997: figs 16-17. In situ.

550: Gournia. Settlement, House E 23. LM I [LM IB]. Complete. Boyd Hawes et al.
1908: Pl. V142. HM.

551: Profitis Ilias Tourtoulon. Settlement, House LM I [LM IN. Large part missing.
Platon 1960: Pl. 23a. HM.

General

552: Malia. Palace, West Magazines II y. MM III or LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Chapouthier and Charbonneaux 1928: Pl. )0CD(2. In situ.
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553: Malia. Settlement, House Ea, Room 7. MM III [MM IIIB]. Lower part
missing. Pelon 1970: Pl. XXXI. MSM.

554: Malia. Settlement, House Aa. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Demargne and
Gallet de Santerre 1953: Pl. XXXI 3. MSM.

555: Vasiliki. Cemetery. MM I [unspecified (MM ?)]. Large part missing.
Davaras 1973: P1.556a. ANM.

556: Achladia. Settlement, House A, Room B. LM I [LM IA]. Complete (very
restored). L. Platon 1997: fig.13. HM.

557: Achladia. Settlement, House A, Room F. LM I [LM IA]. Complete.
(very restored). Unpublished. HM.

558: Palaikastro. Settlement, House t 6. LM III [LM IIIA]. Middle and lower
parts missing. Bosanquet and Dawkins 1923: Pl. XXIIb; Forsdyke 1925: fig.
163. BM A737.

559: Palaikastro. Settlement, House N, Room 18, Pithos NP 121. LM I [LM IB].
Complete. Sackett and Popham 1970: fig. 19. KSM.

560: Zakros. Palace. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Unpublished. ANM 8964.

561: Zakros. Palace. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Platon 1961: Pl. 177. BM

BARREL TYPE

BARREL PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND HIGH COLLAR (FIcl)

Form 52

562: Palaikastro. Settlement, House N, Room 11, Pithos NP 88. LM I [LM IA].
Complete. Sackett and Popham 1970: fig.19. KSM.

563: Palaikastro. Settlement (naphSocrri AlIctiaCtial 12-7-67). LM I [unknown].
Complete. Unpublished. ANM 5259.

General

564: Archanes. Cemetery (Phourni). MM I [MM ?]. Complete. Sakellarakis and
Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: fig. 447. ARM.
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565: Archanes. Cemetery (Phourni).Tholos Tomb C. EM III or MM I [EM III-
MM I]. Complete. Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: fig. 447
(low row, centre). ARM.

566: Sfaka. Settlement, House. MM III or LM I [LM IA]. Complete. Platon 1950:
Pl. 112a. HM.

567: Makrighialos. Settlement, House (the 	 LM I [LM IB]. Complete.
Unpublished. ANM 8953.

BARREL PITHOI WITH NARROW MOUTH AND LOW/WITHOUT COLLAR
(Hc)

Form 53

568: Tylissos. House A, Room 12. LM IIIA [LM IIIA]. Complete (very restored).
Hazzidakis 1912: fig. 9; Kanta 1980: 9. HM.

569: Archanes. Cemetery (Phourni), Burial Building 19. MM I or MM II [MM II].
Complete. Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: fig. 448 (right).
ARM. Non vidi.

570: Archanes. Cemetery (Phourni), Burial Building 19. MM I or MIVI II [MM II].
Complete. Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: fig. 448 (left). ARM.
Non vidi.

571: Myrsini. Cemetery. LM III [LM IIIC]. Complete. Unpublished. HM.
(compare to CN 572).

572: Myrsini. Cemetery. LM III [LM IIIC]. Complete. Unpublished. HM.
(compare to CN 573).

573: Palaikastro. Settlement, House Tc 9. LM II1A2 [LM IIIA2]. Complete.
Bosanquet and Dawkins 1923: Pl. XXIIIc. HM 4822.

574: Palaikastro. Settlement, House (?) LM IIIA2 [unknown]. Rim and body
sherds missing. Unpublished. HM.

575: Palaikastro. Settlement, House a 2. LM IIIA1 [LM IIIA2]. Complete.
Bosanquet and Dawkins 1923: Pl. XXIIIa,b. HIM 2513.
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PITHOI OF GROUP II

CONICAL SHAPES

CONICAL TYPE (I)

Form 54

576: Archanes. Settlement, Kalpadaki plot. LM I [LM IA]. Complete. Lembesi 1970:
P1.36713. HM 19213.

577: Knossos. Settlement, Acropolis House, Deposit H, Pithos n.267. LM I [LM IA].
Complete. Catling eta!. 1979: fig. 39. KSM.

578: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias). MM [MM]. Complete. Unpublished. 1-Thil 11173.

579: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias). MM [MM]. Complete. Unpublished. HIM 11174.

580: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias). MM [MM]. Complete. Unpublished. HM 11175.

581: Malia. Palace, Magazine XI 6-14. MM III or LM I ELM 1B]. Complete.
Chapouthier and Charbonneaux 1928: Pl. XXX2 (left). MSM.

582: Malia. Palace, Magazine XI 6-14. MM III or LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Chapouthier and Charbonneaux 1928: Pl. VOC2 (centre). MSM.

Form 55

583: Tylissos. Settlement, House A. MM III or LMT [LM TB]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM 7307.

584: Malia. Palace, Magazine X 16-10. MM III or LM I [LM IB]. Complete.
Chapouthier and Charbonneaux 1928: Pl. )00(2 (left). MSM

585: Pachyammos. Cemetery, Group II. MM  III or LM I [LM I]. Complete.
Seager 1916: Pl. 11(10w row, right). Non vidi.

586: Pachyammos. Cemetery, Group XIV-b. MM III or LMI I [LM I].
Complete. Seager 1916: Pl. XVII (upper row, right). 1-IM 7342.

587: Sphoungaras. Cemetery. MM III or LM I [LM I]. Complete. Hall 1912:
fig. 36. Non vidi.
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588: Sphoungaras. Cemetery. MM III or LM I [LM I]. Complete. Unpublished.
BM 7310.

589: Sphoungaras. Cemetery. MM III or LM I [LM I]. Complete. Unpublished.
UM 7310.

590: Mochlos. Settlement. LM IA [LM I]. Complete (now in fragments).
Unpublished

591: Zakros. Settlement, House Z, Room F. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Kopaka
and Platon 1993: fig.35. Non vidi.

Form 56

592: Kommos. Settlement, Hilltop, Room 3, Pithos no. 439 (C605). M1V1 or
LM I [LM II]. Base missing. Watrous 1992: fig. 22. PSTM. Non vidi .

593: Pitsidia. Settlement, House, Room XIV. MM III [LM I13]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM.

594: Phaistos. Palace, Room LXXIX, Pithos F.4266. MM III [MM III].
Complete. Levi 1976: fig.469. PSM.

595: Agios Miron. MM [MM]. Complete. Unpublished. BIM. (pitharaki).

596: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias), Pithos KA /50 I / P I. MM [MM]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM. (pitharaki).

597: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu, Pithos M82/14. MM I or MM II [MM II].
Unpublished. MSM.

598: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu, Pithos A80/507. MM I or MM II [MM II].
Unpublished. MSM.

599: Pachyammos. Cemetery. MM [unspecified]. Complete. Seager 1916: Pl. XIX
(first to right). HM 7362 (pitharaki).

600: Pachyammos. Cemetery. MM [uncertain]. Complete. Seager 1916: Pl. XIX
(first to left). Non vidi. (pitharaki).

601: Mochlos. Settlement. MM or LM I [LM TB]. Complete Unpublished. HM.

602: Palaikastro. Settlement, House N, Room 14, Pithos NP99. MM III or LMI
[LMI B]. Complete. Sackett and Popham 1970: fig. 19. KSM. (pitharaki).
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General

603: Hagia Triada. Settlement, `Pistrinum'. LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
La Rosa 1989: Pl. XVIIIa. PSM. (compare to Form 54).

604: Phaistos. Palace, Room 11117, Pithos F.3018. MM II [MM II]. Complete
Levi 1976: P1.49b. PSM.

605: Galatas. Settlement, House B, Room 8. LM I [LM TB]. Base missing.
Unpublished. HM.

606: Galatas. Settlement, House B, Room 8. LM I [LM LB]. Base missing.
Unpublished. HIM.

607: Malia. Palace, Magazine XI 7-1. MM III or LM I [LM D3]. Complete.
Unpublished. MSM.

608: Galana Charakia. Cemetery. EM or MM I [EM-MM II]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM.

609: Galana Charakia. Cemetery. EM or NIM I [EM-MM II]. Complete.
Unpublished. HNI.

610: Galana Charakia. Cemetery. EM or MM I [EM-MM II]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM.

611: Gournia. Settlement, Pithos no. 3684. LM I [LM 1B]. Large fragments
(complete profile; very restored). Boyd Hawes et al. 1908: Pl. IX 31. HIM.

CONICAL WITH VERTICAL UPPER/MIDDLE PROFILE (J)

Form 57

612: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias). MM [MM]. Complete. preserved. Cook and
Boardman 1953: Pl. fig.15b. HM.

613: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias), KA/ 53 VI! P IV. IVIM [MM]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM 11171.

614: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias), KA/ 53 VI! P I. MM [MM]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM.

615: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias), KA / 53VI / P IX. MM  [MM]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM.
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616: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias), KA / 53 / VI / P XI. MM [MM]. Complete.
Unpublished. HIVI.

617: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias), KA / 50 I / P IX. MM [MM]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM.

618: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias). MM [MM]. Complete. Unpublished.
LIM 11169.

619: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias). MM [MM]. Complete. Unpublished.
HM 11170.

620: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias), KA/53 VI P.XVIIa. MM [MM]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM (SMP 4144).

621: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias), KA/53 VI P XJVI. MM [MM]. Complete.
Unpublished. HIM (SMP 4153).

622: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias), KA153 VI PXXVII. MM [MM]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM (SMP 4147).

623: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias). MM [MM]. Complete. Unpublished. HM.

624: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias). MM [MM]. Complete. Unpublished. HM.

625: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias). MM [MM]. Complete. Unpublished. HM.

Form 58

626: Chania-Kastelli. MM [ ? ]. Complete. Unpublished. CHM 7782.

627: Knossos. Palace, Magazine of the False Spouted Jars, Pithos 4. MM II or
MM III [MM IIIB/LM IA or LM IA]. Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

628: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias). Tomb VII. MiM [MM]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM.

629: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias), KA/ 53 VI/ P XXVI 2. MM [MM ]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM.

630: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias). MM [MM]. Complete. Unpublished. HM.

631: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias). MM [MM]. Complete. Unpublished. HM.

632: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias). MM [MM]. Complete. Unpublished. ffM.
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648: Knossos. Loukaki plot. MM III [ ? ]. Complete. Unpublished. HM.

649: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias). MM [MM]. Complete. Unpublished. HM.

650: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias), Tomb IX. MINI III [MM III]. Complete.
Hood and Boardman 1955: fig.3. HM 11181.

651: Knossos. MNI III [unknown]. Complete. Unpublished. HM.

652: Gouves. Cemetery. MM III [MINIM]. Complete. Hazzidakis 1918: P1.6.
HM.

653: Gouves. Cemetery. MM III [MMIII]. Complete. Hazzidakis 1918: fig.6.
Non vidi.

654: Malia. Settlement, House A, Pithos n.136. MM I [MM IB]. Complete.
van Effenterre 1969: Pl. XLIX. MSM.

655: Malia. Palace, West Magazine II 2. MM III [LM LB]. Complete.
Chapouthier and Charbonneaux 1928: Pl. XXVIII 1. MSM.

656: Pachyammos. Cemetery. MM III or LM I [unknown]. Complete.
Seager 1916: Pl.VII (third from right). HM.

657: Pachyammos. Cemetery, Group XV. MM III or LM I [MNI- LM I].
Complete. Seager 1916: Pl.XII (left). 1-IM 7345.

658: Mochlos. Cemetery, MM II1B/LM IA [MM IIIB/LM IA]. Complete. Seager
1912: Pl.XI. 1-IM 5464.

659: Palaikastro. Settlement, House N, Room 9, Pithos NP 68. MM III
[LM I B]. Large sherds missing (complete profile). Sackett and Popham
1970: fig. 16. KSM.

660: Palaikastro. Settlement, House 6 10. MM III [LMI B]. Complete.
Bosanquet and Dawkins 1923: Pl. XXIIa; Forsdyke 1925: fig.162.
BM A 736.

Form 60

661: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine, Pithos V3. LM I or LM III [LM MA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

662: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine IX, Pithos 10. LM I or LMIII [LM MA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.
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663: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XI, Pithos 9. LM I or LM III [LM IIIA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

664: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine XI, Pithos 15. LM I or LM III [LM IIIA].
Complete. Unpublished. In situ.

Form 61

665: Knossos. Palace, South Propylaeum, Pithos 1. LM III [LM IIIB]. Complete.
Unpublished. In situ.

666: Gouves. Settlement, House, Section B22. LM III ELM IIIB]. Large fragments.
Unpublished. HM.

667: Phaistos. Palace, Central court. LM III [LM IIIB]. Complete. Unpublished.
PSM.

668: Paterikies. Settlement, Room I. LM III [LM Him]. Complete. Bonacasa 1967-
68: fig.37. PSM F2151.

669: Hagia Triada. Palatial complex, Saggio III, Pithos HTR 91. LM III [LM IIIB].
Lower part missing. La Rosa 1979-80: fig. 2a. PSM.

670: Hagia Triada. Settlement, `Abiente dei pithoi nel tratto centrale alla fascia
N del grande muralione a denti', Pithos HTR 0397. LM III [LM MB].
Complete. De Vita et al. 1984: fig. 270. HM.

671: Kria. Cemetery, Tomb 13. LM III [LMIIIC-PG]. Complete. Davaras 1976:
Pl. 30313. ANM 7351.

672: Kria. Cemetery. Tomb XXIV. LM IIIC [LMIIIC-PG].Complete. Davaras
1979: Pl. 23a, b. ANM 7350.

673: Unknown provenance. LM III [unknown]. Complete. RM.

General

674: Chania-Kastelli. Settlement, House A, Trench 11, P 1396. LM I [LM LB].
Complete. Unpublished. CHM.

675: Tylissos. Cemetery. MM III or LM I [unspecified]. Large fragment. Hazzidakis
1913: fig.2. Non vidi.

676: Phaistos. Palace, Room LVIIIb, Pithos F.1739. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete
Levi 1976: P1.49c. PSM.
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677: Phaistos. Settlement, Chalara North House, Room n, Pithos F.3560. MM II
[MM I[B]. Complete. Levi 1976: P1.52a. PSM.

678: Phaistos. Settlement, H. Fotini House, Room f3, Pithos F.755. NM II
[MM JIB]. Complete. Levi 1976: P1.49d. HM.

679: Phaistos. Palace, Room LXXXIV, Pithos F.4715. MM II [MM JIB].
Complete. Levi 1976: P1.51c. PSM.

680: Phaistos. Palace, Room CIII, Pithos F.5564. MM II [MM JIB]. Complete.
Levi 1976: P1.17a. PSM.

681: Kannia. Settlement, House. LM I [LM [B]. Complete. Unpublished.
In situ.

682: Kannia. Settlement, House. LM I [LM LB]. Complete. Unpublished.
In situ.

683: Kannia. Settlement, House LM I [LM IB]. Complete. Unpublished.
In situ.

684: Archanes. Galano Papouri. LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Sakellarakis 1991:
fig.34. Non vidi.

685: Vathyperto. Settlement, House (the 'Villa', West Building), Room 40.
LM I [LM TB]. Complete. Driessen and Sakellarakis 1997: fig.11 (left).
In situ. Non vidi.

686: Knossos. Settlement, North House. LM I [LM [B]. Complete. Warren
1980-81: fig.20. KSM.

687: Galatas. Settlement, House B, Room 8. LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Unpublished. HM.

688: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu, Pithos M 69/ 142. MM II [MM IIB].
Complete. Unpublished. MSM.

689: Malia. Cemetery (ilot du Christ). MM I [MM I].Complete. van Effenterre
1963: Pl. XLII2c. MSM.

690: Myrtos. Corridor 65, Pithos P 630. EM II [EM JIB]. Complete. Warren
1972: fig.83. ANNE

691: Pachyammos. Cemetery. MM III or LM I [unspecified]. Complete. Seager
1916: Pl. II (upper row, right). 1-IM.

692: Sphoungaras. Cemetery. MM IIIB/LM IA or LM IA [unspecified].
Complete. Hall 1912: fig. 33. HM 7313.
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693: Sphoungaras. Cemetery. MM III or LM IA [unspecified]. Complete
Betancourt 1983: fig.14 n. 134. PNM MS 4671.

694: Mochlos. Settlement, House D 3, Room 11. MM MB/ LM IA or LM IA
[LM TB]. Complete. Seager 1909: fig. 20. HM 6366.

695: Petras. Palace, Central Court west of the Northern Column base, Pithos
9102. MM III or LM IA [LM TB]. Complete. Tsipopoulou and Hallager
1996: fig. 13a. SM.

696: Zakros. Settlement, Kripto B, Swiiircto niOcc 0. MM III or LM I
[LM TB]. Complete. Unpublished. SM 14423.

PIRIFORM TYPE (of Group II)

Form 62

697: Myrtos. Settlement, Room 82, P 629. EM II [EM JIB]. Complete. Warren 1972:
fig.83. ANM.

698: Myrtos. Settlement, Room 54, P 628. EM II [EM JIB]. Complete. Warren
1972: fig.82. ANM.

699: Myrtos. Settlement, Room 53, P 672. EM II [EM 11113]. Complete. Warren 1972:
fig. 82. ANM.

700: Pachyammos. Cemetery. MM [unspecified]. Seager 1916: Pl. XVI (third from
right). HIM 7329.

Form 63

701: Archanes. Anemospilia (Sacral Building). MM II or MM III [MM III].
Complete. Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: fig.392. Non vidi.

702: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu, Atelier de Potier: Room VIII3, B 49
(A80/82). MM I or MM II [MM JIB]. Complete. Prousat 1996: Pl. 27b.
MSM.

703: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu, Atelier de Potier, Room VI112, B 20
(A80/18). MM I or MM II [MM IIB]. Complete. Prousat 1996: Pl. 27a.
MSM.

704: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu, M 69/ 128. MM I or MM II [MM JIB].
Complete. Unpublished. MSM.
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705: Pachyammos. Cemetery. MM [unspecified]. Seager 1916: Pl. MI (right).
HM 7322.

706: Makryghialos. Settlement, House (the 	 LM I [ LM TB].
Unpublished. ANM.

Form 64

707: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias), KA153 VI P. )0(VIII9a). MM [MM].
Complete. Unpublished. HM (SMP 4148).

708: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias) KA/53 VI P.XXX. MM [MM]. Complete.
Unpublished. BM (SMP 4149).

709: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias). KA153 VI P.)00(1. MNI [MNI].Complete.
Unpublished. HM (SMP 4150).

710: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias). MM [MM].Complete. Unpublished. HM.

711: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias). MM [MM].Complete. Unpublished. HM.

712: Archanes. Cemetery (Phourni), Building 5, Room 4. MM I [EM III-MM II].
Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: fig.447. ARM. Non vidi.

713: Archanes. Cemetery (Phourni), Building 5, Room 4. MM I [EM III-MM II].
Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997:467. ARM. Non vidi.

714: Archanes. Cemetery (Phourni), Building 5, Room 4. MM I [EM III-MM II].
Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: 467. ARM. Non vidi.

715: Archanes. Cemetery (Phourni), Building 5, Room 4. MM TEEM III-MM II].
Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: 467. ARM. Non vidi.

716: Archanes. Cemetery (Phourni), Building 5, Room 4. MM TEEM III-NIM II].
Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: 467. ARM. Non vidi.

717: Archanes. Cemetery (Phourni), Building 5, Room 4. MM I [EM III-MM II].
Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: 467. ARM. Non vidi.

718: Archanes. Cemetery (Phourni), Building 5, Room 4. MM I [EM III-MM II].
Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: 467. ARM. Non vidi.

719: Archanes. Cemetery (Phourni), Building 18. MM I [EM
Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: 467. ARM. Non vidi.

720: Aitania. Cemetery. MM [MM]. Unpublished. HM.
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721: Malia. Settlement, Maison Ea, Room 10, Pithos E 65/22. MM II [ MM III].
Complete. Pelon 1970: Pl. XX2. MSM.

TUB TYPE (L)

Form 65

722: Sklavokambos. Settlement, House (the `Villa'). LM I [LM TB]. Complete.
Marinatos 1934-41: Pl. 14. Non vidi.

723: Phaistos. Palace, Central Court. LM III [LM IIIB]. Complete. Unpublished.
PSM.

724: Phaistos. Settlement, House (Chalara Sud), Vano Miceneo. LM III
[LM IIIB]. Complete. Unpublished. PSM no. 4210.

725: Knossos. Settlement, North House, Pithos P 368. LM I [LM TB]. Sherds
missing. Warren 1980-81: fig.26. KSM.

726: Knossos. Settlement, North House, Pithos no. 9801. LM I [LM TB]. Sherds
missing. Unpublished. KSM.

727: Kastelli. Settlement, Community plot. LM III [LM IIIC]. Complete.
Rethemiotakis 1997: fig.9. H1\4.

728: Kavousi. Settlement, LM III [LMIII]. Kanta 1980: fig. 57.6. ANM 1291.

729: Makryghialos. Settlement, House (the `Villa'). LM I [LM TB]. Unpublished.
ANNI.

730: Kria. Cemetery, Tomb XIX. LM III [LM IIIC-PG]. Davaras 1976: P1.21 la.
ANM 7457.

731: Zakros. LM I [LM TB]. SM.

PARTS OF PITHOI WITH UNCERTAIN BODY PROFILE

732: Platyvola. Cave. EM (or MM I) [Neolithic-MM]. Large part of the upper
body. Unpublished. CHM 2060. (compare to CN 442).

733: Chania-Kastelli. Settlement, (level 6, sand A 77), Pithos P1322 and P1385.
LM I or LM II [LM III]. Large sherds. Unpublished. CHM. (compare to
CN 462).
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734: Phaistos. Palace, Room XVI-XVIII. MM II [MM JIB]. Part of the upper
body preserved. Pernier 1935: fig. 154. Non vidi. (comapre to Form 2).

735: Knossos. Palace, West Magazine VI, Pithos 7. NM [LM IIIA]. Lower part
preserved. Unpublished. In situ. (compare to Form 7).

736: Knossos. Settlement, Acropolis House, Deposit H, Pithos n.271. LM I [LM IA].
Sherds from the upper part preserved. Catling et al. 1979: Pl. 1 if Non vidi.

737: Malia. Settlement, Quartier Mu, Atelier de Potier, Magazine VIII 4, Pithos
B 75 (A 78/4). MM I or MM II [MM IIB]. Upper part missing. Poursat
1996: Pl. 26b. MSM. (compare to Form 31).

738: Malia. Settlement, Centre Politique, Magazine 1, Pithos K 60.67. MNI I or
MM II [MM IIB]. Middle and lower parts missing. Amouretti 1970: Pl.
X'XVI. MSM. (compare to Form 31).

739: Profitis Ilias Tourtoulon. Settlement, House B, Room F. LM I [LM IB].
Upper part missing. Unpublished. HM 12335.

740: Palaikastro. Settlement, Building I, Rubble file, PK 1992/3690. LM I [MM
IIIB-LM IA]. Body sherd. Bernini 1995: fig. 19 n.132. ANSM Non vidi.

ASIA MINOR

741: Asia Minor, Iasos. Area della Necropoli Protogeometrica, Edificio F. MM III or
LM I [Geometric]. Body sherds. Levi 1969-70: fig. 24. (compare to Form 23).

PITHARAKIA

GROUP I

OVOID

742: Phaistos. Palace, Room LXIV, Pitharaki F.1894. NM II [MM IIB].Complete.
Levi 1976: P1.170a. HM.

743: Phaistos. Palace, Room LI, Pitharaki F. 483. MM II [MNI IIB]. Complete.
Levi 1976: P1.170c. HM.

744: Phaistos. Palace, Room LI, Pitharaki F.484. MM II [MM IIB]. Complete.
Levi 1976: P1.170g. HM.
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PIRIFORM

745: Phaistos. Settlement (At-Fth.vvrig, otx. XaArISC.tx-ri 27-7-79). MM II or MM
III[ ? ]. Large sherds (complet profile). Unpublished. HM.

746: Phaistos. Settlement, Chalara House, Room a, Pitharaki F. 3799. LM
[LM IB]. Complete. Levi 1967-1968: fig. 71 a. HM.

747: Phaistos. Settlement, Chalara House, Room a, Pitharaki F. 3798. LM I
[LM IB]. Complete. Levi 1967-68: fig. 71 b. HM.

748: Phaistos. Settlement, Chalara House, Room a, Pitharaki F. 3782. LM I
[LM IB]. Complete. Levi 1967-1968: fig. 70 b. HM.

749: Knossos. Settlement, North House, Pitharaki 79/P271. LM I [LM ]E].
Complete. Warren 1980-81: fig.5. HM.

750: Knossos. Settlement, North House. Pitharaki 79/P279. LM I [LM TB].
Complete. Warren 1980-81: fig.6. HM.

751: Archanes. Cemetery (Phourni), Burial Building 19. MM II or MMIII [EMIII-
MMIII]. Complete. Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: fig.378. HM
28440. Non vidi.

752: Poros. Settlement (N. Demopoulou Excavations). LM I [LM 113].Complete.
Unpublished. HM.

753: Gournia. Settlement, C65, Pitharaki MM IIIB or LM IA [LM LB].
Unknown state of preservation. Boyd Hawes et al. 1908: Pl. IX, n.23. Non
vidi.

754: Pachyammos. Cemetery, Group XIII. MM  I or MM II [MM].Unknown
state of preservation. Seager 1916: Pl. XVII (XIII-a). Non vidi.

755: Zou. Cemetery. MM III or MM IIIB/LM IA [MM IIIB/LM IA]. Complete.
Platon 1955: Pl. 11013. HM 10943.

756: Palaikastro. Settlement, House N. Pitharaki PK162/133. LM I [LMIB].
Partly preserved (very restored). Sackett and Popham 1970: Pl.
59c. KSM.

GLOBULAR

757: Knossos. Settlement, Unexplored Mansion, Room P, Pitharaki n.124. LM
I [LM II]. Complete. Popham 1984: Pl. 671 HM.
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758: Karphi. Settlement, House 137-141, Room 137. LM III [LM IIIC]. Complete.
Seiradaki 1960: Pl. 2a. Non vidi.

759: Karphi. Settlement, House Priest's House, Room 80, Pitharaki n. 80. LM
[LM IIIC]. Complete. Seiradaki 1960: Pl. 2b. Non vidi.

760: Karphi. Settlement, Southern House 42-51, Room 43. LM III [LM IIIC].
Complete. Seiradaki 1960: Pl. 2c. Non vidi.

PITHOI OF GROUP H

CONICAL

761: Phaistos. Palace, Room LVI, Pitharaki F.788. MM II[MM JIB]. Complete.
Levi 1976: Pl. 50a,b. HM.

757: Knossos. Cemetery (Ailias), (20/11/80; OM 3 A2). MM II or MM III
[MM]. Complete. Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: fig. 560. HM.
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